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PREFACE
I N this book I have set down the record of a journey
in Tibet undertaken by me during the spring, summer
and autumn of 1897. It is illustrated partly from my
photographs and partly from sketches made by me on
the spot. Only as regards the torture scenes have I
had to draw from memory, but it will be easily
conceded that their impression must be vivid enough
with me.
The map is made entirely from my surveys of
an area of twelve thousand five hundred square miles
in Tibet proper. In Chapter VI. the altitudes of
such high peaks in India as Nanda Devi and others
are taken from the Trigonometrical Survey, and so
are the positions fixed by astronomical observations of
the starting and terminating points of my surveys at
the places where I entered and left Tibet.
In the orthography of geographical names I have
adopted the course advised by the Royal Geographical
Society-viz., to give the names their true sound as
they are locally pronounced, and I have made no
exception even for the grand and poetic " Himahlya "
which is in English usually distorted into the unmusical
and unromantic word " Himalayas."
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I sutmit with ail deference the following geognphical results of my expedition :
T h e solution of the uncertainty regarding the
division of the JIansarowar and Rakstal Lakes.
T h e ascent to so great a n altitude as 2 2 , 0 0 0
feet, and the pictures of some of the great Himahlyan glaciers.
T h e visit to and the fixing of the position of the
two principal sources of the Brahmaputra, never before
reached by a European.
T h e fact that with only two men I was able to travel
for sc) long in the most populated part of Tibet.
In addition to the above, I a m glad to state
that owing to the publicity which I gave on my
return to the outrageous Tibetan abuses taking
place on British soil, the Government of India a t last,
in the summer of 1898, notified the Tibetan authorities that they will no longer be permitted to collect
Land Revenue from British subjects there. This
fact gives me special satisfaction, because of the
exceptional courtesy and kindness bestowed on me
by our mountain tribesmen, the Shokas.
T h e Government Report of the official Investigation of my case, as well as other documents substantiating the details of my narrative, are printed in
an appendix.
A. H. S. L.
May 1899
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A CHINESE PASSPORT

CHAPTER I
FKOM LONDON TO N A I N I TAL

0s leaving London, I intended to proceed vic'l"Germany to
Russia, traverse Russian Turkestan, Bokhara and Chinese
Turkestan, and from there enter Tibet. The Russian Government had readily granted me a special permission to take
free of duty through their territory my firearms, ammunition, provisions, photographic cameras, surveying and other
scientific instruments, and moreover informed me, through
H.E. Sir Nicholas O'Conor, then our Ambassador in St.
Petersburg, that I should be privileged to travel on the
military railway through Turkestan, as far as the terminus at
Samarakand. I feel under a great obligation to the Russian
Embassy in London for the extreme courtesy shown me,
and I desire to acknowledge this at the outset, especially
A
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because that route might very likely have saved me much of
the suffering and disappointment I \vas subjected to through
going by way of India.
1 was provided lvith i~ltrc)ductionsand credentials from
the JIarquis of Salisbury, the British 1Iuseum of Satural
History, etc., 1 was c;~rrying5cientific instruments for the
Royal Geographical Society, ; I I I ~ I 1 had a British and two
Chinese passports.
Having for~vardeclall nly explosives by an ammunition
vessel to Russia (the German railways absolutely refusing to
carry cartridges), 1 hearcl to my dismay, only a few days
previous to leaving Londo11, that the steamer had stranded
just before reaching her port of destination, and that grave
tloubts were entertained as t o the possibility of saving even a
portion of her cargo. This \vas at the time of the outbreak
of the Turco-Greek \Var, and the Russians were reported to
be ~nobilisingtheir troops along the Afghan frontier. I did
not wish to delay my journey, and although my preparations urere complete for going through Russia, I nevertheless
decided to abandon that plan and go to India, with a view
to penetrating over the Himahlya into Tibet. 1 sailed for
Intlia on March 19, on the P. and 0. ss. Perli~lslrlnr,and
reached Bombay three weeks later.
It was my first visit to India, and my first impression was
certainly not a goocl one. The heat was intense, and signs
of the plague \\ere discernible everywhere. The streets
were deserted and the hotel:; bad and dirty for \\ant oi
servants, who had ab:indoned the town in fear of the
scourge.
Accompanied by a Parsee friend, I \vent to several of the
districts of Bombay chiefly affected by the disease, but I
noticed, wherever I \vent, little else than a strong odour of
disinfectants. It is true there \vel-e few houses in those
parts which had not ten, twenty, and even more circular red
marks, de~lotingas many deaths, and on one door, \vhich I
photographed, I countecl no less than forty-nine circles.
But 1 w;ts unable to gauge personally wit11 any sort of
accuracy the nature 01- estent of the disease, beyond seeing
in the hospitals a few violent cases of bubonic attacks.
0 1 1 the clay follo\ving my :u-rival in Honlbay, 1 proceeded
by rail to B;ireilly, \vllich was reached in three days, and
from there one more night hr-ought me to Kathgodam, the
terminus of the railivay 1111e. TI-avelling partly by Tonga (a
t\vo-\vhet.led vehicle dr;~\v11by t\vo horses) ancl partly on
horseback, 1 found ~nyselfat last at Naini Tat, a hill station
in the lowel- Hirnahly;~~
ancl the summer seat of the Govern-
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nlent of the North-West Provinces and Oudh, from whence
I wrote to the Lieutenant-Governor, informing him of tny
intention to proceed to Tibet. I also called on the DeputyCommissioner and made him fully acquainted with my
plans. Neither one nor the other of these gentlemen raised
the slightest objection to my intended journey into the
sacred Land of the Lamas.

CHAPTER I1
Loads-A set of useful pack-saddle cases--Provisions and
scientific outfit-Clothes and shoes-Medicines-Under
way
I carne to employ faithful
-The first march-Servants-How
Chanden Sing.

1 KSEW that from Saini Tal, 6407 feet (sixty feet above lake
level), all my loads would have to be transported on the backs
of coolies, and therefore they had to be divided into equal
weights not esceeding twenty-five seers, or fifty pounds. 1
packed instruments, negatives, and articles liable to get
damaged, in cases of my own make designed especially for
rough usage. A set of four such cases, of well-seasoned deal
wood, carefully joined and fitted, zinc-lined, and soaked in a
special preparation of mine by \vhich they were rendered
water and air tight, could be made useful in many \iyays.
Taken separately, they could be used as seats ; four placed
in a row answered the purpose of bedstead ; three could be
used as seat and table ; and the combination 04 four used in
a certain manner made a punt or boat of quick, solid, and
easy construction, by which an unfordable river could be
crossed or soundings taken in the still waters of a lake. The
cases could also be used as baths for myself and my followers
(if 1 could induce these to so far indulge), and also in the
developing of my negatives as tanks to properly wash my
plates. 1 conjectured even that xn case of emergency they
might serve as water casks in arid regions, if I should have
to traverse any. One of these hoses packed was esactly a
coolie load, and two could be easily slung over a pack-saddle
by means of straps and rings. It was due mainly to the
stoutness and stren@h of thehe cases that, notwithstanding
the amount of knocking about they got, my photographic
and painting work, as well as my maps, instruments, etc.,
were really in no way injured until we fell into the hands of
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the Tibetans. Fortunately, the most important part of my
work, from a scientific point of view, had already been
accomplished. My provisions were prepared for me by the
Bovril Cornpany after instructions furnished by me, with a
view to the severe Tibetan climate and the altitudes we
should find ourselves in. They contained a vast amount of
fat and carbonaceous food, as well as ingredients easily
digestible and calculated to maintain one's strength even in
moments of unusual stress. I had them packed in tin cases
and skin bags. I carried in a water-tight box 1000 cartridges
for my 256- Mannlicher rifle, besides 500 cartridges for my
revolver, and a number of hunting knives, skinning implements, wire traps of several sizes for capturing small
mammals, butterfly nets, bottles for preserving reptiles in
alcohol, insect-killing bottles (cyanide of potassium), a
quantity of arsenical soap, bone nippers, scalpels, and all
other accessories necessary for the collection of natural
history specimens. There were three sets of photographic
apparatus in my outtit, and one hundred and fifty-eight
dozen dry plates, as well as all adjuncts for the developing,
fixing, etc. of the negatives 21s they were taken. The collecting materials were given me by the British hluseuin of
Natural History, to which institution I had promised to
present all specimens of fauna and flora I might collect
during my jouriley. I had two sets of instruments for
astronomical observatioll and for use in surveying (one of
which had been furnished me by the Royal Geographical
Society), such as the six-inch sextant, hypsometrical apparatus
for measuring heights, with boiling-point thermometers
specially constructed for very great altitudes ; two aneroids,
one to 20,000 feet, the other to 25,000 feet ; three artificial
horizons (one mercury, the others plate-glass with levels) ; a
powerful telescope with astronomical eyepiece and stand ;
a prismatic, a lunlinous, a floating, and two pocket compasses;
nlaximum and minimum thermometers, a case of drawing
instruments, protractors, parallel rules, tape rules, a silver
water-tight half-chronometer watch and three other watches,
section paper in books and in large sheets, Raper's and the
Nautical Almanac for 1897 and 1898.
S o t to neglect the artistic aspect of my expedition, I had
provided myself with ample painting and drawing materials,
and 1 trust to the appearance of my sketches in these
volumes to prove that 1 did not carry them iri vain.
I was provided with ;i very light mountain .terrte-rl'nbri
seven feet long, four feet wide, and three feet high. Well
accustomed to the sort of travelling I was in for, 1 decided
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that I required for myself only a camel-hair blanket in the
way of bedding. I reduced my clothing also to a minimum
and made n o diflere~lcein it from start to finish. The only
thing I ever mirsed was my straw hat, which 1 wore up in
the Hi11i;ihlyasjust as I had worn it in the broiling plains,
because it seemed to me always the most comfortable
hcadgexr.
It was rendered unwearable through the
clu~ilsirlcsvof one of my Sllokas to whom I had lent it to
carry in it some swan eggs (presented by a friendly Shoka),
and \vho fell with it, or on it, to the detriment and destruction
both of vessel and load. After that I generally went about
wit11 my head uncovered, as 1 only had a small cap left, which
w;i.i not comfortable. 1 wore medium thick shoes without
nails, and never carried a stick, and I think it was due
largely to the simplicity of my personal equipment that I was
at~le,;is will be seen presently, to climb to one of the greatest
altitudes ever reached by a human being."
hly provision of medicines cost me only half-a-cro\vn,
firm ;is I am in the belief that man, living naturally under
1iatu1.;11conditions, and giving himself plenty of exercise, can
be helpctl very little by drugs.
And thus 1 st;lrted.
On the first d;ly 1 rode from Naini Tal to Almora, thirty
rnilcs by the lower and well-known road pic2 Khairna.
Alnlora (5510 feet) is tlie last hill station towards the
frontier where 1 expected to find a European, or rather an
Anglo-Indian, community, and I made it my headquarters
for a few days. It was my intention to obtain some reliable
hill men, possibly Gourkhas, to accompany me. I applied
i l l vain for this purpose to the Lied.-Colonel of the
1st 3rd Gourkha Regiment quartered in the station, duly
showing letters, introductions, a ~ i ddocuments from the
highest authorities and institutions in England, plainly
de~nonstrating the scientific object of my journey to
Tibet.
.
'The superior authorities seemed open to negotiations had
I been nble to afford a wait of several months ; but, as this
would have involved the postponement of my journey for a
year 011 accour~tof the passes leading into Tibet becoming
imp;lbs:~bleat the end of the summer, I decided to snap my
fingers at ;dl tlle 1.ec1tape the job required, and to start on
my journey without the Gourkhas.
As luck woulcl have it, I came across a gentleman at
Almor;~,a hlr. J. Larkin, u ~ h oshowed me great politeness

*
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and gave me much useful information with regardSto the
roads, the mode of travelling, etc. on the Brit~shside of the
Tibetan frontier. He had h~mselftravelled nearly up to the
boundary the previous year,
and knew that part of
Kumaon better than any
Anglo-Indian in the province. In fact, with the
exception of Colonel Grigg,
Commissioner of Kumaon,
Mr. Larkin is the only other
official who has any knowledge at all of the north-east
of Kumaon, now so neglected by the Gover~lnlentof
."rip"
the N.W.P.
Gourkhas being unobtainable, the question weighed
heavily on my mind of obtaining plucky, honest, wiry,
healthy servants, of whatever
,t'
caste they might be, who
+!
would be ready for the sake
L
of a good salary and a handsome reward to brave the
many discomforts, hardships, and perils my exped i t ~ o nwas l~kelyto involve.
Both at Saini Tal and here
MY PAITHFVI. COHP,\SION
s c o r e s of s e r v a n t s a n d
Shikaris (sporting attendants) offered themselves. They one
and all produced " certificates " of good conduct, irreproachable honesty, good-nature and willingness to work, and
praises unbounded of all possible virtues that a servant could
possess. Each certificate was duly ornamented with the
signature of a General, a Captain, a Lieut.-Governor, or
some other considerable personage, but each bearer cf such
testimonial seemed sadly neglected by those who had been
so enthusiastically pleased with his services, for he invariably commenced by asking for a ion11 of several rupees to
purchase boots and blankets, and to enable him to support
a wife with or without a family whom he would be leaving
behind.
I decided that my means did not permit of my supporting
'' the dear ones at home " of the two or three dozen follo\\~ers
1 should require, and I made up my mind to wait and see

-
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whether I could not find men to suit me farther on my road
without involving myself in the liability of supporting t h e
entire population I left behind me. 1 made only one e x c e p
tion. I was sitting one fine day in my room at the Dik
Bungalow (post resting-house) when an odd creature entered
and offered his services, salaaming me.
" IVhere are your certificates ? " I asked.
" Saltib, 11rr1rr' ccr-titicatr*~
' ne Irczi !" (" Sir, I have no certificates.")
" Well, then I may employ you."
I had previously had a good look at the fellow. His facial
lines showed considerably more character and force than 1
had noticed in the features of other local natives. His attire
was peculiar. H e wore a white turban, and from under a
short velvet waistcoat there protruded a gaudy flannel shirt
in yellow and black stripes, which he wore oddly outside of
his pyjamas instead of in them. H e had no shoes, and
carried in his right hand an old cricket stump, with which
he " presented arms," as it were, every time that I came in
and went out of the room. I at once decided to try him.
It was about nine o'clock in the morning, when I, having
many people to see, handed Chanden Sing, for that was his
name, a pair of shoes and some blacking.
" hlind I find them clean when I return."
" Acha, Sahib."
(" All right, sir ! ")
'' You \rill find sonic brushes in my room."
" Blzklrt acha, Sahib." (Very good, sir !")
I left. At sis p.m. when I returned to my quarters I found
Chanden Sing still polishing my footgear with all his might.
He had been at it the whole day and had used for the
purpose my best hair and clothes brushes.
" Oh, you butirrraslr ! crab log, fingal !"
("Oh ! you bad
character ! bad man, fool ! ") I esclaimed, disgusted, making
as much display as possible of the only three or four words
I then knew of Hindustani. I snatched the blackened articles
of toilet out of his hands, while he, with an air of wounded
feelings, pointed out the wonderful results he had achieved.
It was clear that Chanden Sing was not much of a valet,
neither was he a lnaster at opening soda-water bottles. H e
generally managed to give you a spray bath if he did not
actually shoot the flying cork in your Eice. It was owing to
one (by no means the first) of these accidents that Chanden
Sing, having hit me full, was a few days later flung bodily out
of the front door. I am very adverse to the habit of punishing the natives injudiciously ant1 unjustly, but I believe that
firm if not too severe 3 punishment administered in time
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is absolutely necessary with native servants, and generally
saves much trouble and unpleasalltness in the end. Anyhow
Chanderl Sing, none the worse, returned the nest day to fetch
his cricket stump which he had forgotten in his hurried and
involuntary departure. He seized this opportunity to offer
his humblest apologies for his clun~siness,and produced the
following letter which he had got written in English by a
Babu in the Bazaar :
" DEARSIR,-I
an1 a stupid man, but I hear you intend to
take two Gourkha soldiers with you to Tibet. I am a good
and very sfoirt man and therefore far superior to any Gourkha.
Please employ me.
"Your faithful servant.
li CHANDEN
SING."

This was touching, and I forgave him and allowed him to
stay. He improved as time went on, and after a while
became quite tolerable. One morlling Mr. Larkin called when
Chanden Sing happened to be about.
" Who is that ? " said Larkin.
That is my bearer."
" But he is not a bearer ! He was once a policeman, and
a smart fello\v too. He \vorked out a good case in his own
village and had many people arrested and convicted for
theft. As a reward they sacked him."
" I am thinking of taking him with me."
" He is a good lad," replled hlr. Larkin. You can anyhow take him as far as the frontier, but I would not advise
you to take h i n ~into Tibet."
hlr. Larkin cou~lselledChanden Sing to be diligent and
attentive, and the ex-policeman beamed all over with joy
when I told him definitely that he might accompany me to
Bliot. He turned out to be the one plucky man among all
my followers, and he stood by me through thick and thin.

C H A P T E R 111
Pithoragarh-Fakir wornen-A well-ventilated abode-Askote
-The Kajiwar and his people.

THE country up to Bhvt is comparatively well-known,
therefore I will not dwell at length on the first portiorl of
my journey.
On May 9 all my baggage, accompanied by two
Cliu~russis,left on its way to the frontier, and I followed
on the next day. Two days' marching, at the rate of
twenty-five miles a day, brought me to Shor, otherwise
called Pithoragarh.
T h e road is good all the \\.;ly, running through thick
forests of pine ant1 fir trees, and you get here and there
pretty views of wooded mountn in ranges. Nevertheless, it
is tiring owing to the m;iny ascents and descents, as will be
seen from the following figures showing the principal elevations. From 5510 feet we-climbed to 7650 feet, descended
to 2475 feet, climbed. again up to 6020 feet at Gangoli Hat,
and re-descended by a steep incline to 2500 feet. The
intense heat prevented lne from walking at my usual pace,
and I did not, therefore, reach my dcstinatiori before sundown. \i'alking on in the dark, we saw the distant flickering
forest fires crawling here and there like incandescent
snakes along or up the mou~~tain-side
: these are caused
by t h e igniting of the grass, shrubs, and undergrowth
by the nati~~es,
the flames not unfrequently spreading and
playing havoc among the finest trees of the forest.
At Pithoragarh (6650 feet) there is the old Lolldon
Gourkha fort to he seen, on a hilltop, also a well-kept leper
hospital, a school, and a mission-house. The soil is fertile
and there are many stretches of well-cultivated land dotted
with habitations. Water is plentiful, and though the
scenery cert;iinly lacks trees except in the immediate
neighbourhood of the villages and h o ~ ~ s eits ,has, neverthe-
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less, a certain picturesqueness on account of its background
of wooded mountains. I started fro111 Pithoragarh at
0.30 A.M. ; leaving the road to Tal on the left, 1 follo\ved the
track at a medium elevation of 6250 fret, arriving at
Shadgora (63jo feet) just in time to witness the blessing of

a calf by a Brahmin. Inside a diminutive shrine-into
thc door of which I \\-as curious enough to peep-I discovered two skinny, repulsive old woInen, with sunken,
discoloured eyes, untidy locks of scanty hair, long unu-ashed,
bony arms and legs, and finger and toe nails of abnormal
length. They were clad in a few dirty rags, and were busily
attending to the lights burning on several primitive stone
candlesticks along the \valls of the shrine. There were also
some curiously-shaped stones standing upright among the
candlesticks. The ceiling of this place of \vorship was not
high enough to allow the women to stand, and they \\-ere
compelled to crawl about inside on a11 fours. When they
saw nle they stretched out their angular arms towards me,
begging for money. I gave them a silver coin, which they
shoved under one of the peculiar stones, and then, turning
round, im~nediatelymade violent gestures suggesting to me
that 1 was to depart.
! Farther on 1 cnrne upon a point where three roads branched
off to Deolthal (six miles) on the left, to Askote (twelve
ant1 three-quarter miles) in the centre, and to Pithoragarh
(eleven and a quarter miles), a different route from the one
follo\ved, on the right. 1 took the middle one, and travelled
on in a storm of hail and wind with a constant deafening
roar of thunder and splendid flashes of lightning, which
producecl magical effects on the ever-changing and fantastic
clouds and the xveircl mountain-sides along which I ploughed
my way.
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I arrived late in the evening at Askote, where there is
neither D& Bungalow nor Daram=alla,+ and found to my
disgust that none of my crrrricr, hat1 vet arrived. I was
ofiered hospitality
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nand,Pundit
who putJibame
up in his school*room. a structure
i
c o n s i s t i n g of a
-.
I number oi planks
put together re5,.
* 'sl,;
&-- gardless of width,
.;,-heigl~t,length, or
1
shape. and sup.2
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porting a roof of
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.
straw and grass.
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-~ -,:.
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j The ventilation of
my abode was all
~ I V.%I%OI)E
A T .%iE<.TE
one could wish
for, and as daring
the night 1 lay wrapped up in my hlanket under the
sheltering roof, I could admire through the disconnected
portions of the lvalls the brilliancy of the star-studded
heaven above. \Vhen the sun arose, bits of scener?-appeared
between plank and plank, until by degrees the gaps were
all stopped up hy figures of natives, who took possession
of these points of vantage to g.ue to their hearts' content on
the sahib, who, with signs of evident suspense on the part
of these spectators, managed e\-en to shave. Hilarity, on
the other hand, was caused when I smeared ~nyself all over
with soap while bathing. ;\clmir;ltion follo\ved at my
putting on my last starched shirt and other mysterious
garments, but the escitement grew almost to fever-heat
when I went through the daily nuisance of winding up my
watches and registering daily observations of temperature,
etc. The strain was too much, 1 fancy, and a general
stampede follo\ved the moment 1 touched my unloaded
rifle.
The town of Askote is not unlike an old feudal castle such
as are found in many parts of Central Italy. Perched on
the crown of a central hill, the Rajiwar's palace overlooks a
tine panorama of mountains encircling it on all sides.
Among the higher peaks discernible from the palace are the
Chipla hlountain and the Dafi;~. 'Then across the Kali River,
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* Da~a~rrsalla,
a stone-walled shelter for the nsc of travellers andnatives.
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forming the boundary of Sepal, is Mount Dooti. The "go~cir"
or town itself nun~berssome two hundred houses scattered
on the slope of the hill, and includes a school, a post-office,
and two Mahommedan shops. The Rajiwar had on my
arrival just completed building a new Court, a simple and
dignified structure of brown stone, with tine wooden
carvings on the windoivs and doors, and \vith chimneys
in European fashion in each room. One \\?all in each
room was left open, and formed a charming \.erandah,
commanding a magnificent vie\\. of nlountain scenery.
The Rajiwar of Askote occupies a unique position in
Kumaon. Having repurchased his right to the tenure of
land in the Askote Pargana as late as 1855, he now possesses
Prc~friztor),
the right of zariliizclnr (translated literally, lo/lri~-tl
and he is the only person to \\,horn has been granted to
retain this privilege in the Kumaon Division. Jagat Sing
Pal, the Kajiwar's nephew, assured me that the people of the
Askote Pargana are brave and good-natured. They never
give any trouble to the Rajiwar, who, on the other hand, is
almost a father to them. They apply to him in every difficulty, in sickness and distress, and he looks after them in
true patriarchal fashion. The Rajiwar is not rich, probably
because he spends so much for the benefit of his people and
of the strangers who pass through Askote. hIany of these
are little more than beggars, of course, even when they travel
as fakirs, or other religious fanatics, going to or returning
from the sacred Rlansarowar Lake in Tibet. The present
Rajiwar,* Pushkar Pal, belongs to the Kamchanda family,
and he is a descendant of the Solar dynasty. His ancestors
lived in Aoudh or Ayodye (as it was formerly called), whence
they migrated to the hills of Katyur in Kumaon, where they
bllilt a palace. The hill regions up to I<illakanjia and the
Jumna River were under the Raja of Katyur's rule, he assuming the title of Maharaja. A branch of the family came from
Katyur to Askote, its chief retaining the hereditary title of
Rajiivar beside that of Pal, which each male assumes. The
Rajilvar pays a yearly tribute of 1800 rupees to the Government of India. In the time of the Gourkhas he paid nothing
except occasional gifts of Srct;ls or musk-deer to his neighbour the King of Nepal, with \vhom he is still in very close
relation. He was then practically an independent king.
Still Rajiwar Pushkar Pal has always been perfectly loyal to
the Government of India.
"Are the people very obsequious to the Kajiwar ? " I asked
of Jagat Sing Pal.
R(ljirc.~ar
: head of kingdom.

I6
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Yes, sir.

For instance, when the Rajiwar sits on his

Kciroku (a kind of throne) he is saluted with a particularly

respectful salaam. His subjects bring their hand up to the
forehead and support the elbow with the left hand, as a sign
that this salutation is so weighty that it requires the support of the other hand."
At Court functions, the male relatives, friends, and servants
sit near the Rajiwar, his brother first, his son next, then his
nephews, etc. Women are of course not admitted, and
although no strict code of etiquette exists, the Rajiwar and
his family are nevertheless always treated with Eastern
deference.

CHAPTER IV
The Raots-A slippery journey-Superstitious notions-Anger
and jealousy-Friends-To
the homes of thc savages-Photography-Habitations.

\YE had walked seventy-eight ~nilesin three
marches, and my men being footsore, I
gave them a day's rest, which I e~nployedin
going to the haunts of the "\Yild nlen of the
iorest," o r IZaofs or Rlcjis, as they style themselves. They live in the \\-oocls several miles
and to reach them I had to descend a
I off,
steep incline covered by an uncommonly
slippery carpet of dried grass and pine needles.
I had to take off shoes and stockings to get
along, and even bare-footed I found it difficult
to maintain my hold. I lvas accompanied by
one of my chaprassis and a man from Askote,
and we were forced down more swiftly than
comforrabiy till we reached a faint track, which
\ve followed until we came upon a man hiding
behind sonle trees. H e was a wild-looking
.,
MAN
creature, naked and unkempt, with flowing hair
and scanty beard and moustache, and, regarding us with an air of suspicion, he was most reluctant
to show us the way to the homes of his tribe. H e was a
Raot, and his re1uct;lnce to let us approach his home seemed
justified enough when he said to 1 x 1 ~guide, " Xo white marl
has ever visited our home, and should one ever come we
shall all die. T h e spirits of the mountains will prevent your
progress-not
we. You will suffer pain, for the spirit who
watches over the Raots will let no one enter their homes."
1 gave the man a rupee, which h e turned and weighed in
his hand.
B
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" You can come," he muttered, "but you will regret it.
You will have great misfortune."
There was something so weirdly peculiar in the tone of
voice in which the man
spoke, as if he had been
I
in a trance, himself only
ihechannel through which
the threat of some occult
being was conveyed to us,
that for some minutes I
could not get his words
out of my head. I followed him as best I could,
for he climbed up huge
boulders with the agility
.of a monkey. It was no
r -. . ,
easy job, for we bounded
ant1 leapt from rock t o
'
rock and vaulted over
fallen trees. The track
became more marked and
\lent up along the incline
of a steep ravine. \Ye
I'
I
continued until, hot and
I
panting, we arrived at a
large hollo\v high up in
RAOT ON TREL
the cliff of clay. There,
on a semicircular platform
\vith entrenchments of felled trees, were about a dozen men
almost devoid of clothing, some sitting on their heels and
resting their arms on their knees, others lying down flat.
One fellow smoked dry leaves inside a pipe of Hindoo
origin. 1 snatched a photo of the group as, \\?it11 an air of
suspicion mingled with surprise and sadness, but no apparent
fear, they stared at the uilexpected visitors. Two of the
elder men having overcome their first stupor sprang to their
feet and with mad gesticulations refused to let me come
nearer. But I penetrated right into their circle, and found
myself surrounded by a sulky and angry crowd.
"No man has ever been here but a Kaot. You \vill soon
die. You have offended God !" screamed an old man, in a
sudden outburst of temper. He bent his knees and curved
his spine, protriiding his head towards me. He shook his
fists in my face, waved them about in the air, openecl and
tightly clenched them, digging his nails furiously into his
palms. Instead of contracting the scalp of his forehead, the old
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Raot raised his eyebrows and turned his polished forehead
into a succession of deep wrinkles, stretching in a straight
line across almost from ear to ear, and showing only a dark
dimple over his nose. His nostrils, flat and broad to begin
with, became widely expanded and raised so as to cause two
deep lines to diverge from the nose along his cheeks. His
mouth was open and a peculiar vacillation of the lower lip
demonstratqd plainly that its owner had but little command
over speech and articulation. His eyes, which may have
been brown originally, were cliscoloured, probably through
the abuse of excessive animal powers, to the possession of
which the formation of his skull strongly testified, but they
assumed extraordinary brilliancy as his fury increased. He
opened them \vide, apparently with an effort, and showed the
entire circle of his iris. The pupils were dil;itecl, n ~ t ~ v i t h standing that the light upon his face was strong at the time.
Following his example, some of the rest displayed their
discontent In a similar fashion, but others, ;lmong whom I
especially noticecl two youths with sad languishing faces,
drooping large eyes, and luxuriant growth of black hair, stood
apathetically apart, lvith head reclining to\varcIs the right
shoulder, their features perfectly composed, and supporting
their chins on their hands. Even if they had overcome their
stupor, they did certainly not betray it, and appeared perfectly emotionless as far as their countenances \\ere concerned.
One felloiv ~vith an extraordinary head, a mixture it
seemed of a AIongolian and a Segroid type, was the first to
c a i ~ nhimself of those ~ v h oLvere so madly excited. With
piercing though unsteady eyes, and with 'nervous twitching
movements, he scrutinised my face more closely than the
others, and seemed to reassure them all that 1 had not come
to hurt them. H e made signs to the rest to desist from their
threats, and then, squatting down himself, invited Ine to
follo\v his example, by sitting on my heels. Il'hen the storm
had subsided and they had all sat do\vn, I drew out of my
pocket some coins and gave one to each of them, \vith the
exception of one man on whom I thought 1 might study the
passion of jealousy in its most primitive form. 1 \vatched
the man closely, and soon saw him draw apart from the others
and become sulky. The others were by now cornpal-atively
calm. They seemed predisposeti toivards sadness, and I
could with difficulty extract from any of them more than ;I
very faint sort of a smile. They turned and twisted the
coins in their hands, and compared them among one another,
jabbering and apparently content. The jealous man kept
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his head turned away from them determinedly, pretending
not to see what was going on, and, resting his chin on his
hand, he began to sing a weird, melancholy, guttural song,
assuming an air of contempt, especially when the others
chaffed him. Having allowed him to suffer enough, I gave
him two coins instead of one, and with them the satisfaction
of the last grin.
1 then tried to photograph them, but my camera was
looked upon with suspicion, and as plate
after plate was exposed
in portraying single
individuals or groups,
they shuddered at each
" click " of the spring.
',
"The gods will be
angry with you for
.\.
doing tlrat," said a
;"a,
Raot, pointing at the
camera, " unless you
give us a large \vliite
coin."
1 took advantage of
this, a n d promised
them as best I could
through my guide "t\vo
large coins" if they
would take me to their
huts, some few hundred
HEAD OF YOUNG XL.\S
yards below the lofty
eyrie in the cliff, but 1
must for the sum be allo~vednot only to see but to touch
and have explained to me anything 1 liked.
They consented, and we began our descent of the
precipitous track leading to their habitations, a track fit really
only for monkeys. Several women and children, who had
come up attracted by the sight of strangers, joined with the
men in giving us a helping hand, and in fact, I believe there
cannot have been a single paw in the company that did not
at one time or other during the descent clutch some portion
of my clothing in the friendliest spirit. Holding on to one
anotl~er,we proceeded in a body, not always at a pleasant
pace, down the dangerous cliff. Two or three times one of
the natives or myself tripped and alnlost dragged the remainder of the party over the precipice, while the piercing
yells and screams oi the \vomen seemed to echo back for
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miles around. I was not sorry when we at last reached
the small huts by the river which made up their village.
The habitations were squalid beyond measure. Constructed with a rough frame of tree-branches, fortified by
wooden posts and rafters, roofed over with a thatch of dried
grass, the majority of then] mea3urecl about ten feet. They

were built ;lg;iinst the Iiillside, a strong hi-forked pole in the
centre of the structure supporting the roof, and \Yere usuallv
cliviclecl into two sections, so as to give shelter each of them
to two families. They contained no furniture, and but few
utensils of the most primitive make. There were circular
\vooden bowls scooped out in the past hy means of sharpeclgcd stones, and inore recently bv cheap blades, which
were of Indian manufacture. For such cultivation as they
were capable of these people used primitive earth rakes,
ancl they also possessed coarse mallets, sticks, and net bi~gs
in which they kept their stores. Their staple food in former
clays was river fish, flesh of wild animals, and roots of certain trees ; but they 11ow eat grain also, ancl, like all savages,

RAOT F E A T U R E S
they have a craving for liquor. The interior of Raot
habitations \\-as so primitive ancl lacking of furniture, that
it hardly requires to be described, and the oclours that
emanated from these huts are also better left to the imagination of the reader.
Entering one of the d\vellings, I found squatted round ;I
fire of wood some women and men, the women wearing
silver bangles and glass head necklaces, the men very
little more than string earrings. Only one of the met1
had on as much as a diminutive loin-cloth, and the wolneil
had scanty dresses of Indian manufacture, obtained in
Askote.
Scanning their features carefully, it struck me that in their
facial lines many points could be traced which \vould make
otre feel incliiiecl to attribute to them a remote AIongoli:~~i
orlgin, motiified largely by the climate, the nature of tlie
country, and probably by intermarriage. In the scale of
stancl:u-d human races the I<aots stood estrernely lo\\-, ;IS
can be judgeel fro111 the accompni~yingphotographs. The
\\.omen, as will be seen, hacl abnor~nally sm;tll skull.;
with low forche;~tls, ;lilt1 although they lookecl clcvoitl
even of a glint of re;~soi;,they ~vcrc;ictually fairly intelligent. 'I'hey h;td high cheek-bones ; long, flattish noses,
hl-oad and rounclctl ;is in tlie J1ongoli;un type. The chin
was in no st in3t;rncc.s rountl, very receding, though the lips
were in their 11ornl;il position, tllin, ancl very tightly closed
ivith up-turnecl corners to the 111o~itIl. The lolver jaw \\.as
cstl-crnely sliort and narrou*, \vhere;~sthe upper one seemed
quite out of proportion to tliv size of the skull. Their c;u-s
tvvre large, outstancling, ancl unruodellcd, but c;tpable of
catching sol~ntls;it great clist;~nces.
'She men had better hencls tha11 the \\omen, u~ltlerd~velopccl yet campamtively \veil 1~;ll;uncetl. Thcy hat1
higher and bro;tdcr forehe;ttls, similar though shorter noses,
c111ns not quite so I-ecccling, the \vl~ole lo\ver jaw estr;tordinarily ~lari-ow,but the upper lip, ;is \vith tlre \volnen,
h u p and out of all proport~on.
I, ndouhtedly tile I<aots are not :I pure race, ancl even
Lilnong the few I came cross v;lriattons so colisit1vr;lblc
. .
occurred as to puzzle one in tr;lci~lg their orlgrn. They
il~\-;~ri;ibly
posse~s liis~tri;tnt co;~I-hl;kk hair, wliich Iiever
;ittains rnore than ;t model-ate length. It is not coarsv irr
testore, hut is usuiills so dirty t11;tt ~t;lppcars co;u-her than it
rc:illy i.;. Thcy 11;lvc very little hair or1 their iiodies escvl>t
In the ;i~.n~pits,
;ind their mou.jt;icl~es ;tnd 1)c;trtls h;~rclly
tle-erve the I I ; I I ~ ~ .
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The men generally part the crop on their head in the
middle, so that it flows on either side of the skull, just
covering the ears, and 1 found the same strange custom that
I observed years ago among the Ainu of Yezo of shaving a
lozenge-shaped portion of the scalp in the
centre of the forehead directly above the
nose. The women, using their fingers as
a comb, draw their hair to the back of the
head and tie it in a knot.
The bodies of the better specimens 1
saw \\.ere slight and agile, with no superfluous fat or flesh. Supple to a degree,
yet solid and muscular, with well-proportioned limbs and a skin oi a rich tinge
between bronze and terra-cotta colour,
/ ''?
these savages, dirty and unclothed as they
were, certainly appealed to the artistic sidc
of my temperament, particularly on account of their very majestic deportment.
1 noticed their regular breathing, which
they usually did through the nose, keeping
4
their mouths tightly closed, and also one
very curious peculiarity about their feet,
viz., the length of the second toe, proA YOL'SC; M A S
triiding consitlerably beyond the others,
and giving them no doubt the power of
using their toes almost as we should our fingers. The palilla
of their hands were almost without lines, the finger-nails flat,
and their thumbs stumpy with the last phalange curiously
short.
If the Raots to-day have adopted some articles of clothing
and ornament, besides altering their diet to a certain extent,
it is due entirely to the Rajiwar of Askote, who, taking a
great interest in the tribes he rules over, provides them in a
patriarchal way with all sorts of necessaries of life. Very
few Raots have of late years visited Askote, as they are of a
retiring nature and seem contented with their primitil-e
abodes in the forests of Chipula, which they claim as their
own. Their only occupations are fishing and hunting, and
they are said to have a predilection for the flesh of the
larger Himahiyan monkey, although from nly own obsemation 1 should have said that they \vould eat almost anything
they could get. It has generally been assumed that the Raot
women are kept in strict seclusion and hidden from strangers,
and I cannot better prove the absurdity of this than by reproducing in these pages one of several photographs of the
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Raot women, for which they posed at my request without
the slightest objection from the men. They are generally
believed to be chaste, and my photographs prove, I think,
that whatever charm they may possess for the Raot men,
their peculiar beauty offers but little temptation to others.
They are rapidly diminishing in numbers, chiefly no doubt
on account of constant intermarriage. 1 was assured that
the wornen are not stet.ile, but that there is enormous
mortality among the young children. They bury their dead,
and for several days afterwards offer food and water to the
spirit of the departed.
I was unable to ascertain \\.hat their marriage ceremonies
\vere like, or if they had a n y to speak of, but it appeared that
there was a considerable family feeling among couples living
maritally together. They are superstitious and hold in
curious a\ve the spirits of the mountains, the sun, the moon,
fire, water, and wind. IYhether this amounts to a definite
form of worship I cannot say : I certainly saw no signs of the
offering of prayers or sacrifices.
The Haots claim to be the descendants of kings, and they
refuse allegiance to any one. They will neither salute you
nor bow to you.
"It is for other people to salute us. Our blood is thc
blood of kings, and though for choice we have for centuries retired to the jungle, we are none the less the sons of
kings."
After a while, arid when I had spent some considerable
time among then), these royal savages seemed uncomfortable
and apprehensive. I had turned over, examined, drawn or
photographed every household article I had seen, had
measured every one, male and female, who consented to
be measured, and paid them the stipulated money. As
I was about to leave, the grey-haired man approached me
again.
" S o u have seen the home of the Haots. S o u are the
first stranger who has done so, and you will suffer much.
The gods are very angry wit11 you."
"Yes," rejoined another savage, pointing at the ravine,
" whoever treads along that track and is not a Haot will be
aMicted by a great calamity."
" Krrslr Farrrawi, Sahib
(" Never mind, sir "), interrupted
the guide, "they are only barbarians, they know no bettes.
1 have myself never been here, so I suppose I shall also
come in for my share."
" S o u too will suffer," said the old Raot, with selfassurance.
"
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The Raots stood round me silently as I packed up the
camera, and I felt that they looked upon me as a man whose
fate was settled. They did not acknowledge my farewell,
and, had 1 been in the least superstitious, might have made
me thoroughly uncomfortable with their solemn, stolid
gravity.

CHAPTER V
A pilgrim from htansarowar Lalie-Tlle spirits of the rnountains--A safeguard against them-Tibetan
encnmpmentsThc Kaji\vnr-A \vaterfr~ll--Water~~liIls.

H.AYISGreturned to Askote
from my excursion, I s;lw
while going rouncl tlie town
with fagat Sing, in a low
/
stone shed by the side of the
/
,
palace, the tall gaunt figure
of a m ; ~ n enierging from a
*,;$?
b
clor~clof s~.noke.
'
" \Vho is that ? " I incluil-ed
af lily C O I I I ~ ~ I I ~ O I ~ .
" Oh, that is a fakir I-eturning from a pilgri~iiagcto the
sacred lake of RIansaro\var in
'Tibet. Many of these fanatics pass tllrougll here during
T I I E H . ~ J I W .OF
\ XX ~ K O . ~ E111s
,
BROTII~I:
. \ X U bo?i
the summer on their religious
journeys."
My curiosity drew rile to\vards the \veird indiviclual. He
was over six feet in height, and his slim body hael beell
covered with ashes, giving the dark skin a tinge of ghastly
grey. I asked him to colile out into the light. His masses
of lorlg hair had been plaited into small tresses which 1vel-e
lvound round his head in the fashion of a turban-the
a Trzitrr."
The hair, too, llad been whitened, \ ~ h i l ethe long
thin beard had been clyed bright red. His eyes were sunken
and, apparently to add to the ghastly and decidedly repulsive
effect, his forehead and cheeks \\.ere plastered with a thick
xvhite paint. He seemed half stupefiecl, and 11;icl very little

Q..
t,,
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to say ior himself. As can be seen by the illustration,
he was scantily clothed, but he wore the Karrra jttri or
fakir's chain about his loins, and he had a bead bracelet
round his arm above the elbow. His waist was encircled
with a belt of wooden beads, and a necklace of plaited hair
ornamented his neck. He spent his days rolling himself in

FAKIR RETURNING FROM MASSARO\VAH

ashes and enduring self-imposed bodily privations, with a
view to attain a state of sanctificatioti.
Rumours had reached me of some curious superstitions
prevalent among these mountain folk.
"Tell me," I said to Jagat Sing, "are there 'spirits of the
mountain' in these ranges? And do the people really
believe in them ? "
" Yes, sir," replied the young fellow, " there certainly are
a number of them, and they are often very troublesome,
especially to certain people. They are seldom knolvn, however, to kill any one."
"'The11 they are not quite so bad as soirie human-beings,"
I rc.plict1.
....
" \\'ell, sir, they are very bad. They seize sleeping people
hv the throat with claws like iron, sitting on the chests of
their victims."

.
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"Does not that sound more like an attack of indigestion ? "
"No, sir. The ghosts of the mountains are the spirits of
people that have not gone to heaven. They are to be found
in sm7armsat night in the forest. The people are terrified of
them; They haunt the mountain-tops and slopes, and they
can assume the semblance of a cat, a mouse, or any other
animal ; in fact they are said to frequently change their
appearance. \%h' ere
no man can tread, among rocks and precipices, or in the thick jungle, the spirits seek their retreat,
but often they abandon their haunts to seek for men. The
person who becomes possessed generally remains in a semiconscious condition and ejaculates mad cries and unintelligible words. There are men who profess to know charms
to draw them out. Sorne remedies are for that purpose
commonly used by the natives with more or le-GS success.
A grass called Hiclrr~n(nettles) has the faculty of frightening
the spirits away when applied on the body of the sufferer,
but the most effective remedy is to make pretence to beat
with a red-hot iron the person possessetl. The spirits seem
to fear that more than anything else."
" Do the spirits ever speak ? " I incluired, interested in the
curio~~
superstitions
s
of these hill men.
" S o , sir, not often, nor usually directly, but they clo it
through people who are possessed by them. It is they who
tell many strange tales of the spirits. One curious point
;rbout them is that they only seize people \vho are afraid of
them. If defied they vanish."
" Do the natives adopt any special method to protect themiclves from these mountain demons ? "
" Fire is the only sure protection.
Any one sleeping near
a fire is safe, and as long as there is a flame blazing the
-pirits keep away."
" I>o you know any one who has seen them ? "
" Yes.
A chaprassi called Joga tells of having been cornprlled to travel at night through a forest : he heard a voice
calling him by name. Terrified, he stopped, and for some
moments his voice lailed him. At last, trembling all over,
he replied, and instantly a swarm of spirits appeared and
challenged him to do them harm. Joga ran lor his life and
the demons vanished. Spirits have been known to throw
stones at passers-by."
" Have you ever seen a spirit, Jagat Sing ? "
" Only once. I was returning to the palace late in the
evening when up the steep road I perceived a woman's
tigure. It \\.as a beautiful moonlight night. I walked up,
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and as I passed, the face of the strange being appeared
black, inhuman and ghastly. I staggered when I saw the
weird apparition approach, my blood ran cold with fear. I
struck a mighty blow with my stick, but behold ! the cane
whirled through the air and hit nothing. Instantly the
ghost vanisl~ecl."
" I wish, Jagat Sing, that you could show rile some of
these spirits ; 1 \vould give anything to make a sketch of
them."
"You cannot always see them when you want, sir, but
they are always to be avoided. They are evil spirits and can
do nothing but harm."
Leaving Askote (4600 feet) by the winding road through
a dense forest, 1 crossed by a suspension bridge the Guri
River at Gargia (2450 feet). The track was along the low and
unpleasantly hot valley of the Kali River, a raging stream
flowing with indescribable rapidity in the opposite direction
to that in which I was travelling. It formed the boundary
line between Nepal ancl Kumaon. Huts and patches of cultivation were to be seen on the Kepalese side, whereas on our
side we came upon deserted and roofless winter divellings
of Shokas (usually but not correctly called Rotiyas) and
Tibetans, who migrate to these lvarmer regions to graze their
sheep during the colder months of the year. The Shoka
summer residences are at greater elevations, mostly along
the highways to Tibet and nearer the Tibetan boundary.
On arAving at the Kutzia Daramsalla, a messenger brought
me the news that the Kajiwar, horn I had missed seeing at
Askote. was now here for the purpose of making offerings to
, having
certain deities. He would call upon me at 3 P . A ~ .so,
some time to spare, I went to bathe in the deliciously cold
though, as I found, dangerously rapid stream. S\vimming was
out of the question, and even an immersion bath was attended
with a certain amount of risk. The current caused me to lose
my footing, and I soon fount1 myself washed \vith great force
against some rocks thirty or forty yards down stream. 1
came out of the water l~rirrrtsa few patches of skin on my
knees and shins, and \vhile drying myself in the sun, recei~ed
a deputation of the Przfrzrl (heacl village man) ancl other
natives, conveying with their most respectful salaanls gifts of
milk, kiclas (bananas), Rnkri (gigantic cucumbers), and nuts.
These hill fellows impressed me as being of a far superior
standard to the Hindoos of the plains. They were lightly
yet strongly built, and showed evidence of both character
and dignity. \Yith their fair complesicrn and lusuriant black
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hair and moustache they resembled Spaniards or Southern
Italians. They lacked entirely the affected manner and falseness of speech and demeanour, so common among the
natives who are constantly in contact with Europeans.
Helow the Daramsalla, near the water-side, \\,as a large
Tibetan encampment of some twenty or thirty tents which
had all originally been white, bct were now black with smoke.
In these were men, women, and children, with all their paraphernalia ; and the first thing that attracted my eye in each
tent was the quantity of shiny brass bowls strewn upon the
ground, the entire energy of the tent-owners seemingly
being spent in keeping these utensils clean and bright, to the
utter neglect of their other property. \Valls of sheep-loads
were erected either inside the tent or directly outside, covered
in the latter case \vith cloths in order to protect them from
the rain.
Punctually at 3 p.hf. the Raji~var arrived, carried in a
dan(&, and folloived by his brother, who sat in a mountain
dandy. The Rajiwar's son and heir rode a splendid grey
pony. I went to assist the old Rajiwar to alight, as for some
years he had been paralysed. \Ve shook hands heartily, and
I led 11inlinto the Dararnsalla (287 j feet), where in default of
furniture we all sat on packing-cases. His refined, well-cut
features, his attractive manner, and the soft, dignified voice
in which he spoke clearly indicated a man of superior blood
and uncommon ability. His ~lloclestyand sinlplicity were
delightful.
" I hope that your health is good and that you have not
suffered too much on your journey-. I lvas grieved not t o
be in Xskote to receive you. Are your dear parents alive ?
Have you any brothers and sisters ? Are you married ? I
\vould ruuch like to visit England. It must be a wonderful
country, and so much do I admire it that 1 have given
my nephews a British education, and one of them is now
serving the Maharanee (Queen) Victorizr as Political
I'eshkar."
I ansivercd his questions as best I coi~ldwith the aid
of a Hindustani dictionary, espressive gestures, and quick
sketches. He spoke of many of our latest inventions with
marked interest and intelligence.
H e seemed greatly struck wit11 my scientific instruments.
but he and his people were more particulirrly attracted by
my rifles, revolvers, and other weapons, especially the
2 36' 3iannlicher, sighted to 1000 yards.
The Kajiwar presscd me to retw-11 with him to Askote.
where he offcred to give me tiger, bear, and leopard shoot-
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ing. Tempting as the invitation was, I could not accept it,
for my plans would lead me in the opposite direction. His
visit lasted for more than three hours ; and I \\.as pleased to
feel that we parted great friends.
On the road to Dharchula, along the lo\\.-lying valley, the
heat \\.as unbearable, although the sun was near the horizon.
\Ve came upon a waterfall falling from a great height over a
series of umbrella-like stalactites covered with moss. The
last rays of the sun shone on the dropping water, brilliant

and sparkling as ;i shower of dianluncls. Several small minbows added to the beauty of the scene. 1 re3ted some time
in this cool and beautiful retreat. There were birds singing
and monkeys pl;iying among the trees. Eirther on, \\-here
the river bends, there are two I;~rgecaves hollo\ved in the
rock ; the smoke-blackened ceilinzs prove that these are
used as camping grounds by triivelling Shokas and Hunyas
(Tibet;ins). Large black- f;icccl, \vhite hearcled monkeys
s\varmed everyvhere, fmnkly and gladly mischievous.
They throw or roll stones do\\-n upon the passers-by, often
causing accidents, the track being rather n.irro\v and sheer
above the river.
Previous to arriving at the spot \\-here the Tsuagar flows
into the Kali River one meets \\-it11 nlnny Tibetan, Humli
and Rongba encampments.
I camped at Kalika (3205 feet) by the side of a gigantic
tree with boughs spreading \\-ell over the road, the cha-
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prassis and men erecting a comfortable c l ~ i i p ~of~ ~mats,
r
foliage, and branches.
I was anxious to get through the hot valley with the
greatest possible speed, so, notwithstanding that we had
halted very late at night, I roused my men at 3 A.M. and
again set forth on the march. Here and there along the
road we passed deserted winter dwellings of Shokas, nearly
all with broken thatched roofs. Some, hotvever, were roofed
with slate, the distinctive mark of residence of the Darma
Shokas.
The primitive Shoka water-mills \Yere curious. By a very
ingenious contrivance tlie water of a stream propelled a
heavy cylindrical stone revolving on the top of another.
The grain fell slowly from a magazine above into a hole
pierced in the centre of the upper wheel, and ti~iclingits way
through a channel between the two cylinders, was ground
into fine flour.
Dharchula (35jo feet) the largest Shoka winter settlement,
is situated on a fine stretch of flat land some hundred feet
above the river ; the village consists of t~velvelong ro\vs of
roofless houses very similar in size and shape. Four larger
buildings at the extreme limit of the settlement attract
notice. One of these is a Daramsalla. The others, two
high stone buildings, are a school, hospital and dispensary
belonging to the RIethodist Episcopal JIission and under
the careful supervision of hliss Sheldon, J1.D.) Miss Brown,
and that \iwnclerful pioneer, Dr. H. Wilson. A bungalow
of the same mission is built higher up on tlie hillside.
Between the two spots where from Xepal the Lachu and
the Shakta join the Kali, was Dubart (3700 feet), and from
thence one gradually rose to 4120 feet at the Relegar River,
also a tributary of the larger stream. Having crossed the Rankuti River I ascended still higher by zigzag walking, slowly
leaving behind me range after range of mountains beyond
the valley of the river ; while on the Nepal side, beyond the
three nearer ranges, snow peaks of great height and beauty
stood out against the sky-line. The highest point on the
road was 5450 feet, after which we descended to 5275 feet
at Khela Daramsalla, which we did not reach till late at
night.
Near Khela on the top of a high mountain stood a tall
quadrangular rock not unlike a tower. The natives say that
a mere touch causes it to shake and revolve, but this belief
is not general, for others deny that it ever moves. I could
not spare the time to go and test the facts, nor could I
obtain reliable information from any one who had had
C
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actual experience. So far as I could see with the aid of my
telescope, the rock seemed to be standing firmly on a very
solid base. To my regret also, I was unable to visit the
curious hot sulphur springs on the Darma Ganga, and the
strange cave in which much animal life is lost owing to the
noxious gases rising from the ground. I gathered from
various reports that this cave or grotto is packed with
skeletons of birds and quadrupeds who have unknowingly
entered this chamber of death.

CHAPTER V I
Highways and trade routes-The Darrna route-The Dholi
River-A rough track connecting two valleys-Glaciers-Three
ranges and their peaks-Altitudes-Darnra,
Johar, and the
Painkhanda Parganas-The-highest peak in the British Empire-Natural boundaries.

THERE
are two principaI highways from Khela to Hundes:
one by the valley of the Dholi or Darma River, the other
along the Kali River and over the Lippu Pass.
The trade route vi8 Darma is less frequented than the one
by the Lippu, but it is nevertheless of considerable importance, inasmuch as a certain portion of the trade of Southwest Tibet with India is carried on through the medium of
the Darma Shokas. It consists mainly of borax, salt, wool,
skins, cloth, and utensils, in exchange for which the Tibetans
take silver, wheat, rice, satoo, gltur, lump candied sugar,
pepper, beads of all kinds, and articles of Indian manufacture. For a mountain track, and considering the altitudes
to which it rises, the Darma way is comparatively good and
safe, notwithstanding that in following upwards the course
of the Dholi River the narrow path in many places overhangs deep ravines and precipices. There are many Shoka
villages and settlements on the banks of the stream, the most
important ones being the Nyu, Sobala, Sela, Nagling (9520
feet), Bahling (10,230 feet), Sona and Tuktung (10,630 feet),
Dansu and Yansu, where there is a bridge. On the northeast bank is Goa, facing Dakar, and farther up, at an elevation of 10,400 feet, the Lissar, a rapid tributary with muddy
water.
The Dholi springs from a series of comparatively small
glaciers north-east of a range forming a branch of the higher
Himahlyan chain, and extending in a south-easterly direction
as far as the point where the two streams meet. It receives,
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on its precipitous descent, many sliiall sno~v-fedtributaries,
those froin the Katz snowfields and the Xui glacier being
the most important. Its way lies in a tortuous channel
amidst rocks and ravines, first tending towards the SouthEast, then due South, and last South-West down to the point
where it is joined by the Lissar, coming frorn the Xorth-West
along a line almost parallel on the opposite watershed of
the range.

I).\XIl:\

?.HOK.\S A S D TIHET.\SS

Tyang, Sipu ( I 1,400 feet),arid PIIarcha (10,890 feet), are the
three nlost important Shoka villages on the Lissar.
From RIarcha there is a track connecting the valleys of
the Lissar and Gori. You ascend the high mountain range
\vest of the Lissar by skirting the northern edge of the
Nipchung Karig glacier and keeping south of the Kharsa
glacier, and, on a route that is unpopular on account of its
constant difficulties and perils, you pass, as you descend in a
westerly direction, the Tertcha glacier. South of the Shun
Kalpa glacier you reach first Ralem and then Sumdu, which
is situated on a tributary of the Gori River, itself a tributary
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of the Kali. The rugged, barren chain of mountains
separating the Gori from the Lissar extends in a general
direction from S.S.E. to N.N.E. up to the Ralfo glacier, and
there turns in a curve North-West among a succession of
perpetual snowfields and glaciers. The glaciers to the
North-East and East of the range outnumber those on the
\Vest, but there is one of importance called in its different
sections the Kala Haland, the Shun Kalpa, and the Tertcha.
There are, along the fifteen most northerly miles of the range,
south of the point where it joins the Himahlyan chain, other
glaciers of considerable size and importance, but I was not
able to ascertain their names, escepting that of the Lissnv
sczVn, the most northern of all, forming the source of the
Lissar. The inter-Lissar-Gori range is of considerable
geographical importance, not only because it forms the
boundary between the two parts of Bhot called Darma and
Johar, but also because of the magnificent peaks reaching in
the Bambadhura an elevation of 20,760 feet, and in a higher
unnamed peak, South-East of it, 21,470 feet. There are also
the two Kharsa peaks, the one Sorth-\Vest of the glacier
bearing its name being 19,650 feet, the one South-LYest of it
slightly over 20,900 feet, and S.S.\V. one peak 21,360 feet,
another 21,520 feet, and farther still, North of the Telkot
glacier, the highest of all, 22,660 feet. I n a South-East
direction there are peaks 20,700 feet, 20,783 feet, and 21,114
feet high. At the point \\,here the ridge turns South the
elevatidns become lo\ver, the two highest being 19,923 feetand
19,814 feet, the latter situated at the point whel-e a smaller
range. branches off to the South-East, the principal range
running South for the nest eleven or twelve miles, with n o
very remarkable elevations. In the side range there are
peaks of 18,280 feet, 17,062 feet, 14,960 feet, 14,960 feet
respectively.
In Lat. 2on 59' 10" S. and Long. 80' 31' 45'' E. the range
again separates into t\vo secondary ridges, one estending
South-East, the other South-\Vest, and in turn both these
are again subdivided into lninor hill ridges, along which no
summits are found sul-passing 13,000 feet, escept tlie Basili,
13,244 feet.
The Bungaclhura Mountain (9037 feet), in close prosirnity to Khela, terminates the South-Easterly division of the
range, srpxrating the Pargana of Darina from that of Askote.
The actual boundary line, however, does not follo\v tlle
l~igllermou~ltainrange as far as the Kali River, but s\verves
to the south along tlie ridge overlooking the valley of the
River Re1eg:u-. These mountains are called the RIangthil.
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There is west of the above ridge a second and even rnore
important chain, running out parallel to it from the backbone of the Himahlyan great mountain system. This
second ridge contains the highest mountain in the British
Empire, Nanda Devi (25,660 feet) with its second peak (24,380
feet), also Trisul (23,406 feet), East Trisul (22,360 feet), and
Nanda Kot (22,530 feet). This range and its ramifications
divide the valleys of the Gori River (the P a ~ g a n aof Johar)
from the most Western portion of Bhot, the Painkhanda
Pargana.
Tile well-known Milam and Pindari glaciers are one on
the Eastern, the other on the South-West side of this range.
T h e hIil:um highway to Tibet, frequented by the Johari
traders, traverses over the Kungribingri Pass (18,300 feet),
and the Utt;~cIhur;l (17,590 feet) directly S.S.W. of it into
H ~, ~ n d c s .
1lie I';LI-~;~II;L
Painkhancla, a region equally Alpine,
siniilarly cove^-ed with vast stretches of perpetual snow and
este~v;ivegl;tciers, is in the North-East corner of Gar\vhal,
bol-clzring o n Tibet, and ;dong the Dhauli River; intersecting
it, arlother trade routc finds its way into Western Tibet by
the S i t i I'ass. Leaving the course of the D11;~uliat Jelam
( ~ o , r o ofeet), this track proceeds almost due east, rising to an
altituc!e of 16,600 feet o n the Niti, in Lat. 30" 57' 55)" N. and
Long. 79' 55' 3" E., \vllich is, from all accounts, a very easy
pass, and quite free fro111 snow during the summer months.
T h e people of the I'ainkhanda Pargana use this pass as well
a s the other passes of IIalla Shilanch and Tumzun, besides
the Shorhoti, visited by H. R. Strachey some years ago, over
which, however, only a small portion of the trade with
Hundes is carried, for it is considered the most dangerous
of the three. The cold and turbid waters of the Dhauli,
swollen by dozens of equally foaming and muddy tributaries,
become ultimately the sacred waters of the Ganges.
The three Alpine Parganas, viz., the Painkhanda, Johar,
a n d Darma (Darma, Chaudas, and Bias) are inhabited by
races closely allied and akin to those of Tibet proper. The
region is collectively named Bhot, although that designation
is inore particularly applied by the natives of India to that
portion of the country which includes Darma, Bias, and
Chaudas, and which has for natural boundaries the Kali
River to the South-East, separating it from Nepal and the
great Himahlyan chain to the North-East, extending from
the Lissar Peak in a general direction of about I 15'.
A ramification leavrng the main range at the Darlna Pass
stretches across from N.N.W. to S.S.E., separating the

.
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I
io11cd Danna Ganga from the Kuti Rr-er, along
\ \ . l l l r * l l 1 cvcwtunlly travelled on my way to Tibet. The main
c ~ l ~ ~ v i r t i tooru~ns d o n thi5 ridge are 18,510 feet 011 the Darma
I'.I\* ; 111~1.111-c;lst
of the Rama glacier a peak 20,760 ieet ; the
( ;111.1tr;t hlountain 20,310 feet ; and others south oi them as
111x11 20,3<% feet, 2O,-i?o feet, 20,260 iret. East oi the
1.1f161.stlllllllit is one 20.4-55 feet.
,I I

CHAPTER V I I
The word Bhot and its meaning-Tibetan influence-Tibetan
abuses-The ever-helpful Chanden Sing-The first Shoka
village--Chanden Sing in disgrace-Weaving-100111-Fabrics
-All's well that ends well !

T H E name Bkot, pronounced Bod, Pote, Tiipijt, or Taipijt,
by which this inter-Alpine region is called, means Tibet.
In fact Ti6ct is probably mel'ely a corruption of Tiipiit.
These lofty "pattis" of Darrna, Bias, and Chaudas nominally
form part of the British Empire, our geographical boundary
with Sari Khorsum or Hur~des(Great Tibet), being the main
Hin~ahlyanchain fonning the watershed between the two
countries. In spite of this actual territorial right, I found
at the time of my visit in 1897 that it was impossible not to
agree with the natives in asserting that British prestige and
protection in those regions \\.ere mere myths ; that Tibetan
influence alone \vas do~ninantand prevailing, and Tibetan
law enforced and feared. The natives inv;iriably showed
abject obsequiousness and servile submission to Tibetans,
being at the salne time compelled to display actual disrespect to British officials. They \\.ere driven to bring the
greater number of civil and criminal cases before Tibetan
magistrates in preference to having them tried in ii British
court.
The Tibetans, in fact, openly claimed possession of the
" pattis" bordering on Nari Khorsum ; and the tnore
obviously to Impress our ~iatives with their influence as
superior to British, tliey came over to liibernate on our
side, and made themselves quite at home in the warmer
valleys and in the larger bazaars. They brought their
fanlilies with them, and drove before the111 thousands and
thousands of sheep to graze on our pasture-lands; they
gradually destroyed our forests in Bias to si~pplySouth-
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UTestern Tibet with fuel for the summer months. For
this they not only paid nothing, but our native subjects
had to convey the timber over the high passes without
remuneration. Necessarily such unprincipled task-masters
did not draw the line at extorting from our natives
under any pretence money, food, clothes, and everything else they could possibly levy. Some were knotvn

i.:

to travel yearly as far south as Lucknow, Calcutta, and
Bombay.
So much for the gentleness of the Tibetans-a hermit
nation living in a closed country !
Chanden Sing, ever anxious to be polite and helpful,
\vould not hear of my carrying 111y owTnsketch and note
books as had always been my custon~,but insisted on doing
so himself.
" H t i l l i fi~zg~ll
ireh !" ( " I aln no fool ! " ) said he with an
expression of woundecl feelings. '. 1 will take great cart: of
them."
\Cre started up the steep road, having first descended to
the level of the River I)holi, 800 feet lotver than Khela,
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crossing by a ~voodenbridge. The zigzag up the mountainside seemed endless. Here and there a cool spring of
crystal water quenched our thirst, welcome indeed on
that tedious ascent in the broiling sun. Sis miles above
Khela we had risen to 7120 feet, and from this point the
incline became less trying. Still we rose to 7450 feet two
miles farther on, where under the shade of some magnificent
old trees, at Pungo, I halted for lunch. We had entered the
first inhabited village of the Shokas, usually but erroneously
called Botiyas, and \\?ere now in that part of their country
called Chaudas.
A pleasant surprise awaited me. A smart-looking lad in
European clothes came boldly for\vard, ancl, stretching out
his hand, shook mine for some considerable time in a jovial
and friendly fashion.
" I am a Christian," said he.
" I should say that you were by the way you shake
hands."
" Yes, sir," he proceeded.
" I have prepared for you some
milk, some clrnpntis (nat~vebread), ancl some nuts. Please
accept them."
"Thank you," I said. "You do not seem to be a bad
Christian. What is your name ? "
"blaster G. B. Walter, sir. I teach in the school."
A crowd of Shokas had collected. Their first shyness
having worn off, they proved to be polite and kind. The
trnizle nature and graceful manner of the Shoka girls
struck me particularly on this my tirst introduction to
them. Much less shy than the men, they came forward,
and joked and laughed as if they had known me all
their lives. I wished to sketch two or three of the more
attractive.
" Where is my book, Chanden Sing ? " I inquired of my
bearer.
" Hazur hritrr ~rrnllrittr trclr !" (" 1 do not know, sir ! ")
was his melancholy answer as he searched his empty
pockets.
" Ah ! you villain ! Is that the care you t;~keof my notcs
and sketches ? What have you done with them ? "
"Oh Sahib, I drank some water at the Dholi River. I had
the book then in my hand. 1 lilust have left it on a stone
when I stooped to drink water from the stream," the
wretched man explained.
It is hardly necessary to say that Chanden Sing \vas
promptly despatched to the spot he had named, with strict
orders not to appear before me again without the hook.

I N T H E FORBIDDEN LAND
I spent two or three pleasant hours in having the priniitive
Shoka weaving-loolns, the processes of spinning and cloth
manufacture, explained to me. As can be seen from the
illustration on p. 42, the weaving looms of the Shokas are in
every way similar to those used by the Tibetans proper, and
are quite simple in construction. The warp is kept at great
tension, and the cloth-beam on which the woven tissue is
rolled rests on the won~an'slap during the process of weaving.
There are 110 treadles in the Shoka loom, by which the two
sets of warp threads are alternately raised or depressed
between each time that the transverse thread is passed, and
all work is done by hand. The transverse thread is beaten
firmly home by means of a hea\-y prismatic piece of wood.
The material used in weaving is yak or sheep's wool, either
in its natural colour or dyed In the primary colours of red
and blue and yello\v, and one secondary only, green.
Blue and red are used in the greater and equal proportion; then green. Yellow is very parsimoniously used.
The thread is well twisred and is subjected to no preparatiori before spinning, leaving thus a certain greasiness in the closely-woven materlal that renders it waterproof. In weaving colour fabrics several shuttles are used.
Shoka women are very adept at this ancient art, and they
patiently sit out of doors day after day weaving no st intricate and artistic patterns. These coloured tissaes, if we
except the simplel- ones with blue ground and lines for
women's garments, are usually very narrow (about seven
inches in width), whereas the less elaborate ones, such as
the white material of which men's clothes are made, average
sixteen inches.
The pattern's in these many-coloured materials are woven
from memory, and do not contain curves or circles, but are
entirely composed of lines and angles, colilbinations of
small lozenges and squares separated by long tri-coloured
parallel lines, forming, so far as weaving is concerned, the
main Shoka ideas of tlecoration and ornament. The fabrics
are extraordinarily strong. The narrotv coloured cloth of
better quality is used mostly for making bags in which
money and food are carried; the coarser kind for the
double sheep-loads.
The more talented of the Shoka young women show much
ingenuity in carpet or rather rug making. They have copied
the idea from old Chinese rugs which have found their way
here ziiri* Lhassa, and though upon close examination it is
true they differ considerably in quality and manufacture,
they are pleasing enough to the eye. These rugs are woven
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upon coarse thread matting, the coloured material being let
in vertically. A soft surface is obtained not unlike in
general appearance to that of Persian carpets, but not quite
so pleasant to the touch. These small rectangular rugs are
offered in the house of Shoka gentlemen to guests to sit.
on, and are also used to render the Tibetan saddles less
uncomfortable.
As time went on I became very anxious as to the missing
book, for it contained all my notes of the journey. The
thought of its being deposited on a rock washed by a rapid
stream into which it might easily slip and be carried away
kept me in a state of suspense. At last a staggering figure
approached; it was Chanden Sing waving the book
triumphantly in the air. He had run the distance of many
miles down to the river and back so quickly that when he
reached me he was utterly exhausted. He handed me the
book, and once more we started, follo\ved by \\;alter and
the whole community, down the steep incline to the river.
At this place some of the Shokas seized my hands and
placed them on their foreheads, at the same time making
deep bows. Others embraced my feet, while the women
folks bade me the usual Hindustani " clclrn gitro " (" Go
well ").
After some time had been wasted, or at least spent, in
receiving these odd salutations, I persuaded them to retrace
their steps, and they left me.

CHAPTER V I I I
Prayer by wind-power-Photography
under difficulties-A
night of niisery-Drying up-Two lady missionaries-Their
valuable work-An interesting dinner party-An " eccentric "
man's tea party.

T O reach
Shosha I had
t o climb a
"further
three
n~iles, wwrhich
,
proved almost
as steep a s
the previous
. ascent
to
I'ungo.
I
A curious
c u s t o m of
r
praying
by
t
wind
- power,
,
probably borrowed fromthe
SHWISI: ASI) FI YI\IC,I'WAYER~
Tibetans, prevailsamong the
Shokas. The
Tibetans, with a more intense religion than the Shokas,
use for this purpose not only the ww?ind but even water to
propel their praying machines. Let me esplain these simple
mechanical contrivances for prayers. One or more rags or
pieces of cloth, usually white, but on occasions red or blue,
are fastened and hung by one end to a string stretched
across a road, a p;lss, or a path. On crossing a pass for the
first time Shokas invariably cut a strip of cloth and place it
so that it \\.ill flap it1 the breeze. Also when materials for a
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new dress are purchased or manufactured, it is ctrstomary
for them to tear off a narrow strip of the stuff and make ;i
flying prayer of it. As long as there is motion in it there is
prayer, so that the natives tie them very fast to sticks, poles,
or branches of trees ; and certain shrubs and trees in weird
romantic spots on the mountains are covered with these
religious signs. hloreover, on the top of nearly every Shoka
dwelling a vast number of similar little flags can be seen, as
well as near their shrines and at the outer gates of a
village.
I put up at the Titela Daramsalla, one mile above Shosha
village. The weather had been threatening for several days,
and a steady downpour came upon us during the evening.
Work had been accumulating daily. I decided to develop
the large number of plates I had taken on my journey, a
job hateful beyond measure when you are on the move.
Having duly unpacked all the developing dishes and prepared the different solutions, 1 set to work to make the
shelter completely dark. The nest important item required
was water, and of this there was plenty in that wretched
shanty ! I had just developed half-a-dozen negatives, and
was delighted at the excellent results, when, in consequence
of the storm having grown more violent, the rain began
dripping 011 my head through the leaky roof of the Daramsalla. T o move all the trays of developers, baths, and fixing
solution would have been a nuisance ; besides, I was too
interested in my work to be put out by such small trifles, so
I patiently stood this new disconlfort. I shifted my position
continually, merely with the result that the rain dripped
alternately on my back, my legs, or my shoulders, according
to my position. It fell in torrents, and the roof over me
was so leaky that 1 might as well have been out in the open.
I was sitting in a pool of water and could not lay my hands
upon anything that was not drenched. Fortunately my
boses and cases were water-tight, or all the instruments and
plates \vould have been damaged.
Annoying as it was, I had to give up work. The best
thing to do was to go to sleep. Easier said than done. My
bedding and blanket were soaked. The attempts to lie
under a waterproof sheet failed, for I felt suffoc;lted, so I
passed the cover to my servant, \vho, rolling himself in it,
\\.as soon in the arms of Ilorpheus. Tired and disgusted, I
crouched myself up and eventually fell asleep. I woke up
in the morning with a biting pain in my toes. 1 had been
lying face do\vnwards, and had involuntarily stretched my
legs during the night. I discovered to my horror that one
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I -%a- r(:,.f:::vl -.v:th the utmod courtesy by Niss Shelcion,
S l . l ~ . ,o:,ri .\I:,, Broa.n, oi the Jlethodist Episcopal JIision.
I have in my liietime met with
inany mi?sionarie oi all creeds in
nearly every part of the globe, but
never has it been my luck beiore to
meet
two such charming, open7
minded, and really hard-\vorking
ladies as the two \vho no\\- so
kindly received me.
" Come right in, IIr. Landor,"
said Jliss Sheldon with her delightful American accent, and she
shook hands with me in a good,
hearty fashion.
The natives had praised to me
the charity and helpfulness of this
lady. 1 found this lllore than justified. By night or day she would
never refuse help to the sick, and
~ \ I ( I . ' . ~ I1.1, > I I ~ I I < . \
her deeds of kiildness \vhich bei
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came known to me are far too numerous to detail in these
pages. Perhaps her most valuable qualityis her perfect tacta quality 1 have found none too common among missionaries. Her patience, her kindly manner towards the Shokas,
her good heart, the wonderful cures she wrought among the
sick, were items of which these honest mountaineers had
everlasting praises to sing. A Shoka was telling me that it
was not an uncommon thing for Miss Sheldon to give away
a11 her own food supplies, and even the clothes from her
back - courting for herselk
d~scomfort,yet
happy in her
good work.
With it was
combined a
charming modesty. N o
word about
herself or her
actions ever
passed her lips.
A ~ i o n e e r in
these parts,she
evidently must
I..\L SING T O K U V A R A N D H I S BROTHER
have encountered much
difficulty in the beginning. At present her good influence
over the Shokas is very considerable. The same can be
said of Miss Brown, who was in every way a worthy
comrade of Miss Sheldon.
They have both in a comparatively short time become
dully acquainted with the Shoka language, and can converse
in it as fluently as in English, this fact alone endearing them
greatly to the natives.
They were kind enough to ask me to dinner. "It is
Sunday," said Miss Sheldon, "and we shall have all our
Christians dining with us. You will not mind, 1 am sure."
I assured her that nothing would interest me more.
I arrived punctually at the hour appointed, and on the
verandah of the bungalow were laid some nice clean mats
upon which we all sat cross-legged in native fashion. We
three Europeans were provided with knife and fork, but all
the natives helped themselves with their fingers, which they
used with much dexterity. There were among the converts
some Hindoos, some Shokas, some Humlis, and a Tibetan
D
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woman. All counted, I suppose they were about twenty,
and it would be impossible to find a better behaved set of
Christians anywhere. They ate heartily and only spoke
when they were spoken to.
" I doubt whether I have ever dined with so many good
Christians," said I jokingly to Miss Sheldon. " It is delightful."
"They would much like to hear some of the experiences
of your travels if you would be kind enough to tell them.
That is to say, if you are not too tired and d o not mind."
Interpreted by Miss Brown, 1 related some of my
adventures in the country of the Ainu. Rarely have I had
such an interested audience. When the story ended they
all salaamed me, and an old veteran Gourkha, one of the
converts, took my hand and shook it warmly.
" You must not mind, Mr. Landor : you see, we treat our
Christians like ourselves,"* quickly interrupted Miss Sheldon.
"Oh no, I do not mind," I replied. " On the contrary, 1
am glad to see it done."
1 took my leave and asked the ladies to come to tea with
me the nest day. The afternoon came and they arrived,
when to my horror it flashed across my niind that I had
neither cups, nor saucers, nor spoons. I had some tea, but
I had 110 idea in which box it was, and to save niy life 1
could not lay my hands upon it. This caused a frank and
delightful remark on the part of Miss Sheldoli to Miss
Brown.
"Does not hlr. Landor remind you of 'that other '
eccentric gentleman that came through here last year ? "
The moment she had uttered the words Miss Sheldon
saw what she had said, and we all laughed heartily.
"You know, hIr. Landor," put in hliss Brown, "we half
foresaw that you would not be provided with these
articles of luxury, and we brought our own cups and
saucers."
The news was a great relief to me.
"Well now, let me persuade you to take some delicious
chocolate instead of tea."
"Very good, we would prefer it. We have not had
chocolate for a long time."
A solid block of chocolate was produced weighing
twenty-eight pounds, and Chanden Sing set to chip off bits
with a stone-a primitive but effective method. 111 the
N.R.-Anglo-Indians very rarely condescend to shake hands with
the natives.
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meantime the kettle was boiling, while my two visitors
made themselves as comfortable as was possible under the
circumstances on pack-saddle cases.
The tea party went off well, for the ladies, evidently suspecting the " eccentricity " of their host, had come provided
not only with cups and saucers, but with spoons, cake,
bread, butter, and biscuits !

CHAPTER IX
Discouraging reports-A steep ascent-How I came to deserve
the name of " monkey "-Hard at work-Promoted in rankCollapse in a gale of wind-Time and labour lost.

THEweather again became rainy and cold. The reports
that 1 received of the state of the roads farther up were not
encouraging.
"The track is impassable," said an old Shoka who had
just arrived from Garbyang. "The Lippu Pass by which
you wish to enter Tibet is still closed, and there is much
snow on it still. Then the Jong Pen of Taklakot in Tibet,
having been left unpunished for his last years' attack on
Lieutenant Gaussen, has now a strong guard of three hundred men to prevent foreigners entering the country. The
Dnkrls (brigands) infesting the region of the hlansaromar
Lake seem to be more numerous this year than ever."
I shall come in for a lively time, I thought to myself.
hiy nest camp was at Shankula, 7450 feet above the sea
level. It was reached by going over a delightfully cool track,
not unlike a shady path through a picturesque park, among
tall cedars of Lebanon, beeches and maples, with here and
there a stream or spring of water, and hundreds of blackfaced, white-bearded monkeys playing and leaping from tree
to tree.
1 encamped by the river. The day was glorious. In front
of me, north-east by east, stood, gigantic and majestic, some
high snowy peaks. The valley was narrow, and the remainder
of the snowy range of mountains was hidden from sight.
What a lovely subject for a picture ! 1 was tempted to halt and
get out my paint-bos and sketch-book ; and abandoning my
lunch, which \\?as being cooked, I climbed to the summit of
a high peak in order to obtain a more extensive view. The
ascent, first on slippery grass, then over slaty rocks, was by
110 means easy, nor devoid of a certain amount of danger ;
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but so keen was I to get to the top that 1 reached the summit
very quickly, leaving halfway down the mountain slope the
two men who had followed me. In places near the top
there were rocks to climb that stood almost perpendicular,
and it was necessary to use hands as well as feet. It \\-as
not unlike climbing up a rough wall. I was nevertheless
well repaid for my trouble. The view from that high
point of vantage was magnificent, and 1 confess that 1
felt almost too ambitious when, having unslung my
paint-box, 1 attempted to reproduce on paper the scene
before me.
" I am a fool," said I to myself, "to try and paint that !
What painter could do those mountains justice ? "
I dashed off the picture as usual very hastily, but never
was a rash venture rewarded with poorer result, and those
eternal giants remained unpainted.
Disconsolate, I made my way down. It was more difficult
even than the climb up. A false step, a slip, and it might
have cost my life, especially along the steep precipice, where
I had to cling to anything projecting in the wall-like rock.
I had gone four thousand feet higher than the camp, reaching
an elevation of 11,450 feet above sea level.
It was this performance, \\-atched ansiously from my carnp
down belo\\?,as well as by the army of men belonging to the
Deputy Commissioner of Almora, who was also here
encamped, that won me the name among the natives of
" Chota Sahib," the '*Langur," the " small sir," the monkey,"
a name of lvhich I have been proud ever since.
Some seventy-three miles from Pithoragarh the Shankula
River enters the Kali, the course of the Shankula being
roughly from N.N.W. to S.S.E.
The track once crossed, the Shankula stream tends towards
the South-East and lvith a gentle incline rises to 8570 feet at
Gibti, where I encamped somewhat above the Gala Daramsalla. I had gone through forests of maple, beech, oak and
rhododendrons, with a thick undergrowth of scrub and
bamboo.
The Kali River, about two thousand feet down below my
camp, marks the boundary between Nepal and Kumaon.
From this high point the foaming stream can be seen for
miles, winding between thickly wooded hills and mountains
like a silver ribbon on a dark reposeful background.
The march from my last camp was a very short one, so 1
had the greater part of the day left for ~vork. Previously I
had usually halted in Daramsallas (stone-walled shelters),
and in default of these my men put up for me a neatly-made
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" Chahnan* or "chijpper,"

a hut of mats and branches of
trees, in the construction of which the Paharis are wonderfully dexterous. I had also my small "mountain tent," a
telrte tl'nbri, quite comfortable enough for ordinary requirements.
It seems, however, that this style of travelling is not considered contrtrc il fnut by the officials of India. It is the

number and size of one's tents, according to these authorities,
that make one a greater or a smaller gentleman ! I had put
up my tent-three feet high, seven feet long, and four feet
wide-by the side of the two double-leaf eighty pound tents of
the Deputy Commissioner,but this official and his companions
were far from pleased with this act of familiarity. For a
double-tented sahib to be seen in company of another
sahib whose bijou tent rose from the ground hardly up to
one's waist, was iirfru dig and a serious threat to the prestige of the British in India. I was therefore politely requested
t o move from my cosy quarters to a more dignified abode

* Clrahnn-Pahari.

Chijkper, Dehsi-Hindustani.
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lent me by the one-eyed Lal Sing, a Tokudar' and brother
of the Patwari.t
Being thus promoted in everybody's estimation except rliy
own, I wrote and copied out my first article for T l ~ eDaily
hfail, and, having done this, I dined and spent a pleasant
evening with Mr. G.
The night was stormy ; the wind shook my tent. 1 went
to sleep \\,rapped in my solitary camel-hair blanket. Some
hours later a sharp knock on .my head woke me. It was the
centre pole of the tent that had moved out of its sockets and
had fallen on me. This was follo\ved by a rushing noise of
canvas, and 1 found myself in a moment uncovered and
gazing at the stars.
There were white things flying about in the air, and, to
my horror, I discovered the leaves of my Daily hfail article
scattered in the wind.
I jumped up, but of the ten or twelve foolscap leaves on
very thin paper, I only managed to recover two or three.
The others soared gracefully to and fro in the air, and 1
suppose settled eventually in the Kali. This meant recopying
the article next day, a tedious job when you are burning t o
get on.
The sun rose. The camp began to wake up. All were
shivering with cold. I took my usual cold bath surrounded
by a half-frozen crowd of astonished onlookers, wrapped up
in their thick woollen blankets, crouching round me \vith
their chins on their knees.
The tent was recovered after a \vhile, and soon all was
ready to start.
Tok~cdnr-Head-village man. t Pulwari-Accountant

for a Pargana.

CHAPTER X
The , V r r ~ a ~ lor
i , " waterless track "--Exaggerated accountsA long shot-The rescue of two coolies-Picturesque Nature
-An involuntary shower-bath-The Cliai Pass.

THE renowned Scr$a~ri,

r

or S c r f ~ ~ l ~"i r lwaterless
,
track," begins at Gibti.
Very few travellers have
1
been on this road, and
I
by the accounts brought
I :
-,-\
i
back many people have
II *
been prevented from imiI
tating their example.
t.
Personally I found the
track far better than I
anticipated. I have been
on worse mountain roads
I
among less precipitous
cliffs. From what 1 had
heard it seemed as il the
T H E ~ E R P . I N IROAD
greater part of the road
ior several miles was supported 011 crowbars fixed in the rock, but such is not the
case. Here and there, however, are found along the track
spots overhanging precipices ; and where the perpendicular
cliff did not allow of a road to be cut escept at great expense,
crowbars have been more or less firmly planted horizontally
in the rock, and a narrow path made over them with large
slabs of stone. The drop from the path to the river is often
from eighteen hundred to two thousand feet, and the path is
in many places no wider than six inches. But to any surefooted traveller that would not constitute a real danger. The
road is tedious, for the Nerpania cliff along which it has been
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constructed is subdivided into three smaller cliffs, separated
in turn one from the other by ravines. It is thus troublesome to climb up and down some thousands of feet, each
time along interminable and badly put together flights of
steps, only to descend again on the other side. Some of
the descents, especially the last to Gulamla, are precipitous,
but with no nails in one's shoes and no stick in one's hand,

there is really very little danger for people accustomed to
mountaineering.
These are the main elevations on the road : Gibti, 8650 feet,
6750 feet,7600 feet,6700 feet,71oo feet,6600 feet fromGulamla.
At bearings magnetic 350°, going close to the river-bed
through a gorge, one obtains a fine view of a huge gneiss
peak towering on the left side of the Nfgarrztz or Stjnr~gnr
Mountain. This peculiar rock, shaped like a fortress, goes
by the name of the Ladjekut Peak and rises where the
Sejangar River meets the Kali. Here we pitched our tents.
Tou~ardssunset there was much agitation in camp over
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the appearance of wild goats on the other side of the Kali
River in Nepal.
"Your rifle, Sahib, your rifle!" shouted a chorus of
impatient natives. "Quick, quick, your rifle !"
I seized my blannlicher and followed the excited gang lo a
place some hundred yards away, where a large boisterous
crowd had collected to watch the game.

"Where are they ? " said I, as 1 could not see anything.
"There, there ! " they all screamed at the top of their
voices, pointing to the sutn~nitof the opposite cliff over four
hundred yards distant.
" Oh, that is too far."
" So, no, Sahib, please shoot," they all implored.
I put up the Lyman back-sight to four hundred yards, took
aim and fired. Down came rolling fro111 rock to rock the
poor wild goat, amid the frantic excitelnent of the crowd
around me. It rolled do\vn until it came to the shrub and
vegetation, where its progress became slo\ver. It fell o n
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the small trees and, bending them by its weight, it would
drop a few seconds later on to a lower one. The trepidation
on our side wvas intense. At last the graceful body stuck
across a bi er tree and swung on it for some minutes. The
oscillation s owly ceased, and tree and goat became motionless. There our prey stuck fast.
Hatchets were immediately produced, and two tall trees

4

THE CkIAI-LEY PASS

hurriedly cut and felled. A bridge \\.as being spanned
to cross the dangerous cold and swift waters of the Kali.
A tree was thrown across, and its point just about reached
a high rock on the other side. Then, amidst a dead silence,
a coolie balanced himself over it. He had nearly reached
the opposite bank when there was a crash. The tree broke,
and the man \\.as in the water, frightened and screaming
pitifully, clutchit~ga branch with convulsive fingers.
Another coolie
to his rescue, but the tree being now
swung by the current, he also was pitched into the water.
It was only after a terrible moment of suspense that our men
had the colnnion sense to draw the tree back tou7ardsthe

I
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LAHMARI CAMP
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shore. One and all joined in a supreme effort, and the two
Inen were eventually saved.
Our way to the next camp was first through a high narrow
gorge. A beautiful
waterfall on terr a c e s f a c e d us.
#-4-4
From 6700 feet, the !
\
road ascended to 1
I
7650 feet, then on
4
flights of steps and
.a
in p l a c e s o v e r I
1
crowbars the weary .
I
traveller descended
t o 7000 feet, where
I
at Xlalpa the road
was for a space
II
nearly level. The
;\lalpa River, running from Sorth
to South, was crosI
sed. On the Sepal
side across the Kali
the vegetation was
t
lusuriant, while on ,
the Kumaon side
-.
it was sparse and
bare. Farther on
;,nother beautiful
A S.lHHOW GORGE BETWEEN TWO hIOUST.\ISS
waterfall.
The track no\vb rose on a steep incline to 8120 feet
among huge rocks and boulders. What with the gigantic
snow-peaks, the pretty waterfalls, the weird character
of the country traversed, one got so interested in one's
surroundings that one forgot all about any difficulty of
climbing. From barren hills and rocks the track suddei~ly
became clayish and sandy, and in a series of zigzags well
shaded by Tclrrik, C'lislr, and Ritch trees, with a thick undergrowth of scrub wood and stunted vegetation, we found
ourselves down as low as 6750 feet, ascending immediately
after in a very short distance to 8100 feet to Camp
Lahmari.
In olden times the path went over the highest part of
the cliff, and it took a good walker the whole day to reach
from one spring of water to the next, hence the name of
" \vaterless."
Here pl-actically ended the ~Vcr@zi (waterless track),

w.
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and an involuntary shower-bath soon awaited the passer-by,
drenching him to the skin, unless he was provided \\-it11
waterproof and umbrella. The spray descended from a
great height for a length of some thirty or forty yards, the
road being very narrow and very slippery, so that progress
was particularly slo\\-. The name of the waterfall w a s Takti.
The track, if not more level, \\-as nevertheless better after
this to the sore-footed walker. It was less rocky and devoid
of the tiresome flights of steps.
On leaving Lahmari we immediately had a steep rise to
gGoo feet. Then a drop of 400 feet, and we found ourselves
on the Buddi River, a tributary of the Kali. Just above the
bridge was a magnificent waterfall, by the left side of which
we found a kind of grotto hollowed out under a rock. The
Shokas and Tibetans used it as a camping ground.
T o our right, high up on the cliffside, was the picturesque
village of Buddi (9300 feet), with its two- and three-storeyed
houses. Below and over it in long zigzags could be seen
the track ascending to the top of Clrni-Lek, or Tclrrto Pass as
the Shokas call it. At bearings magnetic 170' we had the
towering Samjun peak, so high that I kvas told it could be
seen even from Almora and Ranikhet.
Then as we proceeded up the steep clayish track, I could
not, on looking back, help admiring the magnificent Kali
valley with its gigantic cliffs and gorges surmounted by lofty
snow peaks. On the Chai Pass the two aneroids I had on
me registered an altitude of 11,190 feet. I was now on a
small flat table-land. Darcy Bura, the richest Shoka trader
from Buddiphaderected here a bargain-house for the purchase
and exchange of borax, salt, wool, and other articles from
Tibet. On the left side of the road a large cave in the rock had
been walled and partly roofed over for the use of wife-seekers
from the villages of Buddi and Garbyang. These houses
were called Rn~nba~lgs,
and were an old institution among
the Shokas, of which I shall have occasion to speak at
length later on. As everywhere else, a few high poles with
flying prayers and a bell had been placed near the pass.

CHAPTER XI
A series of misfortunes-Tibetan atrocities on British subjects
-Tibetan exactions-Revolting cruelty to one of her Majesty's
subjects-Assault on a British officer-A smart British Envoy.

M Y arrival at Garbyang was watched by hundreds of men,
women, and children, all squatting on the edge of the flat
mud roofs of their habitations, while a few dozen people
follo\ved me respectfully to my camping ground beyond the
village. A large tent had been put up for me by Pundit
Gobaria's brother, who had been informed of my coming
by Anti Ram Sah, my banker at Almora. Mr. G., Deputy
Con~nlissioner,arrived later.
I was very anxious to make immediate arrangements to
enter Tibet, but all my efforts to obtain reliable followers
were of little avail.
I heard to my regret, a day or two later, that the plan of
my journey, which with so much trouble and care I had
kept secret, had been divulged to the Tibetan authorities.
Misfortunes never come singly ! Against my will I had been
advised to pay a certain sum at Almora, in exchange for
which I received a letter of credit on Pundit Gobaria, a rich
trader of Garbyang, who was to pay me the amount in
silver. Unluckily, Gobaria was still absent in Nepal, and no
one else could cash a cheque for the amount I wanted.
This was tiresome-all the more so as I had counted on
the money. I immediately sent a runner to Almora to have
the sum in silver sent at once. This involved much publicity
and considerable risk.
Also delay was inevitable. All the passes were closed
and fresh snow was falling daily. It was just possible with
much difficulty for a man to cross the Lippu Pass, but no
baggage could be taken through. I made up my mind to
remaln a few days in Garbyang, and took this opportunity
to have a large Tibetan tent manufactured to shelter my
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future followers-if ever 1 could find any-and it might help
me, I calculated, to become friendly with the natives, among
whom 1 hoped to find some willing followers.
Doctor H. Wilson, of the Methodist Evangelical Jlission,
went to much trouble in trying to get together men for me,
but though his influence was and is considerable in Bias

T H E GATES OF CARBYANG

and Chaudas, his efforts were not crowned with success.
The Shokas know well how terribly cruel the Tibetans are.
They have suffered at their hands more than once, and even
of recent years the Governmeilt of India has had reported
by its own officers cases of horrible tortures inflicted by
the Tibetan authorities on British subjects captured by
them on our side of the frontier. Some of the atrocities
committed by the Lamas on British subjects are revolting,
and it is a matter of great regret and indignation to the
Englishmen who visit these regions to think that the weakness of our officials in Kumaon has allowed and is allowing
such proceedings still to go on. So incapable are they, in
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fact, that the Jong Pen of Taklakot in Tibet sends over,
" with the sanction of the Government of India," his yearly
emissaries to collect Land Revenue' from British subjects
living on British soil. T h e Shokas have to pay this tribute,
a n d d o so out of fear-in addition to other tases and trade
dues iniquitously exacted by the Tibetans.
On the slightest pretest the Tibetans arrest, torture mercilessly, fine, and confiscate property of, British subjects on
British territory.
At the time of my visit there could be seen, in Garbyang
and other villages, British subjects (Shokas) who had been
mutilated by the Tibetan authorities.
Even Dr. H . \Vilson, who had erected a dispensary at
Gungi (one march beyond Garbyang), was lately threatened
with confiscation-and
worse perhaps-if
he did not
immediately comply with the exactions of the Tibetans.
H e declined to d o so and reported the matter to the Government, relying on a good rifle in the house and his inany
servants. His determination not to be intimidated seems t o
have given him telnpor;u-y security, for the Tibetans are
;IS co\vardly, when they think themselves matched, as they
are cruel.
Let me quote one esample of crueltv which occurred
as late as 1896. A Shoka trader, uncleniahly a British
subject, had gone over the border, ;is is customary with
them during the summer, to dispose of his merchandise
o n the Tibetan market. H e and another Shoka, also a
British subject, had a cluarrel. A\vare that the first Shoka
was wealthy, the Tibetan authorities took this pretest to
arrest him and impose upon hiin an esorbitant fine, besides
the additional punishment of two hundred lashes to be
administered to hiin by order of the Jong Pen. T h e Shoka
remonstrated on the plea that he had done no harm,and
that being a British subject they had no right to so
punish him. T h e Jong Pen saw his orders esecuted, and
further commanded his men to cut off the \vi-etched
prisoner's Ilancls. H e \\-;is made over to two solcliers
entrusted with the carrying out of the sentence. They
led him away to the place of punishment. The Slloka
was of a powerful build and possessed courage. Though
half dead and covered with wounds, he overcame his
guardians and escaped. T h e alarni was itlstantly given
and a large party of horsemen sent to capture him.

* T h e s u m s arc now collected by the Political I'eskhar ant1 h ~ u l d e d
over in Garbyang to the Tibetans.
E
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They caught him up, and when at close range fired on
him and wouncled him in the knee, smashing the kneecap.
He was surrounded, pounced upon, beaten mercilessly,
and last but not least, all his fingers were one by one
crushed into pulp between two heavy
stones. In this condition he was
dragged before the Lamas, only to
be decapitated ! hlr. Sturt, an able
and just officer, who was then Deputy
Commissioner at Almora, became
- 5
acquainted with these facts, and,
having fully ascertained their accuracy, reported them to the Government, strongly advising immediate
action against the Tibetans for this
and other cruelties that were constantly taking place on our frontier.
Though it was undeniably proved
that the victim was a British subject,
the Government of India took no
steps in the matter.
The same year, 1896, Lieutenant
Gaussen, who on a shooting trip tried
to enter Tibet by the Lippu Pass,
J I . \ T . \ ~ al\c. CHAI~R.\,SI
was surrounded by Tibetan soldiers,
and he and his servants were seriously
ill-treated. The British officer received
a nasty wound on his forehead, and one
of his servants, who behaved heroically,
was so cruelly handled that to-day, two
years later, 1 hear he is still an invalid.
hlr. J. Larkin, Deputy Collector at
Almora, was then despatched to the
frontier. No better man could have
/ \
been sent. Firm, just, and painstaking,
he became popi~larand much respected
among the Shokas. He listened to their
troubles and sufferings; he administered justice wherever possible. He
refused audience to no one, and during
his flying visit became well acquainted
with the country, the people, and all
that \vent on. The poor Shokas felt
much relieved, thinking that at last the
Tibetan abuses would be put an end to.
They were not mistaken, at least for a N A W E Y G H I R I CHAYWASSI
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time. The Jong Pen of Taklakot was called upon to answer
for his many misdeeds. He refused an interview. Mr.
Larkin sent word across the border that he ~ v o ~ ~have
l c ! no
trifling and that he must come, upon \vl~ich the Jong
Pen, with his officers and Lamas, crossed the snowy
Lippu Pass. Trembling with fear and bending low to
the ground, the Tibetans, with abject servility, entered
the tent of our British envoy. The account of the interview, which I received in full from a Shoka gelltleman ~ v h o
was present as interpreter, is amusing and curious, sl~o\i?ing
the mutability and hypocrisy of the Tibetans. In the long
run, and being well acquainted \\,it11 the co\vardice of his
visitors, XIr. Larkin not only obtained redress on every point
but gave the Jong Pen and his officers a severe 11ar;lngue.
The result of the interview was that the collection of the
Land Revenue should be put a stop to, and that Tibetan law
should no more be administered on our side o f the frontier.
it
Mr. Larkin's visit to Bhot was cut short by ~ l r g e ~ 01-ders
to return immediately to Almora.
,
G.,
The follo\i-ing year (the year of my visit, ~ X g j ) 11s.
Deputy Commissioner, undld much that the previous officer
had accomplished. The Jong Pen, \vhen s~~llnnoned,
declined to come, ancl sent over deputies i l l his pl;lct.. The
upshot of it is, that Land Revenue is again paid by the
Shokas to the Tibetan tax-collectors through the Peshkar.
I have mentioned these facts as representative of many,
who had never
and to shoiir how it came that the ~l;~tivcs,
had any protection from our Government, \vest: disinclined,
notwithstanding the tenlptations I offered them, to bravr
the dangers of Tibet. I, who later on suffered so much
through being betrayed by Shokas, am the first to forgive
and not to blame them. Though nomin;rlly our subjects,
their acti~alrulers are the Tibetans, ancl \ve do nothing to
protect them against the exactions and torturcs of the
intruders. IYhy then should we espcct them to be faithful
to us ? The ~ h o k a sare not treacherous by nature, but
they are compelled to be deceitful to protect their lives
and their homes. Properly treated, these honest, gentle,
good-natured mountaineers \ v o ~ ~ lassuredly
d
become loyal
and trustworthy subjects of her Majesty.

Tibetan threats-My

-#q

birthday-Ravenous dogs-A
-Shoka hospitality.

big dinner

H E 011g Pen of
Takla I
!-ot, oil hearing of my proposed
visit, sent threats
that he would confiscate the land of
any man who carlle
in my e m p l o y ,
besides m e n a c e s
of " f l o g g i n g "
. and subsequent
" beheading "
of
,
myself and any
I
one caught with
, me. Personally I
'r
-paid little attention
to these intimiTHE 1 1 0 1 ' 3 1 .
H ~ W IE \ L A \ I . I ) .4r
\HHYASC
dations.
Consulting the
calendar one day-a thing 1 did with great regularity in these
regions-I made out that it was the first of June, and 1 then
remembered that the following day would be my birthday.
Feasts were scarce in these high altitudes, and the prospect
before me was that they would in the near future be even
scarcer. It therefore occurred to me that I could not better
while away a day at least of this weary waiting than by treating myself to a real big feast.
Chanden Sing was despatched round the village to
summon up to my tent all the local Bunyas (tradespeople).
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Rice, flour, eight pounds of butter &hi), a large quantity of
lump sugar, pepper, salt, and a fat sheep were purchased.
The latter was forthwith beheaded, skinned, and dressed in
the approved fashion by the faithful Chanden Sing, who
was indeed a jack of all trades.
Unfortunately, I am a careless house or rather tent
keeper, and I entrusted my chaprassis with the job of
stowing away the provisions, for which purpose a recess
under the native low bedstead served to perfection, holding
as it did the different-sized vessels, lvith the bacl~ri(sheep)
in pieces, and the rice, flour, butter, etc.
While this was being done, I worked away hard at
writing, and getting interested, continued at it till an early
hour of the morning ; I got tired at last, and, wrapping
myself up in my blanket, I soon went to sleep next to a
heap of stones piled up by the cautious Chanden Sing.
" Sahib," had been his warning, there are many hungry
dogs about. If they come, here are a few missiles ready
for them ! " and he pointed at the alnmunition.
"All right ; good-night."
The wisdom of this was soon apparent, for I had not
slept long when I was aroused by the holloiv sound of lipsmacking, apparently arising from more than one mouth,
accompanied by the movenlent of the stretched canvas bed
on which I was lying. Jumping to 11ly feet, I alighted upon
a living mass of un\velcome guests ; but before I even
realised \\-hat had been going on, they had scampered a\vay,
the brutes ! carrying between their tightly-closed jaws a last
nlouthful of my dainties.
The ammunition at my dispos;~lwas quickly used up-a
poor revenge, even tvhe11 I heard the yell of a dog I happened to hit in the dark. On striking a match, I found the
large brass bowls emptied, the rice and flour scattered all
over the tent, and the sheep practically van~shed.
I determined not to be done out of this piece of indulgence, ~vhich now seerlled desirable beyond words,
although I crawled back into my blanket, and found for
a while oblivioil in sleep. I \vas no sooner up in the
morning than 1 planned a new banquet. But in the
nick of time, Mr. G., who had gone a march farther,
returned with his escort of policemen, ~~roolrslret.~,
pundits,
and chaprassis.
" Sever mind, L ~ n d o r , "said he kindly, when I had told
him of my trouble, " you come and dine with me. These
chaps shall get you up n special dinner in their o\vn
\vay."
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My stores were put under tribute, instead of the native
Bunyas, and we had a very excellent meal indeed. W e
had Bovril soup and Irish stew, roast mutton, potted
tongue, roast chicken, gigantic swan eggs poached on
anchovy toast, jam omelette, chow-chow preserves, ginger
biscuits, boiled rhubarb, and I must not forget, by the way,
a n excellent plum cake of no small dimensions, crammed

full of raisins and candy, which I had brought from Mrs. G.
at Almora to her husband, and to which we did, with blessings
for her, the fullest justice.
Thanks to Mr. G. and also to the fortunate coincidence of
receiving a batch of letters from parents and friends, which
reached me on that day by runner from Khela, 1 do not
think that I coilld have spent a happier birthday anywhere,
and I knew well enough that these were to be the last
moments of contentment-an
end to the fleshpots of
Egypt. After this I should be cut off from civilisation,
from comfort even in its primitive form ; and to einphasise this fact, it happened that on the very morning follow-
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ing my birthday, hIr. G. left and continued his journey to
Almora.
The weather was cold and rain fell in torrents, the
thermometer being never above 52' during the warmest
hours of the day. My soaked tent stood in a regular pool
of water, notwithstanding the double trenches round it, and
several Slloka gentlemen had before asked me to abandon

S l l O K A HOCLES

it and live in a house. They were all most anxious to
extend to me hospitality, which I, not wishing to trouble
them, and in order at all hazards to be entirely free and
unhampered in my actions, coilrteously but firmly declined.
Nevertheless, quite a deputation arrived on June 4, renewing
their request ; but I was determined to have 111y way. In
vain ! They would not see a Sahib under cold canvas
while they themselves had comfortable hornes. They held
a consultation. Unexpectedly, and not\vithstanding my
remonstrances, my loads were suddenly seized and carried
triumphantly on the backs of a long row of powerful Shokas
towards the village. I had to follou~trrolctu t*olctrs,and from
that day on I grew through constant contact daily Inore
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convinced of the genuine friendliness and kindheartedness
of these people.
T o prevent my coming back, they even pulled down the
tent, atid, wet as it was, carried it away. Zeheram and
Jaimal, two leading Shokas, held my hands and patted me
on the back as they led me with every sign of courtesy to
my new dwelling.
This turned out to be a fine two-storeyed building with
nicely carved wooden door and windows coloured red and
green. So great was the anxiety and fear of these good
people that I should turn back at this juncture, that some
twenty outstretched hands seized me by the arms, while
others pushed me from behind up a flight of ten or twelve
steps into the house, where I found myself the guest of my
good friend Zeheram. 1 was given the front of the first
floor, consisting of two large clean rooms, with a very fair
native bedstead, a table and two or more nora as (round
cane stools covered with skin); and 1 had no sooner
realised that 1 must stay than presents of sweets, preserved fruit, dried dates, and tea were brought for my
acceptance-tea
made in the Tibetan fashion with butter
a n d salt in it.
Even if at first I had had slight apprehensions at the
expression of such very unusual hospitality, these were soon
dispelled, and I was proud to be assured by my host that I
was the first Englishman (or for that, European or American) who had been allowed to enter the living part of a
Shoka house and partake of food in a Shoka dwelling. The
opportunity was too good to be lost, and 1 was sorely
tempted to tarry among them, so as really to get an insight
into their mode of living, their customs and manners.
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C H A P T E R XI11
Shoka hospitality-How I obtained much information-On
reconnoitring trip-.& terrible slide.

a

T H E Yare indeed Nature's gentlemen, these worthy Shokas,
and as such they did all in their power to make my stay
atnong them pleasant. It was a contest between them as to
who shoulcl entertain me first, and who should be the nest.
Invitations to breakfast and dinner literally poured in ; and
those convenient " sick headaches," " colds," and " previous
engagements," so opportune in more conventional parts,
were of no avail here. No card-no friendly note bade one
to come and be merry. They generally arrived etr wrasse to
fetch me. Pulling and pushing played a not unimportant
part in their urging, and to clecl~newas thus out of the
question. Indeed I must confess there was but little inclination to decline on my part. When you arrived, your host
spread out fine mats ancl rugs, of Tibetan and ancient Chinese
manufacture, and often of great value. In front of a raised
seat were displayed in shiny brass bowls the various viands
and delicacies which constituted the meal. There was rice
always ; there was curried mutton, milk and curd with
sugar ; then cllnfinlismade in Hindustani fashion and Sknlc,
a kind of sweet pancake made of flour, grhi (butter), sugar or
honey, also Parsact, a thick paste of honey, burnt sugar,
butter and flour, all well cooked together-a dainty morsel
even for a jaded palate.
I was invariably made to sit on the raised seat, which I
did cross-legged, while the crowd squatted respectfully on
the floor round t h e - r o o ~ nforming
,
a semicircle with me in
the centre. I generally ate with my fingers in their own
manner, a courtesy they particularly appreciated, and
although I must have seemed awkward to them at first, I
soon acquired a sort of dexterity in manipulating hot foodmeat and vegetables, for instance-with my hand. The trick
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is not very difficult, but it requires practice. You gather up
your five fingers downwards in the dish, seizing a mouthful,
and with a rapid circular twist of the hand you collect as
much sauce as you can round the morsel you have caught.
With a still more rapid movement, and before anything has
time to drip between your fingers, you half drop and half
throw it into your mouth.
I soon found that I could, during these cordial repasts,
enlivened as they were by moderate libations of chukti and

s?rofi (wine and spirit distilled from wheat), acquire co1.1siderable knowledge of anthropological and ethnological
interest, and gather also much valu;tble information about
Tibet and its people. They became, in fact, in the few days
I spent among them, contiding to such a degree, and looked
upon me so nluch as one of themselves, that 1 soon obtained
the run of the whole place. They came to confide their
grievances and troubles ; thcy related to me their legends
and folk-lore. They sang to me their weird songs and
taught me their dances. They brought me to their marriages and strange funerals ; they took me to their sick men,
women, and children, or conveyed them to me for cure.
Thus, to my delight, and with such unique ch;inces, my
observ;itions of a pathological, physiological, and anatomical
character becanle more interesting to lrle day hy day, and
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I have attempted to describe in a later chapter some of
the things I was able to note.
After lingering in Garbyang for several days, I paid off
my two chaprassis,
hlatan Sing and Narenghiri, and they returned
to Alnlora.
01.1
June 6 I started
on a journey towards
the frontier, with a view
to reconnoitre.
Crossing into Nepal
territory below Chongur
f
village, and follo\ving
uplvards the right bank
;I!, *>- of the Kali R~verin a
direction of 320° (bear*ings magnetic) I reached
Kanwa, a Shoka village
on a high cliff - like
plateau under which
meet the three rivers
Kali, Taki, and Kuti.
0
' -...
The Kali turns suddenly
to 37' (be;lrings magnetic). while the Kuti
~ i v e rkeeps
'
a general
THE Bl.\LTEH O F .\ 111(;b1 S ( l 1 0 0 L
direction
of
32sU
(bearAI.TI'TVIIE 10.940 I:EE I'
ings
- magnetic).
Haviug crossed again
into Kuinaon, I struck camp at Gungi. Before entering the
village, I passed Dr. Wilson's dispensary, not then completed.
In the village the houses were decorated with long poles
joined by strings, from which hung and flew gaily in the
breeze hundreds of wind prayers. The dwellings were
mostly of the ancient, pure Shoka architecture, and not so
fine or so clean as those in Garbyang. The place was
picturesque, clear-cut against the curious background of the
dome-like mountain, the Nabi Shankom, a peak of uncommon beauty with its grey and reddish striped strata.
Near it on another mountain is the Gungi Shankorn, a
gigantic quadrangular rock of a war111 yellow and reddish
colour, not unlike a huge tower. When 1 reached its foot,
the sun was casting his last dying rays on it, atid the picture
was so magical that 1 was tempted to sketch it. As I sat
there, the shado\v of the coming night rose higher and
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higher on the mountain-side, tinting it violet blue, and above
it the Gungi Shankom stood resplendent in all its glory like
a tower of tire-till night descended covering the mountain
first, and little by little the Gungi Shankom itself. 1 shall
not easily forget this
sight.
I slept under my
little fcrrlc cl'abri. and
f o u ~ ~itd delightfully
cosy and warm.
At 10 A.nr. the nest
day I raised camp. The
7
elevation here was
10,940 feet. Interesting was the Clrirczrir, a
-collection of tombs,
p?
five in number, nladc
of slabs of white stone
W"
with poles placed vertically upon them, and
from the summit of
which h u n g flying
I
prayers. The I<uti
River to 111y left \\,as
;
wide and rapid. On
the opposite bank the
village of Honkan
,
(11,100 feet) made a
;
pretty i*is-ir-zis to the
'
Nabi village on our
side of the stream, at
the same elevation, and
C;USCI s ~ ~ . \ ~ ~ ( > . \ ~
directly under the lee
of the Nabi Shankom.
As I rose gradually along the river course the vegetation
grew sparse, and in front of me there remained nothing hut
barren rocks and high snowy peaks. The spot where, from
opposite sides, the Gunkan River ant1 the Nail River throw
themselves into the Kuti River is most picturesque. There
are on the water's edge a few pine-trees, but above there
is nothing but wilderness-rock and ice and snow.
I soon came upon much snow, and places where the track
along the mountain-side was undiscoverable. Walking was
tiresome enough on the loose shingle and shale, but it
became worse when I actually had to cut each step into the
frozen snow. Tlle work was tedious to a clcgree, ;u1d the
-
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progress slow. After a while I noticed a series of lofty snow
tunnels over the raging stream, which is earlier in the season
covered entirely by a vault of ice and snow. The higher
I got the harder and more slippery grew the snow. The
soles of my shoes having become soaked and frozen
made walking very difficult. At 12,000 feet, being about
three hundred feet above the stream, I had to cross a particularly extensive snowfield, hard frozen and rising at a

ZAZZEL.4 M O U S T , NEAR GUSCl

very steep angle. Some of my coolies had gone ahead, the
others were behind. Notwithstanding the track cut by those
ahead, it mas necessary to re-cut each step with one's own
feet, so as to prevent slipping. This was best done by
hammering several times into the white sheet with the poitit
of one's shoe until a cavity was made deep enough to contain the foot and to support one upright. It ought to be
done carefully each time, but I fear I had not the patience
for that. I thought I had found a quicker method, and by
raising my knee high, I struck the snow with my heel, leaving
my foot planted until the other one had by the same process
cut the nest step.
It was in giving one of these vigorous thumps that I hit a
spot where, under a thin coating of snow, was hard ice.

INVOLUNTARY TOBOGGANING
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My foot, failing in its grip, slipped, and the impulse caused
me to lose my balance. I slid clown the steep incline at
:t terrific pace, accompanied in my involuntary tobogganing
over ice and snow by the screams of my horror-stricken
coolies. I realised that in another moment I should be
pitched into the stream, which would have meant being
carried under the long tunnel of ice to meet certain death
beneath it.
--In those few
seconds I
found time
to speculate
even as to
whether
thosestones
by the water's edge
- -+ would stop
- 1 me, or whether the impetus must
fl i 11 g in e
past them
into the
river. I attempted to
get a grip in
the snow
\\.it11 my frozen fingers, to stem myself with my heels, but with
no success, \\-hen I saw ahead of me a large stone rising
above the snow. With desperate tension of every nerve
and muscle, I knew as I approached it, with the foaining
water yonder, that it was my only hope. I consciously
straightened my legs for the contact. The bump was
tremendous, and seemed to shatter every bone in my body.
But it stopped me, and I was saved only a few feet from the
\\yi1terJsedge-miraculously, although fearfully bruised, with
no bones broken.
PIIy fingers were cut by the ice and bleeding. When I
was able to stand, I signalled to the frightened and wailing
coolies above to go on, and I myself proceeded along the
watercourse until I found a spot from which I could regain
the upper track.
-

CHAPTER X I V
A palaver-To see is to believe-Dangers and perils on the
snow and ice-Thar and Ghurnl-Stalking-A
tiring climb to
16,000 feet-The collapse of a snow bridge.

AT Kuti I halted and summoned the leading natives to my
tent.
Would it be possible, I asked them, to get over the
Lumpiya Pass or the still higher Mangshan ? The first is a
rarely frequented pass on the way to Gyanema, the other
a high and most difficult pass by which it is possible, though
not easy, to reach the Rakstal Lake by the jungle without
going near a Tibetan settlement or encampment.
" No," was the decided al~swerfrom all the Shokas. "The
snow is now too deep. Fresh snow falls daily. For another
fortnight at least no human being can get across. T o
attempt i t will mean losing one's life. At their best durinfi
one month in summer, those two passes are arduous and
dangerous. Now it would be mere folly to attempt their
ascent."
With my distressi~lglysceptical nature I believe little that
I d o not see. I started next morning to observe for myself.
My bearings were roughly North-West. Seeing me determined, several of the Kutial Shokas changed their mind and
volunteered to follow me. They were of cor~siderablehelp
in many dangerous places. Here and there a feiv paces of
narrow track were uncovered, otherwise we went long distances on frozen snow, over precipices down which it was
almost fatal to look.
The lucky hairbreadth escape of the previous day contributed to make me lose confidence, not in myself, but in
that white emblem of purity and innocence, in reality the
most treacherous substance iri creation. I soon found that
wherever there was snow there Ivas trouble. In spots where
the snow was particularly hard frozen we dared not attempt
F
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to walk on the steep slippery surface, and we had to descend
to the river, which was here bridged over completely with
ice and snow. Crossing, we would attempt progress on
the other side, and having proceeded with difficulty for a few
hundred yards, had to retrace our steps and try the first
bank again. We thus crossed and recrossed the Kuti River
more than half-adozen times, each crossing being preceded

by a precipitous descent and immediately follo\ved by ;a steep
ascent. The cracks in the ice by the \\-ater-sicle were constant and perilous, and \vc did not risk remaining near
then1 longer than was necessary. In sis or seven hours we
had walked a distance of less than four miles. Leaving the
I<uti River and follo\ving due Sort11 the course of a tributary, the Katnbelshio, \vc crossed over to its farther bank
;tiid pitched our tents at an altitude of 13,420 feet.
There remained a few hours of daylight \vhen we arrived,
:ind I eniployed them hy going after Tlrnr or Tt-11,- and
(;lrrrrlrl (Hiniahlyan cl~amois)a couple of miles farther.
I row to r j,ooo feet ou a needle-like peak to\vering over the
spot where, in a narrow picturesque gorge, the Tongzu
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pangti enters the Kuti River. The sources of the Tongzu
pangti are about a thousand feet higher than the spot where
it meets the Kuti River, and the stream has its birth from the
melting snows, descending precipitously and in a very short
distance into the larger river.
The rocks are here furred with saltpetre, and it 1s said to
be a favourite spot for Thar..

I enjoyed my trip so much that, rising with the sun,
I started on the following morning to repeat my experience.
Moreover, I wanted to climb to some high point wherefrom
The Gural is the Hiniahlyan chamois found at even comparatively
low elevations. They are generally seen in herds, with the exception
of the oldest males, which are usually met with alone. It is not
uncommon to see as many as eight or ten together, especially during
their feeding time, shortly after sunrise and an hour or two before
sunset.
Tehr or Thar (male) and Jahral (female) is the true and proper wild
goat of the higher Himahlyan range. It is rarely found lower than
7000 feet arid often as high as 15,000 feet above sea level. Those found
at lower elevations do not possess quite such a luxuriant growth of
hair, nor, I am told, are their curved horns quite so long. They
climb about precipices and dangerous spots with the greatest ease.
f
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I could make certain whether it was possible to proceed
immediately across the Hin~ahlyanrange, or whether it was
advisable to wait patiently until the snow had to some
extent disappeared. I walked four miles from camp,
reaching an altitude of 16,000 feet. The ascent was
rather tiring. Having wounded a Thar, I went after it up
a fatiguing snow-field at a speed too great to be comfortable at such a very high elevation. When I reached
the top, I was out of breath and the Thar too far off for a
second shot.
The view this high point commanded was stupendous.
For miles and miles-and it seemed hundreds of milessnow, snow, nothing but snow! There stood Jolinkan
Mount rising above 19,000 feet. On either side of the
Kuti River were peaks as high as 20,000 feet and
more. Here and there the white sheet that covered the
surrounding country seemed almost greenish.
Those
spots were glaciers, and I saw many of them, feeding as
they do the numerous streams flowing into the Kuti
River. I returned to camp for lunch. It was u ~ r l e s sto
proceed and even more useless remaining still. I gave
orders to raise the camp, and at 2 P.M. we \\.ere under
way back to Kuti.
The day had been an unusually warm one, and the surface
of the snow, so hard the previous day, was now soft and
watery. Several of the snow bridges had already disappeared.
I had descended to the river preceded by some of my
coolies. Two of them just in front of me \Yere crossing
over the stream on a thick and broad archway of ice. I
was waiting for them to be safely across. \Vhen the men
had nearly reached the other side they noticed a peculiar
vibration underfoot. Scrambling away as best they could,
they gave the alar~n.
I drew back hastily. In the nick of time ! for with a
deafening roar like magnified thunder echoed from cliff to
cliff, down went the bridge. The huge pieces of ice, only a
moment before forming part of the vault, were now swept
away by the furious stre;im and thrown with tremendous
force against the next bridge, which quivered under the
terrible clash.
Three days' marching over the same route brought me
back to Garbyang.

CHAPTER XV
An earthquake--Curious notions of the natives-A Shoka
tailor and his ways-The arrival of silver cash-Two rocks
in the Kali--4rrogmce of a Tibetan spy.

0 s hearing that Dr. \Yilson was now in Garbyang I went
to call upon him. Squatted on soft Chinese and Tibetan
mats and rugs, we were enjoying cup after cup of tea and
devouring cirn/wfi.s, when suddenly the whole building
began to shake and rumble in the queerest manner, u p
setting teapot and milk and sending the clrn~atisroaming
to and fro all over the room.
Leaving Dr. \Vilson to save our precious beverage, I
pulled out watch and compass to notice .duration and
direction of the shock. It was undulatory, very violent,
and oscillating from S.S.\V. to S.S.E. The duration \\-as
esactly four minutes two seconds. The earthq~iakebegan
at 5.20 P.M. and ended at jh. -4m. 2s.
" It strikes me that it \ v o ~ ~ have
l d been wise to have gone
out of the house," said I. " It is a wonder the building did
not collapse. 1Iy cup is full of mud and debris from the
ceiling." '
" I have saved the tea for you ! " slid the Doctor, triumphantly lifting in his muscular hands the teapot, which he
had carefully nursed. H e had soon discovered my devotion
to the yelIo\v liquid.
\Ye were quietly going on with our refreshment when a
band of excited S h o k broke into the room.
"Sahib! Sahib ! where has it gone ? " cried they in a
chorus, stretching their hands towards me and then folding
them in sign of prayer. " Sahib ! tell us where it has gone !
"

+
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" What ? " rejoined I, amused at their suspense.
" Did you not feel the earth shake and quiver ?" exclaimed

the astounded visitors.
" Oh yes, but that is nothing."
"Oh no, Sahib ! That is the precursory notice of some
great calamity. The ' spirit' under the earth is \vaki~~g
up
and is shaking its back."
" I would rather it shook its back than mine," said I
jokingly.

A \VBI.L-.\TTESDED

SCHOOL

" Or mine," added the Doctor lightly, much to the astonishment of our awestricken callers.
" Which way did it go ? " repeated the impatient Shokas.
I pointed towards the N.S.E. and they gave a sigh of
satisfaction. It must have proceeded to the other side of the
Himahlyas.
It appears, according to the primitive notions of the
Shokas, that inside the earth lives in a torpid condition an
evil spirit in the shape of a gigantic reptile. The rumbling
preceding an earthquake is, to the Shoka mind, nothing else
than the heavy breathing of the monster previous to lvaking,
whereas the actual shock is caused by the brute stretching
its limbs. \'hen fully awake the serpent-like den lot^ tlarts
and forces its way in one direction, comyellit~gthe earth to
quake all along its subterranean passage, often causing by so
violcnt a procedure great damage to property and loss of
life, not to speak of the fear and terror \vhich it strikes in
man and beast, should the capricious spirit by chance tllalre
a return journey to the spot below the earth's crust directly
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i~nclerfoot. It is curious and interesting, in analysing these
crude notions, to find that,
independently of the cause attributed to its origin, the
Shokas are aware of the fact
that an earthquake "travels "
in a certain direction. Moreover, common symptoms of
the approach of a violent earthquake, such as depression and
\.
heaviness in the atmosphere,
which they attribute to a feverish state of the giant reptile,
are readily recognised by them.
On my return to civilisation
some months later I discovered
that on the same day a violent
shock was felt all over India,
causing considerable damage,
especially in Calcutta.
I had on first arriving in
Garbyang ordered a tent, and
the tailor who was entrusted
with its manufacture had, after
% I Y IIAh'KEI< AS11 Al;l'\'l'
several days' intoxication,completed it. It was on the Tibeti111 p;ittern, will1 picti~resqileornaments in blue.
He had
;~lsobee11 11l;lking lile some Nepalese clothes, and these
really turnctl out cli~ite;I success, no small wonder consiclering the way Ile \vent to work. I had given hinl cloth
iulcl lining, \vhicll Ile took away with him, but he never
trouhletl to t;ikc. lny 1ne;lsure ! He simply assured me that
the suit would be ready on the following day. This was of
course not the case, and on the next afternoon and for
six consecutive clays he placed himself in a state of hopeless
intoxication under nly \vindow, singing, and making conlical
s;rlaams each time I, after the custom of the country, threw
something at him to induce him to go away. On the seventh
day I caught hini and shook hini by the ears, explaining
tll;rt if the clothes were not ready before nightfall, I would,
i l l clefault of other tailors, sew them myself.
" 1 have a drop too much it1 me," confessed the amusing
rascal. " I will go to sleep now. When I wake in the
;lfternoon I shall be sober and will finish my work. Do not
he angry, Sahib. If only you drank yourself, Sahib, you
woultl know how lovely it is to be drunk." His philosophy
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did not agree with mine. But I felt sure that I had so
far impressed him, that he knew he must risk some personal
violence if he delayed much longer. Sure enough, late in
the evening he came with his work.
" How they will fit I do not dare to guess," I remarked to
Dr. Wilson, "considering the condition the man has been

THE V A L L E Y OF
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in while making them, and taking into account that he never
measured me nor tried them on. After all, Nepalese clotl~es
should be tight-fitting all over."
\f'onderful as it may seem, the clothes fitted like a glove.
Clearly, that lnan was a genius. Anyhow he was intemperate
enough to have bee11one.

*

One day 1 had gone for a walk along the deserted road
from the village. I was about a mile and a half from the
inhabited part, when three men, who had been fast approaching, stood with blunt swords in frost of me. They
\mved their blades clumsily and shouted at the top of their
voices in an excited manner : "H~rpi.\w!Rtrpiyt!" ("Rupees !
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Rupees ! ") Without thinking of the money that I had sent
for and expected to receive, I took their attitude as a threatening demand for the cash I might have on me. They were
really grotesque in their gesticulations, and I brusquely
pushed by them and continued my constitutional. \:hen
they saw me depart, they scurried away hastily towards
Garbyang, and I gave the occurrence no further thought.
On my return to the village, however, some hours later, a
crowd of Shokas came up to rile announcing that mv money
had arrived, and that the scared messengers, not daring to
come near me a second time, had gone to Dr. \Yilson's
the three
house. There I found a ficon and two cl~r~fimssis,
tnen 1 had met on the road. They had brought a sum of
eighteen hundred rupees in silver, nearly all in two-anna
and four-anna pieces (sisteen annas to a rupee), which 1 hacl
sent for from tny banker, Anti Ram Sah, at Almora, and
which it had taken three Inen to carry, o~vingto its weight.
After an easy esplanntion with these three very peaceful
highwaymen, the sllver was conveycd to my room, and the
greater part of the night had to be spent in counting the
cllrninutive coins and packing then1 up in rolls of ten rupees
each.
t

t

t

t
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Just below Garbyang in the Kali River were, among a
mass of others, two large rocks in the centre of the stream.
These two rocks were constantly \vatched by the Shokas.
The Kali, though named after a small spring below its real
bource, is, like most of its tributaries, mainly fed by melting
snows. The greater quantity of water descends from the
the Lumpiya, the blangshan, the Lippu, and the
]yolinkan,
inker passes. The first four are in Kumaon, the last in
Nepal. It stands to reason that the warmer the weather the
greater is the quantity of snow melting on the passes, and
therefore the higher the level of the river. When the two
rocks are altogether under water all the passes are known to
be open..
During the time I was in Garbyang I never had the luck
to see this, but the level of the river was daily rising, and
the time of tiresome expectation was certainly relieved by
many amusing, and a few awk\vard incidents.
Having once been informed of my plans, the Jong Pen of
Taklakot in Tibet was kept fully acquainted with my movements. His spies \vent daily backwards and forwards with
N.R. The 1,ippu Pass. the lo\vest of all, ]nay be crossed, with
difficulty, nearly all the year round.
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details about me. This my friends confided to me regularly.
One of these emissaries, a stalwart Tibetan, more daring than
the rest, actually had the impudence to enter my room, and
to address me in a boisterous tone of voice. At first I treated
him kindly, but he became more and more arrogant, and
informed me, before several frightened Shokas to whom he
was showing off, that the British soil I was standing on was
Tibetan property. The British, he said, were usurpers and
only there on sufferance. He declared that the English were
cowards and afraid of the Tibetans, even if they oppressed
the Shokas.
This remark was too much for me, and it might anyhow
have been unwise to allow it to pass unchallenged. Throwing myself on him, I grabbed him by his pigtail and landed
in his face a number of blows straight from the shoulder.
When I let him go, he threw himself down crying, and
implored my pardon. Once and for all to disillusion the
Tibetan on one or two points, I made him lick my shoes
clean with his tongue, in the presence of the assembled
Shokas. This done, he tried to scamper away, but I caught
him once more by his pigtail, and kicked him down the front
steps which he had dared to come up unasked.
Chanden Sing happened to be basking in the sun at the
foot, and seeing the hated foreigner make so contemptible
an exit, leapt on him like a cat. He had heard me say,
" Ye admi bura crab ! " ("That man is very bad.")
That was
enough for him, and before the Tibetan had regained his
feet, my bearer covered his angular features with a perfect
shower of blows. In the excitement of the moment, Chanden
Sing, thinking himself quite the hero, began even to shy
huge stones at his terror-stricken victim, and at last, getting
hold of his pigtail, to drag him round the yard-until 1
interfered and stopped the sport.

CH.\SDEN b l S C .\XI) '7111: L>i\RU I<OLI.ISC U P BIY BEDDING

CHAPTER X V I
The Rarnbang-Shoka music-Love-songs-Doleful
singingmarriage is contemAbrupt ending-Solos-Smoking-\Vhen
plated-The Dclnng-Adultery-Punishment.

F

ONE Shoka institution, silrprising
in a primitive people, but never.
theless, to my way of thinking,
1
eminently sensible and advantageous, is the Rambang, a meeting<+place or club where girls and
young men come together at night,
for the sake of better acquaintance,
prior to entering into matrimony.
Each village possesses one or more
institutions of this kind, and they
are indiscrimillately patronised by
all well-to-do people, who recognise
/T
the institution as a sound basis on
which marriage can be arranged.
The Rambang houses are either
- -in the village ~tself,or half way between one village and the nest, the
young women of one village thus
enterlng into amicable relations with
MOTEJI.S,
A SIIOKA HFALTY
the young men of the other and
zice z.ersl7. I visited many of these
in company with Shokas, and found them very interesting.
Round a big fire in the centre of the room men and women
sat in couples, spinning wool and chatting n~errily, for
everything appeared decorous and cheerful. With the
small hours of the morning, they seemed to become more
sentimental, and began singing songs without instrumental
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riccompaniment, the rise and fall of the voices sounding
weird and haunting to a degree. The Shoka men and
\\.omen possess soft, nlusical voices, and the sounds which
they utter are not simply a series of notes emitted through
the throat, but, as it were, the vibration of impressions
coming from the heart, and transmitted by means of their

I
L

I..

voices to others. Eastern in its character, the Shoka
music is pleasing to the Western ear, not because it
possesses quick progressions, flourishes, or any elaborate
technicalities, but because it conveys the impression of
reality and feeling. The responsive duets, sung by a
young man and answered by a girl, pleased me most.
All their songs are plaintive, and contain modulat'rons
of the voice so mysteriously charming in effect, and so
good in tone, that they really affect one profoundly.
They only sing when the moot1 takes them ; never with a
view to please others, but always simply to give vent to
their emotions. Their love-songs generally open with a
sentimental recitative, ant1 then change into actual singing,
with frequent modulations from one key into another. The

r
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time is irregular, and though certain rhythmical peculiarities
recur constantly, yet each performer gives to what he sings
so strong a personality of execution as to make it almost an
individual composition. Any
one hearing Shokas sing for
the first time would imagine
that each singer was improvising as he went along, but
on closer comparison it will
?
,
,
,
.
be found that musical phrases,
; 1, .
:
certain favourite passages and
I ,
j ,
n~odulations
in
the
voice,
con!
..
,
.
A ' ; :
r r l
stantly recur not only ia each
2,
o n but in all s o i g They
." , '
i j,?. f
seem all of them based on the
1: :'
same doleful tune, probably a
2ii .,
very ancient I , a d only the fi .\'t
+'
different time in which it is
sI,oKA tnrrlur, given, and the eccentricities of W O Y A E,\RRIS(;
the singer, give it a separate
and special character. One
characteristic of Shoka songs - as of so many other
Oriental tunes-is that they have no rounded ending, and
this, to my ears, rather spoiled them. A similar abrupt
break is a feature of their dances and t h e ~ rdrum-beating.
The song suddenly stops in the middle of the air with a
curious grating sound of the voice, and I could not obtain
any entirely satisfactory esplanation of this : the only answer
given me was that the singer could not go on for ever, and
that as long as lie stopped it did not matter how he did it.
Further, they considered an abrupt ending most suitable t o
l~lusic(or dancing), as it ini~ned~ately
brought you back to
pour nor~nalstate, should your mind have been carried away.
One pleasant feature was that their songs were never sung
in a loud tone of voice, tior did they aim at notes too high
or too low for their volces, but kept themselves \\.ell within
their compass.
The only difference bet\vee~isolos given by men, and those
sung by women, \v,~sth;~t the former showed more plaint~vcnessand sentiment;~lity,and greater mutability of thought,
whereas the latter \\.ere more uniform, more lively, and less
imaginative in their representation of feelings. The words
of tile love-songs, nearly always irrr~~oirr~lrr,
can hardly be
set do\vn in tliese pages. From our st;tndard of morality,
and away from thew otvn special surroundings, they might
see111 almost lewd, while in their place t1lc.y cert;linly tIic1
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singing, the Shokas
not impress me as offensive. [:hen
usually raise the end of their white shawl or dress, and
hold it bv the side
of the heid.
m o i g was
general, each couple
R
sharing the same
pipe. A few burnIng sticks of pine
stuck in the rough
wall formedthe only
illumination, save
the fire in the centre
of the room slowly
burning out. Signs
of sleepiness bccame evident as
morning came, and
? . l l . \ b H EAHRISG OF
O
'n
a'1 retired
,I~,,.I.:, .,R,,s,
0,
T I I ~ E T . \ SO H I C I K ,
in couples,and went
.I.IHI:.I..\XO R I G I N .
\$'I1 11 < l l R A l , H K . \ l S
to .-Ieep
ill their
\\"TI< ('OR;\I. BE.\IlS
clothes on a soft
layer of straw and grass. There they slept peacefully in a
row, and I retraced my steps to my d i g i n g s amidst a deafening barking of pariah dogs. At these gatherings every
Shoka girl regularly meets with young men, and while she
entertains the idea of selecting among them a suitable partner
for life, she also does a considerable quantity of work with
h r r spinning-wheel. Eventually, when a couple consider
marriage advisable, the young man, dressed in his best clothes,
proceeds to the house of his intended father-in-la~v,carrying
with him a pot of chiikfi (wine), dried fruit,glrrrr (sweet paste);
is
~rrist*ri
(sugar-candy), and grilled grain. If the briclegroo~~l
considered a suitable match, the parents of the girl receive
the young man with due consideration, and partake heartily
of the food and drink proffered by him. The rnnn-iage is
there and then arranged, the bridegroom furthcr disbursing
t o the father a sum of not less than five rupccs and not
lnore than one hundred. This is the etiquette of good Shok;~
society, and of all people \vho can ;ifford it, the p;iynient
k i n g called " milk-money," or molley ecluivalent to the sum
spent by the girl's relations in bringing her up. The marriagc
cerelnony is simple enough. A cake c;illcd I)c.ltrrrg is hnkcd,
of which the friends of the t ~ v ofamilies p;lrtake. I f either
the bridegroo~nor bride refuses t o cat a sl~;u-eof tlie c;ike,
the marriage is broken o t l ; if thcy hot11 eat sotne of the
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cake, and later any dissension arises between them, all those
who assisted at the function are called as witnesses that the
marriage took place. Often even this primitive ceremony
of eating cake is dispensed with, and Shoka marriages begin
and continue as happy and faithful unions, without any
special form of service or rite to solemnise the tie.

They not only visit adultery on the guilty man himself
by beating him, but the men proceed err rrtnsse to the
house of his parents and denude it of all furniture, stores of
grain, and merchandise. They confiscate the sheep, goats,
yaks, and all their valuable saddles and loads, and present the
whole proceeds to the man whose wife has been seduceda recompense for the shame suffered. Frequently the
unfortunate and innocent relations of the evil-doer are
bound and even beaten to death by the villagers. These
severe measures are resorted to in order to maintain a high
standard of morality and honour, and there is little doubt
that, primitive as these methods may seem, the good rezult.;

STRICT SOCIAL CODE
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obtained more than justify them. There are very few
illegitimate births, with the exception of occasional Rambang children, and their arrival is a matter of such disgrace that they cannot be looked upon as seriously discrediting the social value
1 ~ ‘
-=.
of the Ramhang.
,
~
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CHAPTER X V I I
FUSERAL KITES
Departure of the soul-Cremation-Amusement
of the dead
man's soul-The lay figure-Feasting-Doleful
dance-Transmigration of the soul-Expensive ceremonies-Offerings before
the lay figure-Dancing and contortions-hlartial dancesSolo dances-The animal to be sacrificed and the lay figure
-Chasing the animal from the village-Tearing out its heartThe yak driven over a precipice-Head shaving-A sacred
cave.

T H E Shokas ascribe death to the departure af the soul from
the body, and to this liotion is due the curious reverence
they show for the spirit or memory of their dead.
1 \vitnessed a funeral cerenlony quaint enough to deserve
record.
A man had died a painful death, the result of an accident.
His friends \\.ere im11iedi;ltely sent for, and the corpse, haying
been srneared with butter (<hi), was dressed in his best
clothes. They bent his body double before the rigor set in,
and placed him on 3 hurriedly constructed wooden hearse.
He was covered with a blue-and-gold embroidered cloth,
and a white orle over it. At sunrise, the funeral procession
left the house for the place o f cremation. First came a row
oi ten \\-omen, their heads covered with a long strip of white
cotton cloth, one end of which \\:is tied to the hearse.
Xnio~ig these \\.ere the ne;ir relations of the deceased,
including his wife and claushters, crying and wailing the
! b l ~ i , ~ !(Oh
"
iather ! oh father I),the
words, * * c'h b l ~ i k >Oh
rest of them sobbing and making great show of grief. The
deceased having heen some\\-hat oi a favourite in G a r h ~ a n g ,
the vill.igers turncti out in force to render him this last tribute,
and they took their place in the procession as it slo\vly
\ ~ o u ~ ido\vn
d
the clitf to\nrds the river. The h c r s e \\-as
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carried by two men, and each male Shoka following bore
a log or bundle of firewood. We reached the Kali. The
body was temporarily laid on the bank of the stream, while
all the men, with heads uncovered, collected large stones and
pieces of wood. With the stones a circular crematory oven,
five feet high, six feet in diameter, with an opening on the side
facing the wind, was erected by the waterside. The wife

WEEPING WOMEN UNDER WHITE CLOTH

and daughters of the departed, with their hoods turned inside
out and with covered faces, squatted down meanwhile by
the hearse, moaning and keeping a small fire alight. When
all preparations were made, the oven being heaped up with
logs of wood, the body was untied from the stretcher and
lifted by two intimates of the departed on tothe funeral pile.
All valuables were removed, his gold earrings, his silver
locket and bracelets ; and a large knife was used for some
purpose or other which I could not quite see, except in
slitting the lobes of the corpse's ears to remove his earrings
more quickly. Branches of pine-tree were deposited on the
body, and a large pot of butter was set by its side. A brass
bowl of chiiRti (wine) was poured on the head, and then, in
profound silence, fire \\.as set to the pile.

loo
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A few white puffs showed that it had caught fire, and then
a dense column of black smoke rose from it, filling the
atmosphere with a sickening smell of singed hair and burning
flesh. The wind blew the smoke towards me, and I was
enveloped in it for some moments, during which I could see
nothing of what was going on, and I felt my eyes smart and

SHOKA FCNERAI. PILE

my riostrils fill with the smoke and the stench. Gradually a
tall flame, over twenty feet high, leaked out, consuming t h e
body and showing me, as the atmosphere cleared, the Shokas
down by the river washing their hands and faces to cleanse
themselves of what they look upon as unclean, the contact
with a corpse. Retracing their steps to the village, the
women cried and moaned, carrying back to the house t h e
clothes of the deceased and his brass bowls.
Reaching home, it was incumbent on them to provide
lavishly for the amusement of the dead man's soul. A lay
figure crudely constructed of straw and sticks was attired by
them in the clothes of the departed, and covered over with
Indian fabrics embroidered in gold and red and blue, and a
turban was stuck on the head, wtth a ftrlrnclre made of a

COSTLY C E R E M O N I E S
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branch of fir-tree. The Kalilrt was at the side of the image.
When the fire was extinguished, a visit was paid to the cremation spot by the relatives of the deceased, and such pieces of
bone as the knee-joints, elbows, and the larger vertebrz of
the spine, usually left undestroyed by the flames, were
collected and deposited inside the clothes of the image.
Wheat, rice, and flour were purchased in large quantities and
cooked to provide food for the multitude of friends who

WOMEN DCSTISG .\NU CARESSING TIlE LAY FIGURE

remained the guests of the family during the whole time
of the funeral. A sheep a day is usually killed and eaten on
such occasions, and cask after cask of clriikti (wine), znltrr (a
liquor distilled from barley, rice and wheat), and aring (frorn
fermented grain of various kinds) are emptied by the mourning crowd. The women folk of the dead man mourned
round the effigy, resting their heads on it, crying and irnploring the beloved one to return to life. Other rows of
women, with their hoods turned inside out in sign of mourning, danced gracefully in circles round the dressed-up figure,
left the house by one door in the basement, described an
arc in the open, and returned by another door, while men
were dancing a doleful dance outside the house. Beating
of drums went on the whole day-languid and sad at
nloments ; excited, violent and rowdy at others, according

I N 'I'IiK 1;ORBIDDEN LAND
the quantity of liquor
each day of these proceedings
WIIII 11 1 , 1 1 t 1 1 ~ 1 tor 1I11.c.cor four days, rice, baked wheat, and
wrt~c.w1.1I * I I I , I ~ . ( Y I I)c.ft,rcthe effigy, until, when it was as-umed
t I ~ , t l Ill14 1,11111 1 ) ) I l l ( * IIC*;ICI had had a sufficiently amusing
I I I I I ~ , , I I I , I I I I ! I ~ I I I I ~ I I (W~( + ~ C , 1i1:1cIefor its transmigration from
1 I 1 1 , /.IV
t11!1111* 111111 ;i live s11ecp or yak.
If the deceased
I ; ,I I ~ I ~ I I I ,
, I I I I I I I , I ~ r11ose11to represent him is a male;
011'

(11
IIIOOI~
I I I I I ~ I I

of

t l i i e I I I ~ I S ~ C ~ ; \ I and
IS

~IIIII.

011

11115

i f ;I ~ V I I I I I ; I I I , ;I ~ I ~ I I I ~l111t
I I I110
~ ; ceren1011y of this sort
I I I I I J I I I
I
I
I I ~
I I
or t e e . In
f
oI
tllc c;~sc:of I I I ~ '01(1 I I I ; I I I w l ~ I1111cr;il
c ~
I witnessed, a sheep
i l ~ s t ( + ; l i01
l III(' li~i~(~-I~;iIIo\vCd
yak, the procuring
was c11osc.11,
of wliicli fro111'1'111('1 I I W - ( ~lo l)il;i very costly business. The
is quite a recent innovallsc of ;I s11c.c.l)lor Il~c..;c: s;rc.~.ilici.s
tion, I ~ r o ~ ~ gillto
l i t f;~sl~ioli
I)y thc gldc;ttcst Shoka trader in
Garbyang, callctl (;ol);tri;l, \vliose ilitclition it was to put
do\vn the unneccss;~~.y
\v;~stcof tlicse ceretnoliies ; but many
pious Shokas, I w;is itssi~r~tl, tiot satisfied with so small
an offering as a single sl~ccp,;uid slnugliter two or even
more 011 these occasiolis.
After several days' ditlici~lgatlcl gol-gi~lgindoors, a crowd
collects, to the souncl of the tlrums, outside the habitation.
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The lay figure is from the room transported either directly
outside the dwelling or to some picturesque spot in the
woods. This is generally on the fourth day. Bowls with
food are placed in front of it, and the dancing is begun, to
a curious sentimental strain, with a graceful series of contortions, by girls and women waving large pieces of white
material. The legs keep time with the arms, and each leg

is ;~lternatelybent at the knee until it nearly touches the
ground. The head is inclined to the right or left, and
thrown backwards or forwards according to the beating
of the drum. The circular motion in the dancing begins
first very slowly, and the speed then increases by degrees,
abruptly ending in odd and suggestive postures. During
the intervals of dancing the relatives go round and round
the lay figure, dusting and fanning it with their white
cloths.
In the afternoon the men join the performance, and
though their dancing has practically the same characteristics
and motions as the ~vomen'sdance, it is usually so much

DANCES A N D CONTORTIONS
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more violent that it almost partakes of the character of a
war-dance. They hold in their right hands a sword, in the
left a circular shield, and some of the younger men show
great skill in the rapid manipulation of their blades, twirling
them round their heads and behind their backs. There are
solos, duets and trios, in which the drummer or drummers
take part, and when the dancing is collective, they head the

GOAT. WITH

SOUL A N D CLO'THES OF DECEASED

procession, contorting their bodies and beating their drums
with a stick on ont: side and the palm of the hand on the
other.
The whole crowd is cotlstantly regaled by the family with
corn baked with sugar, roasted Indian corn, rice, sweets,
ghttr and tttiseri, when the lay figure is supposed to have
had its fill. While the mob eat, the ladies of the house
return to the effigy with quick beating of the drums, and
again double themselves up in solemn lengthy curtsies.
Perhaps the most interesting, because the most acconiplishecl,
were the solo male dancers, each performer displaying
his own particular genius. The drummer beats his drum
~i~himsically-fast and slow alternately, with no rule-just
a s it pleases his fancy, and the dancer always keeps time with
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him in all his frenzies and eccentricities, so that his movements are sometimes so slow as to be barely noticeable, and
at others so rapid that his arms and legs can no longer be
distinguished. I happened to witness no less than sis
fcnerals simultaneously in Garbyang, and a collective wardance of as many as three hundred men. I t went on during

S E S D I h C T H E W A T .%\\*.4Y F R U U THL \'ILL.\(;E

a whole day and the greater part oi the follo\\-ing night,
torches and a big bonfire burning.
Eventuallv, amidst !iring oi guns, ho\vls, yells and deafening hissing
the assembled crotvd, the animal to be sacrificed is dragged before the lay figure. Long cdoured
ribbons are tied round its horns, and the ends leit hanging
by the side of its head. Sandal-wood is burnt under the
beast's nostrils, which is supposed to induce the soul of the
departed to enter and establish itself in the an~mal. The
clothes, the turban, the shield, the jetvelleq-, are torn from
the figure's back and piled on to the goat, which is now the
impersonation of the deceased ... It is ied until it can hold

of
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no more, wine and liquor being poured down its throat,
and large dishes of all possible delicacies being placed before
it. The women relatives devote to it their tenderest affection, and shed tears over it in the conviction that it holds
the spirit of their lost protector. Stuffed with food, and
stupefied by the alcohol, the beast submits, emotionless and

TE.\WING OCT T H E IIE.\RT OF THE CO.\T

immovable, to the wild caresses, prayers, and salaams
showered on it. Again the hissing, whistling and yelling begin, and a rush is made for the animal, which is
seized by the horns, the neck, the tail, wherever it can be
caught hold of, and dragged, pushed, beaten, and at last
chased out of the village, but not until after the clothes,
shield, sword, turban, and orn;~mentshave been torn from its
back. It is eventually handed over to the Hunyas or Ju~nlis
or Humlis, who on these occasions benefit by the simplicity
and superstition of the Shokas, ancl \ V ~ Othrow it down, rip
the body open, and pull out the heart, or twist it in the
illside with a jerk that kills instantly. This method applies
to sheep or goat.

THE SACRIFICE
When a yak is
sacrificed, very
much the same
rites take place up
to the moment
when the lay figure
is deprived of its '
clothing and the
yak invested with
it. It is similarly
f!
' 9
beaten and drag'
ged about, and left
on the top of some
/
,* *
mountain, t h e
crowd calling after I
?. 4 .
it, " Go ! go ! We
have feasted, feted f
and fed you. We 1
have done all in
our power for your
I
welfare. We can- '
not do more ! Go
now !" With this
the yak, with the
soul that has been
driven into it, is
left to its own de- 1
vices, and as soon \
as the Shokas have
>
departed, is driven
by the Tibetans I
over a precipice, 1
\.
it being against 1
their faith to draw 1
blood from a yak.
In the fatal leap
'
t h e animal is
smashed to pieces,
Y A Y D R I V E S OVER P H ~ L I P I C . ~
and the Tibetans,
collecting the remains, gorge themselves with the prized
meat of their cherished yak.
As a mark of reverence the Shoka men remove their caps
not only while following the corpse to cremation, but also
during the feasting, the male relatives themselves even
shaving their heads ; and this practice is occasionally
extended to the whole male community in the case of a

I
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particularly respected villager dying. The women remove
their jewellery, and, as already noted, turn their hoods inside
out.
When all is over, some restitution of his property is made
to the dead, and odd articles, such as brass bowls or a gun
or a shield or sword, are placed in a sacred cave, which
none dare desecrate by entering to remove anything. These
caves are high up 011the mountain-sides, and are said to be
full of sacred offerings, which have accumulated there in
the centuries.
I expressed the wish to see the cave on the mountain side
above Garbyang, but the natives politely asked me not to d o
so, as the visit of a stranger to this sacred spot might bring
misfortune on the Shoka living community. Therefore I
abstained from going rather than cause unpleasantness.

CHAPTER XVIII
Touching Shoka farewell-Feelings
curiously expressedSobs and tears-The start-A funereal procession-Distressed
father and mother-Kachi and Dola the worse for drinkAnxious moments-The bridge destroyed.

*

ss

THEday of my
departure came.
It was after
w dark. Outside
*- - my dwelling a
crowd of Shokas
-\.
'?*
had assembled.
I bade farewell
to my host Zeheram and to
,
.
his wife and
-Ichildren, who
' .& d -.
with tears in
theireyes wished
me ~ 6 d - s p e e d .
K A C H l A N D H I S RELATIONS
" Salaam, sahib, salaam !" repeated Zeheram, sobbing and bringing
his hand respectfully to his forehead. "You know, sahib,
that a horse goes to a horse, a tiger to a tiger, a yak to
a yak, and a man to a man. A man's house is another
man's house, no matter whether the colour of our -skin
differs o r not. Therefore I thank Heaven that you have
accepted shelter under my humble roof. You must have
been uncomfortable, for all you sahibs are rich and accustomed to luxury. 1 am only a trader and a cultivator.
I am poor, but I possess a heart. You, unlike other sahibs,
have always spoken kindly to me and to all of us Shokas.
.A

A
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.
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We feel that you are our brother. You have given us
presents, but we needed them not. The only present we
wish for is that, when you reach the end of your perilous
journey, you will send us a message that you are well. We
will all pray day and night for you. Our hearts are sore at
your leaving us."
This from the rough old boy, whom I had got really to
like, was touching, and I told him I hoped I might some day

THE P A T A S SUMMOSLNC MY C001,LES FROM THE ROOF OF HIS HOUSE

be able to repay him for his kindness. When 1 descended
the steps there was quite a crowd in the yard. Every one
wished to bid me farewell. The men took my right hand
in both theirs and brought it up to their foreheads, muttering
words of grief at my leaving. The women gently caressed
my face and bade me " hriku tza " (" Go well," " Farewell ").
These are the Shoka fashions of taking leave of friends who
are departing for distant lands.
Led by the hand by a really grieving company, I moved
towards the narrow, steep descent to the Chongur bridge,
cut into the slope of the high cliffs of clay. On the way I
called at Kachi's house, but he had gone ahead. A more
mournful procession could not be imagined. The faint rays
of a new moon gave an added melancholy to the scene,
and that peculiarly impressive sound of sad steps, if I may

M Y DEPARTURE
thus espress the pathetic cadence of people's gait when
afflicted, made me feel as if I were attending my own funeral.
I begged them to return to their homes, and one after the
other they came to embrace my feet and to hold my
fingers. Then, hiding their faces in the palms of their
hands, they one by one made their way up the grey track
c u t into the lofty cliff, and like phantoms, gradually becoming smaller and smaller, vanished in the distance. Still
some twenty or thirty insisted on escorting me down to the
stream. Farther on I came upon the escited figure of an
old woman tearing her hair and crying pitifully. She threw
herself at my feet, i~nploringme to take care of her son.
It was Kachi's distressed mother. I comforted her as best
I could, and also the desolate father (good old Junia), who
was there with tears streaming down his cheeks, to bid me
a n affectionate farewell.
'' Where is your son ? "
"You will find him a little farther down, sahib."
I did-together with four other people lying on the ground
all in a heap. One of them who tried to stand up, called out :
" Kachi, get up, here is the sahib," and then collapsed again
o n the top of the others. Neither Kachi nor the others gave
any sign of life, and when I spoke to them I discovered
that they were in a state of hopeless intoxication, arm-in-arm
as they had fallen and slept.
By the side of Kachi was Dola, his uncle, supposed to be
employed by me In the quadruple capacity of interpreter,
carrier, Kachi's valet, and cook, in which latter art, after Shoka
fashion, he was quite an adept, his fame having spread all
over Bias. H e was, therefore, a treasure not lightly to be
abandoned, and yet, now that I wanted to act quickly and
decisively, I had to weigh whether I should proceed with
two of the most important characters in my play disabled.
Should I, hampered by these semi-corpses, be able to pass
unseen the watchful Tibetan guard at the Chongur bridge,
onlyc a few hundred yards farther on ? I decided to try.
Seizing one on each side under their arm-pits, I supported
them and kept thein erect. It was 110 easy job, and I felt
our speed increase at every step as I moved with my staggering mates down the steep and slippery track. Lye
reached the bottom of the hill at a breakneck rate, and as
the track was narrow along the water's edge, it was a wonder
that \ve did not all three of us land in the river. As it was,
in coming suddenly to a stop, my two men utterly collapsed again, and I was so exhausted that I had to sit down
and rest.
H
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Kachi Ram had a lucid interval. He gazed round and
saw me for the first time that night.
"Sahib 1" he exclaimed, with long pauses between each
word, " I am drunk! "
"That is quite true," said I.
"We Shokas have this bad habit," he continued. " I had
to drink chbkti with all my relations and friends prior to
leaving for this long journey. They would have been

T H E CHONGUR BRIDGE PREVIOUS TO BEING DESTROYED

offended if I had not divided with each a cup of wine. I
now see everything go round. Please put my head into
cold water. Oh 1 the moon is jumping about, and is now
under my feet !"
I complied with his request, and gave both his head and
Dola's a good ducking in the freezing Kali River.
This had the unfortunate effect of sending them to sleep
so soundly that I thought they would never wake again.
Some of the sober Shokas offered to carry the two helpless
men on their backs. We were wasting valuable time and
the sky was getting clouded. When the moon had disappeared behind the high mountain, 1 went ahead to

A BRIDGE DESTROYED
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reconnoitre. All was darkness but for the glimmer of a
brilliant star here and there in the sky. I crawled t o the
bridge and listened. Not a sound, not a light on the opposite bank. All was silence, that dead silence of nature and
human life asleep. I stopped on the bridge. This structure spans the river, a huge boulder in the centre of the
stream serving as a pillar, and forms, in fact, two separate
bridges joined on the opposite sides of this central boulder.
I walked cautiously across the first portion, stood to listen
again on the rock dividing the foaming waters, and tried to
penetrate the obscurity, There was not a soul to be seen,
n o r a sound to be heard. I went over the rock and proceeded towards the second half of the bridge, when I found
t o my horror that this second half of the bridge had been
cut down. The entire section had collapsed, and with the
exception of a long beam still swinging to and fro with one
end in the turbid stream, and a plank
or two, the whole
'
material had been washed away.
I returned to my men.
"We must continue our way on this side of the river," I
whispered to them. "The Tibetans have destroyed the
bridge."
"The track is traced," they replied, " but it is impassable
a t night."
" Never mind ; we must go.
Come." And I headed the
silent procession.
We went about a mile. Yet another dilemma. Kachi
a n d Dola were still fast asleep. The others, tired and worn
out with the fatigue of carrying them, wished to turn back.
T h e sky was now clouded all over and rain was coming on.
I felt that it was useless to persist. Having seen the two
drunken creatures laid flat under a shed, and well covered
with blankets, 1 therefore returned to Garbyang, with the
intention of making a fresh start shortly before sunrise,
when the drunkards \vould probably be fit to walk by themselves, and found shelter under the ever hospitable roof of
Ilr. FViIson.

CHAPTER XIX
A dangerous track-Perilous passage-A curious bridge over
a precipice-Pathetic Sholia custom-Small misadventuresA grand reception-Tea for all tastes.

AT 4 A.M., before the sun rose, I made a fresh and hurried
start. I proceeded quickly to the spot where I had left the
two drunken men. They had gone ahead.
Indeed the track was a bad and dangerous one, overhanging precipices, and hardly wide enough to give standing
room upon it. We came to a spot where the narrow path
stopped. There was before us a perpendicular rock descending straight as a wall to the Kali River. The corrosive
action of dripping water and melting snow, of which last
there seemed to be a thick layer higher above on the summit
of the cliff, had worn the face of the rock quite smooth.
The distance across this vertical wall-like ravine was not
more than forty or fifty feet. On the other side of it the
narrow track began again.
Owing to this and other dangerous places, this route is
but very seldom used by the natives or by any one else.
The road generally taken is on the opposite side of the Kali
River, in Nepal territory. Nevertheless, a few Shokas
possess bits of land on this bank of the stream, and it was
by them that, in order to surn~ountthe obstacle before
which I now stood, the following expedient was devised in
former years.
By letting down a man from above with ropes they succeeded in making two rows of small hollo\vs in the rock,
along two parallel horizontal lines, the higher of which was
about six feet or so above the lower. The holes were dug
at intervals of three or four feet along each line, the upper
ones to be caught on by one's hands, the lower ones to.

A PERILOUS I'.ISS;\GE
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support
- one's feet, and none of the cavities are deeper than
a few inches.
The transit seemed dangerous at any time, and impossible just then, because the drizzling rain which had set in
had wetted the rock and made it as slippery as glass, but I
realised that the thing had to be risked, and at any cost.
With an a e c t e d air of assurance, I therefore took off my
shoes and went ahead.
I could not look about me, for I clung uith my body to
the wall, feeling my way with my toes and fingers. The
cavities were, as a matter of fact, so shallow that progress
was slow and troublesome. When the toes of the right limb
seemed firmly planted in a receptacle, the right arm u-as
made to slide along the rock until the fingers had obtained
a firm grip in the cavity directly above the one in which the
toes were. Then the entire body had to be shifted from left
to right, bringing the left foot and hand close to the right
extremities and suspending one's weight on the former, so
as to render the right foot and arm ready to make the next
move forward, and so on, till I reached the other side and
alighted upon the narrow track, which was itself only five or
six inches wide. Chanden Sing having tied his shoes and
mine over his shoulders, proceeded barefooted on the same
hazardous enterprise. With none of the excitement of
personal danger, the moments of apprehension while he
groped his way with toes and fingers, half paralysed with
cold and fear, were to me worse even than those of my own
passage. But he too got across safe and sound, and after
that the rest was comparatively easy.
It was necessary now to look out for signs of the two
men, Kachi and Dola, who had preceded us. I was glad to
find a little farther on fresh footmarks, undoubtedly those
of the two Shokas. The track still ascended and descended
nearly all along precipitous cliffs, and was everywhere
dangerously narrow, with here and there bits on shaky crowbars. At one spot the rugged formation of the cliff forced
one suddenly to ascend to its very top and cross (on allfours) a rude kind of bridge made of branches of trees
spanned not horizontally, but at an angle of sixty degrees over
a precipice of several hundred feet. I found a white thread
of wool laid over this primitive structure, in accordance
with tbe custom of the Shokas at the death of relatives or
friends away from their native village. The soul is supposed
to migrate during the dark hours of the night and to return
to the birthplace of the deceased, these white threads showing
the way at dangerous places on the road.

H O S P I T A B L E NATIVES
Having lost the track more than once, we found ourselves
down at the edge of the Kali and compelled to climb up
some three hundred feet over sand and rolling stones to
regain the path.
We arrived at last at Nabi. There I found my loads safe
and sound, having got here by the better track on the Nepalese side previously to the Chongur bridge being destroyed
by the Tibetans, also Kachi and Dola, who had got over and
recovered from their drink. To make up, perhaps, for their
past misbehaviour, and probably to make me overlook or forget it, they seemed to have induced the natives to welcome
me with particular cordiality. I was invited by them, with
much show of hospitality, to spend the night in the village.
I was led with some ceremony to a primitive sort of
ladder with very roughly carved steps, and shoved, with help
from above and below, on to a flat mud roof. Here a tent
had been pitched, the floor of which was covered with mats
and rugs for me to rest on. I no sooner laid myself clown
than a string of men, women and children arrived, carrying
bowls with a particularly sumptuous meal of rice, dhal,
meat, balab (or boiled buckwheat leaves), curd, milk, broiled
corn with sugar, chapatis, shale, sweets, native wine and
liquor.
During the meal, tea was'served in all sorts of fashions.
There was Chinese tea and Indian tea, tea boiled with sugar
and tea without it, tea with milk, and tea with butter and
salt in it, pale tea and dark tea, sweet tea and bitter tea-in
fact, tea until I--devoted as I am to it-wished that no tealeaf had ever been picked and stewed in boiling water.

CHAPTER
Dr. Wilson joins my expedition for a few marches-What misdeeds a photographic camera can do--\Veighing, dividing,
and packing provisions-Two extra men wanted-The last
friendly faces.

I WAS examining a young woman who had badly injured
and partly fractured a central vertebra of the spine, when
Dr. Wilson turned up and gave the poor.\vretch the little
relief possible in her condition, for which she had hoped in
vain frotn me. He was \iyelcome to me for Inany reasons
besides the pleasure of being in his company. He had
offered to join my expedition for a few marches into
Tibet, and 1 was glad indeed to have him with me. We
pushed on as soon as possible over the road between Sabi
and Kuti, which I have already described. Our journey
\\-as quite uneventful, and the snow-bridges and snowfields, so troublesome when 1 had first taken this road, had
melted and altogether disappeared. Even at Nabi little
happened. But 1 must just mention the following incident
as illustrative of the curious suspicion and dislike I found
everywhere of the photographic apparatus I carried with
me.
I was on the point of leaving the place when a handsome
Tibetan woman, whom I had not previously noticed,
accosted me with hysterical sobs-inarticulate, but conveying a very clear impression of suffering.
"You have killed my child, and now you will kill my
husband," she complained, when she was able to talk ; and
1 then discovered that I had on my previous visit to Nabi
taken a snapshot at a child perched on the top of a very
heavy load that happened to be carried on the woman's back
through my camp, and that when she complained I had
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appeased her, in the usual way, with a coin. She had conveyed her load to Kuti, and had slipped, on her way back,
with her child-at a spot not far from where 1 had had my
slide-but, less fortunate than myself, had rolled right into
the foaming stream. She managed to cling to the rock and
was eve~ltuallysaved, but the infant was washed from rock
to rock by the current, and disappeared under a snow
tunnel.
" Oh, sahib !" cried the woman, "if you had not before

we started looked at us through tlrc eyes (the twin lenses) of
your black box (the photograpl~ic camera), 1 should not
have lost my baby."
"And how about your husband ? "
" Oh, you will kill him too."
"But I don't know your husband. Anyhow, I promise
not to look at him with these eyes."
"It is not that, sahib, but he is coming with you to
Tibet. He is carrying one of your loads. You will all be
killed."
She pointed him out to me-one
of the strongest
among the men I had, and the most anxious to accompany me. He was too good to lose, and I was certainly
unwilling to renounce my claim to him on account of his
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good woman's tears. So I consoled her as best I could;
promised to take good care of him, and under no circumstances to photograph him.
At Kuti, Dr. Wilson and I were busy for several hours
weighing, dividing and packing in equal loads the provisions
I had purchased : fourteen munds in all (I I 20 lbs.) of flour,
rice, red sugar hur), salt, red pepper (32 lbs.), dhal, miseri
(lump sugar), g i (butter), and a large quantity of satoo
(oatmeal), and broiled corn. There were, in addition, the
preserved and tinned provisions which I had brought with
me from London.
To give my carriers no cause for complaint, I allowed
them to choose their own shoes, blankets, &c., and I did all
in my power to humour them, because the loads threatened
to be excessively heavy. In fact, I found that, even after
dispensing with everything but what was absolutely essential, there was still ample to carry for at least two strong
men. Every available Shoka had joined the party, and no
inducement that I could offer brought me more volunteers.
I was very unwilling to delay, and I was on the point of
subdividing among the men I already had the two extra
loads, when two stray shepherds turned up, half famished
and naked, with long unkempt heads of hair, and only a
coral necklace and a silver bangle by way of clothing. I
quickly secured them, and although one was really only
a boy, I decided to trust to luck and take Dr. Wilson's
assurance that he looked tough enough and would be
useful.
This brought my little force up to thirty strong, and now
I was ready to start.
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PLAN OF KU'tI CASTLE
I. PILES O F STONXS
3. O U T ~ IWALL
S. BLACKSMITH'S HOUSE

1. STEPS
4. TO\VEP
6. WLNOOWS

CHAPTER XXI
The Kuti Caatle-Under way--Our first disaster-A cheerful

and a sulky coolie-Mansing-A
brigand-A strange medley
of followers--A character-Tailoring-Fields
of stonesTroublesome rivers-The Jolinkan or Lebung Pass-Sense of
humour-Pleased with small comforts.

BEFOREleaving Kuti, I went to see the curious and
ancient castle rched on a small hill about three hundred
yards south o the village. It is now in ruins, with the
exception of a quadrangular tower called b the natives the
Kuti Ker, but the foundations of the who e structure can
still be plainly seen. I made a plan, which is here reproduced,
as it m a y be of archaeological interest. The natives could
give me no information regarding it, exce t that it was once
a king's palace stron ly fortified. A sma 1 house of several
rooms by the side o thc tower is said to have been the
blacksmith's shop in which the arrowheads and swords for
the king's soldiers were made. The tower is four yards square
at its base, and built of stone. Judging by its shape and
construction, and the curious windows, I am inclined to
attribute this castle to Tibetan workmanship, for identical
towers are seen in Tibet, even at Taklakot. The windows,
or rather slits, on each floor of the tower were six inches
square ; those in the blacksmith's house were considerably
larger. There were outer walls for the defence of the fort at
laces where the castle would have been most accessible.
uantities of stones iled up in heaps probably served as
ammunition for the efenders of the fortress in centuries
gone by.
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When I returned to camp all was ready, and after endless trouble with some of my men, who were already
uncertain as to whether they would accompany me on my
journey or not, I eventually got under way in the afternoon.
The Kuti village is the highest in Bias, being situated at an
elevation of 12,920 feet.
The track was now comparatively free from snow and ice
except here and there, where we had to cross extensive
slopes covered with snow. On one of these we had our
first disaster. A coolie fell who carried in his hand a
large pot containing butter. He fortunately did not slide
far down, but we had the bitter disappointment of seeing
our precious pot roll into the water and disappear for
ever. We camped at an elevation of 13,050 feet. Late in
the evening, as my men were collecting wood to keep up a
huge fire round which we sat, my two coolies, who had
remained at Kuti with instructions to follow, arrived with
their respective loads. They were two strange characters.
The one with a coral necklace was mournful and sulky, the
other lively and talkative. They professed to be by caste
Rajiputs.
" You see," exclaitned the cheerful coolie, " 1 am small,
but 1 fear nothing. When we cross into Tibet 1 shall go
ahead with a pointed stick and clear all the Tibetans away. I
atn not afraid of them. I am ready to fight the whole world."
Knowing the value of this sort of talk on the part of
natives, 1 shut him up and sent hi111 away to fetch wood.
The sulky fellow interested me more. He seldom uttered a
word, and when he did he never spoke pleasantly ; he was
apparently immersed in deep thought, from which it seemed
a great effort to draw his mind away. He looked painfully
ill. Alotionless and speechless, he would stare at a fixed
point as if in a trance. His features were peculiarly refined and regular, but his skin had that ghastly shiny
whitish tinge so peculiar to . lepers. I waited for an
opportunity to examine his hands, on which he sat to
keep them warm. It is there, in the contracted or dropping off fingers, that one finds the first certain symptoms
of that most terrible of all diseases, leprosy. I asked the
man to come and sit nearer the blazing fire. He came and
stretched out his open palms towards the flickering flame.
Alas ! my suspicions were but too correct. His fingers,
distorted and contracted, with the skin sore at the joints,
were sad and certain proof. 1 examined his feet and found
the same symptoms there also.
"What is your name ? " 1 inquired of him.
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" Mansing," he said drily, becoming immediately again
absorbed in one of his reveries.
The crackling fire was dying down, when a stalwart
. Tibetan suddenly appeared bent low under the heavy weight
of a huge tree-trunk which he was carrying on his back.
He approached and threw the wood on the fire.
Here was another character ! As strong as an ox, this
servant of mine had queer antecedents. He was at one
time a well- known bandit in the
n e ighbourh o o d of
Lhassa. H e
was said to
have taken
c
.
.
many lives,
(r
and, finding
his own in
d a n g e r in
, hiscountry,
1:
had come
1!
to settle on
4
our side of
the border,
P i n a r r y i 11 g
q

li
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beat and in
turn banished from
under his roof. It was owing to his latest family squabble
that he came into my employ; his abnormal strength,
valuable for carrying loads, was to me his only recommendation. In camp he went by the name of Daktr, "the
brigand."
In looking round to inspect my other followers, with
whom 1 had hardly yet got acquainted, I was amused and
interested at the strange medley of creatures forming my
band. There were Humlis and Jumlis with their luxuriant
black hair tied into small tresses and a top-knot over the
head, like the Coreans. There were Tibetans, Shokas
of Bias, Rongbas, Nepalese, Rajiputs and Totolas, also a
Brahmin, two native Christians and a Johari. Then Dr.
MANSING T H E LEPER SHOWISG H I S H A N D S
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Wilson. What a collection 1 What a chaos of languages
and dialects I
An amusing feature of this odd crowd was that each
particular caste looked down upon all the others. This
from the very beginning occasioned separation dudng mealtime, and the camp was lively with as many burning fires in
as many sheltered spots as there were castes of men
following me. I was glad of this, as it seemed a sort of
guarantee that they would never all join together to conspire
against me.
Poor Mansing, the leper, was shivering with cold. He
had been unable to purchase himself a blanket and shoes at
Kuti. He had spent the money in tobacco instead. Dr.
\Vilson and I took pity upon him. The long evening was
still before us, so 1 got out the cloth I had purchased at
Kuti, and with scissors and needle we began to cut and sew
a new set of garments for the poor wretch. The Doctor
did the cutting and I the sewing. I cannot boast that a
professional tailor would not have turned out a better fit,
but for all general purposes the newly-made clothes
answered well enough. There was only one inconvenience
in the single-breasted jacket. 1 had no buttons, and was
therefore compelled to sew the coat on the man himself.
It thus remained a fixture, and not only looked all right, but
-which was our chief object-kept him warm.
\Ye left camp at 5.30 the following morning. High
mountains rose on either side of us, and we followed the
Kuti River flowing here from West to East. At an elevation
of 13,980 feet we crossed the Bitroguare River. On the
other side of the Kuti River were high perpendicular cliffs
of a vividly red-coloured rock with blue horizontal stratifications, and towering over them a succession of very
pointed peaks.
The action of ice on the rock was noticeable everywhere.
As we went farther we came upon extensive fields of stones
and boulders brought down from the higher peaks by the ice,
and in some places we found actual tnorciirles. T o our left
stood a gigantic wall of stone like a natural impregnable
fortress. Travelling in a direction of 320" (b.m.), and at
elevations of 13,900 feet, 14,200 feet, 14,300 feet, we waded
through three tributaries of the Kuti ; then we came to a
foaming, rapid and deep river which we had great difficulty
in crossing. It was getting towards the middle of the day,
and the stream, fed by the snows melting under the hot sun,
from moment to moment. Two of my coolies
whom I rst sent in reached the middle, where the water
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came up to their chins. They lost their footing and were
temporarily helpless, and in some danger of being swamped,
the loads which they carried on their heads being partly
spoiled when we succeeded in recovering them. The other
men got frightened by the time they were ready to cross.
The river had risen so high that it was impossible to get to
the other side except by swimming, and this was out of the
question, on account of the loads. We therefore had to
follow the stream upwards for about a mile, when fortunately

THE JOLINKAN OR LEBUNG PASS

we found a somewhat dangerous, yet passable, snow bridge,
over which the remainder of my men and goods effected a
crossing in safety. We returned to our course on the Kuti,
still passing between high, rugged mountains along an
undulating plain averaging about 400 yards wide. Though
at comparatively high elevations, there were large patches
of brightly coloured flowers-red, violet, white and vivid
yellow-which gave to the landscape a picturesque and
constantly changing effect.
On reaching a small pass, 14,750 feet, the path branched
to Darma by the Jolinkan towards bearings 260°, and over
the Lebung Pass. It is really only a goat track, esceedingly

SOAKED A N D FROZEN
difficult and fatiguing, except in the month of August, when
there is only a small quantity of snow, and it leads to the
Dholi River about half a mile south of Khumling.
T h e Jolinkan River, rising from the snow field to the East
of the Lebung or Jolinkan Pass, had no\\. to be crossed.
T h e stalwart dacoit, ever ready to make himself useful, conveyed his load across, and lifting me like a feather on to his
back, saved me from plunging higher than my waist into the
bitterly cold water, whereas he was covered up to his neck.
T h e course of the Kuti turns now to 330' (b.m.). Going
up and down stnall barren hills, round the foot of high
mountains, we attained an altitude of 15,ooo feet. Here,
t o the left of the track, and eighty feet above it, is a small
and beautiful lake 500 yards long and 400 wide. Its
waters, in which the high snowy peaks round it are reflected
as in a silver mirror, find an outlet in a short but most
precipitous river flowing with tremendous force into the
Kuti. Soon after leaving this lake we came upon another
small sheet of water, near which were thirteen peculiar piles
o r columns of stones, each one having been erected by the
first Tibetan or Shoka who crossed the pass during the
summer. A similar erectioli could also be seen perched on a
large rock jutting out from the water of the larger lake.
Though the sun was fast going down behind the mountains
t o the west, we pressed on, trying to make as much headway
as we could towards the perpetual snows. We still travelled
over undulating ground, and the marching was not heavy
o r dificult, save for the freezingly cold and very rapid
streams we had to wade through. It \\?asall we could do to
get warm again after having been immersed in one, and
before we had ceased shivering we had to wade through the
next, and yet the next, so that one's chilliness increased, and
the constant discomfort of cold became very trying. Much
discontent prevailed among my carriers over the very long
march, as their feet were numbed with cold. They nearly
mutinied when 1 would not let them stop at a camp they had
selected, but ordered them to proceed farther. A mile and a
half from the point they had favoured, we overlooked a large,
flat basin of stones and gravel, about half a mile wide and
three-quarters of a mile long, which had the appearance of
having formerly been a lake. I t was surrounded by high
snowy peaks, and its bed lay at an altitude of I j,qoo feet. It
seemed as if the imnlense quantity of stones and pebbles
carried by the river feeding it had raised its bed until it had
caused the water to flow into the 1<11ti. When I saw it,
the river formed an extensive delta with as many ;ls twelve
1
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arms, joining again within the basin into one single stream
before throwing itself into the Kuti. Naturally we selected
the wider expanse of water to ford, assuming that it
would be shallower than the narrow ones. Once more that
day 1 took off my lower garments and entered the cold
water. It came direct from the snows, and its temperature
was slightly above freezing-point. The sun had gone down,
and there was a piercing wind. hIy feet, as I went in and
out of the numerous branches of the stream, became so cold
that 1 could hardly stand for the stinging pain; moreover,
treading on sharp-edged stones under the water and knocking my frozen toes against them was at first very painful,
but after a time they got so frozen that, though at each step
the soles of my feet and toes were cut and bruised, 1 suffered
no actual pain until after crossing five or six arms of the
delta. Unable to balance myself any longer, I struggled as
best I could out of the water and rubbed my feet violently,
until slowly, and with intense pain, they came back to life.
It is curious how a little sense of humour helps on such
occasions. T o an onlooker not suffering as we were, the
sight of our party crossing that dreadful delta would have
been curious. The expression of disgust on all my men's
faces, not to speak of my own, could not but have caused
merriment. We carried our footgear on our shoulders;
we struggled, stumbled, and splashed in the greenish water,
and now one, then another-, fell helpless through frostbite on some island or other, until we were all disabled, and
still only half-way through. In spite of our condition, worn
out as we were, the soles and sides of our feet badly cut
and bleeding, my men, so sulky at having been firmly baulked
in their wishes, became quite good-natured and amusing
when I chaffed them over thelr present troubles, and they
saw that I was in the same plight. After endless rubbing,
we restored a certain amount of cil-culation to our lower
limbs, and proceeded to cross the next six arms of the delta.
When, after an hour or longer of suffering, we were at last
able to put on our footgear, we felt the happiness which
comes from the knowledge of difficulties overcome. Xever
can I forget the great joy arising from what may seem a
small cornfort-a warm pair of socks ! As I write these
lines I live over again the particular pleasure of gently drawing them on, and it is impressed for ever on my mind as a
fitt~ngreward for the hardships I had put up with.
We pitched our tents in a sheltered narrow valley to the
North-West of the large basin. Altitude, 15,400 feet. Thermometer : Minimum, 24 , hIasimuni, SI".

CHAPTE R XXII
Want of fuel-Cooking under difficulty-Mansing lost and
found-Saved from summary justice-Tibetan visitors-We
purchase sheep-The snow-line-Cold streams-The petrified
chabati and human hand.

OSE of the main drawbacks of travelling at these great altitudes was the want of vegetable fuel. There was not a tree,
not a shrub to be seen near our camp. Nature wore her most
desolate and barren look. Failing wood, my men dispersed
t o collect and bring in the dry dung of yak, poliy and sheep
t o serve as fuel. Kindling tliis was no easy matter, box
after box of matches was quickly used, and our collective
lung power severely drawn up011 in fanning the unwilling
sparks into a flame only a few inches high. Upon this
meagre fire we attenlpted to cook our food and boil our
water (a trying process at such an altitude), keeping our
own circulation fairly normal by constantly required efforts.
The cuisine that night was not of the usual excellence, and
did but little credit to the cook. We had to eat everything
half-cooked, or, to be accurate, almost altogether uncooked.
T h e night was a bitterly cold one, with a heavy fall of
snow. When we rose in the niorning it lay quite two feet
deep around us, and the glare was painful to the eyes. I
mustered my men. hIansing was missing. He had not
arrived the previous night, and there was no sign of the
man I had sent in search of him. I was anxious not only
from my personal interebt in his load (the fellow c;u-ried a
load of flour, salt, pepper, and five pounds of butter), but 1
was afraid that the poor leper might himself have been
washed away in one of tlic dangerous stre;inis. Even if this
fear were groundless, he nus st, I felt, have suf'fered terribly
from the cold with no shelter and no fire. Bijcsing, who
had g011e 111 search of him, had eaten some food before
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starting, and had taken blankets with him in case he could
not return to camp during the night.
It was long after sunrise when, with the aid of my telescope, I discovered the two men coming towards us. They
arrived an hour or so later. hiansing had been found
sound asleep, several miles back, lying by the side of the
empty butter-pot, the contents of which he had devoured.
The discovery of this misdeed caused the greatest indignation in camp, for fatty matter and butter were much cherished
by the natives, as being warmth-producing, when going over
these cold passes. H e was nearly the victim of summary
justice at the hands of my angry men, and it was only
with trouble that I rescued him from their clutches. T o
prevent a recurrence of the offence, I ordered the culprit
to carry in future a heavy load of photographic plates and
instruments, which I thought would not prove quite s o
appetising.
Before starting I took my usual bath in the cold stream
and rubbed myself all over with snow. I found this very
invigorating, and when the reaction came I experienced a
delightful glow of warmth, notwithstanding the thin clothes
I was wearing.
While we were camping, a flock of some sis hundred
sheep appeared, and with them some Tibetans. As I had
put up my Tibetan tent, they had made for it, expecting
to find some of their own countrymen, and their embarrassment was amusing when they found themselves
face to face with Dr. Wilson and myself. Hurriedly
removing their fur caps, they laid them upon the
ground and made a comical jerky curtsey, as if their
heads and knees moved by means of a spring. They
put out their tongues full length and kept them so until I
made signs that they could draw them back, as I wanted
them to answer some questions. This unexpected meeting
with us frightened them greatly ; they were trembling all
over with fear, and after getting as much information out
of them as they seemed to possess, I took advantage of
the opportunity to buy some of their fattest sheep. When
the money was paid there was a further display of furred
tongues, and more grand salaams ere they departed, while
all hands on our side were busy trying to prevent our
newly purchased animals from rejoining the flock moving
away from us. On our next march these animals proved a
great trouble, and we had to drag them the greater part
of the way. Kachi, who had been entrusted with a very
recalcitrant and strong beast, which I had specially pro-
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mised my men for their dinner if they made a long march
that day, found himself discomfited when he saw that the
sheep had freed its head from the cord with which he was
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CAMI'ING IS SSO\Y

dragging it, and was cantering away full speed in the
opposite direction. Now, it is well known that at considerable altitudes running is a very painful operation for
human beings, the rarified air making the effect of such
esertion allnost suffocating. Yet Kachi, having over-
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come his first surprise, was soon chasing the escaped beast,
and, urged by the cheers and shouts of lily other men, who
seemed much concerned over this new calamity, he succeeded, after an exciting chase, in capturing it by its tail,
a feat easier to describe than to accomplish, for Tibetan
sheep have very short stumpy tails. Kachi fell to the ground
exhausted, but he held fast with both hands to his capture,
and eventually the animal \vas secured with ropes. This was
the sort of nlinor trouble wltl~which we had to contend at
almost every turn during our journey, and altho~lghit luay
appear trivial, it was exasperating enough at the time.
On fairly undulating ground ive gradually rose to a pass
15,580 feet high ; then traversing a wide flat land, we
followed the Kuti River with its high snowy rrlountains to
the \Vest and East. The snow-line was at 16,000 feet ; the
snow below this level melts daily, except in a few shaded
places. Red and white flowers were still to be seen, though
not in such quantities as lower down, and I saw enamoured
couples of small black and \vhite butterflies."
After a while there was yet another bitterly cold stream
to ford ; two small lakes to skirt ; three more deep rivers
to wade, with cold water from the snows up to our chests,
and then we had to make the best way we could through
a large field of rocks and stones sho\ving strong indications of iron, nly compasses heitlg at once affected, and
becoming for a time quite unreliable owing to the
deviation. A curious flat circular stone, resting on
the top of others, was pointed out to me as a
wonder ; the accepted legend of the Sliokas being ,that,
centuries ago, one of their countrymen halted by the
side of this rock, and having baked a clrc~~trli,
laid it upon
the rock, proceeding to make others, when to his great
astonishment, on raising his hand to take his first chnfinti, he
found it had turned into solid stone, and had furthermore
assumed gigantic proportions. A few feet farther on I was
pointed out another wonder, a great human hand (as the
Tibetans and Shokas call it), which is supposed to
have belonged to the maker of the chnficlti. S o t being
satisfied with his first experience, he laid his hand on the
rock, and there it remained, petrified, and in this case also,
increasing tenfold in size. I could see, with some stretch
of the imagination, a certain resemblance to an enormous
human hand, but the thing required more faith than
observ at'1011.
* N.B.-This same kind of butterfly I found at even grcater eleva-

tions in Tibet.
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hlile after mile we marched over sharp stones, wading
through a second troublesome delta of eight arms fully
a mile in width, across a flat basin of pointed pebbles
and stones, until at last, to our great delight, we came to
smooth grass land, a soothing comfort to one's torn feet.
Here the Kuti River ran through a large basin, not
dissimilar to the one near which we had camped the night
before, having also the appeara:ice of lake formation with
high perpendicular rocks on the left, which gave one the

impression of a vast wall-;i
rugged and forbidding
barrier. Proceeding N.W. the basin became wider and the
Kuti River turned to the N.W., while the M;ulgshan River,
descending from the East, joined the first stre;iln 111 the centre
of the basin. In crossing the numerous branches of the
two rivers we again cxperiencecl, with almost ;~ccentuated
discomfort, the trials and ivearincss of the preceding day.
The water was coltlcr than ever, our feet \\.ere by this time
in a dreadful condition, cut and bleeding, bcc;tusc it \vas
co~istantly necessary to walk barefooted. Aching ; ~ n d
benumbed we stun~bledon, in ant1 oiit of \vater, alw;iys, it
seemed, encountering sharp small stones. For us therc
could be no turning b;tck I~o\vevcr; the pain hat1 to he
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borne before the march was finished, and we won our
camping-ground at last under the lee of the high chain of
mountains to the North of us, and on the northern bank of
the Mangshan River. Directly in front stood the final
obstacle, the stupendous backbone of the Hi~nahlyas; once
past this I should be on that high Tibetan plateau so accurately and pictur-esquely called " t h e roof of the \vorld."

CHAPTER XXIII
T h e scouts return-A

small exploring party-The
glacier

Mangshan

F~toaiKuti 1 had despatched a sturdy Shoka, named Nattoo,
to ascertain whether it was possible to cross the chain over
the high hlangshan Pass,as ln this case I should be enabled
to get many marches into Tibet by the jungle without fear
of being detected. I should thus get behind the force of
soldiers which I was informed ihe Jong Pen of Taklakot
had concentrated at the Lippu Pass to prevent my entering
the country, and before they could have time to discover
my whereabouts I should be too far ahead for them to find
me. Nattoo ;lrri\,ed in camp almost simultaneously with
ourselves and had a long tale of woe to relate. He had
been half way up the mountain. The snow was deep and
there were huge and treacherous cracks in the ice. As he
was on his way up, an avalanche had fallen, and it was
merely by the skin of his teeth that he had escaped with his
life. This was to him an evil omen, and he hacl turned
back without reaching the summit of the pass. He
seemecl scared and worn out, and declared that it was
impossible for us to proceed that way. Unfortunately
the thrilling account of the Kutial's misfortunes had ;I
depressing effect on my men. What with the intense colcl,
the fatigue of carrying heavy loads at high ele\.ations over
such rough country, and the fearful rivers which they
dreaded, and so many of which \ire had crossed, my carriers
became absolutely demoralisecl at the thought of new hardships ahcacl, all the Inore when I assured them that I
did not believe Nattoo, and that 1 should go and see for
myself.
It was 4.30 in the afternoon, ancl therefore some time
before sunset. There woulcl be moonlight. I had on that
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day marched eight miles,' and though the soles of my feet
were cut and sore I was not really tired. Our camp \\.as
at an elevation of 16,150 feet, a pretty respectable altitude
considering that the highest mountain in Europe is only
15,781 feet. Dr. \-17ilson insisted on accompanying me
to the top, and Kachi Ram and a Rongba coolie volunteerecl to come as well. Bijesing, the Johari, got on his feet
after some persuasion, and that conipleted our little exploration party. Chanden Sing, who was really the only man
I could trust, was left in charge of the camp, with strict
orders to punish severely any one who might attempt to
turn back during my absence.
We set out al~ilost immediately after reaching camp,
follo~vingup stream the course of the IIangshan River,
which is boxed in between high cliffs, those south of it
running in a direction of 100" (b.m.), those to the north
converging to 130" ; the two ranges eventually meeting in
the glacier at the foot of Mangshan, about three rrliles
E.-E.S.E. of our camp. There was no track, and the
walking was estremely difficult and troublesome, over large
slippery stones, between \\-hich one's feet constantly slipped
ancl got jammed, straining and injuring one's ankles. Little
trusting my follo\vers, ivho seemed on the verge of mutiny,
I did not care to leave behind in camp the heavy load of
silver rupees (R. 800) sewn in my coat, which, by the way,
I always carried on my person, as well as my rifle, t\vo
colilpasses (prismatic and luminous), two aneroids, one hallchronometer, and another watch ancl some thirty cartridges.
The combined weight of these articles was considerable,t
and I felt it especially during the first days of my march.
On this particular afternoon it was allnost too niuch for niy
strength. However, one gets accustomecl to most things,
and after ;l while I felt comparatively little discomfort in
marching under it. I persisted in thus \veighting myself
simply to be on the safe side, so as to be always prepared
in case my men revolted or abandoned me.
\Ye proceeded LIPand clown the srries of hillocks and in
and out of the inn~uii~erable
channels that the rnelting snow
ancl ice had, with the aid of centuries, cut deep into the
mass of rolling stones. At the point where the two ranges
met there stood before us the magnificent pale green
ice-terraces of the hIangshan glacier, surmounted by esten* I t must be remembered that a t high elevations the cxertion of
walking eight 111i1cswould be equivalent to that of 111arching about
twice the distarrce a t much lower altitudes.
t See Appendix. Letter by Ilr. H. \\'ilson.
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sive snowfields winding their way to the summit of
the mollntai~l range.
Clouds enveloped the higher
peaks. The clear Alpine ice showed vertical streaks,
especially in the lower part of the glacier, where it was
granulated to a certain extent. The base, the sides and top
being covered with a thick coat of fresh snow, and my time
being very limited, I was unable to make careful investigations to ascertain the recent movement and oscillations of
this glacier. Judging by the nature of the stony tracts we
had passed over, and also by the n~ounds,si~iiilarto those of
a termilia1 moraine, which irlcreasrd as \ve approached the
glacier and its snow-covered fringe, I concluded that the
glacier must have retreated considenbly. The rocks and
stones, as I have already ~iientioned,ivrre shiny and slippery,
which I attributed to the friction of the ice, and where the
ice had extended over gravel, this \ n s greatly disturbed, and
channels, due, no doubt, to the
scarred by i~inun~ernble
mighty force of the moving ice hesides the constant action
of ~neltiugsllo\vs during the sulnmer. The slopes of the
mountains on t!le north showed no illdicatiori of having
k e n disturbed, hut the range on the southern side had all
the apptxu-ance of having been cut and excai-ated by the ice.
Prohahly the large basins which I had croswd on my \\;1v
troll1 Kuti, and
the last one, facing our camp, were
;liter all rt~$er\-airsiormcd by ancient mor.iillt.s with alluvial
dtywsit

:.

CHAPTER XXIV
Snow and troublesome dtbris-The doctor's sufferings-Kachi
disabled-Further trials-A weird apparition-Delirium-All
safe-The descent.

THE hlangshan River rises from this glacier, but we
left the glacier ($7,800 feet) to the right, and, turning
sharply northwards, began our ascent towards the pass. T o
gaze upon the incline before us was alone sufficient to
deter one from attempting to climb it, had one a choice ;
in addition to this, the snow we struggled over was so soft
and deep that we sank into it up to our waists. Occasionally the snow alternated with patches of loose de'bris and
rotten rock, on which we were no better off; in fact, the
fatigue of progressing over them was simply overpowering.
Having climbed up half-a-dozen steps among the loose
cutting stones, we felt ourselves sliding back to almost our
original point of departure, followed by a small avalanche
of shifting material that only stopped when it got to the
foot of the mountain.
At 19,000 feet we were for a considerable distance on soft
snow, covering an ice-field with deep crevasses and cracks
in it. We had to feel our way with great caution, particularly ,as there was only the light of the moon to depend upon.
Fortunately, as we rose higher, there were no more
crevasses, but I began to feel a curious exhaustion that I
had never experienced before. At sunset the thermometer
which Kachi carried for me had descended forty degrees
within a few minutes, and the sudden change in the temperature seemed to affect us all more or less ; but we went
on, with the exception of Bijesing, who was seized with
mountain sickness so violently that he was unable to proceed. The doctor, too, a man of powerful build, was suffer-
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ing considerably. His legs, he said, had become like
lead, and each seemed to weigh a ton. The effort of lifting,
or even moving, them required all his energy. Although he
was terribly blown and gasping for breath, yet he would
not give in, and he struggled on bravely until we reached
an altitude of 20,500 feet. Here he was seized with such
exhaustion and pain that he was unable to proceed. Kachi
Ram, the Rongba and I went ahead, but we also were
suffering, Kachi complaining of violent beating in his
temples and loud buzzing in his ears. H e also gasped
and staggered dangerously, threatening to collapse at
any moment. At 21,000 feet he fell flat on the snow.
He was instantly asleep, breathing heavily and snoring
raspingly. His hands and feet were icy cold, and I
rubbed them. But what caused me more ansiety than
anything was the irregular beating and throbbing of his
heart. I wrapped him up in his blanket and my waterproof,
and, having seen to his general comfort, 1 shouted to the
doctor, telling him what had happened, and that I was
going to push on as much higher as I could stand, the
Rongba being now the only one of the party who was able
to keep up.
A thick mist came on and enveloped us, which considerably added to our trials. Our efforts to get on after we
left Kachi at 21,000 feet were desperate, our lungs in convulsion as if about to burst, our pulses hastened, our hearts
throbbing (mine being ordinarily very regular) as if they
would beat theinselves out of our bodies. Exhausted
and seized by irresistible drowsiness, the Kongba and I
nevertheless at last reached the top. It was a satisfaction t o
have got there, to have reached such an altitude, although I
had long realised the impossibility of getting my men over
by this way. It servecl me also to ascertain the amount of
snow on the other side of the range, which, when the fog
lifted somewhat, I found to be reater on the northern
slope than on the southern. A though almost fainting
tvith fatigue, I registered my observations. The altitude
was 22,000 feet, the hour 11 P.M., and there was a strong,
cutting North-East wind. I had stupidly forgotten to
take my thermorneter out of Kachi's pocket when I left
him, and was unable to register the temperature, although
I had done so only a few minutes before I left Kachi at 21,000
feet. The cold was intense. The stars were extraordinarily
brilliant and the moon shone bright for a while over the
panorama around me, and though it was a view of utter
desolation, it had nevertheless a curious indescribable fascina-

7

A PHANTOM
tion. Below me, to the south, were mountainous masses
buried in snow, and to the South-\Vest and North-East were
peaks even higher than the one on which 1 stood. T o the
north stretched the immense, dreary Tibetan plateau with
undulations and intricate hill ranges, beyond which a high
mountain range with snow peaks could just be perceived
in the distance. I could see very little snow near by, escept
on the northern slope of the range I was standing on, and
on the hill-tops which dotted the plateau.
I had barely taken it in, barely realised the wonder of
nature asleep when the mist again rose before me
and I saw a gigantic phantom rising out of it. It
stood in the centre of a luminous circle, a tall, dark
figure in the folds of an enormous veil of mist. The
effect was overwhelming, and it was only after some
moments that I realised that the spectre wore my features,
was a liquid presentation of my own proportions colossally
enlarged; that 1 stood in the centre of a lunar rainbow, and
that I was gazing on the reflection of myself in the mist.
As I moved my arms, my body, or my head, the ghost-like
figure moved, and I felt myself irresistibly changing my
with an
postures-oddly
and nervously at first-then,
awakening sense of the ridiculous in my actions-so as to
make my image change and do as I did. 1 felt like a child
placed for the first time in front of a mirror.
The illustration on page 145 represents a solar spectre
with circular rainbow which 1 sn\i7 later on at a comparatively low altitude ; the lunar effect differed from this
in that the colours of the rainbow \\.ere but faintly distinguishable.
The Kongba had fallen exhausted, and I felt so faint
with the awful pressure on my lungs, that, despite all my
efforts to resist it, I collapsed o n the snoiv. The coolie
and I, shivering pitifully, shared the same blanket for adclitional warmth. Both of us were seized with irresistible
droivsiness, as if we had taken a strong narcotic. 1
fought hard against it, for I well knew that if my eyelids
once closed they \vould almost certainly remain so for ever.
1 called to the Rongba. He was fast asleep. 1 summoned
up my last atom of vitality to keep my eyes open. The
wind blew hard and biting, with a hissing noise. How
that hiss still sounds in my ears! It seemed like the
whisper of death. The Kongba, crouched with teeth
chattering, was moaning, and his sudden shudders bespoke
great pain. I t seelliecl only common charity to let hit11 have
the blanket, which w;~si l l any cnsc too small for both, so I
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wrapped it tightly round his head and body. He was
doubled up with his chin on his knees. This small exertion
was quite sufficient to make me lose the tug-of-war in which
I was pulling against nature. Just like the subject who,
under hypnotic influence, feels h ~ sown will and power
suddenly going from him, so I felt the entire hopelessness
of further struggle against the supernatural forces I was
contending with. Falling backwards on the snow, I made
my
a last desperate effort to gaze at the glittering stars .
sight became dim and obscured. . .
For how long this semi-consciousness lasted, I do not
know. "God I how ghastly ! Doctor ! Kachi ! " I tried
to articulate. My voice seemed choked in my throat. Was
what I saw before me real ? The two men, as if frozen to
death by the side of each other, seemed lying on that vast
white sheet of snow, motionless as statues of ice. In my
dream I attempted to raise them. They were quite rigid. I
knelt beside them, calling them and frantically striving to
bring them back to consciousness and life. Bewildered, I
turned round to look for Bijesing, and, as I did so, all
sense of vitality seemed to freeze within me. 1 saw myself
enclosed in a quickly contracting tomb of transparent
ice. It was easy to realise that I too would shortly be
nothing but a solid block of ice, like my companions. hly
legs, my arms were already congealed. Horror-stricken
as I was at the approach of such a hopeless, ghastly death,
lrly sensations were accompanied by a languor and
lassitude indescribable but far from unpleasant. T o some
extent thought or wonderment was still alive. Should
I dwindle painlessly away, preferring rest arid peace to
effort, or sho~ildI make a last struggle to save myself?
The ice seemed to close in Illore and more every moment.
I was choking.
I tried to scream I to force myself through the suffocating
weight on me ! I gave a violent plunge, and then everything had vanished. The frozen Kachi, the doctor, the
transparent tomb I Sothingness I
At last I was able to open 11ly eyes, which ached as if
needles had been stuck into them. It
snowing hard.
I had temporarily lost the use of my legs and fingers.
They were frozen. So violent was the shock uf realising
how very near death I had really been, that in w;~kingup
irom the ghastly nightmare 1 became acutely alive to the full
importance of instantly making my way down to a lower level.
I was already covered with a layer of snow, and I suppose
it was the frigid pressure on my forehead that caused the

.
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dream. It is, however, probable that, had it not been for
the hideous vision that shook my nerves free of yaralysing
torpor, I should never have awakened from that spell-bound
silence.
I sat up with difficulty, and by beating and rubbing
them, slowly regained the use of my lower limbs. I roused
the Rongba, rubbed him, and shook him till he was able to
move. We began our descent.
No doubt the satisfaction of going up high mountains is

" I ROUSED THE RONCBA"

very great; but can it be compared to that of coming
down ?
Descending was dangerous but not wearisome. The
incline being estremely steep, we took gigantic strides
on the snow, and when we came to patches of dtbris, we
slid ten or fifteen feet each step amidst a deafening roar
from the huge mass of loose stones set in motion by our
descent.
" Hark ! " I said to the Rongba, "what is that ? "
We waited till all was silence, and with hands up to our
ears listened attentively. It was still snowing.
" Ao, no, no ! rnltli a o ! Ttcrrrka Itnite ?
Come, come,
come quickly ! Where are you ?'I cried a faint distressed
voice from far down below.

A PRECIPITOUS DESCENT
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W e quickened oar pace ; having hardly any control over
o u r legs, our descent was precipitous. The snow-fall ceased
a n d we became enveloped in a thick mist which pierced into
o u r very bones.
Guided by the anxious cries of the doctor, whose voice
we recognised, we continued our breakneck journey downward. The cries got more and more distinct, and at last,
to my great joy, we came face to face with Wilson, who,
thank Heaven, was alive but almost helpless, as he said his
legs were still like lead, and it was all he could do to move
them.
Owing to his anxiety about us, he had been shouting
for a long time, and getting no answer, he became
very uneasy, all the more so as he found he could in
n o way come to our help. H e had quite given us up for
lost.
W e looked for and found Kachi. He had slept like a top,
curled up in his warm blanket and my overcoat, and was
now quite refreshed, so all united again, we continued our
race downwards, exchanging our experiences and sensat'ions.
\ ' e had no very serious mishaps, and life and strength
gradually came back to us again when we descended to lower
elevations. The ascent from the glacier at the bottom of
the mountain to the summit occupied four and a half
hours; the precipitous descent, without counting stoppages,
only the ninth part of that time, the distance covered being
about one mile and three quarters.
Over the same trying stony valley we reached camp during
the early hours of the morning. The distance from camp to
the altitude reached and back was over ten miles ; therefore,
during the twenty-four hours I had altogether gone eighteen
miles (quite a record at such great altitudes). I may here
also remark that, since breakfast at six o'clock the previous
morning, I had taken no food of any kind, thus making an
interval of twenty-three hours between one meal and the
next. The anxiety of my men in camp was intense. They
had lost all hope of seeing us again, and they were quite
reassured when I told them that we would proceed later in
the morning by the Lumpiya Pass, which was believed to be
far easier.
In no time they had lighted a fire of dung, and after
having had (at five o'clock in the morning) a handsome feed
of rice, chapatis, extract of meat, and strengthening emergency food, we felt we were entitled to a well-deserved
rest.

CHAPTER XXV
The sources of the Kuti River-The Lumpiya glacier-The
summit of the range-Bird's-eye view of Tibet-Kubso frozen
almost to death-The Lumpiya Pass-Two coolies in distress.

AT 9 A.M. \\re were ready again to start. The thermometer
registered 40" inside the tent, and the minimum temperature
outside during the night had been 14". We followed the Kuti
River at the foot of the mountain range, travelling in a
direction of 298' (b.m). On rounding a prominent headland, where the Kuti River flows through a narrow passage,
we saw facing us on a mound, fourteen stone pillars and
pyramids with white stones on them and the customary
flying prayers of cloth. It is from this point that the ascent
to the Lumpiya Pass begins.
There are two sources of the Kuti Yangti, joining in a
large basin ; one comes from two extensive glaciers to the
S.W., the other from a glacier directly under the Lumpiya
Pass. The river at the junction of the two sources is not
more than six yards across. Our route gradually ascended,
going N.\V. first, then swinging away to NIE. until we attained
an elevation of 17,350 feet on a flat basin covered with deep
snow. So far we had proceeded with no very great trouble
or fatigue, but matters suddenly altered for the worse.
Each coolie in the long silent row at the head of which I
marched, sank in the snow up to his knees, often up to his
waist. They formed, undoubtedly, a picturesque sight in
this lonely region, the only bit of life in the picture, the
white frozen sheet of snow throwing into strong contrast
their faces wrapped tightly round ~vith white turbans.
Some wore fur caps with ear flaps; all had long sheepskin coats and high boots of skins ; many used snow
spectacles ; and as this procession, silent and grave,
with loads on their backs, struggled higher and higher
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with piteous panting, you speculated apprehensively
as to how many of them would ever return. Moving
cautiously to avoid the many treacherous cracks, I made
my way ahead with considerable trouble to a spot six
hundred feet higher, where I halted for a while on a rocky
island fairly clear of snow. As coolie after coolie arrived,
breathing convulsively, he dropped his load and sat quietly
by the side of it. There was not a grumble, not a word of
reproach for the hard work they were rnade to endure.
Sleet was falling, and the wet and cold increased the discomfort. There was now a very steep pull before us. T o the
left, we had a glacier beginning in a precipitous fall of ice,
about one hundred feet in height. Like the hfangshan
glacier, it was in horizontal ribbon-like strata of beautifully
clear ice, showing no dirt bands. Perpendicular stripes
of a darker greenish colour could be observed arising
from the unequal degrees of compactness of the ice; the
strata showed almost horizontal, with no curvatures nor
depressions in any part of them. The top, the base and the
sides of the glacier were in this case also buried in deep snow.
The doctor and I went ahead. In oilr anxiety to reach
the summit, unable to discern the track, now covered by
several feet of snow, we mistook our bearings, and with
great fatigue climbed up an extremely steep incline. Here
we were on a patch of the troublesolne loose iic:Bris, on
which we struggled for over half an hour until we reached
the top of the range, 18,750 feet, considerably higher than
the pass itself. Four men had come with us, the others, to
whom we signalled, bearing more to the west by another
dangerous track skirting the glacier.
The wind from the S.E. was piercing and the cold
terrible. Under the lee of a large rock we found temporary
shelter, and through mytelescope scannedtheTibetan plateau
spread out before us. From this high eyrie we obtained a
superb bird's-eye view. Huge masses of sno\v covered the
Tibetan side of the Himahlyas, as well as the lower range of
mountains immediately in front of us, running almost parallel
to our range. Two thousand feet below, between these two
ranges, flo\vecl, in a wide barren valley, a river which is
after\varcls called the Darina Yankti or Lumpiya Yankti.
111 the distance, a flat plateau, rising some eight hundred
feet above the river, and resembling a gigantic embankrnent
of a railtvay line, could be seen extending for many miles ;
and far away to the north, a chain of high blue mountains
capped with snow, undoubtedly the Kangri chain with the
Kelas peaks.
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A painful incident had unfortunately happened to one of
my followers : poor Rubso, a Christian convert, had fallen
exhausted from cold and fatigue. He had been seized with
cramp, and was lying in a semi-conscious state, his teeth
chattering and his features distorted and livid ; his eyes
were sunken and lifeless, and he showed signs of complete
collapse. We hastily carried him under the shelter of a
rock and rubbed him vigorously, in the hope of restoring
his circulation. After more than half an hour of the greatest
anxiety and exertion, to our intense relief he partially recovered, and was able to proceed slowly with our help.
Having climbed the wrong path, we now had to descend
to the pass, six hundred feet lower. We made our way
along dangerous rocks and dCbris. I was just clinging with
my half-frozen fingers to a prominent rock, striving to get
on the other side, when screams of distress from below
struck my ears. Notwithstanding the unsafe position I was
in, I could not help turning my head to see what had
happened. On the steep incline of snow two coolies with
their respective loads were sliding, at incredible speed.
They eventually reached the basin, where the angle of the
descent being suddenly altered, it caused them to revolve
several times on their own axes, the different' bags, &c.,
forming their loads, flying about and being scattered in
every direction. I gave a sigh of relief when I saw the
men getting up. One coolie picked up one after the
other the goods that had been entrusted to him, tied them
together, got them on his back, and began the difficult
ascent a second time. The other was crying and moaning,
so that we could plainly hear him from our elevation. He
seemed giddy. After a moment or two he staggered, fell
back and lay as if dead. Hastening over the slippery
rocks, and then down precipitously on the loose dc'bris, I
gained the pass, 18,150 feet. Two reluctant men were
immediately despatched to the relief of the coolie in distress.
They first carried his load up, then him. After some time
he, too, got over the severe shock and fright, and though
he was rather shattered and aching all over, I succeeded in
persuading the man that nothing was the matter with him.
We then hurried down the steep declivity on the Tibetan
side, to get away quickly from the bitterly cold, windy
pass. Describing a wide arc of a circle, and then making
straight down across several long snow-beds, we at last
reached the river level and pitched our tents on snow at an
altitude of 16,900 feet. There was no wood, no yak or pony
dung, no lichens, no moss, and therefore nothing with which
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we could make a fire. It seemed hard upon my men that,
after such a toilsome day, they should be compelled to go to
sleep without having had a good meal. They believe-and
they are right-that eating cold food at such high elevations,
with such low temperature, leads to certain death. They
preferred, therefore, to remain without food altogether.
Night came, and with it the wind blo\ving in gusts, and
piling the grit and snow around our tents. During the nocturnal hours, with the hurricane raging, we had to turn out
of our flapping canvases several times to make the loose pegs
firmer. Fastening all the frozen ropes was very cold work.
At 2 A.M. the thermometer was do\vn to 12". At 9 A.M. in
the sun, it went up to 26') andinside the tent at the same
hour we had a temperature as high as 32'-freezing-point.

CHAPTER X X V I
Mysterious footprints-Brigand or spy ?-Passes and t r a c k s
Intense cold-No fuel-A high flat plateau-Fuel at last !Two spies in disguise-What they took us for.

I N a hurricane of grit and drenching rain we packed up our
traps as best we could and again started on our way. I
was slightly in advance when, to my surprise, I noticed,
some two hundred yards only from camp, a double
line of recent footmarks on the snow. Those coming
towards us were solnewhat indistinct and nearly covered
with grit, those going in the opposite direction seemed
quite recent. After carefully examining these footprints, I
felt pretty certain that they had been made by a Tibetan.
Where the footprints stopped, marks in the snow showed
that the man had at different points laid himself flat on the
ground. No doubt we had been spied upon and watched.
hIy own men had shown many signs of terror ever since
we had crossed to this side of the Himahlyas, and were
now all anxiously stooping low over these prints and
speculating on their origin. Their excitement and fear
were strange to watch. Some surmised that the man must
be a Dnklr, a brigand, and that in the evening we should be
attacked by the whole band ; others maintained that the
spy could only be a Sepoy sent by the Gyanema officers
to watch our movements. In any case, this incident was
held to be an evil omen, and during our march in a
N.\'r'. direction along the bank of the river we continually
saw the trail. The wildest speculations and imaginations
were rife. T o the left of us we passed the valleys leading
south to the Newsy Pass ; then a second to the Kats,
230' (b.m.). The bearings were taken from themouth of the
river descending from it, a tributary of the Darma Yangti.
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Six miles from our last camp, at bearings 340°, was the
Luway Pass.
We were travelling on flat or slightly undulating barren
ground. We waded across another cold river with water
up to our waists, and my men became so exhausted that
one mile farther we had to halt at 16,650 feet.
The cold was intense, and again we had no fuel of any
kind. A furious wind was blowing, with snow falling
heavily in the evening. M y carriers, half starved, ate a
little safoo, a kind of oatmeal, but Chanden Sing, a
Rajiput, could not, without breaking his caste, eat his
food without undressing.
It was two days since he
had had his last meal, but rather than infringe the rules
of his religion, or take off his clothes in such frigid
regions, he preferred to curl up in his blanket and go to
sleep fasting.
The doctor left the warmth and comfort of blankets to go
and talk with the men, and get their views about weather
prospects and the chances of our route. I preferred the
comfort of such warmth as I could get in our tent, where
the temperature was 28' Fahr., or four degrees below
freezing. The snow was lying a foot deep, and it was still
falling heavily. The carriers were all attempting to sleep,
huddled as close as possible to each other for warmth ; they
refused to move, saying they would rather die, and we
found it convenient to believe them, and get what warmth
and sleep we could under blankets in the tent.
Two or three hours later the weather cleared. The
coolies, half starved, canie to complain that they were again
unable to find fuel to cook their food, and that they \vould
leave me. The position of afhirs was critical. I immediately took my telescope and clambered to the top of
a small hillock. It was curious to note what unbounded
faith the coolies had in this glass. It was evident that they
believed in a childlike fashion that I could see through
mountains with it. I came do\vn with the reassuring news
that one day's march further \vould bring us to a fine supply
of fuel.
They cheerfully hastened to pack up the loads, and set
forth with unusual energy in the direction I had pointed
out. We followed a parallel line to the high flat plateau on
the other side of the stream, the slopes of which, in relation
to the plain \ve were standing on, were at an obtuse angle
of about 115~. The snow-covered plateau extended from
S.\\'. to S.E. Beyond it to the N. could be seen some
high snowy peaks, in all probability the lofty summits S.E.
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of Gartok. At the point where the Lu\vay joins the other
three rivers there is a direct way to the summit of the
tableland, along which it continues across the Himahlyas by
t h e Luway Pass. T o our right we were flanked by high
rugged mountains, with an occasional precipitous torrent.
Six hours' brisk marching took us to a sheltered nook,
where a few lichens and shrubs were growing. If we had
suddenly descended into the Black F ~ r e s of
t Germany, or
the Yosemite Valley, with their gigantic century old trees,
our delight could not have been greater. As it was, the
highest of these shrubs stood no higher than six or seven
inches from the ground, while the diameter of the largest
piece of wood we collected was smaller than that of an
ordinary pencil. With feverish activity all hands went to
work to root up these plants for fuel.
When night came, the same number of hands were busy
cooking and transferring with alarming celerity such
steaming food as was available from the different fires to
the mouths of the famished coolies. Happiness reigned in
camp, and all recent hardships were forgotten.
A fresh surprise was awaiting us when we rose. Two
Tibetans disguised as beggars had come to our camp.
They professed to be suffering from cold and starvation.
I gave orders that they should be properly fed and kindly
treated. On being cross-examined they confessed that they
were spies sent by the officer at Gyanema to ascertain
whether a sahib had crossed the frontier, and whether we
had seen anything of him.
\Ve had so many things to attend to in the morning, and
it was so cold, that washing had really become a nuisance,
and I for my part gave it up, at least pro tcrri. We were
sunburnt, and we wore turbans and snow-glasses, so the
Tibetans departed under the impression that our party
consisted of a Hindoo doctor, his brother, and a caravan of
servants (none of whom had seen a sahib coming), and
that u7ewere now on a pilgrimage to the sacred hlansarowar Lake and Kelas hlount.
Before the men we treated this as a great joke, but, all
the same, IVilson and I anxiously consulted as to our
immediate plans. Should \re make a rapid march during
the night over the mountain range to our right, and strike
east by the jungle, or shol~ld\ye tace the Gyanema leader
and his soldiers ?
We decided to meet them rather than go out of our way,
and I gave orders to raise camp immedi:~tely.

CHAPTER XXVII
Lama Chokden-A Tibetan guard-The
sacred KelasReverence of my men for the Sacred Mountain-Tq-ing hard
to keep friends with the gods-Obos-Water flowing to us.

WE altered our course from N. t o N.E., rising to 16,600
feet, and leaving the high tableland to the west. l y e arrived
at Lama Chokden (or Chorten), a pass protected by a
Tibetan guard, who quickly turned out, matchlocks in
hand, as we approached. They seemed a miserable lot,.
and not only offered no resistance, but actually begged
for money and food. They complained of ill-treatment
by their superiors, stating that they received no pay, and
even food was only occasionally sent to them at this
outpost. Their tunics were in rags ; each man carried a
sword stuck in front through the girdle. Here, too, we had
more inquiries about the young sahib, as messengers on
horseback had been sent post-haste from Taklakot to warn
the Gyanema officer not to let him penetrate into Hundes*
by the Lumpiya Pass, should he attempt it. Their
description of my supposed appearance was very amusing,
and when they said that if the sahib came they would have
to cut his head off, I felt so touched by their good-natured
confidence that I wanted to distribute a few rupees among
them.
" Do not give them anything, sir," said Kachi and the
doctor. "These fellows are hand and glove with the bands
of dacoits ; the latter will soon be told that we have money,
and we shall run great risk of being attacked at night."
I insisted on giving them a present.
" No, sir," cried Kachi, distressed ; " do not d o it, or it
will bring us no end of trouble and misfortune. If you
give them four annas, that will be ample."
Hundes-Tibet.
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Accordingly the officer in command had this large sum
deposited in the outstretched palm of his hand,and to show
his satisfaction, he pulled out his tongue to its full length,
waving both his hands at me for some minutes, and bowing
clumsilyat the same time. His fur cap had been previously
removed and thrown on the ground. This was indeed a
grand salaam, a ceremonious acknowledgment of a gift of
something less than fourpence !
While the doctor remained in conversation with him, I
happened to witness a very beautiful sight. T o the north the
clouds had dispersed, and the snow-capped sacred Kelas
Mount stood majestic before us. In appearance not unlike
the graceful roof of a temple, Kelas towers over the long
white-capped range, contrasting in beautiful blending of tints
with the warm sienna colour of the lower elevations. Kelas is
some two thousand feet higher than the other peaks of the
Gangir chain, with strongly defined ledges and terraces
marking its stratifications, and covered with horizontal layers
of snow standing out in brilliant colour against the dark iceworn rock. The Tibetans, the Nepalese, the Shokas, the
Humlis, Jumlis and Hindoos, all have a strong veneration
for this mountain, which is believed by them to be the
abode of all the good gods, especially of the god Siva.
In fact, the ledge round its base is said by the Hindoos
to be the mark of the ropes used by the devil (Rakas) to pull
down the throne of Siva.
hIy men, with heads uncovered, their faces turned towards
the sacred peak, were muttering prayers. ilrith joined
hands, which they slowly raised as high as the forehead,
they prayed fervently, and then went down on their knees,
with heads bent low to the ground. hIy brigand follower,
who was standing close by me, hurriedly whispered that I
should join in this act of prayer.
" You must keep friends with the gods," said the bandit ;
"misfortune will attend you if you d o not salaam to Kelas ;
that is the home of a good god ! " and he pointed to the
peak with the most devout air of conviction.
T o please him I saluted the mountain with the utmost
deference, and, taking my cue from the others, placed a
white stone on one of the hundreds of Choki/ci~sor Obos
(stone pillars) erected by devotees at this spot. These Obos,
or rough pyramids of stones, are found on the tracks
traversing all high passes, near lakes, in fact, everywhere,
but rarely in such quantities as at Lama Chokden. The
hill in front, and at the back of the guard-house, was literally
covered with these structures. Each passer-by deposits a
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stone on one of them-a white stone if possible-and this is
supposed to bring him good fortune, or if he has a wish he
desires accomplished, such a contribution will enhance the
chances of its fulfilment.
The guard-house itself was of rough stone, mean and
desolate, and in any country but Tibet would not be considered fit accommodation for pigs.
After going a mile or so farther, as the sun was fast
disappearing, we searched for a suitable spot to pitch
our tents. There was no sign of any water, only the
stony bed of a dried rivulet. We were discussing the
situation, when a faint sound as of rushing water struck
our ears. It grew louder and louder, and then we saw
coming towards us a stream of limpid molten snow,
gradually advancing over the bed of stones. Evidently the
snow of the mountains had taken all day to melt, and the
water was only now reaching this spot. My dacoit was in
a great state of excitement.
" U7ater flowing to you, sahib ! " he exclaimed, with his
arms outstretched. "You will have great luck I Look !
Look ! You want water for your camp, and a stream comes
to you ! Heaven blesses you. You must dip your fingers
into the water as soon as it comes up to you, and throw
some drops over your shoulders. Then will fortune attend
you on your journey."
I readily fell in wlth this Tibetan superstition, and we all
dipped our fingers, and sprinkled the water behind our
backs. Wilson, however, who took the matter quite seriously,
said it was all nonsense, and would not give in to such
" childish fancy."
Good fortune would have meant much to me, but in the
days to come this simple rite proved to have been futile !

CHAPTER XXVIII
An extensive valley-Kiang, or wild horse-Their strange
ways-The Gyanema fort-Apprehension at our appearanceA parley-" Cut off our heads ! "-Revolt and murder contemplated-Hypocritical
ways of Tibetan officials-Help summoned from everywhere-Preparing for war.

IN front of our camp was a great stretch of flat alluvial land,
which had been, to all appearance, at some remote time the
bed of a large lake about ten miles long and fourteen wide.
With my telescope I could see plainly to 40" (b.m.), at the
foot of a small hill, the camping-ground of Karko. There
were many tents, and my men seemed much reassured when
by their shape and colour we made them out to be those of
the Joharis from Milam, who come over at this place to
trade with the Hunyas.* T o E.N.E. we had a valley
extending for many miles between two high ranges, and to
the W. and N.W. were hills between us and the Darma
Yangti, flowing there in a N.N.E. direction. Beyond Karko
to the North, a stretch of water, the Gyanema Lake,
showed brilliantly, and beyond it some comparatively low
hill ranges. In the distance, more snowy peaks were visible.
On leaving camp we traversed the plain for six miles
in a N.E. direction, and then, on a course of 80" (b.m.),
turned into a smaller valley well enclosed by hills, following
it for a distance of three or four miles. This formed, as
it were, an arm of the other large valley.
During our march we saw many large herds of Kiang
(wild horse). These animals came quite close to us. They
resembled zebras in shape and movement of body, but
in colour they were mostly light brown. The n a t i ~ e s
regarded their near proximity as extremely dangerous;
for their apparent tameness is often deceptive, enabling
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them to draw quite close to the unwary traveller, and then
with a sudden dash seize him by the stomach, inflicting
a horrible wound with their powerful jaws. Their graceful
and coquettish ways were most taking; we occasionally
threw stones at them to keep them at a safe distance, but
after cantering prettily away, they would follow us again
and come within a few yards. I succeeded in taking some
very good negatives, which unfortunately were afterwards
destroyed by the Tibetan authorities. I still have, however,
some of the sketches I made of them. We climbed over
another hill range, and descended on the other side into
a grassy stretch of flat land, in the Northern portion of which
was a sheet of water. On a hill South of the lake stood the
Gyanema Khar or fort, a primitive tower-like structure of
stones, with a tent pitched over it to answer the purpose of
roof, supporting a flagstaff, on which flew two dirty white
rags. They were not the colours of Hundes, but only wind
prayers. Lower down, at the foot of the hill, were two
or three large black tents and a small shed of stones.
Hundreds of. black, white, and brown yaks were grazing on
the green patches of grass.
The appearance of our party evidently created some apprehension, for we had hardly shown ourselves on the summit of
the col when from the fort a gong began to sound loudly,
filling the air with its unmelodious metallic notes. A shot
was fired. Soldiers with their matchlocks were seen running
here and there. They pulled down one of the black tents
and hastily conveyed it inside the fort, the greater part
of the garrison also seeking shelter within the walls
with the etrr~ressetlzent almost of a stampede. When, after
some little time, they convinced themselves that we had
no evil intentions, some of the Tibetan officers, followed by
their men, came trembling to meet us. The doctor, unarmed, went ahead to talk with them, whereas my bearer
and I remained with the coolies for the double purpose
of protecting our baggage in case of a treacherous attack,
and of preventing my panic-stricken carriers from abandoning their loads and escaping. But matters looked peaceful
enough. Rugs were spread on the grass, and eventually we
all sat down. An hour's trying parley with the Tibetan officers,
during which time the same things were repeated over and
over again, led to nothing. They said they could on no
account allow any one from India, whether native or sahib,
to proceed, and we must go back. We on our side stated
that we mere doing no harm. We were pi1 rims to the
sacred Like of &Iansaro~var,only a few miles arther. We
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had gone to much expense and trouble. How could we
now turn back when so near our goal? We would not
go back, and trusted they would allow us to proceed.
W e treated them courteously and kindly, and probably
mistaking this for fear they prompt1 took advantage of it,
especially the Magbun * or chief o cer in charge of the
Gyanema fort. His marked humility, of which at first he
had made so much display, suddenly turned into arrogance.
('You will have to cut off my head," said he with a vicious
countenance, "or rather I will cut off yours before I let you
go another step."
((Cut off my head ? " cried I, jumping on my feet and
shoving a cartridge into my rifle.
" Cut off my head ? " repeated my bearer, pointing with his
Martini-Henry at the official.
" Cut off our heads ? " queried angrily the Brahmin and the
two Christian servants of Dr. Wilson, handling a Winchester
and a couple of Gourkha RfiRris (large knives).
No, no, no, no ! Salaam, salaam, salaam ! " poured forth
the Magbun with the celerity of speech only possessed by
a panic-stricken man. " Salaam, salaam," repeated he again,
bowing down to the ground, tongue out, and depositing his
hat at our feet in a disgustingly servile manner. " Let us
talk like friends ! "
The Magbun's men, no braver than their master, shifted
their positions in a nonchalant manner so as to be
screened by their superiors in case of our firing, and
on second thoughts, judging even such a precaution to
ensure them but scanty safety, they one after the other got
up, walked steadily away for half-a-dozen steps, to show it
was not fear that made them leave, and then took to their
heels.
The Magbun and the other officers who remained became
more and more meek. We spoke and argued in a friendly
manner for two long houl+s, but with no appreciable
results. The Magbun could not decide of his own accord.
H e would consult with his officers, and he could give us an
answer no sooner than the next morning. In the meantime
he would provide for our general comfort and ensure our
safety, if we ~vouldencamp near his tent. This, of course,
I well knew to be an expedient to gain time, so as to send
for soldiers to Barca, north of the Kakstal Lake, as \yell
as to all the neighbouring camps. I frankly told him
my suspicions, but added that I wished to deal fairly
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with the Tibetan authorities before resorting to force. I
reminded the hlagbun again, and made him plainly understand, that we were merely peaceful travellers, and had not
come to fight; that I was paying tenfold for anything I
purchased from him or his men, and was glad to do so ; but
at the same time, let the hand beware that dared touch or
twist a single hair of any one belonging to my party 1
The Magbun declared that he understood perfectly. H e
swore friendship, and as friends he begged us to stop over
the night near his camp. By the Sun and Kunju Sum
(Trinity) he gave a solemn oath that we should in no way
be harmed. He took humble leave of us and retired.
The doctor and I had been sitting in front, next were
Chanden Sing, the Brahmin, and the two Christians. The
carriers were behind. When the Ma bun had gone I
turned round to look at them. Beho dl what a sight !
They one and all were crying miserably, each man hiding
his face in his hands. Kachi had tears streaming down
his cheeks, Dola was sobbing, while the Daku and the
other Tibetan in my employ, who had for the occasion
assumed a disguise, were concealing themselves behind
their loads. Serious though the situation was, I could not
help laughing at the demoralisation of my men. We
pitched our tents, and I had been sitting a while inside
one, registering my observations and writing u p ' my
diary, when Kachi crept in, apparently in great distress.
He seemed so upset that he could hardly speak.
Master ! " he whispered. " Master I The Tibetans have
sent a man to your coolies threatening them that they must
betray you or die. They must abandon you during the
night, and if you attempt to retain them, they must kill
you."
At the same time that this agent had been sent to
conspire with my coolies, other envoys of the hlagbun
brought huge masses of dry dung to make our fires,
conveying to me his renewed declarations of friendship. Notwithstanding this, soldiers were despatched
in every direction to call for help. I saw them start :
one went towards Kardam and Taklakot; a second
proceeded in the direction of Barca, and a third galloped
to the West.
My carriers were evidently preparing a coiip-rle-inairr as
I watched them through an opening in the tent. They
were busily engaged separating their blankets and clothes
from my loads, dividing the provisions among themselves,
and throwing aside my goods. I went out to them, patiently
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made them repack the things, and cautioned them that I
would shoot any one who attempted to revolt or desert.
While the doctor and I sat down to a hearty meal, which
rumours in camp said would be our last, Chanden Sing was
entrusted with the preparations for war on our side. H e
cleaned the rifles with much care, and got the amnlunition
ready, for he was longing to fight. The Brahmin, on whose
faithfulness we could also rely, remained cool and collected
through the whole affair. H e was a philosopher, and never
worried over anything. H e took no active part in preparing
for our defence, for he feared not death. God alone could
kill him, he argued, and all the matchlocks in the country
together could not send a bullet through him unless God
wished it. And if it were the God's decree that he should die,
what could be the use of rebelling against it ? The two
converts, like good Christians, were more practical, and lost
no time in grinding the huge blades of their ktikris to the
sharpness of razors.
When darkness came a guard was placed, at a little distance off, all round our camp. It seemed likely that a rush
on our tent with the help of my treacherous carriers was
contemplated, should an opportunity occur. One of us
kept watch outside all through the night, and those inside
lay down in their clothes, with loaded rifles by them. I
can't say that either Dr. N'ilson or I felt particularly uneasy,
for the Tibetan soldiers with their clumsy matchlocks, long
spears, and jewelled swords and daggers, inspired us more
with admiration for their picturesque appearance than with

CHAPTER XXIX
Arrival of a high official-The Barca Tarjum-A tedious
palaver-The Tarjum's anxiety-Permission to proceed-A
traitor-Entreated to retrace our steps-Thirty armed horsemen-A pretty speech.

QUITEearly the nest morning we were roused by the
distant sound of tinkling horse-bells. On looking out of
the tent, I saw a long row of pack-ponies heavily laden,
escorted by a number of mounted soldiers with matchlocks
and spears. It was evident that some high official was coming. This advance detachment consisted of his subalterns
and his baggage. They took a long sweep far away from our
tent and dismounted by the Gyaneina fort. Other soldiers
and messengers were constantly arriving in groups from
all directions. The leader of one party, with a considerable escort of soldiers, was received with profuse salaams
and I concluded that he must be an important personage.
After some time a message was sent to us that this new
comer, the Barca Tarjum, practically a potentate equal in
rank to a king under a protectorate, wished to have the
honour of seeing us. Lie replied that we were having our
breakfast and that we would send for him when we wished
to speak to him. Our experience had taught us that it
was advisable to treat Tibetan oflicials as inferiors, as they
were then more subdued, and easier to deal with. At eleven
we despatched a messenger to the fort to say we should be
pleased to receive the Tarjum. He came immediately with
a large follo\ving, a picturesque figure dressed in a long
coat of green silk of Chinese shape, with large sleeves
turned up, showing his arms up to the elbow ; he had
a cap similar to those worn by Chinese officials, and was
shod with hzavy long black boots, with large nails under the
soles. His long, pale, angular face was remarkable in many
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ways ; it was interestingly stolid, and though somewhat
effeminate, had rather fine features ; unmistakable signs
of depravity indicated his low class of mind and morals.
Long hair fell in loose curls down to his shoulders, and
hanging from his left ear was an earring of large dimensions,
with malachite ornaments and a pendant. In his nervous
fingers he held a small roll of Tibetan material, which he
used with both hands as a handkerchief to blow his nose
inconsequently every time that he was at a loss to answer
a question. The Tarjum and his men were profuse in
their bows, and there was, as usual, a great display of
tongues. These were, I noticed, of an unhealthy whitish
colour, caused throughout Tibet by excessive tea-drinking,
a practice which ruins the digestion, and furs their tongues.
We had rugs placed outside our principal tent, and the
doctor and I sat on one, asking the Tarjum to sit on the
one facing us. His follo\vers squatted around him. It
is a well-known fact that in Tibet, if you are a "somebody," or if you wish people to recognise your importance,
you must have an umbrella spread over your head. Fortunately, the ever-provident doctor had two in his possession ;
which two of our men held over our respective heads. The
Tarjum himself was shaded by a parasol of colossal
dimensions, held in position by his secretary.
In spite of the extravagant terms of friendship which fell
from the Tarjum's lips, I was convinced, by close observation of the man's face, that his words were insincere and that
it would be unsafe to trust him. He never looked us straight
in the face ; his eyeswere fixed on the ground all the time,
and he spoke in a despicably affected manner. I did not
like the man from the vely first, and, friend or no friend, I
kept my loaded rifle on my lap.
After endless ponderous speeches, clumsy compliments,
and tender inquiries after all relations they could possibly
think of ; after tiring parabolic sentences with fine sounds
but no meaning ; after repeated blowing of the nose and
loud coughing, which always came on opportunely when we
asked whether they had yet come to a conclusion as to what
we should be allowed to do, at last, when my patience was
nearly exhausted, our negotiations of the previous day were
reopened. We argued for hours. We asked to be allowed
to go on. They were still uncertain whether they \voulcl let
us or not. T o simplify matters, and hasten their decision
before other reinforcements arrived, the doctor applied for
permission to let only eight of us proceed to hlansarowar.
H e (the doctor) himself would remain at Gyanema with
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the remainder of the party as a guarantee of good faith.
But even this offer they rejected, not directly, but with
hypocritical excuses and delays, for they thought we would
not find our way, and that if we did, we should find it
very rough, and the climate too severe ; that the brigands
might attack us, and so on, and so on. AH this was
very tiresome, and there were signs even of a nasty side to
their attitude. I decided to know what I was about.
Still holdin the rifle cocked at safety on my lap, I turned
the muzzle o it towards the Tarjum, and purposely let my
hand slide down to the trigger. He became uncomfortable
and his face showed signs of wild terror. His eyes, until
now fixed upon the ground, became first unsteady, and then
settled fixedly, and with a look of distress, on the muzzle of
my rifle. At the same time he tried to dodge the aim right
or left by moving his head, but I made the weapon follo\v
all his movements. The Tarjum's servants fully shared
their master's fear. Without doubt the poor fellow was in
agony ; his tone of voice, a moment before boisterous and
aggressive, now dwindled into the humblest intonations
imaginable. With much meekness he expressed himself
ready to please us in every way.
" I see that you are good people," said he in a faint \\..hisper,
accompanied by a deep bo\i?. " I cannot give, as I would
like to do, my oflicial sanctioil to your journey forward, but
you can go if you wish. I cannot say more. Eight of you
can proceed to the sacred hZansaro\var Lake. The others
will remain here."
Before giving his final decision he said that he would
prefer to have another consultation wit11 his oflicers.
\Ye accorded this readily.
The Tarjum then presented the doctor with a roll of
Tibetan cloth.
I had bathed as usual in the morning, and my Turkish
towel was spread outside the tent to dry. The Tarjum, who
sho\ved great interest in all our things, took a particular
fancy to its knotty fabric. H e sent for his child to see this
\i.onderful material, and when he arrived the towel was
placed on the youth's back as if it were a sha\vl. I at once
offered it to him as a present if he would accept it. There
were no bounds to his delight, and our relations, somewhat
strained a few minutes earlier, became now of the friendliest
character. N'e invited the party inside our tent, and they
esaminecl everything with curiosity, asking endless questions. They were now quite jovial and pleasant, and even
occasionally amusing. Tibetans have a craving for alcohol at
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all times and they soon asked me if I had any to give them ;
there was nothing they would like more. As I never carry
any when travelling, I could not offer them any recognised
drink, but not wishing to disappoint them, I produced a
bottle of methylated spirits (which I used for my hypsometrical apparatus). This they readily drank, apparently
appreciating its throat-burning qualities, and asked for
more. The Tarjum complained of an ailment from which
he had suffered for some time, and the doctor was able
to give him a suitable remedy, and all the other officers
received small presents when they departed.
In the afternoon a messenger came from the Barca Tarjum. He had good news for us. The Tarjum wished us
to understand that "as we had been so kind to him and his
followers, he regarded 11s as his personal friends ; and as we
were so anxious to visit the Mansarowar Lake and the great
Kelas Mount, and had already experienced many difficulties
and great expense in coming so far, he agreed to eight of
our party proceeding to the sacred spots. It was impossible
for him to give an official consent, but he repeated again
that we could go if we wished."
This news naturally delighted me. Once at Kelas,. I
felt sure I could easily find some means of golng
farther.
On the same evening, a traitor in our camp sneaked from
under the tent in which my men were sleeping, and paid a
visit to the Tarjum. There is no doubt that he told him
I was not the doctor's brother, nor a Hindoo pilgrim.
H e disclosed that I was a sahib, and that I was on my way
to Lhassa. From what I heard afterwards, it seemed that
the Tarjum did not quite believe his informant ; but fresh
doubts arising in his mind, he sent a message during the
night, entreating us to return the way we came.
" If there is really a sahib in your party, whom you have
kept concealed from me, and I let you go on, my head will
be cut off by the Lhassa people. You are now my friends,
and you will not allow this."
"Tell the Tarjum," I replied to the messenger, "that he
is my friend, and I will treat him as a friend."
In the morning, we found thirty horsemen fully armed
posted some hundred yards from our tent. T o proceed
with the demoralised crowd under me, and be follo\ved by
this company, would certainly prove disastrous and I felt
again that some ruse was a necessity.
hluch to the astonishment and terror of the armed force
and their superiors, the doctor, Chanden Sing and I, rifles
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in hand, walked firmly towards the contingent of sepoys.
After us came the trembling coolies. The Magbun and the
Tarjum's officers could hardly believe their eyes. The
soldiers quickly dismounted, and laid their arms down to
show that they had no intention of fighting. We passed them
without any notice. The Magbun ran after me. He begged
me to stop one moment. Dola was summoned to interpret
his elaborate speech. A pair of prettily embroidered clothboots were produced from the loose folds of the official's
coat, and he offered them with the following words :
"Though your face is sunburnt and black, and your eyes
are sore (they were not, as a matter of fact, but I wore snowspectacles), your features tell me that you are of a good
family, therefore, you must be a high oflicer in your
country. Your noble feelings also show that you would
not have us punished for your sake, and now our hearts
are glad to see you retrace your steps. Let me offer you
these boots, so that your feet may not get sore on the long
a n d difficult journey back to your native land."
It was neatly put, though the mode of reasoning was
peculiar. It was not to my interest to disillusionise the
Tibetan as to my purpose, so I accepted the boots. The
Magbun and his guard salaamed to the ground.
Without further parleying, we left the Magbun, and
retracing our steps, proceeded in a W.S.W. direction as
though we had decided to turn back, and leave the country.

CHAPTER X X X
Spying our movements-Disguised sepoys-A gloomy lookout -Troublesome followers -Another march back - An
amusing incident.
'

WE reached the summit of the hill and crossed to the other
side. My men went on down the slope, but I remained,
screened by a large stone, to observe with my telescope the
folks at Cyanema. No sooner had my last man disappeared
on the other side of the pass, than the cavalrymen jumped
into their saddles and, raising clouds of dust, galloped after
us. This was what I had expected. I hastened to rejoin my
men. When down in the plain, I again took my telescope,
and watched the skyline of the hill we had just descended.
Some thirty heads could be seen peeping over the rocks
from among the boulders. The soldiers had evidently
dismounted, and were spying our movements. I felt
annoyed that they did not openly follow us, if they so
wished, instead of watching us from a distance, so I
sighted my rifle to eight hundred yards, lay down flat,
and took aim at a figure I could see more plainly than the
others.
The doctor snatched the rifle from my shoulder.
" You must not shoot," said he, with his usual calmness ;
" you might kill somebody."
" I only wish to teach these cowards a lesson."
"That is all very well. But every man in Tibet is so
cowardly that the lesson would have to be constantly
repeated," answered Wilson with his perpetual wisdom.
I slung my rifle over my shoulder and made up my mind
to start some other time on the cyclopean task I had then
so nearly begun.
When we had covered a mile or so of the plain, our
phantomlike escort crossed the pass, and came full gallop
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down the hill. I gave orders to my men to halt, seeing
which, the soldiers also came to a dead stop. I watched
them through the telescope. They seemed to be holding
a discussion. At last five men rode full speed northwards, probably to guard the track in that direction. Three
men remained where they were, and the remainder, as if
seized by panic, galloped frantically up the hill again, and
disappeared over the summit.
We resumed our march. The three horsemen followed a
course one mile south of ours, close against the foot of
the hills, and lying low upon their ponies' heads, they
probably imagined that they were passing us unperceived.
Seeing that our bearings were for our old camp at Lama
Chokden, they left our line and rode ahead of us.
When in the evening we reached Lama Chokden, two
shepherds came to greet us. Then another appeared.
" Our sheep are far away," said they. " We are hungry.
We are poor. Can we stop near your camp and pick up the
food that you will throw away ? "
"Certainly," I replied. " But mind you do not pick up
anything else."
These simple folk, thinking I should not know them, had
left their ponies at the Lama Chokden guard-house, and,
clisguised as shepherds, they were now trying to ingratiate
themselves with us, with the object of discovering our movements and plans. They were, of course, no other than the
three sepoys from Gyanema.
At each step in our retreat towards the Himahlyas my
heart became heavier and my spirits more depressed. I
was full of stratagems, but to think out plans and to carry
them into effect were two different things.
How many times had not my schemes been upset ? How
often had I not had to begin afresh when all seemed ready
and in perfect working order ?-that, too, when I had
plenty of good material at my disposal to work upon.
Now things had changed altogether for the worse. My
chances of success, notwithstanding my incessant struggle,
were getting smaller and smaller every day. I could not
but feel that there must be an end eventually to the capability and endurance of my followers and myself. It is
hard enough to start on a difficult task, but when you are
well started, and have already overcome many difficulties, to
have to come back and begin again is more than galling.
The outlook was dark and gloomy ; I stood face to face
with apparent failure, and I was uncertain of the loyalty of
my own men.
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At this camp, for instance, the Daku (brigand), who had
changed his disguise several times since coming in contact
with the Tibetans, announced his immediate departure.
The doctor, with his usual kindness, had already entreated
him to remain, but without avail. We well knew that in
this region, infested by dacoits, this man was only leaving us
to recommence his late marauding habits. He would, in all
probability, join some band, and without much doubt we
might soon expect a visit during the darkest hours of the
night. The Daku knew that I carried a large sum of money,
and during the last two days his behaviour had been
more than strange. Had he come across some of his
mates ? or had he heard fro111 the sepoys that they were in
the neighbourhood ?
The Daku had a bundle of his blankets strapped on his
back in readiness for immediate departure. My men,
distressed at this new danger, came to report it to me. I
immediately sent for him. Speaking bluntly, and keeping
his eyes fixed on the ground, he said : " I am going,
sahib."
Where ? " I inquired.
" I have friends near here, and I am going to them."
" Very good, go," I replied, calmly taking up my rifle.
His load was off his shoulder in less time than it takes to
describe the event. H e resumed his work as usual. One
or two other riotous coolies were brought back to reason
by similar menaces.
I heard later that a band of brigands attacked a party near
the frontier only two days after this occurred.
Another march back 1 How painful it was to me ! Yet
it was advisable. We went a few miles and encamped on
the bank of a rapid stream, the Shirlangdu. From this
point, with some difficulty and danger, it would be possible
to climb over the mountain range during the night, and
attempt to elude the spies and watchmen, by crossing the
jungle to Mansarowar. I made up my mind to attempt
this. It seemed to add to the risk to have so large a
following as my thirty men, so I decided that only four or
five should accompany me. Going alone was impracticable,
because of the difficulty of carrying sufficient food, or I
would have by far preferred it. Nevertheless, if the worst
came to the worst, I resolved to attempt this latter mode of
travelling, and rely on the chance of obtaining food from
Ti betans.
All the loads were made ready. Articles of clothing and
comfort, niceties in the way of food, and estras in the way
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of medicines, were left behind to make room for my
scientific instruments.
Each pound in weight more that I dedicated to science
meant a pound less food to take us to Lhassa. Everything
that was not of absolute necessity had to be left.
Two Tibetan spies came to camp in the afternoon, in the
disguise, as usual, of beggars. They asked for food, and
exacted it. Their manner mas unbearably insulting. This
was a little too much for us, and Bijesing the Johari, and
Rubso the Christian cook, were the first to enter into an
open fight with them ! They punched and kicked them,
clriving them down a steep ravine leading to a river, then,
assisted by other men in camp, showered stones upon them.
The unfortunate intruders, unable to wade quickly across
the rapid stream, received as fine a reception as they
deserved.
This little skirmish amused the camp, but many of the
Shokas and Hunyas in my service were still scared out of
their wits. It was quite sufficient for them to see a Tibetan
to crumble into nothing.

CHAPTER XXXI
An attempt that failed-A resolution-A smart Shoka ladThe plucky Chanden Sing proposes to accompany meMansing the leper becomes my servant's senrant.

THE hour fixed for my flight was 9 P.M. Five men had
been induced to follow me by the offer of a handsome
reward.
At the hour appointed no single one of them had put in
an appearance. I went in search of them. One man had
purposely injured his feet and was disabled, another pretended to be dying, the others positively refused to come.
They were shivering wit11 fright and cold.
" Kill us, sahib, if you like," they implored of me, "but
we will not follow you."
At 3 A.M. all attempts to get even one man to carry a
load had proved futile. I had to abandon the idea of
starting.
My prospects became more gloomy than ever. Another
march back towards the cold and dreary pass by which I
had entered Tibet 1
" You are depressed, Mr. Landor," remarked the doctor.
I admitted the fact. Every step backwards was to me
like a stab in the heart. I had wished to push on at all
costs, and it was only in consideration of my, good and
kind friend, the doctor, that I had reluctantly refrained
from making my way by force. My blood was boiling. I
felt feverish. The cowardice of my men made them
absolutely contemptible, and I could not bear to see them
even.
Immersed in my thoughts, I walked quickly on, and the
rugged way seemed short and easy. I found a suitable spot
for our next camp. Here before me, and on every side,
stood high snomy mountains ; there, in front, towered that
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same Lumpiya Pass by which I had crossed into Tibet
with such high hopes. I detested the sight of it on the
present occasion; its snowy slopes seemed to mock at my
failure.
Whether it is that storms invariably come when one is
depressed, or whether one gets depressed when storms are
coming, I am not here prepared to say, but the fact remains
that, before we had time to pitch our tents, the wind, which
had been high all through the afternoon, increased tenfold.
The clouds above were wild and threatening, and snow soon
fell in feathery flakes.
"What are you going to do ? " inquired the doctor of
me. " I think you had better return to Garbyang, get fresh
men, and make another start."
" No, doctor. I will die rather than continue this backward march. There will be a far better chance if I go
alone, and I have resolved to start to-night, for I am convinced that I shall find my way over the range."
"No, no, it is impossible, Mr. Landor," cried the doctor,
with tears in his eyes. "That must mean death to any one
attempting it."
I told him that I was quite determined.
The poor ductor was dumbfounded. H e knew that it
was useless to try to dissuade me. I went into the tent to
rearrange and reduce my baggage, making a load small
enough to carry on my back, in addition to the daily
kit and instruments.
Whilst I was making preparations for my journey, Kachi
Ram entered the tent. H e looked frightened and perplexed.
" What are you doing, sir ? "
inquired he hurriedly.
" T h e doctor says you are going to leave alone to-night,
cross the mountain range, and go to Lhassa by yourself."
" Yes, that is true."
"Oh, sir ! The perils and dangers are too great, you
cannot go."
" I know, but I am going to try."
"Oh, sir ! Then I will come with you."
"No, Kachi. You will suffer too much. Go back to
your father and mother now that you have the opportunity."
"No, s i r ; where you go, I will go. Small men never
suffer. If they do it does not matter. Only great men's
sufferings are worth noticing. If you suffer, I will suffer.
1 will come."
Kachi's philosophy touched me. I ascertained beyond
doubt that he meant what he said, and then decided to take
him.
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This mas a piece of luck. Kachi Ram had five bosom
friends among the young Shoka coolies. They were all
friends of the Rambang, and in the evenings in camp they
often used to join and sing weird songs in honour of the
fair maids of their hearts, whom they had left on the other
side of the Himahlyas.
Kachi hurried away in a state of feverish excitement. H e
was back in a few minutes.
" How many coolies will you take, sir ? "
('None will come."
"Oh, I will get them. Will five do ? "
'(Yes," I murmured incredulously.
My scepticism sustained a shock when Kachi returned,
buoyant, saying in his peculiar English :
" Five Shokas come, sir. Then you, sir, I, sir, five coolies,
sir, start night-time, what clock ? "
" By Jove, Kachi," I could not help exclaiming, " you are
a smart lad."
" ' Smart,' sir ? " inquired he sharply, hearing a new
word. H e was most anxious to learn English, and he had a
mania for spelling. " ' Smart ! ' What is meaning ? How
spell ? "
" S-m-a-r-t. It means ' quick, intelligent.' "
"Smart," he repeated solemnly, as he wrote the newlyacquired word in a book which I had given him for the
purpose. Kachi was undoubtedly, in spite of some small
faults, a great character. H e was a most intelligent, sharp,
well-meaning fellow. His never failing good humour, and
his earnest desire to learn and to be useful, were quite
refreshing.
My luck seemed to have turned indeed. A few minutes
later my bearer, quite unaware that any one would accompany me, entered the tent, and exclaimed in a disgusted
manner :
" Shoka crab, sahib ! Hunya log brrra crab. Hazur htinr,
do admi jaldi Lltasa giao." (" The Shokas are bad. The
Hunyas are very bad. Your honour and I, we two alone,
will go quickly by ourselves to Lhassa.")
Here was another plucky and useful man anxious to come.
H e professed to have no fear of death. H e was the type of
man I wanted. How true the poor fellow's protestations
were I learned at a later date !
Chanden Sing was a man of strong sporting proclivities.
His happiness was complete when he could fire his rifle at
something, though he was never known to hit the mark.
H e had been severely reprimanded and punished by me
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only a few days before for wasting several cartridges on
kiarzg (wild horse) three miles distant. Ordinary work, however, such as doing his own cooking, or keeping my things
tidy, was distasteful to him, and was invariably passed on to
others.
hiansing the leper, being unfortunately of the same caste
as Chanden Sing, became my servant's servant. The two
Hindoos constantly quarrelled and fought, but at heart they
were the best of friends. The bearer, by means of promises,
mingled at intervals with blows, eventually succeeded in
inducing his protkgk to join in our new plan, and face with
us the unknown dangers ahead.

CHAPTER XXXII
" Devil's Camp "-A fierce snowstorm-Abandoning our tents
-Dangers and perils in prospect-Collecting
the men-One
load too many !-Another man wanted and found-A propitious night-Good-bye to Wilson-The escape-Brigands.

BY eight o'clock in the evening I had collected all the men
who had promised to follow me. They comprised lny
bearer, Kachi and six coolies.
We named this camp " Devil's Camp," for diabolical indeed
was the wind that shook our tents, not to speak of the snow
blown into our shelters by the raging storm. During the
night the wind grew in fury. Seither wood, dung, nor
lichen for fuel was to be found. Our tents were pitched
at 16,900 feet above sea-level, and to ascend to the summit
of the range would mean a further climb of two thousand
feet. In such weather the difficulties of the ascent were
increased tenfold, though for evading the vigilance of the
Tibetan watchmen, who spied upon our movements, we
could have no better chance than a dirty night like this.
I arranged with the doctor that he was to take back to
Garbyang all the baggage I had discarded and the men who
had declined to follow me. He must display all our tents until
late in the afternoon of the next day, so as to let the Tibetans
suppose that we were all under them, and give me time to
make a long forced march before they could get on our
track. Hard as it would be for us going forward, we would
take no tent except the small ferzte d'nbri, weighing about
four pounds. We should anyhow be unable to pitch one for
several days, for fear of being detected by the Tibetans, who
would be soon seen abroad in search of us. We should
have to march long distances at night, keeping mostly on
the summit of the range, instead of proceeding, like other
travellers, along the valleys, a n d we must get what little
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sleep we could during the day, when we could hide in
some secluded spot. The thought of seeing a fire had
to be abandoned for an indefinite period, because, even in
the remote contingency of our finding fuel at the great
altitudes where we should have to camp, every one kno\vs
that a fire and a column of s ~ n o k ecan be seen at a very
great distance, both by day and night. iVe pondered and
discussed all these matters before we made a start, and,
moreover, we were fully aware that, if the Tibetans could
once lay their hands upon us, our numbers were too small
to offer a stout resistance, and we might well give ourselves
up for lost. In fact, taking things all round, I rather doubted
whether the lives of my few follo\vers and my own were
worth more than a song from the moment of our leaving
" Devils' Camp."
, \V~th this full knowledge of what we were undertaking,
we may have been foolish in startilig at all, but lack of
determination cannot in fairness be credited as one of our
faults.
The thouglitful doctor had brought with him from our
last camp a few lichens, with which he was now attempting
to light a fire, to cook me some clrclbaiis before leaving.
Alas ! four hours' hard work, and an equal number of
boxes of matches, failed to produce the semblance of x
flame.
At midnight I sent Chanden Sing and Kachi to collect
the men. Two came trembling into the tent; the others
could not be roused. I \vent myself and took them, one by
one, to their loads. They were all crying like children. It
was then that I discovered that in the haste and confusion I
had made one load too many. Here was a dilemma ! Everything was ready and propitious for our flight, and a delay at
this juncture was fatal. At any cost, I must have another
man.
The moans and groans in the coolies' tent, when I went
in search of one, were pitiful. You would have thought that
they were all going to die within a few minutes, and that
they were now in their last agonies, all because of the terror
of being picked out to follow me.
At last, after endless trouble, threats and promises, Bijesing
the Johari ~ 3 persuaded
s
to come. But the load \\as too
heavy for him ; he \vould only carry half. T o save trouble,
I agreed I would carry the other half myself in addition to
my own load.
\Ye put out our hurricane lantern, and at 2 A.M., when the
gale was raging at its height, driving the grit and snow like
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spikes into our faces ; when the wind and cold seemed
to penetrate with biting force to the marrow of our bones,
when, as it seemed, all the gods were giving vent to their
anger by putting every obstacle in our way, a handful of
silent men, half frozen and staggering, left the camp to lace
the blizzard. I ordered my men to keep close together,
and n7emade immediately for the mountain side, taking care
to avoid the places where we supposed the Tibetan spies
were posted.
\Ye could not have selected a more suitable night for our
escape. It was so dark that we could only see a few inches
in front of our noses. The doctor, silent and with a swelling
heart, accompanied me for a couple of hundred yards. I
urged him to return to the tent. He stopped to grasp my
hand, and in a broken voice the good man bade me farewell
and God-speed.
" The dangers of your journey," whispered Wilson, " are
so great and so numerous that God alone can guide you
through. When I think of the cold, hunger and hardships
you will have to endure, I can but tremble for you."
" Good-bye, doctor," said I, deeply moved.
"Good-bye," he repeated, "good-"
and his voice
failed him.
Two or three steps and the darkness separated us, but his
touching \x:ords of farewell rang and echoed in my ears, as
with sadness I remembered the loyalty and cheerful kindness of this good friend. The journey towards Lhassa had
recommenced in grim earnest. In a short while our ears,
fingers, and toes were almost frozen, and the fast driving
snow beat mercilessly against our faces, making our eyes
ache. We proceeded like so many blind people, speechless
and exhausted, rising slowly higher on the mountain range,
and feeling our way with our feet. As we reached greater
altitudes it grew still colder, and the wind became more
piercing. Every few minutes we were compelled to halt
and sit close together in order to keep warm and get breath,
as the air was so rarefied that we could barely proceed
under our heavy loads.
We heard a whistle, and sounds like distant voices. My
nlen collected round me, whispered, "Dakus, dakus!"
(" Brigands, brigands ! "), and then threw themselves flat on
the snow. I loaded my rifle and went ahead, but it was
vain to hope to pierce the obscurity. I listened. Yet
another shrill whistle !
My Shokas were terrified. The sound seemed to come
from straight in front of us. We slightly altered our course,
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winning our way upward slowly and steadily, until we
found at sunrise we were near the mountain top. It was
still snowing hard. One final effort brought us to the
plateau on the summit.
Here we felt comparatively safe. Thoroughly exhausted,
we deposited our burdens on the snow, and laid ourselves
down in a row close to one another to keep ourselves warm,
piling on the top of us all the blankets available.

C H A P T E R XXXIII
S.E.wind - Hungry and half frozen- Lakes at 18.960 feet
above sea-level-Cold food at high altitudes-Buried in snow
-Mansing's sufferings-Fuel at last.

AT I P.M. we woke up, drenched to the skin, the sun having
thawed the thick coating of snow over us. This camp
was at 18,000 feet. The wind from the S.E. cut like a
knife, and we suffered from it, not only on this occasion,
but every day during the whole time we were in Tibet. I t
begins to blow with great fierceness and regularity at
one o'clock in the afternoon, and it is only at about eight
in the evening that it sometimes abates and gradually
ceases. Frequently, however, the wind, instead of dropping
at this time, increases in violence, blowing with terrible
vehemence during the whole night. As we were making
ready to start again, with limbs cramped and stiff, the
sky once more became suddenly covered with heavy grey
clouds, and fresh snow fell. There was no possibility
of making a fire, so we started hungry and half-frozen,
following a course of 70" (b.m.). We waded up to our
waists through a freezingly cold stream, and climbing
steadily higher and higher for six miles, we at last reached
another and loftier plateau to the N.E. of the one where
we had camped in the morning. The altitude was 18,960
feet, and we were surprised to find four lakes of considerable size close to one another on this high tableland.
The sun, breaking for a moment through the clouds, shone
on the snow-covered tops of the surrounding mountains,
silvering the water of the lakes, and making a beautiful and
spectacular picture, wild and fascinating in effect.
Hunger and exhaustion prevented full appreciation of the
scene ; nothing could stand in the way of quickly finding
a suitable place to rest our weak and jaded bodies, under
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the shelter of the higher hills round the plateau, or in some
depression in the ground. I was anxious to push across
the plateau, and descend on the N.E. side to some lower
altitude where we should more probably find fuel, but my
men, half-starved and fagged, could go no farther. Their
wet loads were considerably heavier than usual, they panted
terribly owing to the great altitude, and no sooner had we
come to a partially sheltered spot between the larger lake
and its most eastern neighbouring sheet of water, than they
all collapsed. and were unable to proceed. I was much
concerned about them, as they refused to take any cold
food, saying it would cause their death. I was really at a
loss to see how they could recover sufficient strength for
the nest day's marching. Eventually, by personally pledging them that they would not die, I persuaded them to eat a
little snio and ghrrr. Unfortunately, no sooner had they
eaten some of it mised with cold water, than nearly all were
seized with violent pains in their stomachs, from which they
suffered for the greater part of the night.
There is no doubt that experience had taught them that
eating cold food at great altitudes is more dangerous than
eating no food at all, and I regretted my ill-timed, if kindly
meant advice. One is apt to judge other people by oneself,
and personally I never felt ally difference, whether my food
was cold or hot.
Soon after sunset the cold mas intense. It was still
snowing hard, and our wet garments and blankets were
now freezing. I lighted a small spirit lamp, round which
we all sat close together, and covered over with our frozen
wraps. I even attempted to cook on the flame some concentrated broth, bur, owing to the high altitude, the water
was a long time losing its chill, apart from boiling, and
when it was just getting tepid the flame went out, and I
could afford no more spirits of wine to light it again: so the
cooking had to be abandoned, and as the night grew colder
and colder, we huddled together under our respective
blankets in a vain attempt to sleep. \Ye had made a protecting wall with our baggage, and my men covered their
heads and everything with their blankets ; but 1 never could
adopt their style of sleeping, as it seemed to suffocate me.
I al~vaysslept with my head uncovered, for not only was it
more comfortable, but I wished to be on the alert should
we at any time be surprised by Tibetans. hiy men
moaned, groaned, and chattered their teeth convulsively
during the night. I woke many times with a bad pain
in my ears from frostbite ; my eyes, too, suffered as the
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eyelashes became covered with icicles. Every time I tried
to open them there was an uncomfortable feeling as if the
eyelashes were being torn off, for the slit of the eye became
fast frozen directly the lids were closed.
At last the morning came ! The night had seemed endless. When I tried to raise the blanket in order to sit up,
it seemed oi an extraordinary weight and stiffness. No
wonder ! It was frozen hard, and as rigid as cardboard,
covered over with a foot of snow. The thermometer
during the night had gone down to 24'. I called my men.
They were hard to wake, and they, too, were buried in
snow.
" Uta, uta, uta !" (" Get up, get up, get up ! " ) I called,
shaking one by one, and brushing off as nluch snow as I
could.
" Barof bahut !" ("There is much snow !") remarked one
as he put his nose outside his blanket, and rubbed his eyes,
smarting from the white glare around us. " Salaam, sahib,"
added he, as, having overcome his first surprise, he perceived me, and he waved his hand gracefully up to his
forehead.
The others behaved in a similar manner. Kachi was, as
usual, the last one to wake.
0, Kachi," I shouted, ('get up ! "
" 0, baltiyoh!" (" 0, father I") yawned he, stretching his
arms. Half asleep, half awake, he looked round as if in a
trance, muttering incoherent words.
"Good morning, sir. Oh, much snow. Oh look, sir, two
kiangs there ! What is ' kiang ' in English ? "
" Wild horse."
'(' Wild ' you spell w-i-I-d ? "
" Yes."
Here the note-book was produced from under his pillow,
and the word registered in it.
Odd creatures these Shokas ! The average European,
half-starved and frozen, would hardly give much thought
t o exact spelling.
Poor Mansing the leper suffered terribly. He groaned
through the whole night. I had given him one of my
wrappers, but his circulation seemed suspended. His face
was grey and cadaverous, with deep lines drawn by suffering, and his feet were so frozen that lor some time he could
not stand.
Again the Shokas would eat nothing, for snow was still
falling. We started towards the N.E. After a mile of flat
we began a steep descent over unpleasant loose d~:brisand
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sharp rocks. The progress was rapid, but very painful.
Scouring the country below with my telescope, I perceived
shrubs and lichens far down in the valley to the N.E. and
also a tent and some sheep. This was unfortunate, for we
had to alter our course in order not to be seen. We again
climbed up to the top of the plateau and rounded unperceived the mountain summit, striking a more Easterly route.
Towards sunset we began our descent from the latter point,
and we crossed the river with no great difficulty. Having
selected a nicely sheltered depression in the ground, we
pitched my little tcntc d'abri there, by the side of a pond of
melted snow. With natural eagerness, we all set out collecting lichens and shrubs for our fires, and each man carried
into camp several loads of the drier fuel. In a moment
there were three big fires blazing, and not only were we able
to cook a specially abundant dinner and drown our past
troubles in a bucketful of boiling tea, but we also managed
to dry our clothes and blankets. The relief of this
warmth was wonderful, and in our comparative happiness
we forgot the hardships and sufferings we had so far
encountered. With the exception of a handful of saio,
this was the first solid meal we had had for forty-eight
hours. In those two days we had travelled twenty miles,
each of us carrying a weight averaging considerably over
sixty pounds.
W e were at 14,500 feet, which seemed quite a low elevation
after our colder and loftier camping-grounds. The reaction was quite pleasant, and for myself I contemplated
our future plans and possibilities with better hope. The
outlook had changed from our deepest depression to a condition of comparative cheerfulness and content.

CHAPTER X X X I V
D a c o i t s N o nonsense allowed-A much-frequented regionA plateau-The
Gyanema-Taklakot track-A
dangerous
spot-Soldiers waiting for us-Burying our baggage-Out
of
provisions-A
fall into t h e Gakkon River-A bright ideaNettles our only diet.

I N front of us, to the N.E., was a high mountain, then farther
towards the East, a narrow valley between two hill ranges,
while at 238" (b.m.) a river passed through a picturesque
gorge in the direction of the hlangshan hlountain.
It was necessary for me to proceed along the valley to the
east, as we should thus save ourselves much trouble, time
and exertion, though there would be some risk of our meeting Tibetans, especially bands of dacoits, with whom this
part of Nari Khorsum* is infested. W e had, therefore, to
proceed cautiously, especially as my Shokas seemed no less
timid and afraid of these folks. We had hardly gone half a
mile over the undulating country, and I had stopped behind
my men to take some observations with my prismatic compass, when my carriers suddenly threw themselves flat on the
ground and began to retreat, crawling on hands and knees.
" Dakzls, Dakrls !" (" Brigands, brigands I") they whispered, as I got near them.
It was too late. We had been seen, and a number of
dacoits, armed with matchlocks and swords, came rapidly
towards us. It has always been my experience that, in such
cases, the worst thing to do is to run away, for nothing
encourages a man more than to see that his opponent is
afraid of him. I therefore loaded my Mannlicher, and my
bearer did likewise with the Martini-Henry. I gave orders
t o the Shokas to squat down by their respective loads and
not stir an inch. We two strolled towards the fast
Nari Khorsum-name

of that province.
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approaching band, now less than a hundred yards distant.
1 shouted to them to stop, and Chanden Sing signalled that
they must go back ; but they took no notice of our warnings,
and came on all the faster towards us. Undoubtedly they
thought that we were only Shoka traders, and looked, from
experience, to find an easy prey. Making ready to rush us
as soon as they got near enough, they separated with the
obvious intention of taking us on all sides.
" Dushu ! Dnsltrr !"
("Go back !") I cried angrily at
them, raising my rifle to my shoulder and taking a steady

SHEEP CARRYING LOAD

aim at the leader. Chanden Sing followed suit with one of
the others, and this seemed to have a salutary effect on
them, for they immediately made a comical salaam and took
to their heels, Chanden Sing and I pursuing them for some
distance so as to get them \\.ell out of our way. Having
occupied a prominent position on a small mound, we discovered that a short way off they had a number of mates
and some three thousand sheep, presumably their last loot.
W'c: signalled that they tilust get away from our course, and
eventually, driving their booty before them, they scurried off
in the direction 1 indicated. When they were well clear of
us, and my Shokas, who thought their last hour had come,
had partly recovered from their fright, we proceeded on our
journey, entering the narrow valley between the two hill
That we \\.ere now in a much-frequented region
cou d be plainly seen from the numerous encamping-grounds
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alongside the stream. But our success of the morning
had raised our spirits, and we stepped out cheerily, keeping
to the left bank. A steepish climb brought us to a plateau
at an altitude of 16,400 feet, from which we obtained a fine
view of the snow range running from East to West from
the Mangshan Mountain to the Lippu Pass, and beyond to
the N.E. the four lofty peaks of Nimo Nangil, 25,360 feet,
22,200 feet, 22,850 feet, 22,670 feet. The highest peaks were
at 84") 92") 1x7' (b.m.). This plateau sloped gently, and was
broken by many deep crevasses, conveying the water-flow
down into the Gakkon River.
On the lower portion of this plateau, and then alon the
course of the river, a track ran from Gyanema to Tak akot
vid Kardam and Dogmar, and another seldom-frequented
track to hlangshan, S.S.W. of this place. The edge of the
plateau was 15,800 feet above sea-level, and the river 550
feet lower.
This was for us a very dangerous spot, since, no doubt,
by this time the Tibetans must be aware that I had escaped
and was well on my way into their country. I knew
that soldiers and spies must be guarding all the tracks
and searching for us. This thoroughfare, being more
frequented than the others, was all the more insecure,
and we had to display great caution in order to avoid
detection. I n Tibet, I may here note, the atmosphere is so
clear that moving objects can be plainly seen at exceptionally long distances. I scoured the country with my
telescope, but I could see no one, so we \vent on. Ho\vever,
my men considered it safer to descend into one of the
numerous creeks, where we should be less exposed, but
we had hardly reached the border of it \vhen \ve heard
noises rising from the valley below.
Crawling on our stomachs, my bearer and I peeped over
the edge of the plateau. Some five hundred feet below
was a Tibetan encampment, \vith a number of yaks and
ponies grazing. Unnoticed, I watched them for some time.
There \Yere several soldiers, most probably pobted there on
the look-out tor me. LVit11 my glass I recognised some of
the Gyaneina men. LTe deemed it advisable to tind a spot
where we .could hide until night came. Then, making a
detour, we descended to the river, xj,'jo feet, scl-ambled
across in the dark, and made our way up a narro\\- gorge
between high cliffs until \ve came to a \\ell-hidden spot,
where I called a halt. Follo\ved by my men, I climhed u p
from rock to rock on the cliff to our left, and found a
small natural platform, sheltered by a huge boulder pro-
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jecting over it. This seemed a safe enough spot for us to
stop. We dared not put up a tent, and we took the precaution of burying all our baggage in case of a surprise
during the night. Unhampered, we should at any moment
be able to hide ourselves away from our pursuers or run
before them, and we could always come back afterwards for
our things if an opportunity offered itself.
And now, just as everything seemed to be running
smoothly, I made a terrible discovery. At this stage of the
journey, when it was important for me to move very
rapidly, I found that we were out of provisions. This
was indeed an unpleasant surprise, for before leaving
the larger body of my expedition I had given orders to my
men to take food for ten days. The doctor, who had been
deputed to see to this, had assured me that the loads contained quite enough to last us over that length of time, and
now for some unaccountable reason we had only sufficient
food for one meagre meal. Moreover, I discovered that we
had only a few grains of salt left.
"What have you done with it ? " I inquired angrily, as it
immediately flashed across my mind that there had been
foul play among my carriers. I had ordered each man to
take half seer ( I lb.) of salt.
" Yes, sahib, but we forgot to take it," said the inen in a
chorus.
After the terrible hardships and fatigue we had gone
through, and the anxiety and difficulty of carrying on my
surveying, photography, sketching, writing, collecting, &c.,
under conditions of unusual discomfort and risk, it was,
indeed, a hard blow to me to see all my plans thus unexpectedly frustrated, for we were still three or four days'
journey from Mansarowar, where I relied on getting fresh
supplies. Having come thus far, shoulcl I be compelled
now to go back or give in, and be captured by the Tibetan
soldiers whom I had so successfully evaded ? Though not
usually much affected by physical pain, I unfortunately suffer
greatly under any mental stress. I felt quite ill and depressed,
and, to add bodily discomfort to my moral sufferings, came
the fact that I had slipped, while jumping in semi-darkness
from stone to stone across the Gakkon River, and had
fallen flat into about four feet of water. The wind was very
high at the time, and the thermometer down to 26", so that,
sitting in my wet clothes to discuss our present situation
with my men, I suddenly became so cold, shivery and
exhausted, that I thought I was about to collapse altogether.
hIy usual good spirits, which had done much towards
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carrying me so far, seemed extinguished ; my strength
failed me entirely, and a high fever set in, increasing in
violence so fast that, notwithstanding my desperate struggle
not to give in, I became almost delirious. With my teeth
chattering and my temperature at its highest, I saw all my
troubles assume an exaggerated form, and failure seemed
inevitable. The more I ransacked my brain the more hopeless seemed our position, until, when I was almost in despair,
an expedient suddenly flashed across my mind; an idea
more adapted for romance perhaps than real life, yet not,
1 hoped, impossible to be carried into execution. Four of
my men should go disguised. two as traders and two as
beggars, into the Takla* fort, and purchase food from my
enemles. We remaining in camp would, in the meantime,
keep well hidden until they returned. I spoke to my
followers, and after some easily concei\lable reluctance, four
Shokas llndertook to perform the daring duty. Discovery
would mean to them the loss of their heads, probably preceded by cruel tortures of all kinds ; so, though they
eventually betrayed me, I cannot help giving them credit
for the pluck and fidelity they displayed in the present
emergency.
During the night my men were extremely good to me.
We did not sleep for fear of being surprised by the Tibetan
soldiers, and we passed hour after hour listening to Shoka
stories of brigands and Tlbetan tortures, terrible enough
not only to keep us awake, but to make every hair on our
heads stand on end. Early in the morning, when it grew
light, we gathered a quantity of nettles, which were to be
found in profusion at this camp, and having boiled them in
different fashions, we made of them a hearty if not an
appetising meal. They did not seem very ~lnpalatableat
the time, only it was unfortunate that we had no more salt.,
for that would have added to the digestibility of our prickly
diet. Ff'e supplied the deficiency by mixing with them a
double quantity of pepper, and it was a relief to know that.,
while nettles existed near our camp, we should at least nat
dle of starvation.
Takla-kharor Taklakot = Tukln fort.

CHAPTER X X X V
All that remained of my men's provisions-The plan to enter
the fort-Appearance of y a k s A band of brigands-Erecting
fortifications-Changes in the temperature-Soldiers in search
of us !

THEfood supply for my men was now reduced in all to
four pounds of flour, two pounds of rice, and two pouncls
of safo. This we gave to the four men who were to
attempt to enter Taklakot, for their road would be long and
fatiguing. For us, there were plenty of nettles to fall back
upon.
I carefully instructed the four Shokas how to enter the
Tibetan fort one by one in their disguises, and purchase, in
small quantities at a time, the provisions we required. \'hen
a sufficient amount was obtained to make a load, a man
should immediately start towards our camp, and the others
were to follow separately for a few marches, when at a given
spot, they would all four meet again and return to us. It
was exciting work to prepare the different disguises and
arrange for everything, and at last, after repeated good-byes
and words of encouragement, the four messengers left on
their perilous errand. All seemed very quiet round us, s o
quiet that I unburied my sextant and artificial horizon, and
was taking observations for longitude as well as for latitude
(by double altitudes, as the angle was too great to be
measured at noon), when, to our dismay, a herd consisting
of over a hundred yaks appeared on the pass, North of our
camp, and slowly advanced to\vards us. \Yere we discovered ?
Were the Tarjum's Inen coming, preceded by their animals ?
No time was to be lost; instruments and blankets \\-ere
quickly cleared away and hidden, and then, crawling up
towarcls the animals, who had stopped on perceiving us, we
threw stones at them in order to clri~ethem down the next
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creek. As luck \vould have it, \ve \\.ere just in time to d o
this, for from our hiding-place on the summit of the pass
we could see, on the other side, a number of Tibetans
following the yaks we had driven away. They passed only
a couple of hundred yards beloiv us, evidently quite 111.1conscious of our presence. They were singing, and
apparently looking for sornebocly's tracks, for they often
stooped to examine the ground. Later in the afternoon
I went to reconnoitre down the Gyanema road, and in
the hope of watching, unseen, the Tibetans \vho passed
on their way to and from Taklakot. I saw no soldiers,
but a strong band of Jogpas (brigands), driving before them
thousands of sheep and yaks, was an interesting sight.
They all rode ponies, and seemed to obey their leader very
smartly, when in a hoarse voice, and never ceasing to turn his
prayer-whcel, he muttered orders. They \vent briskly along
in fine style, women as well as men riding their ponies
astride. The men had matchlocks and s~vords,and each
pony carried, besides its rider, bags of food slung behind
the saddle. I watched the long procession from behind
some rocks, and felt someivhat relieved when the last
horsemen, who passed only some tiventy yards from me,
rode away with the rest of the caravan. 1 retraced my steps,
and judging that this camp was not quite so safe as I had at
first supposed, I proceedetl, with the aid of my men, to
erect a rough entrenchment and wall round our platform,
along the rock undcr which we lived. These bulwarks
answered the double purpose of sheltering us from the
sight of the Tibetans and of acting as fortifications in case
of a night attack. All our things were buried a little way
above our camp.
Another long dreary day had elapsed. We had used our
last grain of salt ; and yet another day on nettles alone ;
and a third day and a fourth, on the same diet ! How
sick we got of nettles ! The days seemed endless as,
lying flat on a peak above our camp, I remained hour
after hour scanning with my telescope the long plateau
above the Gakkon River in search of our returning messengers. Every time I perceived men in the distance my
heart leaped, but on focussing them with my glass they
turned out to be Jogpas (bandits), or Dogpas (nomad tribes
of smugglers), or travelling Humlis or Jumlis, on their way
to Gyanelna and Gartok. And how many times did \ve
not listen and then anxiously peep through the fissures in
our fortifications when some unusual noise struck our ears !
As time went on, and they did n ~ put
t in an appearance, we

BEHIND OUR BULWARKS
began to entertain doubts as to their safety, or would they
betray us and never return ? Or, as was more likely, had
they been caught by the ong Pen (the master of the fort),
and been imprisoned an tortured ?
My bearer, who was somewhat of a bola vizfatit,declined
to eat any more food, as he said it was better not to eat
at all than to eat the same thing constantly. He swore he
could fast for ten days, and Ile made up for want of food
by sleeping.
My fortified abode was comfortable enough during the
morning, when the sun shone on it, though often it got so
warm that we had to abandon it in the middle of the day,
when the thermometer registered as much as 120°, 122') and
even 124'. From I P.M. till 10 at night a bitter wind blew
from the S.E., and seemed to get right into our bones ; so
cold was it that the temperature suddenly dropped d o ~ v nto
60") and even lower, the moment the sun disappeared
behind the mountains, and continued to fall as low as 40°,
34' and 32' ; the minimum during the night. One night
we had a terrible gale and a snoivstorm. Such was the
force of the wind, that our wall was blown down upon us
as we slept in its shelter, and the hours we had dedicated
to rest had to be spent in repairing the damage done.
On the follo\ving morning we were gathering nettles for
our meal, when we heard the distant tinkling of fast
approaching horse-bells. We quickly put out the fires, hid
our things, and hastened behind our entrenchment. I seized
my rifle ; Chandcn Sing loaded the Martini. A Shoka, who
was too far off to reach our fortified abode in time, screened
himself behind some rocks. In the nick of time ! Half-adozen sepoys with nlatchlocks, to which were attached red
flags, slung over their shoulders, were cantering gaily up the
hillside only a few yards in front of us. They were
undoubtedly searching for me, judging by the way they
looked in every direction, but fortunately they never turned
towards the castle walls that concealed us. They were
expecting, I presumed, to see a large European tent in one
of the valleys, and never even dreamt that we should be
where we were. We covered them well with our rifles,
but we had no occasion to fire. They rode on, and the
sound of their horse-bells grew fainter and fainter as they
disappeared behind the pass. T o be sure, these horsemen
could only be soldiers despatched by the Tarjum to guard
this track. They were now probably on their way back to
him, satisfied that the sahib was not to be found in that
part of the country.
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CHAPTER XXXVI
" Terror Camp "-Two more messengers leave camp-A tribe
of Dogpas-A strange sahib-Our messengers return from
Taklakot-The account and adventures of their mission-In
great distress-Two fakirs who suffered through me-Five
hundred rupees offered for my head-The Shokas want to
abandon me-A plot-How it failed.
WE named this spot "Terror Camp," for many and horrible
were the experiences that befell us here. Another weary
day dragged slowly to its close, and there was still no sign
of the messengers' return. Two men volunteered to go
into Kardam, a settlement some miles off, and try to obtain
food from the Tibetans. One of them had a friend at this
place, and he thought he could get from him sufficient
provisions to enable us to go on a few days longer.
They started, disguised as pilgrims, a disguise not
difficult to assume, for their clothes were falling to pieces
owing to the rough marching we had done of late. They
were away the whole day, and only returned late at night,
having an amusing tale to tell. Meeting a tribe of Dogpas,
they had boldly entered their camp, asking to purchase food.
Unfortunately the Dogpas had not sufficient for themselves,
and could not spare any. Incidentally my men were
informed that Latido Pletibi-the name the Tibetans had
given me-had taken a large army of men into Tibet, ancl
that great excitement prevailed at Taklakot as well as at
other places, owitlg to the fact that the sahib had the
extraordinary power of making himself invisible when the
Tibetan soldiers were in his vicinity. He had been
reported as having been seen in many places in Tibet :
soldiers had been clespatched in all directions to capture
him. His tracks had several times been discovered and
followed, and yet he could never be found. hlessengers

PAINFUL UNCERTAINTY
had been hastily sent out from Taklakot to Lhassa (sixteen days' journey), and to Gartok, a great bazaar in West
Tibet, asking for soldiers to assist in the capture of this
strange invader, who \\-as also said to have the power of
walking on the water when crossing the rivers, and of flying
over mountains when he chose. When I recalled our
struggles and sufferings in climbing over the mountains,
and in crossing the streams on our journey, this account
of myself given by the Tibetans, and now repeated to
me, struck me as almost cruelly ironical. Anyhow, I
was pleased that the Tibetans credited me with such
supernatural powers, for it could hardly fail to be an
advantage in keeping them from getting to too close
quarters with us.
Three more days had to be spent in a state of painful
uncertainty and anxiety regarding the fate of our messengers
to Taklakot. On the night of the 3rd we had retired to
our fortress in despair, fearing that they had been captured
and probably beheaded. It was 10 P.M., and we were worn
out and ready to turn i n ; our fire down below at the
bottom of the creek was slowly dying out, and nature
around us was still and silent, when I suddenly heard sounds
of approaching steps. We listened, peeping through the
fissures in our wall. \:ere
these Tibetans trying to surprise us in our sleep, or could they be our men returning at
last ?
We closely watched the gorge from which the sounds
came, faint sounds of voices and of footsteps. Silent as
we were, there were not wanting signs of the nervous
excitement of my men. At last four staggering figures
crawled cautiously into camp, and we could not even then
discern in the dim light whether these were our messengers
or not.
" Krrarr hai !"("Who is there ? ") 1 shouted.
" Dola ! " replied a voice, and instantly we gave them a
joyful and hearty greeting. But our happiness \vas not to
last long. The men did not respond. They seemed quite
exhausted, and apparently terrified. I asked them to
explain the cause of their distress, but, sobbing and embracing my feet, they showed great clisinclination to tell me.
Grave, indeed, \vas the news they brought, presaging much
trouble in store.
" Your cia!.s are numbered, sahib," at last cried Dola.
" It is inlpossible for you to get out of this country alive
. . . they \vill kill you, and the Jong I'en of 7'akl:tkot says
that he must have your hrad at all costs."
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"Do not look so far ahead, Dola," I replied, trying to
calm him, "but tell me first how you reached Taklakot."
"Oh, sahib, we followed your plan. \Ye suffered much
on the road, as the marches were long and severe, and we
had very little food. We walked day and night for t ~ v odays,
keeping away from the track, and hiding whenever we
saw any one. When we got near the Tibetan fort, we saw
at the foot of the hill a few tents of the Tinker and Chongur
Shokas from Nepal. None of the Biassi or Chaudassi
Shokas had been allowed to enter Tibet owing to the Jong
Pen's anger with them regarding his claims for land
revenue. There was a guard day and night at the river, and
a sharp look-out was kept to stop and arrest anybody entering the country. Two fakirs, who were on a pilgri~ilage
to the sacred hIansarowar, unaware of the danger, had
crossed over the Lippu Pass, and had proceeded down to
Taklakot, where they were immediately seized and accused
of being you, sahib, in disguise. As. the Tibetans were not
quite certain as to which of the t\vo was the real sahib, they
severely punished both, beating them alrnost to death.
LVhat became of them afterwards we were unable to learn.
Anyhow, the Tibetans subsequently found out that you had
entered Tibet by another pass, and soldiers have been sent
in every direction to look for you.
" S o sooner did we appear at Taklakot," sobbed Dola,
" than we were pounced upon, knocked about, and arrested.
They cross-examined us closely. We professed to be Johari
traders, who had run short of food, and had made for
Taklakot to buy provisions. They beat us and treated us
badly, until your friend Zeniram, the head village man of
Chongur (in Nepal), came to our rescue and gave thirty
rupees surety for us. We were then allowed to remain in
his tent, guarded by Tibetan soldiers. \Ye secretly purchased from him and packed the provisions, and at night
Zeniram succeeded in decoying the soldiers that were
guarding us into his tent, and gave them clriikti to drink
until they became intoxicated. One by one we four succeeded in escaping with our loads. For three nights we
marched steadily back, concealing ourselves during the day
for the sake of safety. Now we have returned to you, sahib."
Dola paused for a minute or two.
"Sahib," he continued, "we were told in Taklakot that
over a thousand soldiers are searching for you everywhere,
and more are expected from Lhassa and Sigatz,* whither

* Sigatz, usually called '' Shigatze " by English people.
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the Jong Pen has hastily sent messengers. They fear you,
sahib, but they have orders from Lhassa to capture you at
all costs. They say that you can make yourself invisible
when you like, and exorcisms are made and prayers offered
daily, so that in future you may be seen and arrested.
Once caught, they will have no pity on you, and you will be
beheaded, for the Jong Pen is angry with you owing to the
defiant messages you sent him from Garbyang. He has
given orders to the soldiers to bring you back dead or alive,
and whoever brings your head will receive a reward of 500
rupees."
" I had no idea that my head was so valuable," I could
not help exclaiming. " I shall take great care of it in the
future."
...-.
As a matter of fact 500 rupees in Tibet represents a fortune,
and the man possessi~lgit is a very rich man.
But my. men were not in a laughing mood and they
looked upon the whole affair as very serious.
1 gave a handsome backshish to the four men who had
brought the provisions, but that did not prevent all the
Shokas declaring that the danger was so great that they
must leave me there and then. Appeals are useless on such
occasions, and so I simply stated that I should shoot any
man attempting to leave camp. Having now provisions for
ten days, I informed them that we must at once push on.
Sulky and grumbling they left our fortified corner
and went below to the creek. They said they preferred
sleeping down there. I suspected them, however, and
I sat up watching them and listening instead of sleeping.
My bearer rolled himself up in his blanket and, as usual,
was soon asleep. The Shokas lighted a fire, sat round it,
and with their heads close together, held an excited council
in semi-whispers. In the heated discussion some spoke
louder than they imagined, and the night being particularly
still and the place well adapted for carrying sound, I overheard words which put me on the alert, for 1 soon convinced
myself that they were arranging to sell my head . . yes
. . . and to divide the money.
The men got closer together, and spoke so faintly, that I
could hear no more. Then they each in turn placed one
hand above the other along a stick, until the end of it was
reached ; each man then passed it to his neighbour, who went
through the same form ; a complicated manner of drawing
lots, common among the Shokas. Eventually the man
selected by fate drew from a load a large Gourkha kukri,
and removed its scabbard. A strange, almost fantastic
-

.
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impresssion remains on my mind of the moment when the
men, with their faces lighted by the small flame of the
flickering fire, all looked up towards my eyrie. The
culminating point of their treachery had come, and their
countenances seemed ghastly and distorted, as seen from
the fissure in the wall behind which I knelt. They
listened to hear if we were asleep. Then all but onerollecl themselves in their blankets, completely covering their heads and bodies. The one figure 1 could
now see sat up by the fire for some time, as if absorbed
in thought. Every now and then he turned his head up
towards my fortress, and listened. At last he got up, and
with his feet smothered the fire. It was a lovely night, and
as soon as the reddish flame was put out the stars shone
again like diamonds in the small patch of deep blue sky
visible above my head.
1 rested the barrel of my rifle on the wall, my eyes being
fixed on the black figure down below. I watchecl as,
stooping low, it crawled step by step the few yards up to
my abode, pausing to listen each time that a rolling stone
causecl a noise. It was now only two or three yards
away, and seemed to hesitate. Drawing back, and ready
to spring up, I kept my eyes fixed on the top of the wall.
I waited some time, but the man was in n o hurry, and I
grew impatient.
I slo\vly got up, rifle in hand, ancl as I raised my head
above the wall I found myself face to face with the man
on the other side. I lost no time in placing the muzzle of
my RIannlicher close to his face, and the perplexed Shoka,
dropping his kirkri, \vent down on his knees to iinplore my
pardon. After giving him a good pounding ~viththe butt
of my rifle, I sent him about his business. The man lackecl
the qualities of a murderer, but 1 felt I had better see that
no other disturbance took place during the night. It is
true that two men attempted to crawl out of camp and
desert, but I discovered this and stopped them in time.
At last the sun rose, and the night ended \vith all its
troubles and anxieties.

CHAPTER XXXVII
A Tibetan guard's encampment-Nattoo volunteers to be a
guide-Treachery and punishment of the Shokas-All ways
forward barred to me-Evading the soldiers by another
perilous march at night-Mansing again lost-A marvellous
phenomenon-Sufferings of my men-Severe cold.

ON my last scouting journey up the hill above the camp, I
had espied, by the aid of my telescope, the encampment of
a guard of Tibetans, about three miles north of us, and I
informed my followers of this fact.
In the morning, when we again dug up the main part of
our baggage and made ready to start, one of the men, the
Kutial Nattoo, came forward and professed to be able to
guide us directly to the i\.lansaro\var Lake. He seemed very
anxious to undertake this task, saying that there would be
no chance of detection by the route he knew, and consequently we might march during the daytirne.
\Ye started up the creek, led by this man, and I was
astonished at the willingness with which the Shokas
agreed to proceed. 111 a little time I felt convinced that
he was deliberately taking u s to the spot I most wished to
avoid. On my remonstrating and stopping further progress
in that direction, the Shokas niuti~iiedand, depositing their
loacls, triecl to escape, but my bearer quickly barretl their
way ahead in the narrow creek and I prevented their escape
from the oppobite side, so they had to surrender. Painful
as it was to me, I h;td to scvcrely punish then1 ;ill, and while
I took care. that no one should bolt, Chanden Sing took
special pleasure in knocking them about until they were
brought h;tck to their senses. On being closely crossesaminetl, they openly confe>sed that they hacl macle a plot
to hand me over to the Tibetan guarcl, in order to escape
the horrors of torture by the Tibetans. This Ixst act of
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treachery, coming after what had happened during the night,
and from the very men whom 1 had just been more than
lenient towards, was too much for me, and I used a stick,
which Chanden Sing handed me, very freely on their backs
and legs, Nattoo the Kutial receiving the largest share of
blows, because he was undoubtedly the head of the conspiracy.
On climbing to a point of vantage, I now further discovered
that, besides the guard we had to the north of us, both east
and west our way was barred by Tibetan soldiers, and
although it was not possible to get on during the day
without being seen, I absolutely refused to go back south.
I held a palaver with my men, who were apparently resigned,
and they agreed to accompany me as far as the Maium Pass
(on the road to Lhassa), which we reckoned to be some
fifteen or eighteen marches. They further agreed to
endeavour to obtain yaks and food for me, and I was then
to dismiss them. From the summit of the hill 1 had
climbed, I had taken careful bearings, and when night came,
aided by my luminous compass, 1 led my men high up
along the mountain range at an average elevation of 1500
feet above the Gyanema-Taklakot track.
The night was dark and stormy, and we encountered
much difliculty in our journey forward owing to the slippery ground, alternated with the ever troublesome loose
dCbris and shifting rocks. We could not see far ahead,
and though we well knew fro111 the angle of the slope
that we were travelling along a precipice, we could not
distinguish anything under us except a peculiarly luminous
streak far, far down below-undoubtedly the river.
I could not explain this luminosity of the water, which
did not seem to come from reflection of the light of stars
or the moon, because the sky was very cloudy at the time.
hloreover, the river had a curious greenish tint quite
peculiar to itself, and closely resembling the light produced
by an electric spark. In the more dangerous spots we
had to proceed for long distances on all-fours, and even
then we felt hardly safe, for we could hear the rattling of
the stones rolling down the steep slope, and by this sound
we could judge that we were proceeding over a precipice of
extraordinary height. So difficult and painful was the
walking, that it took us four hours to go about three miles ;
and we felt so e-xhausted, that from time to time we had to
lie down and rest, shivering with cold, and our ha:lds
bleeding from cuts caused by the sharp stones. I mustered
my men. Poor Mansing the leper was missing. When
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we last saw him he was moaning under his load, and
he constantly stumbled and fell. Two men were sent
in search, but after an hour's absence they failed to
discover him. The faithful Chanden Sing and the Shoka
Dola were then despatched, as I would not abandon the
poor wretch if by any means he could be saved. After
another hour of anxiety, the two returned, bringing the
unfortunate coolie with them. The poor fellow's hands
and feet were badly cut, and the pain in the latter was so
great that he could not stand erect. He had fallen fainting from exhaustion, and it was by a mere stroke of luck
that in the darkness Chanden Sing stumbled against his
senseless body. Apart from his life, his loss would have
been a very serious matter for me, as he carried my bedding
and photographic cameras.
Sleet and rain commenced to fall, and the cold was
intense. We continued to climb steadily, Chanden Sing and
I helping the poor leper along. The march soon became
less difficult, as we were following a depression formed
by the action of melting snows, and were sheltered from
the piercing wind which had been hitherto driving the sleet
hard into our faces. We slowly covered some three miles
more, and during that time the storm passed away, leaving
the atmosphere beautifully clear. When we reached the
pass (over 17,000 feet), a curious optical phenomenon astonished us all. The larger stars and planets, of a dazzling
brilliancy such as I had never in my life seen before,
seemed to swing to and fro in the sky with rapid and
sudden jerks, describing short arcs of a circle, and returning each time to their normal position. The effect was
so weird, that the first thing that struck me was that something had gone wrong with my vision, but my companions saw the same phenomenon : another curious
thing was that the stars nearer the horizon disappeared
and reappeared behind the mountain range. The oscillations of the heavenly bodies nearer the horizon were
less rapid, but the angle of the arc described measured
almost double that traced by the stars directly above our
heads. The oscillations of these, however, were very
much more rapid, especially at certain moments, when
the star itself could no more be discerned, and a continuous
line of light appeared on the deep blue background of the
sky. This strange optical illusion, which began soon after
the storm had entirely cleared away, lasted some time ;
then the vibrations gradually became less violent, and stars
and planets eventually resumed their normal steadiness,
0
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and shone with great brilliancy and beauty. We crossed
the pass, and halted directly on the northern side of it,
for my men's feet were in such a condition that they
could bear the pain no longer. The minimum temperature
was but 12', and as we had no tent there was only a
blanket between us and heaven. When we woke in the
morning, we found the thermometer had risen to 30°,
but we were enveloped in a thick mist which chilled us t o
our very marrow. I had icicles hanging down my moustache, eyelashes and hair, and my cheeks and nose were
covered with a thin layer of ice caused by the respiration
settling and congealing on my face.

C H A P T E R XXXVIII
Night marching-The Lafan and Mafan Lakes-Tize, the
hermit Lama-More
sacred Kelas-Rhubarb-Butterflies-A
Dacoits-Surrounded by them-Routed.

DURING
our night marches, up and down mountain ranges
of considerable height, we naturally had adventures and
escapes far too numerous to relate here in exact detail, and I
shall not give a full description of each march on account
of the unavoidable monotony of such a narrative. In constant storms of grit and snow we crossed range after range,
travelling during the night and hiding by day, camping at
very great altitudes and undergoing considerable privations.
I steered my men towards the Rakstal* Lake, and one day,
having risen to 17,550 feet, we obtained a magnificent view
of the two great sheets of water, the Lafancho and Mafancho, or Rakstal and Mansarowar Lakes, by which latter
names they are more commonly known to non-Tibetans.
T o the N. of the lakes stood the magnificent Tize, the
sacred Kelas mountain, overtopping by some two thousand
feet all the other snowy peaks of the Gangri chain, which
extended roughly from N.W. to S.E. From this spot we
could see more distinctly than from Lama Chokden the
band round the base of the mountain, which, according to
legend, was formed by the rope of the Rakas (devil) trying
to tear down this throne of the gods.
Tize, the great sacred peak, is of fascinating interest, owing
to its peculiar shape. It resembles, as I have said, the giant
roof of a temple, but to my mind it lacks the gracefulness of
sweeping curves such as are found in Fujiama of Japan, the
most artistically beautiful mountain I have ever seen. Tize
is angular, uncomfortably angular, if I may be allowed the
expression, and although its height, the vivid colour of its
Rakastal-Devil's

Lake, also very frequently pronounced Rakstal.
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base, and the masses of snow that cover its slopes, give
it a peculiar attraction, it nevertheless struck me as being
intensely unpicturesque, at least from the point from which
I saw it, and from which the whole of it was visible.
When clouds were round it, toning down and modifying its
shape, Tize appeared at its best from the painter's point
of view. Under these conditions, I have thought it very
beautiful, especially at sunrise, with one side tinted red and
yellow, and its rocky mass standing majestic against a background of shiny gold. With my telescope I could plainly

OUR PIRST VIEW OF RAKASTAL

distinguish, especially on the E. side, the defile along which
the worshippers make the circuit at the base of the mountain, though I was told that some pilgrims actually march
round it on the snowy ledge directly over the base, and just
above the darker band of rock described before. On the S.W.
side can be seen, on the top of a lower peak, a gigantic Obo.
The peregrination round Tize usually takes three days,
though some accomplish it in two days, and under favourable circumstances it has even been done in one day. It is
usual for the pilgrims to say certain prayers and make
sacrifices as they proceed, and the more fanatical perform
the journey serpentwise, lying flat on the ground ; others,
again, do it on their hands and knees, and others walking
backwards.

BUTTERFLIES AT ~ g , o o o FEET
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Tize, or Kelas, has an elevation of 21,830 feet, and Nandiphu, W. of it, 1 9 , ~ feet,
o while N.W. of the sacred mountain
are visible other summits 20,460 feet, 19,970 feet, and
20,280 feet. Animal life seemed to abound, for while I
was sketching the panorama before me, a snow leopard
bounded gracefully past us. I had a shot or two at tlra,;
and we saw any number of kiatig. We found rhubarb,
which seemed to be thriving, at so high an elevation
as 17,000 feet, and quantities of yellow flowers in the same
locality and at the same elevation ; and at 19,000 feet I
netted two couples of small white and black butterflies.
They seemed to have great difficulty in flying, and hardly
rose more than two or three inches off the ground, flapping
their wings irregularly ; they seldom flew more than a few
feet, and then remained motionless for long periods before
they, attempted to fly again. I had come across the same
kind of butterfly at lower altitudes, 18,600 feet and 17,000
feet, and I invariably found them in couples.
On nearing the lakes, the atmosphere seemed saturated
with moisture, for no sooner had the sun gone down than
there was a heavy dew, which soaked our blankets and
clothes. We were at 16,550 feet in a narrow marshy creek
in which we had descended iz fiic from the last mountain
range. From the summit of the range we had seen many
columns of smoke rising from the neighbourhood of the
Rakas Lake, and we judged that again we must proceed
with great caution.
We cooked our food, and in the middle of the night, for
greater safety, we shifted our camp on the summit of the
plateau in a North-Easterly direction, and continued our
journey in the morning, high above the magnificent blue
sheet of the Devil's Lake with its pretty islands.
"Sahib, do you see that island ? " exclaimed the Kutial,
pointing at a barren rock that emerged from the lake. " On
it," he continued, "lives a hermit Lama, a saintly man. He
has been there alone for many years, and he is held in
great veneration by the Tibetans. He exists almost entirely
on fish, and occasional swan's eggs, and only in winter,
when the lake is frozen, is communication established with
the shore, and supplies of tsartrbn are brought to him, for
they have no boats in Rakastal, nor any way of constructing
rafts, owing to the absence of wood. The hermit sleeps
in a cave, but generally comes out in the open to pray to
Buddha." During the following night, when everything
was still, a slight breeze blowing from the North brought
to us, faint and indistinct, the broken howls of the hermit.

P
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What is that ? " I asked of the Shokas.
Every night he climbs
to the summit of the rock, and from there addresses his
prayers to Buddha the Great."
" How is he clothed ? " I inquired.
" In skins."
Late in the afternoon we had an amusing incident. M7e
"

" It is the hermit speaking to God.

RAKASTAL A N D

came to a creek in which were a number of rnen and women,
hundreds of yaks and sheep, and some thirty ponies.
The Shokas became alarmed, and immediately pronounced
the folks to be brigands. I maintained that they were not,
and as Kachi expounded the theory that the only way to
distinguish Dakus from honest beings was to hear them talk
(the Dakus he declared usually shout at the top of their
voices when conversing, and use language far from select,
while well-to-do Tibetans speak gently and with refinement),

M O R E BRIGANDS
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I thought the only thing to do was to go and address
the people, when by the tone of voice we snould find out
what they were. This, however, did not suit my Shokas,
and we were placed in rather a curious position, for to
proceed we must either pass by the Tibetan encampment,
or we must march southwards round a mountain, which
would involve considerable trouble, fatigue, and waste of

HANSAROWAR L.\KES

time. We waited till night came, watching, unseen, the
Tibetans below us. As is customary with them, they retired
at sundown to their tents. Leaving my men behind, I
crawled into their camp during the night and peeped into
one of the tents. The men were squatting on the ground,
round a fire in the centre, upon which steamed two vessels
with stewin tea. One old man, with strongly-marked
Mongolian features, accentuated by the heavy shadows
which were cast by the light of the fire above his angular
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cheek-bones and prominent and wrinkled brow, was busily
revolving his prayer-wheel from left to right, repeating in a
mechanical way the usual Ofrznc rnairi padme hun, words
which come from the Sanscrit, and refer to the reincarnation
of Buddha from a lotus flower, meaning literally, " 0 God,
the gem emerging from a lotus flower." Two o r three
other men, whose faces I could not well see, as they were
stooping very low, were busy counting money and examining
several articles of Indian manufacture, which undoubtedly
had been seized from Shokas. It was fortunate that they
had no dogs in this camp, for I, having discovered our
best way to pass them unperceived, went back to my men
and led them, in the middle of the night, through the camp
itself. We proceeded for a mile or so beyond the encampment, and having selected a well-sheltered spot where we
could rest without rear of discovery, we laid down our loads
and tried to get a few hours' sleep. Waking at sunrise we
were startled to find ourselves surrounded by a band of
dacoits. They were our friends of the previous night,
who, havlng followed our tracks, and mistaking us for
Shoka traders, had now come for a little festive looting.
On drawing near they were given a somewhat warm
reception, and their instant retreat was more speedy than
dignified.

I

C H A P T E R XXXIX
Spied and followed by robbers-Jogpas' hospitality-HaresTibetan charms resisted-Attempt to snatch Chanden Sing's
rifle out of his hands-The ridge between Rakas and Mansarowar Lakes.

WE wended our way along a narrow valley towards the
shore of the Devil's Lake, halting to cook our food about
half a mile from the water's edge, and I took this opportunity to make observations for longitude. Also altitude
with hypsornetrical apparatus. Water boiled at 185" with
temperature of atmosphere at 64".
I had just repacked my instruments, and was lying flat in
the sun, some distance away from my men, when I thought
I saw something move. Jumping up, I beheld a stalwart
Tibetan stealing along the ground only a few yards
away from me, with the object no doubt of taking
possession of my rifle before I had time to discover
him. Unfortunately for him, he was not quick enough,
and all that he gained for his attempt was a good
pounding with the butt of my Mannlicher. He was one
of the Dakus we had seen in the morning, and no doubt
they had followed and spied upon us all along. Having got
over his first surprise, the dacoit, with an amusing air of
assumed innocence, requested us to go and spend the
night in his tent with him and his mates. They would
treat us right royally, he said. Being, however, well
acquainted with the hospitality of dacoits, we declined the
invitation. The brigand went away somewhat shaken and
disappointed, and we continued our journey along the wateredge of the Devil's Lake (Rakas-tal), where hundreds of
hares sprang from under our feet, several of which I killed
with my rifle, using bullet cartridges. There were signs
all along that at some previous epoch the level of
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the lake must have been much higher than it is at
present.
Marching during the day we encountered inany Tibetans,
some of whom were Dogpas, others Jogpas. When they saw
us approaching they generally bolted, driving their sheep
or yaks in front of them. Nevertheless, we came upon two
Tibetan women, very dirty, and their faces smeared with
black ointment to prevent the skin from cracking in the
high wind. They were dressed in long sheepskin garments,
worn out and filthy, and their coiff'ures were so unwashed
that they emitted a sickening odour. I ordered them not
to come too near us, for although these females had
no claims whatever to beauty-and, as far as I could see
they possessed no other charm-one being old and toothless, the other with a skin like a lizard, they actually tried
to decoy us to their tents, possibly with the object of
getting us robbed by their men. My men seemed little
attracted by the comical speeches and gestures with which
they sought to beguile us, and I pushed on so as to be rid
of this uncanny pack as soon as possible.
Four Tibetans, who attempted to snatch Chanden Sing's
rifle out of his hand, received from him a battering that
they were unlikely soon to forget, and after this we were
fortu~~ately
left alone for the remainder of the day. In
the evening, Chanden Sing fired at a black wolf which
came close to camp, and I discovered, about one hundred
feet above lake-level, imbedded in the mountain side, a
stratum of gigantic fossils, which, owing to their size and
weight, I regretted to be unable to dig out and carry
away.
Peeling almost certain that we were being spied upon all
the time by the numerous Jogpas we had met, we attempted
to dodge them by pretending to encamp before sunset.
However, we only lighted a hne fire, and then after dark
escaped, walking and stumbling for several miles, until we
found a spot high on the hillside where we considered ourselves safe. Snow fell heavily during the night, and, as
usual, we woke up with icicles hanging from our moustaches, eyelashes and hair, notwithstanding which we really
were quite happy and well.
It was my good fortune to make quite sure from many
points that, as can be seen from the illustration reproduced
in these pages, the ridge between the Rakas and Mapsarowar
Lakes is continuous, and no communication between the
two lakes exists. With the exception of a small depression
about half-way across, the ridge has an average height of
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1000feet all along, a fact which ought in itself to dispose of
the theory that the two lakes are one. I also further
ascertained from the
natives that there is n o

communication whatever between them,
though the depresion
i n the ridge makes it
prohahle that at a very
reniote period sonle
connection existed. T h e
lowest point in t h ~ sclepression is over 300 feet
p hove the levcl of the
lake.
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CHAPTER XL
More robbers-The friends of Tibetan authorities-A snapshot-A meek lot-Prepossessing female and her curious ways.
-The purchase of two yaks.
JUST before leaving the shores of the Rakstal I had a great
slice of luck. It happened thus. We had been detected
by another band of dacoits who were trying their hardest
to overtake us. I had been spying them with my telescope as they rode in our direction. They were driving
some twenty yaks in front of them at an unusually fast
pace. The dacoits rode ponies. \Ye were about a mile
and a half ahead of them now, and close to the edge of
the Devil's Lake. \Ye saw them coming down the hillside
at a breakneck speed straight in our direction. I t was
evident that they were after us. hly men became terrorstricken when I gave the order to halt.
The band of dacoits approached and left the yaks ir.
charge of two women. When they galloped in a line
towards us, my men, with the exception of Chanden Sing,
and hIansing, were paralysed with fright.
They were now a hundred yards off. With loaded rifle
in one hand, and my camera in the other, I advanced t o
meet them, knowing that, with their old-fashioned matchr
locks, it takes them a considerable time to light the fuse and
fire a shot. Moreover, it is almost an impossibility for
them to fire on horseback, their weapons b e ~ n gheavy a n d
cumbersome.
I focussed them in my twin lens photographic apparatus,
and waited till I had them well in the field. I snapped the
shot when they were only thirty yards away, vaulting over
their ponies in the act of dismounting. The camera, having
done its work, was quickly deposited on the ground, and the
rifle shouldered. I shouted to them to put down their
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weapons, and to give force to my request I aimed at them
with my Mannlicher.
A meeker lot of brigands I do not believe could be
found, though people of that kind are often brave when
it is easy for them to be courageous. Their matchlocks were unslung from their shoulders with remarkable quickness and flung to the ground, and their
jewelled swords were laid by the side of their firearms.
They went down on their knees, and taking off their
caps with both hands, put out their tongues in sign of
salute and submission, and I could not help taking another
snap-shot at them in that attitude, which was comical, to
say the least of it.
My bearer, who had been left to look after the baggage,
had placed Mansing in charge, and was now by my side
with the Martini-Henry, when one of the women, riding
astride, arrived on the scene. She was evidently furious at
the cowardice of her men, and I liked her for that. She
jumped off her steed, ejaculated words at the top of her
voice, shaking her fists at the men still kneeling before me,
and at last, foaming with rage, spat on them. While thus
haranguing the band of highwaymen, she had an annoying
way of pointing at my baggage, but her speech seemed to
have little effect on the submissive crowd.
I, therefore, went up to her, patted her on the back, and
gave her a rupee to hold her tongue. She grabbed the coin
and rubbed it on her skin coat to make the silver shine.
She instantly became calm, and rubbing the coin until it was
quite bright, she raised her fiery eyes, staring into mine, and
pulled out her tongue to express her thanks.
Kachi and Dola, who knew Tibetan well, were now summoned to address the filibusters for me, and these two
Shokas were in such trepidation that they could hardly
walk, much less speak. After a while, however, seeing how
well I had these supposed terrific rangers under control,
they were at last able to translate.
" I want them to sell me some yaks and some ponies,"
I said. " I will pay handsomely for them."
"They say they cannot. The Tarjum will cut their
heads off if he comes to know it. They will only sell one
or two yaks."
How much do they want ? "
" Very good.
" Two hundred silver rupees.
But," added Dola, " sahib,
do not give them more than forty. That is a great deal
more than they are worth. A good yak costs from ten to
sisteen rupees."

A FIERY WOMAN
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After some three or four hours' bargaining, during which
time the bandits descended gradually from two hundred
rupees to forty and I rose from twenty to that figure, we at
last agreed,
a m i d s t the
greatest excitement on both
sides, that their
two best yaks
should become
my property. I
then, becoming
quite friendly,
purchased
pack-saddles
from them, and
sundry other
curiosities.
They gave me
tea even and
fsarnba. The
fiery woman
only had still a
peculiar way of
keeping her
eyes fixed on
my baggage,
and her longing for my property seemed
to increase
when she saw
me paying for
the yaks. If she
kept one eye
on my goods,
I kept both
there ; and I
took good care
that my rifle
PACK-SADDLES YOH Y A K S
was never out
of my hand, and that no one ever came too near me from
behind.
We counted the money down, some fifty rupees, including
all purchases. Each coin was passed round and sounded
by each of our sellers, and when the entire sum was handed
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over the coins were passed back and recounted so that there
should be no mistake. Time in Tibet is not money, and
my readers must not be surprised when I tell them that
counting, recounting and sounding the small amount took
two more hours. The two yaks were eventually handed
over to us. One, a huge long-haired black animal, restless
and po~verful;the other equally black, strong and hairy,
but somewhat gentler.
T o catch them, separate them from the herd, pass ropes
through their respective nostrils, and tie pack-saddles on
their backs, were all operations we as novices had to
master. It was hard work indeed, but we struggled till we
succeeded.
n'hen we parted we were good friends, the bandits
behaving admirably, and I made up my mind that I would
at any time rather trust a bandit in Tibet than an official.

CHAPTER XLI
Tibetan coats, hats, and boots-Why
a Tibetan prefers to leave half the chest and one arm bare-OmamentationsManner and speech-Ignorance
and superstition-Way
of eating-Jogpa
women and childrenHead-dress.

IN a way, 1 was sorry when my interview with the
ogpas came to an end, for, although they were undoubtedly
/I rigands, they were certainly interesting.
Their original
and curious dress and manner of conversation, their
unusual but eminently suitable mode of eating, and
their jovial freedom of demeanour, were really quite
refreshing. Their dress was quite representative of Tibet,
for the men wore a great variety of coats and hats, probably
owing to the facility with which they obtained them, and
no two individuals were dressed alike, though certain
leading characteristics of dress were conserved in each case.
One man wore a gaudy coat trimmed with leopard skin,
another had a long grey woollen robe like a dressing-gown,
taken up at the waist by a kamarband, and a third was
garbed in a loose raiment of sheepskin, with the wool
inside. Yet a fourth was arrayed in a deep red tunic
fastened by a belt of leather with silver ornamentations
inlaid in wrought-iron to hold a needle-case, tinder-pouch
and steel, with a bead hanging from the leather thong, and a
pretty dagger with sheath of ebony, steel, and filigree silver,
besides other articles, such as a bullet-pouch and bag. In
their kamarbands or belts, the Jogpas, in common with the
majority of Tibetan men, wear a s\vord in front, and whether
the coat is long or short, it is invariably loose and made to
bulge at the waist in order that it may contain a store of
eatingand drinking bowls, the "flu-krrs," snuff-box,and sundry
.bags of money, and tstlri~bnand bricks of tea ! It is owing
P
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to this custom that most Tibetan men, when seen at first,
impress one as being very stout, whereas, as a matter of
fact, they are somewhat slight in figure. Tibetans leave one
arm and part of the chest
bare, letting the sleeve
hang loose. The reason
\
for this practice, which
seems to have puzzied
many people, is that in
, i
Tibet the days are very
hot and the nights cold
(the drop in the thermometer in S.W. Tibet being
at times as much as 80"
and even roo0),and as the
Tibetans always sleep in
their clothes, the garments that protect their
bodies from being frozen
at night are found too
heavy and warm in the
I .I
1
hot sun, and therefore this
simple expedient is adop-

,
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MliITE \VOOLI.EN COAT A N D SASHES

ted. When sitting down, both arms are
drawn from the sleeves and the chest
and back are left bare ; but when on
foot, one arm, usually the left, is slipped
in, to prevet~tthe coat and its heavy
contents from falling off.
I have no hesitation in pronouncing
the Tibetan boots, from a practical
point of view of utility, as the best in
the world. Thev have all the advantages
a boot should possess, especially th&e
with flat soles of thick twisted cord.
The upper part, being made of red and green felt, keeps the
foot warm without preventing ventilation, and plenty of
spreading room is left for the toes when walking. The felt
gaiter, reaching to just below the knee, holds the soft sole of
the boot flat under the foot, giving absolutely free action to
the ankle. The most salient and sensible point in the Tibetan

,
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footgear, however, is that the foot, all but the top part, is
encased in the thick sole, thus preventing the jamming of
toes between stones when walking, for instance, on clibris,
and also doing away with the
accum~ilationof snow and mud
between the sole and boot, so
inconvenient in our footgear.
There are many varieties and .
makes of boots in Tibet, but
the principle is always the same.
The boots are always homemade, each individual making
his own, except in large towns,
where footgear can be purchased, and necessarily the
,A,
,
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quality is then not up to the
AT SIGATZ
same high standard. The difference in Tibetan boots is mainly in the quality or texture of
tbe soles ; for instance, the Lhassa boots have finer, softer,
and more elastic soles than those made in Sigatz (usually
written Shigatze), which are quite hard and stiff, and supposed to \\*ear out much sooner than the more pliable ones
of the sacred city. Then there are some with leather soles,
made specially for wet or snowy regions, and these when
greased over are quite waterproof. Two kinds of these are
in use, one with pointed and curled toes for cutting one's
way into the snow, the other of
the usual shape. Men and
women alike wear these boots.
The principal Lamas and officials of Tibet have adopted
the Chinese-pattern boots of
leather, with heavy leather or
, ,.
wooden
soles
and enormous
'..
nails under
them.
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The Tibetans have innumerable varieties of headgear. The
z.most peculiar of all, worn
WOUAN~S BOOT
-T
chiefly by soldiers and dacoits,
IN LIIASSA
is one in the form of a section
of a cone with large rim, made
entirely of twisted cord like that used for the soles of the
boots, and with a hole at the top for ventilation. The
conical part being too small to fit the head, it is held upon
the skull by means of two strings tied under the chin.
There are also conical brown and grey felt ones, not unlike
.
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filters used in chemical laboratories, and these, when
of the better quality, are frequently ornamented with
gold, blue, or red embroidery of Chinese manufacture.
An impressive headgear was worn by the medicine man
attached to the band of robbers I had interviewed. It
resembled at first sight an exaggerated jockey's cap of red
silk, but closer examination showed that it consisted of two
long strips of red silk, well stretched on a
light frame of bamboo, set at an angle of
about go0. This hat was held on the head
by means of a band round the back of the
head, and it projected some fifteen inches
As tvoah:
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over the forehead. In addition to these
there are of course common cloth or f u r
caps with ear-flaps ; and it is not uncommon to see, in Tibet,
soldiers wearing a silk kamarband bound tightly round the
head, turban-fashion, with one end left hanging down over
the ear. The commoner Tibetan, however, is not fond
of covering his head, and though he often has one or more
caps stowed away in the loose folds of his coat, he seldom
wears one on his head under ordinary circumstances. This
does not apply to officials, who are never seen without a
circular cap of Chinese shape, surmounted by a top-knot.
All men, except the Lamas, who shave their heads clean,
wear a pigtail, short and shaggy at times, or long and
ornamented with a piece of cloth, in which it is sewn, and
passed through rings of ivory, bone, glass, metal, or coral.
Ornaments of silver, such as perforated coins, are much
used in adorning the men's pigtaiis, and coral and malachite
ornaments are also colnmon in Tibet for the same purpose, and are much valued by the natives. Men wear,
passed through the lobe of the ear, an earring with malachite
orn~mentations,and often with an additional long pendant.
It is usually of brass or silver, and occasionally of gold.
More common than the solitary earring is the brass o r
silver charm-bos, frequently containing a likeness of
Buddha, which nearly every Tibetan carries slung round
his neck. Tibetans are, as a rule, excessively superstitious
and fond of charms of every sort. Their s~iperstitionsare,
of course, the result of ignorance, and so are most of their
other bad qualities. Except among the higher officials and
the Lamas, education can hardly be said to exist in Tibet,
the population being kept in the most obscure ignorance.
Few can read, and none can write, and the Lamas take very
good care that only those shall learn who are likely to be of
use. Honesty and honour are two qualities almost
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unknown in any class or condition in Tibet, and as for
truthfulness, all travellers in the country can testify to
the practical impossibility of obtaining it from a Tibetan.
Cruelty is innate in them, and vice and crime are everywhere rampant.
That the Jogpas had good digestions was evident from the
way they ate when, having concluded the sale of the yaks,
they squatted down to a hearty meal of tsarrlba, chrrrtl, and
tea. They took from their coats their wooden and metal
trr-krrs, and quickly filled them with fsarrrba ; pouring over
it some steaming tea made as usual with butter and salt
in a churn, they stirred it round and round the bowl with
their dirty fingers until a paste was formed, which they
rolled into a ball and ate, the same operation being
repeated over and over again until their appetite was
satisfied. Each time, before refilling, the bowl was licked
clean by rotating the fill-kt1 round and round the tongue.
Feeling the heat of the sun, after their meal both men
and women removed their garments above the waist,
showing ornaments of gold, silver and copper encircling
their necks.
The women-folk of the dacoits, though far from beautiful,
possessed a certain charm, arising from their curious wildness. Unlike those of the generality of Tibetan women,
their teeth were very good, and their complesion was not
specially dark, the black ointment with which their cheeks,
noses, and foreheads were smeared making them appear
darker than they really were, and being decidedly unbecoming. All of them had regular features, and their eyes
and mouths were full of espression. Their hair had been
plaited into numberless little tresses, brought up and
fastened in a graceful curve over the head, kept firm by a
red turban, which was arranged to show another row of
little tresses on the forehead, the ends being joined in
successio~lto one another. They wore large earrings of
old inlaid with malachite, and were in manner so unafected that they disregarded even the most primitive
conventions.
The children were talkative, and had the bearing of
adults. They wore swords in their belts, c\.en at the early
age of eight or tell years. In a basket that had been
carried by one of the yaks 1 saw an infant only a few
months olcl. 1 caressed it, to the horror of his superstitious mother, who snatched the child away and washed
and rubbed the poor little fellow's face until the skin was sore,
declaring that children die who are touched by stranger3.

f
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The men were just as bad in this, and when I purchased
some rice from them they would not let me handle it till it
had become my property. They objected each time that
I stretched out my arm to touch the bag of rice, and
showed me eventually a handful of rice at a considerable
distance, to let me judge of its quality. I had to purchase only the handful at first. Having assured myself
that it was all right, I then purchased the remainder.

CHAPTER XLII
A Daku's strange ideas-The ridge between the two lakesBlack tents-Confronting the two lakes-A chain of high
peaksGombas--Change in the weather.

WE had marched on the same afternoon about half a
mile in the direction of Mansarowar, when we were overtaken by one of the Dakus, whom we had left a short
time before. H e rode towards us, apparently in a great
state of excitement. Having dismounted, he drew his sword
and began chasing one of my yaks. This seemed so strange
a proceeding that we were at a loss to understand his
intentions, but as he screamed to us that he meant no harm
we let him go on. He eventually overtook one recalcitrant
yak, and, aiter a struggle with the unfortunate beast, he
flung his arms round its neck and rested his head between
its horns. 1 was anything but pleased with these antics,
fearing that this effusion was only a dodge to cut the
beast's throat. Much to my astonishment, I found that
the young Jogpa had seized a tuft of the yak's hair with
his teeth and was trying to tear it off, while thc unfortunate
beast was making desperate efforts to shake off its persecutor. The hair eventually gave way, and with a mouthful of it hanging froni both sides of his tightly closed lips
the Jogpa now let go of the animal's head, and, brandishing
his sword, made a dash for its tail.
I seized the man by his pigtail, while he in his turn clung
t o the tail of the frightened yak, which bolting, dragged us
after it at an unpleasant pace.
The Jogpa, in our mad flight, cut off a long lock of the
yak's silky hair, and having secured this, appeared to
be quite satisfied, let go and sheathed his sword. He concealed the stolen locks in his coat, and then made profound
obeisances to us, putting out his tongue as usual and
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declaring that unless that precaution is taken when parting with a beast, bad luck is sure to come to you. This
closed the incident : the Jogpa rode away perfectly happy,
and we continued our march across the stony plain until
we reached the ridge which extends across it and divides
the two sheets of water. \Ve climbed up to the top, rising
to 161-230feet, and to make certain that the ridge really
extended right across, I made an expedition about half-n-ay
across, finding the northern part somewhat lower than the
southern, still rising severaI hundred feet above the level of

A BLACK Y A K

the lakes. This expedition incurred soille loss of time, and
when night came we were still on the ridge.
From our camping-ground we saw lifteen black tents on
the hillside, and to the E. on the lake shore there was a
large Gomba or Lamasery, with a temple and a number of
mud houses. I estimated the distance between ourselves
and the Gomba at only eight miles, a cheering fact, because
I hoped to get fresh pro\-is~onsthere to enable us to proceed
more rapidly on our journey. We were now quite out of
reach of the Gyatietna sepoys, as well as of the Barca
Tarjum and the Taklakot Jong Pen, and if we could o ~ l l y
obtain a sufticietlt quantity of food during the night, and
proceed by the jungle early the next day, there would be
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little danger of our being overtaken. The Shokas were, of
course, again shaking with fright at the idea of entering a
Tibetan settlement, but I told them very firmly that wemust
reach Tucker Gomba and village that night.
We had below us the two great lakes, and before I
left this magnificent panorama, I could not help taking a
last long look at the marvellous scene. The Devil's Lake,
with its broken, precipitous shores, its rocky islands and
outstretching pen~nsulas,was far more enchanting to me
than the sacred lake at its side, in wl~ich,according to
tradition, dwell Mahadeva (pronounced blahadeve) and all
the other good gods. Although the water is equally blue
and limpid ; although each lake has for background the
same magnificent Gangri chain, Mansaro~var,the creation
of Brahma, from whom it takes its name, is not nearly
so weirdly fascinating as its neighbour. Mansarowar has
no ravines rising precipitously iron1 its waters, in which
their vivid colouring would be reflected as in a mirror ; it is
almost a perfect oval, without indentations. There is a
stony, slanting plain some two miles wide between the
water's edge and the hills surrounding it, except along
the ridge separating it from the Rakstal, where its shore is
slightly more rugged and precipitous.
Directlysouth of the lake is a chain of high peaks covered
with snow, from which .several streams descend. From
where we stood we could see evident signs, as in the case
of the Rakstal, that the level of the lake must at one time
. have been at least thirty feet higher than it is at present, and
the slanting bed of small rounded and smooth stones, which
extends from one-and-a-half to two miles beyond the waterline, is evidence enough that the water must once have
been up to that point ; I believe that it is still gradl~ally
receding.
Round the lake there are several tumbling-down sheds in
charge of Lamas, but only one important Gomba (monastery)
and a temple are to be found-viz., at Tucker village.
I was told that a srllall Gomba and serni in charge of
Lamas stands to the N.W. of the lake, but I cannot vouch
for the accuracy of the statement, as 1 did not visit it myself,
and the information I received from Tibetans regarding its
position and importance was conflicting.
As the nature of the country suddenly altered between
the Devil's Lake and hIansaroivar, so, too, the weather and the
temperature greatly changed. Over the Rakstal we invariably
saw a lovely blue sky, whereas over Mansarowar heavy black
clouds always lowered, and rain fell incessantly. From
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time to time the wind blew off the rain for a few minutes,
and lovely effects of light played on the water, but fresh
clouds, with violent bursts of thunder, soon made the scene
again gloomy and depressing.
It was much warmer on the Mansarowar side of the
ridge than on the other, and, probably owing to dampness,
the air seemed quite thick to breathe, instead of being crisp
and li ht, as it was along the shores of the Devil's Lake.
Indeecf when 1 recall the Mansarowar, I cannot help
thinking that it is the home, not only of the gods, but also
of all the storms.

CHAPTER XLIII
The Langa Tsangpo--A terrific storm-Drenched to the skin
-Heavy marching-Against the gods-Difficult
in finding
the Lamasery and village-A bark !-Arrival at rast-Gentle
tapping-Under a roof.

WE descended some two miles to the plain, and crossed
a rapid delta of the Langa Tsangpo or Langa River ; then
another, a mile farther. As these rivers came directly from
the snows, the water was very cold, and often three or four
feet deep, owing to the thawing of the snow and ice during
the day.
N o sooner had we reached the shores of the Mansarowar,
than the heavy clouds which had been hanging over our
heads poured forth such a torrent of rain, that in a moment
we were drenched to the skin. We were marching very
fast, as all our heavy loads were now on the two yaks, but
night was well advanced, and the darkness was such that
we could only see a few inches in front of us. \ire were
actually walking in an inch or two of water, and a fierce
S.E. wind drove the rain and hail so hard into our faces and
hands as to cause us considerable pain. m'e were frozen
rn our wet garments, and our teeth were chattering, though
we walked quickly, keeping close together. Froin time to
time a bright flash of lightning shone on the lake, followed
by a terrific crash of thunder, and by what we could see
during those few seconds of light we tried to steer our way
towards Tucker village and Gomba.
The rivers, swollen by the rain, were estre~nelydifticult
to cross, and the water seemed to flow so rapidly on the
inclined bed, that it was all \ve could do to keep on our
feet. So wet were we that we did not even take the trouble
to remove our shoes or garments, and we splashed through,
clothes and all. Three times we went into the freezing
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water above our waists, and then we marched for apparently
endless miles on the pebbly and stony incline. We could
not see where we were going, and the storm seemed to
grow worse every moment : we stumbled on amidst large
stones and boulders, and fell over one another on slippery
rocks. Farther on, we sank up to our knees in mud, and
each time that we lifted a foot it seemed to be of lead.
It was a downpour such as I had seldom before experienced.
" Are you quite sure, Kachi, that this lake is the home of
the gods ? " I inquired of Kachi. "Why, even on the
Devil's Lake we had better weather than this."
" Yes, sir," replied
Kachi. " But you make the gods
angry, and that is why they send thunder, hail and rain to
stop your progress. You are going on against the gods,
sir."
" Never mind, Kachi.
It cannot pour for ever."
At midnight we had no idea of our position, still we
pushed on.
li Have ure passed the Gomba ?
Have we not yet reached
it ? " were the questions we asked each other. It seemed
to me that, at the rate we were going, we ought by now to
be very near the place, and yet after another hour's tramp
we had not struck it. I was under the belief that we had
gone about nine miles, and I expressed the opinion that we
had passed it, but the Shokas insisted that we had not, so
we again proceeded.
We h;td hardly gone five hundred yards, when we heard a
faint, distant, and most welcome dog's bark. It came from
the r\l'.ff'., and we surmised that it must come'from Tucker.
We had steered too far south of the place, which accounted
for our missing it in the darkness.
Guided by the yelping, we hastily directed our steps
towards the settlements. The dog's solitary howl was at
once supplemented by fifty more angry barks, and though we
knew by the sound that we were approaching the village, it
\vas so dark and stormy that we could not find the place.
Only when we found ourselves close to the mud huts could
we be certain that we had at last arrived.
It was nou7 between 2 and 3 A.M. The rain still came down
in torrents, and, alas ! there was 110 sign of any of the
inhabitants being u~illingto give us shelter. It was quite
out of the question to pitch our little tcrltc ll'abri, for our
things were already wringing wet.
The noise we made tapping outside a door was determined, so much so that the door itself nearly gave way.
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This was a shelter-house, a scrui for pilgrims, and as
we claimed to be pilgrims, we had, by the laws of the
country, a right to admission. The Kutial Nattoo, who had
once before reached this lake by a different route, led us to
this house.
"You are dacoits," said a hoarse voice from inside ; " o r
you would not come at this hour."
" No, we are not," we entreated. " Please open. We are
well-to-do people. We will harm no one, and pay for all."
" Middrt, hliddrr !" (" Cannot be, no.") "You are dacoits.
I will not open."
T o show that we were not what they imagined, faithful
Chanden Sing and Dola tapped again so gently at the door
that the bolt gave way. The next moment ten strangers
were squatting down round a warm fire drying their
shrivelled-up, soaked skins by the flame of dried tamarisk
and dung. The landlord, a doctor by the way, was reassured when he saw that we had no evil intentions, and
found some silver coins in the pal~nof his hand. Yet h e
said he would rather that we slept somewhere else : there
was a capital empty hut next door.
On our agreeing to this, he conducted us to the place,
and there we spent the remainder of the night, or rather the
early morning.

CHAPTER XLIV

.

The interior of a serai-Vermin-Fish,
local jewellery, and
pottery for sale-Favourite shapes and patterns-How pottery
is made.

OURabode was a one-storeyed house built of stones and mud
with a flat roof. There were two rooms, the first lighted by
the door, the second and larger having a square aperture in
the ceiling for the triple purpose of ventilation, lighting and
outlet for the smoke of the fire,
which burnt directly underneath
in the centre of the room. The
beams and rafters supporting the
roof had been brought over from
the other side of the Himahlyas,
as no wood is to be found in
Western Tibet.
This scrai was in charge of a
young, half-demented lama, who
was most profuse in salutations,
SILVER LHASSA COINS
and who remained openmouthed, gazing at us for a considerable time. He was polite and attentive in helping to
dry our things in the morning, and, whenever we asked for
anything, he ran out of the scrai in frantic fits of merriment,
always bringing in what we required.
The heavy storm during the night had flooded our room,
and there was only one corner slightly drier than the rest of
the floor, where we all slept huddled together. These serais
have no claim to cleanliness, and on this occasion all
the minor animal life that inhabited the floor had, with a
view to avoiding the water, retreated to the higher portion
of the room, which we also had selected, so that one more
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trial was added to all our other miseries, for we were half
devoured by a variety of "insects." This, indeed, was a

COPPER COINS

EARRING WORN BY MEN

dreadful pest, and one from which we suffered indescribable
agonies, not only on this occasion but whenever we halted
near Tibetan camps. When we rose in the morning the
room was full of Tibetan
men, women and children, who seemed very
and
good - natured
friendly.
" Tat~ga chick!"
(a
silver coin equivalent to
half a rupee) cried an old
woman, who stuck a
dried fish under my nose,
professing volubly that
it had been caught in
\
.
,
hlansarowar, and that it
SII.VER C H A R M
would make its possessor
the happiest of mortals.
Others unrolled, from pieces of red cloth, jewellery in the
form of brooches, rings, and earrings of brass or silver, inlaid
with malachite.
('Giinnoh sirrrz !"(three rupees), " Lliu, dirc, ditc " (" Yes,
yes, yes"), "Kanrga ni!" (two two-anna
pieces),"Gietitcheke!" (a four-anna piece),
and so on, all talking at the same time,
in their anxiety to dispose of their goods.
The jeurellery was of local nianufacture, and in some cases the pieces of
malachite were firmly set, but usually a
?--,-A
.
kind of paste is used for holding the
stones, and consequently, pretty as the GOLD AND MALACHITE
BROOCH
jewels are, they soon break.
The earrings are usually better made
than the brooches, but the most interesting of all, because
simpler and more characteristic, are the flat silver charms,
such as the one I give in the illustration, ornamented with a
primitive design. This particular one, which is now in my
\
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POTTERY
possession is of great antiquity, the edges being much worn
down. It has the lotus pattern in the centre and leaf
ornamentations filled in with lines radiating from a parent
stem. Concentric circles occupy the inner square, which
also contains circular dots in sets of threes and contiguous
semicircles. Triangles filled in with parallel lines are a
favourite form of ornamentation in Tibetan work, and, perhaps, most popular of all in the mind of the Tibetan artist
is the square or the lozenge outline, with a special inclination towards purely geometrical patterns, a tradition probably
inherited from their Mongol ancestors.
The most interesting objects to me at Tucker were the
specimens of pottery made by the natives, which is manufactured from clay of fine quality, although it is not properly
beaten previous to being, worked into vases, jugs, '&c,
Moulds are used to fashion the bases of the larger vessels
and the inner part is shaped by the hand ; a rough turningmachine simplifies the finishing of the upper part of the
vase, leaving it comparatively smooth. Two handles with
rough line ornamentations are added to the larger vessels, but
one suffices for the jars with longer neck and small aperture.
The two patterns reproduced in the illustration are those
more commonly adopted; the colour is a light greyish
terra-cotta, left fairly smooth and unvarnished. They are
well burnt, in primitive furnaces, the Lamas showing much
skill in the manufacture of these vessels, which find a ready
market among the pilgrims to the sacred lake. The tools
used in fashioning the vessels are extremely simple ; a piece
of flat stone, and two or three wands of wood, beyond
which the Tucker potter does not. really require more than
his fingers and his nails to accomplish his work.

CHAPTER X L V
Friendly Lamas--Chanden Sing and Mansing purified-Mansing's sarcasm-Pilgrims to Mansarowar and their privileges-For luck !--Outside the Gomba.

SEVERAL
Lamas came to visit me in the morning, a n d
professed to be pleased to see us ; in fact they asked me t o
g o and pay them a visit in the Lamasery and temple. They
said there was much sickness in the village, and as they
believed me to be a Hindoo doctor, they wished I could d o
something to relieve their sufferings. I promised to do all
I could, and was very glad to have this unique chance of
visiting a Lamasery, and of studying the cases that would
be brought before me. I carried my rifle in my hand even
during this friendly visit to the Lamas.
When I came out of our stuffy, dark room, preceded a n d
followed by a crowd of inquisitive natives, I had a good look
round this strange village. After the storm of the night, we
did not have the beautiful blue sky that might have been
expected, but over us hung threatening clouds, while the
waters of the sacred lake, softly moved by the wind, made a
gentle lapping sound on the beach. Chanden Sing and Mansing, the two Hindoos, divested of all their clothing except a
doti, were squatting near the edge of the lake, having their
heads shaved clean by Bijesing the Johari. I must confess
that I was somewhat annoyed when I saw them using my
best razor for the purpose, but I repressed my anger o n
remembering that, according to their religion, the fact of
being at blansarowar absolved them from all sins. My
two servants, with heads turned towards Kelas Mount,
seemed excited, and were praying so fervently that I stood
to watch them. They washed themselves repeatedly in
the water of the lake, and at last plunged into it. O n
coming out shivering, they each took out of their
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clothes a silver rupee, and flung it into the lake as an
offering to the God Mahadeva. Then, with hairless faces
and heads, they dressed and came to pay their salaams to
me, professing to be now happy and pure.
"Siva, the greatest of all gods, lives in the waters of
Mansarowar," exclaimed my bearer in a poetic mood. " I
have bathed in its waters, and of its waters I have drunk.
I have salaamed the great Kelas, the sight of which
alone can absolve all sins of humanity ; I shall now go to
heaven."
" 1 shall be satisfied if we get as far as Lhassa," grumbled
the sceptical Mansing, out of ear-reach of the Tibetans.
Chanden Sing, who was well versed in religious matters,
explained that only Hindoo pilgrims who had lost both
parents shaved their heads on visiting hlansarowar, as a
sacrifice to Siva, and if they were of a high caste, on their
return to their native land after the pilgrimage, it was
customary to entertain all the Brahmins of the town to a
banquet. A man who had bathed in Mansarowar was held
in great respect by everybody, and commanded the admiration and envy of the entire world.
The Mansarowar Lake is about forty-six miles round, and
those pilgrims who wish to attain a greater state of sanctity
make a kora o r circuit on foot, along the water-line. The
journey occupies from four to seven days, according to circumstances, and one trip round will absolve the pilgrim from
ordinary sins ; twice the circuit clears the conscience of any
murder ; and three times will make honest and good a person
who has killed his or her father, mother, brother or sister.
There are fanatics who make the tour on their knees, others
accomplish the distance lying down flat at each step on their
faces like the pilgrims to Kelas.
According to legend, hiansarowar was created by Brahma,
and he who shall bathe in its waters will share the paradise
of Mahadeva! No matter what crimes he may have
previously committed, a dip in the holy lake is sufficient to
purge the soul as well as the body ! T o please my men,
therefore, and perhaps bring myself some luck, I too hurled
a couple of coins into the water.
The purifying ablutions being over, 1 ordered Chanden
Sing to take his rifle and follow me into the Gomba, as
the Lamas were so polite that I feared treachery on their
part.
The large square building, with its walls painted red and
its flattish dome of gilt copper, rose by the waterside, and
was both picturesque and handsome in its severe simplicity.
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There came sounds from inside of deep, hoarse voices
muttering prayers, the tinkling of bells and clanging of
cymbals. From time to time a drum was beaten, giving a
hollow sound, and an occasional and sudden touch upon a
gong caused the air to vibrate until the notes in a gradual
diminuendo were carried away over the holy lake.

CHAPTER XLVl
Entering the Lamasery-The Lama% dwelling-NovicesWere we in a trap 7-Images-Oblations-Urghin-The
holy
water, the veil of friendship, and absolution-Musical instruments, books, &c.-God and the Trinity-Heaven and hellA mystery.

AFTERChanden Sing and I had entered into the Lamasery,
the large door, which had been pushed wide open, was
immediately closed. We were in a spacious courtyard,
three sides of which had two tiers of galleries supported
by columns. This was the Lhaprang, or Lama's house, and
directly in front of me was the Lha Kang, or temple, the
floor of which was raised some five feet above the level
of the ground, with a very large door leading into it.
At this entrance were, one on either side, recesses
in which, by the side of a big drum, squatted two Lamas
with books of prayers before them, a praying-wheel and
a rosary in their hands, the beads of which they shifted
after every prayer. At our appearance the monks ceased
their prayers and beat the drums in an excited manner.
From what I could judge, there was a commotion in the
Gomba. Lamas, old and young, rushed to and fro out
of their rooms, while a number of Chibbis or novices-boys
between the ages of twelve and twenty-lined the banisters
of the upper verandah with expressions of evident suspense
and curiosity depicted on their faces. No doubt the Lamas
had prepared a trap for us. I warned Chanden Sing to be
on the alert, and set him on guard at the entrance of the
temple, while I, depositing a few silver coins on the drum
of the Lama to my right, took off my shoes in sign of
respect and-much to the amazement of the monks-quietly
entered the house of worship. Partly astonished at the
sight of the silver, and more so at my want of caution,
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the Lamas, of whom there was a good number in the courtyard, remained motionless and mute. The high Lama, or
Father Superior of the monastery, at last came forward,
stooping low and placing one thumb above the other and
putting his tongue out to show his superlative approval
of my visit to the many images representing deities or
sanctified Buddhist heroes which were grouped along the
walls of the temple. The largest of these were about five
feet high, the others about three feet. Some were carved

NTRANCE TO TAR TUCKER TEMPLE

out of wood, their drapery and ornaments being fairly
artistic in arrangement and execution, while others \\*ere
fashioned in gilt metal. There were a number in a sitting
posture and some standing erect ; and they a11 rested on
ornamented pedestals or plainer bases painted blue, red,
white and yellow. Many wore the ancient Chinese doublewinged cap, as used to this day by Corean officials, a n d
were placed in recesses in the wall decorated with stuffs,
wood carvings, and rough paintings of images.
At the foot of these images was a long shelf, on which, in,
bright brass vessels of all sizes, were oblations of kattrba,
dried fruit, chtira, wheat and rice offered through the Lamas
by the devotees to the different saints. Some of the ears
of barley were ornamented with imitation leaves of ntztrr
(butter), coloured red, blue and yellow.
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The ceiling of the temple was draped in red woollen
cloth similar to that of the clothes worn by the Lamas themselves, and from it hung hundreds of strips of silk, wool and
cotton of all imaginable colours. The roof was supported
by columns of wood forming a quadrangle in the centre
of the temple and joined by a balustrade, compelling the
worshippers to make a circuit from left to right in order
to pass before the several images. In a shrine in the
central part of the wall facing the entrance was Urghitz o r
Kunjuk-chick, "God alone," and in front of it on a kind of
altar covered with a carpet a collection of donations far
more abundant than those offered to the other images.
The Lama, pointing at it, told me that it was a good God,
and so I salaamed it and deposited a small offering in
a handy collection-box, which seemed to please the Lama
greatly, for he at once fetched a holy water amphora, hung
with long veils of friendship and love, and poured some
scented llquid on the palms of my hands. Then, producing
a strip of veil, he wetted it with the scent and presented
it to me. The majority of pilgrims generally go round
the inside of the temple on their knees, but, notwithstanding that, to avoid offending prejudices, I generally
follow the principle of doing in Rome as the Romans
do, I could not here afford the chance of placing myself
at such a disadvantage in case of a surprise. The high Lama
explained the different images and threw handfuls of rice
over them as he called them by their respective names, all
of which I tried hard to remember, but, alas ! before I could
get back to the scrai and scribble down their appellations,
they had all escaped my memory. A separate entrance led
from the living part of the monastery into the temple.
Lights, burning in brass bowls, their wicks being fed with
melted butter, were scattered on the floor in the central
quadrangle, and near them lay oblong books of prayers
rinted on the smooth yellow Tibetan paper made from a
brous bark. Near these books were small drums and
cymbals. One double drum, I noticed, was made from
reversed sections of human skulls, and my attention was
also attracted by some peculiar headgear worn by the
Lamas during their services and ceremonies. On these
occasions they not only accompany their chanting and
prayers with the beating of drums and clashing of
cymbals, but they at the same time make a noise on cane
flutes, tinkle hand-bells, and sound a large gong. The
noise of these instruments is at times so great that the
prayers themselves are quite inaudible. Unfortunately,
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I failed to see any of the awe-inspiring masks which a r e
used by Lamas in their eccentric and mystic dances,
during which, when the Lamas spend the whole day in
the temple, they consume much tea with butter and
salt in it, which is brought to them in cups by Lamas of
a n inferior order, acting as servants. They pass hour
after hour in their temples apparently absolutely absorbed
in praying to the God above all gods, the incarnation of all
the saints together united in a trinity, the Kt~njirkSum.
KunjukSum, translated literally, means "the three deities,"
and some take it to refer to the elements, air, water'and fire,
which in the Tibetan mind are symbols of speech, charity
and force and life. One great point in Buddhism, as everyone knows, is the advocation of love and respect to one's
father and mother and the prohibition against injuring one's
neighbours in any way. According to the precepts contained in some eight hundred volumes called the Kajars, the
Tibetans believe in a heaven (the Deva Tsembo) free from
all anxieties of human existence, full of love and joy, and ruled
over by a god of infinite goodness, helped by countless
disciples called the Chan Jubs, who spend their existence
in performing charitable deeds among living creatures.
With a number of intermediate places of happiness a n d
punishment they even believe in a hell, where the souls of
sinners are tormented by fire and ice.
"God sees and knows everything, and He is everywhere,"
exclaimed the Lama, ('but we cannot see Him. Only the
Chaltchubs can see and speak to Him."
"What are the evil qualities to be mostly avoided ? " I
inquired of the high Lama, who spoke a little Hindustani.
"Luxury, pride and envy," he replied.
" Do you ever expect to become a saint ? " I asked him.
" Yes, I hope so, but it takes five hundred transmigrations
of an uncontaminated soul before one can be one."
Then, as if waking to a sudden thought, he seized m y
hand impulsively and spread my fingers open. Having
done this, he muttered two or three words of surprise. His
face became serious, even solemn, and he treated me with
strange obsequiousness. Rushing out of the temple, he went
to inform the other Lamas of his discovery, whatever it was.
They crowded round him, and from their words a n d
gestures it was easy to see that they were bewildered.
When I left the company of the strange idols and came
into the courtyard, every Lama wished to examine and
touch my hand, and the sudden change in their behaviour
was to me a source of great curiosity, until 1 learnt the real
cause of it some weeks later.

CHAPTER XLVII
The Jong Pen's statements regarding me-Sects of LamasLamaseries-Government allowance-Ignorance of the crowds
-How Lamas are recruited-Lamas, novices, and menialsDances and hypnotism-Infallibilit -Celibacy and v i c e
Sculptors-Prayer-wheels and revorviing instruments-lunneries-Human bones for eating vessels and musical instruments-Blood-drinking.

BEFOREI left the monastery, the Lamas, who had now
become more or less accustomed to me, asked me many
questions regarding India and concerning medicine. These
seemed to be subjects of great interest to them. They also
questioned me as to whether I had heard that a young sahib
had crossed over the frontier with a large army, which the
Jong Pen of Taklakot had defeated, beheading the sahib
a n d the principal members of the expedition.
I professed to be ignorant of these facts, and so I really
was, though I naturally felt much amused at the casual way
in which the Jong Pen of Taklakot had disposed of the
bearskin before he had even caught the bear himself. T h e
Lamas took me for a Hindoo doctor, owing to the colour
of my face, which was sunburnt and had long remained
unwashed, and they thought that I was on a pilgrimage
of circu~nambulation round the Mansarowar Lake. They
appeared anxious to know whether illnesses were cured by
occult sciences in India, or by medicines only. I, who, on
the other hand, was more interested in getting information
than in giving it, turned the conversation on the Lamas
themselves.
Of course I knew that there are sects of red, yellow,
white and black Lamas, the red ones being the older and
more numerous throughout the country ; next to them
come the yellow Lamas, the GeltrpRas, equally powerful in
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political and religious matters, but not quite so numerous ;
and, lastly, the white Lamas and the black Lamas, the
Julinba, who are the craftsmen in the monasteries, working
at painting, printing, pottery and ornamentation, besides
attending on the other Lamas and making themselves useful
all round in the capacities of cooks, shepherds, watercarriers, writers, and last, but not least, executioners. The
lamaseries are usually very rich, for the Tibetans are a deeply
devout race, and the Lamas are not backward in learning
how to extort money from the ignorant worshippers
under pretences of all kinds. Besides attending to their
religious functions, the Lamas are traders at large, carrying
on a smart money-lending business, and charging a very
high interest, which falls due every month. If this should
remain unpaid, all the property of the borrower is confiscated, and if this prove insufficient to repay the loan the
debtor himself becomes a slave to the monastery. It i s
evident, from the well-fed countenances of the Lamas,
that, notwithstanding their occasiollal bodily privations,
they as a rule d o not allow themselves to suffer in any
way, and no doubt can be entertained as to their leading
a smooth and comfortable existence of comparative lusury
-a condition which frequently degenerates into vice and
depravity.
The larger lamaseries receive a yearly Government
allowance, and considerable sums are collected from t h e
oblations of the faithful, while other moneys are obtained
by all sorts of devices which, in any country less religious
than Tibet, would be considered hardly honourable and
often even altogether criminal. T o any one acquainted with
Tibet, it is a well-known fact that, except in the larger towns,
nearly all people besides brigands and Lamas are absolutely
poor, .while the monks themselves and their agents live
and prosper on the fat of the land. The masses are maintained in complete ignorance, and seldom is a layman found
who can write or even read. Thus everything has to g o
through the Lamas' hands before it can be sanctioned.
The lamaseries and the Lamas, and the land and property
belonging to them, are absolutely free from all taxes a n d
dues, and each Lama or novice is supported for life by a n
allowance of tsa~rlba, bricks of tea, and salt. They are
recruited from all ranks, and whether honest folks o r
murderers, thieves or swindlers, all are eagerly welcomed
on joining the brotherhood. One or two male members of
each family in Tibet take monastic orders, and by these
means the monks obtain a great hold over each. house- o r
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tent-hold. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that in Tibet
half the male population are Lamas.
In each monastery are found Lamas, Chibbis, and a
lower grade of ignorant and depraved Lamas, slaves, as it
were, of the higher order. They dress, and have cleanshaven heads like their superiors, and do all the handiwork
of the monastery ; but they are mere servants, and take n o
direct, active part in the politics of the Lama Government.
The Chibbis are novices. They enter the lamasery when
very young, and remain students for many years. They
are constantly under the teaching and supervision of the
older ones, and confession is practised from inferior t o
superior. After undergoing, successfully, several examinations they become effective Lamas, which word translated
means "high priest." These Chibbis take minor parts in
the strange religious ceremonies in which the Lamas,
disguised in skins and ghastly masks, sing and dance
with extraordinary contortions to the accompaniment
of weird music made by bells, horns, flutes, cymbals and
drums.
Each large mo~lasteryhas at its head a Grand Lama, not
to be confounded with the Dalai Lama of Lhassa, who is
believed, or rather supposed, to have an immortal sou1
transmigrating successively from one body into another.
The Lamas eat, drink and sleep together in the monastery,
with the exception of the Grand Lama, who has a room t o
himself. For. one moon in every twelve they observe a
strict seclusion, which they devote to praying, and during
which time they are not allowed to speak. They fast for
twenty-four hours at a time, with only water and butter-tea,
eating on fast-days sufficient food only to remain alive,
and depriving themselves of everything else, including snuff
and spitting, the two most common habits among Tibetan
men.
The Lamas have great pretensions to infallibility, and o n
account of this they claim, and obtain, the veneration of the
people, by \\.horn they are supported, fed and clothed. I
tound them, as a rule, very intelligent, but inhuman, barbarously cruel and dishonourable, and this was not my own
alone : I heard the same from the overridden
natives, who wish for nothing better than a chance to shake
off their yoke.
Availing themselves of the absolute ignorance in which
they succeed in keeping the people, the Lamas practise
to a great extent occult arts, by which they profess to cure
illnesses, discover murders and thefts, stop rivers from
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flowing, and bring storms about at a moment's notice.
Certain exorcisms, they say, drive away the evil spirits that
'cause disease. It is certain that the Lamas are adepts at
hypnotic experiments, by which means they contrive to let
the subjects under their influence see many things and
objects that are not there in reality. To this power are due
'the frequent reports of apparitions of Buddha, seen
generally by single individuals, and the visions of demons,
the accounts of which alone terrify the simple-minded folk,
and cause them to pay all their. spare cash in donations t o
the monastery.
Mesmerism plays an important part in their weird dances,
during which extraordinary contortions are performed, and
strange positions assumed, the body of the dancer being
eventually reduced to a cataleptic state, in which it remains
for a great length of time.
The Lamas swear to celibacy when they enter a lamasery ;
but they do not always keep these vows, and they are
besides addicted to the most disgusting of all vices in its very
worst forms, which accounts for the repulsive appearance
of far-gone depravity so common among the middle-aged
Lamas.
All the larger lamaseries support one or more Lama
sculptors, who travel all over the district, and go to the
most inaccessible spots to carve on rocks, stones, or pieces
of horn, the everlasting inscription, " Omne mani padme
hun," which one sees all over the country. Unseen, I once
succeeded, after much difficulty and discomfort, in carrying
away two of these very heavy inscribed stones, which are still
in my possession, and of which reproductions are here given.
Weird and picturesque places, such as the highest points
on mountain passes, gigantic boulders, rocks near the
sources of rivers, or any spot where a mani wall exists, are
the places most generally selected by these artists to engrave
the magic formula alluding to the reincarnation of Buddha
from a lotus flower.
The famous prayer-wheels, those mechanical contrivances
by which the Tibetans pray to their god by means of water,
wind and hand-power, are also manufactured by Lama
artists. The larger ones, moved by water, are constructed
by the side of, or over, a stream, and the huge cylinders
on which the entire Tibetan prayer-book is inscribed
are revolved by the flowing water. The wheels moved
by wind-power are similar to those used by the
Shokas, which I have already described, but the Tibetans
often have prayers printed on the slips of cloth. The
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smaller prayer-wheels, revolved by hand, are of two
different kinds, and are made either of silver or copper.
Those for home use are cylinders, about six inches high.
Inside these revolve on pivots, on the principle of a spinning
top, the rolls of prayers which, by means of a projecting
knob above the machine, the worshipper sets in motion,
The prayers can be seen revolving inside' through a square
opening in the cylinder. The more universal prayerwheel in everyday use in Tibet is, however, of the pattern
shown in the illustration. It is usually constructed of

STONE WITH INSCRIPTION

copper, sometimes of brass, and frequently entirely or
partly of silver. The cylinder has two movablelids, between
which the prayer-roll fits tightly. A handle with an iron rod
is passed through the centre of the cylinder and roll, and is
kept in its place by means of a knob. A ring, encircling
the cylinder, attaches it to a short chain and weight; this
serves, when started by a jerk of the hand, to give a
rotatory movement, which must, according to rule, be from
left to right, and which is kept up indefinitely, the words
"Omne mnni fiatlme Irrrn," or simply "Mani, matai," being
repeated all the time.
The more ancient wheels have the prayers written by hand
instead of printed, and are contained in a small black
bag. Charms, such as rings of malachite, jade, bone, or
silver, are often attached to the weight and chain by which
the rotary movement is given to the wheel. These praying-

PRAYER-WHEELS
machines are found in every Tibetan family, and nearly
every Lama possesses one. They keep them jealously, and
it is very difficult to get the real ones. I was particularly
fortunate, and during my journey in Tibet I was able to
purchase as many as twelve, two of which were extremely old.
Besides the rosary, which the Lamas always use in a

PRAYER-WHEELS-ANCIENT
AND MODERN. SHOWING ROLLS
OF PRAYERS TO GO INSIDE

similar way to the Roman Catholics, they have a brass
instrument which they twist between the palms of their
hands while saying prayers, and lhis is used exclusively by
Lamas. It is from 28 to 3 inches in length, and is rounded
so as to be easily held in the hollow of the two hands.
In Tibet, as in other Buddhist countries, there are
nunneries besides lamaseries. The nuns, most unattractive
in themselves, shave their heads and practise witchcraft and
magic, just as the Lamas do. They are looked down upon
by the masses. In some of these nunneries strict clausura
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is enforced, but in most of them the Lamas are allowed free
access, with the usual result, that the nuns become the
concubines of the Lamas. Even apart from this, the
women of the nunneries are quite as immoral as their
brethren of the lamaseries, and at their best they are but a
low type of humanity.
The Lamas who, at certain periods of the year, are allowed
an unusual amount of freedom with women, are those who
practise the art of making musical instruments and eatingvessels out of human bones. The skull is used for making
drinking-cups, tsamba bowls, and single and double drums,
and the humerus, femur, and tibia bones are turned into
trumpets and pipes. These particular Lamas are said t o
relish human blood, which they drink out of the cups made
from men's skulls.

STONE WITH lNSCRIPTION

CHAPTER XLVIII
Illnesses and remedies-Curious theories about fever-Evil
spirits-Blacksmith and dentist-Exorcisms-Surgical
operations-Massage and cupping-Incurable illnesses-Deformities
-Deafness-Fits
and insanity-Melancholia-Suicides.

THE Lamas became quite communicative, enabling me,
partly with the little Hindustani that I knew and partly
with the Tibetan I had picked up, to enter into a conversation about illnesses and their remedies, certain as I was that
they must have strange notions on the subject. I was not
disappointed in this surmise, and from that conversation
and nly own observation on previous and subsequent occasions, I am able to give a few details of the methods of the
Lamas in curing the more frequent ailments found in the
country.
The Lamas explained to me that all diseases arose from
fever, instead of fever being an accompaniment of most illnesses, and furthermore, that fever itself was but an evil
spirit, which assumed different forms when it entered the
body, and caused all sorts of complaints. The fever demon,
they asserted, was a spirit, but there were yet other demons
who \\.ere so good as to bring us riches and happiness.
For instance, when a man after a dangerous illness visited a
cave, waterfall or river-gorge which these demons were
supposed to haunt, he might have a relapse and die, or he
might be instantly cured and live happy ever afterwards. I n
the latter case, as would naturally be expected, the recipient
of such inestimable privileges generally returned to pay a
second visit to the kindly spirits who made his life worth
living, "but," said the Lamas quite seriously, "when he goes
a second time he will get blind or paralytic, as a punishment
for his greediness."
" The evil spirits," continued a fat old Lama with crooked
R
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fingers, which he clenched and shook as he spoke, "are in
the shape of human beings or like goats, dogs, sheep o r
ponies, ancl sometimes they assume the semblance of wild
animals, such as bears and snow leopards."
I told the Lamas that I had remarked many cases of goitre
and also other abnormalities, such as hare-lip ancl webbed
fingers and toes, as well as the very frequent occurrence of
supernumerary fingers or toes. I asked them the reason
for such cases, and they attributed them, with the exception
of webbed fingers, to the mischievous work of demons
before the child's birth; they could not, however, suggest
a remedy for goitre.
Inguinal and umbilical hernia are quite common, as I have
on several occasions observed, and coarse belts are made
according to the taste and ingenuity of the sufferer, but a r e
of hardly
--.
any efficacy in preventing the increase of the
swelltngs.
A common complaint, especially among the older women,
was rheumatism, from which they seemed to suffer considerably. It affected their fingers and toes, and particularly t h e
wrists and ankles, the joints swelling so as to render then1
quite stiff, the tendons contracting, swelling, and becotil~ng
prominent and hard in the palms of the hands.
Both before and after my conversation with the Lamas I
had opportunities of ascertaining that the stoii~achsof t h e
Tibetans are seldom in good working order. But h o w
could they be when you consider the gallons of filthy tea
which they drink daily, and the liquor to which they are s o
partial 7 This poisonous concoction is enough to destroy
the gastric juices of an ostrich I The tongue, as I have
mentioned already, is invariably thickly furred with a
whitish coating, and Tibetans have often complained to m e
of tumours as well as of painful burnings in the stomach,
the latter undoubtedly caused by ulcerations. It is to b e
regretted that, even in the high land of Tibet, the worst of
all sexual diseases (called by the Tibetans Bonr) has made
vast numbers of victims, palpable traces of it showing themselves in eruptions, particularly on the forehead and on t h e
ears, round the mouth ancl under the nostrils, on the a r m s
and legs. In cases of very long standing, a peculiar whitish
discoloration of the skin and gums was to be noticed, with
abnormal contraction of the pupils. That such a disease is
well rooted in the country we have proof enough in the foul
teeth which the majority of Tibetaris possess. In nearly all
cases that I examined, the teeth were, even in young men,
so loose, decayed and broken as to make me feel quite sorry
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for their owners, and during the whole time I was in Tibet
-and I came in contact with several thousand people-I
believe that I could almost count on my fingers the sets of
teeth that appeared quite regular, healthy and strong. As a
rule, too, the women had better teeth than the men. No
doubt the admixture of bad blood in the Tibetan race contributes a great deal to the unevenness and malformation
of their teeth, and if we add to this the fact that the corruption of the blood, even apart from disease, is very great
owing to their peculiar laws of marriage, it is not surprising that the services of dentists are everywhere required.
The teeth of Tibetans are generally of such a brittle nature
that the dentist of Tibet-usually a Lama and a blacksmith
as well-has devised an ingenious way of protecting them
from further destruction by means of a silver cap encasing
the broken tooth. I once saw a man with all his front teeth
covered in this fashion, and as the dentist who had attended
to him had constructed the small cases apparently with no
regard to shape or comfort, but had made most of them
end in a point for mastication's sake, the poor man had a
ghastly appearance every time that he opened his mouth.
The Tibetans are not very sensitive to physical pain, as I
have had reason to judge on several occasions, when I
have seen teeth extracted in the most primitive fashion,
without a sound being emitted from the sufferer.
In South-Western Tibet the Huttjins (Tibetans) have the
same strange notions on transmigration of evil spirits that
are common to the Shokas. For instance, if a man falls ill,
they maintain that the only remedy is to drive away the evil
spirit which has entered his body. Now, according to Tibetan
and Shoka ideas, evil spirits always enter a living body to
satisfy their craving for blood : therefore, to please the
spirit and decoy him away, if the illness be slight, a small
animal such as a clog or a bird is brought and placed close
by the patient ; if the illness be grave, a sheep is produced
and exorcisms are made in the following fashion. A bowl
of water is whirled three or four times over the sick man's
head, and then again over the animal selected, upon whose
head it is poured. These circles, described with certain
mystic words, have the power of drawing the spirit out of its
first quarters and causing it to enter the brain of the second
victim, upon whose skull the water is poured to prevent its
returning back.
"Of course," said my informer with an air of great
gravity, '' if you can give the evil spirit a present in the
shape of a living being that will satisfy him, he will depart
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quite happy." If the illness is slight, it means that the
spirit is not much out of temper, and a small present is
enough to satisfy him, but if the disease is serious, nothing
less than a sheep or even a yak will be sufficient. As soon
as the spirit has changed his temporary abode the animal
is quickly dragged away to a crossing of four roads, and if
there are no roads a cross is previously drawn on the ground,
where a grave for the animal is dug, into which it is mercilessly thrown and buried alive. The spirit, unable to make
a rapid escape, remains to suck the blood of his last victim,
and in the meantime the sick man, deprived of the company
of his ethereal and unwelcome guest, has time to make a
speedy recovery. When a smaller animal is used, such as a
dog or a bird, and when the patient complains of more than
one ailment, the poor beast, having been conveyed to the
crossing of four roads, is suddenly seized and brutally torn
into four parts, which are flung in four different directions,
the idea being that, wherever there may be spirits waiting
for blood, they will get their share and depart happy. After
their craving is satisfied, the evil spirits are not very
particular whether the blood is human
or not. In Shoka land especially,
branches with thorns and small flying
prayers are placed on each rcad t o
prevent their immediate return. These
are said to be insuperable barriers to
the evil spirits.
When a patient completely recovers,
the Lamas naturally obtain money for
the exorcisms which have expelled t h e
illness, and they never fail to impress
upon the people the extraordinary
powers they possess over the muchdreaded demons.
The Tibetans are unsuccessful i n
surgery, first of all because they do not
sn:\scxl
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possess sufficient knowledge of human
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anatomy ; secondly, because their
O F EVIL SI'IRITS.
fingers are wanting in suppleness a n d
sensitiveness of touch; and lastly, because they are not able to manufacture instrunients of sufficient sharpness to perform surgical operations with speed
and cleanliness. In Tibet everybody is a surgeon, thus
woe to the unfortunate who needs one. It is true that
amputation is seldom performed ; but if it should become
necessary, and the operation is at all difficult, the patient

INSUPERABLE BARRIERS
generally succumbs. The Tibetan surgeon does 1101 know
how to saw bones, and so merely severs the limb at the
place where the fracture has occurred. The operation is
performed with any knife or dagger that happens to be at
hand, and is, therefore, attended with much pain, and
frequently has disastrous results. The precaution is taken
to tie up the broken limb above the fracture, but it is
done in such a clumsy way that very often, owing to the
bad quality of Tibetan blood, mortification sets in, and, as'
the Tibetans are at a loss what to d o on such occasions,
another victim goes to join the majority.
Considering the nomadic habits of the Tibetans and the
rough life they lead, they are comparatively inimune from
very bad accidents. ' Occasionally there is a broken arm or
leg which they manage to set roughly, if the fracture is not
a compound one, by putting the bones back in their right
position, and by tightly bandaging the limbs with rags,
pieces of cloth and rope. Splinters are used when wood is
obtainable. A powder made from a fungus growing on
oak-trees in the Himahlyas is imported and used by the
Tibetans near the frontier. A thick layer of it, when wet,
is rubbed and left upon the broken limb, over which the
bandaging is afterwards clone. In a healthy person, a
simple fracture of the leg, which by chance has been
properly set, takes from twenty to thirty days to heal, after
which the patient can begin moving about; and a broken
arm does not require to be kept in a sling more than fifteen
o r twenty days. If these cures are somewhat more rapid
than with our more civilised methods of bone-setting, it
is merely due to the wholesome climate and the fact
that the natives spend most of their days out in the open
air and in the sun, undoubtedly the best cure for any
complaint of that kind ; but, of course, it is but seldom
that the bones are joined properly, and they generally
remain a deformity. More satisfactory results are obtained
with cases of dislocations by pulling the bones into their
right position.
In case of wounds the bleeding is arrested by the application of a wet rag tightly bound over the wound. In most
cases of unbandaged wounds that came under my notice the
process of healing was a very slow one, the great changes
In the temperature between night and day often causing
them to open of themselves. They made good headway
towards recovery in the beginning, but the skin was very
slow in joining and re-forming.
Burns are treated by smearing butter over them ; and a
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poultice of rhubarb is used to send down swellings of contusions as well as for the purpose of bringing boils, from
which the Tibetans suffer much, to a speedy maturation.
Aconite is given for fever and rheumatism, and a rough
kind of massage is used to allay pain in the muscles of
limbs. It is generally clone by the women, who, as far
as I could judge, practised it with no real knowledge
but merely contented themselves with violent rubbing
# a n d pinching and thumping until signs of relief appeared
on the sufferer's face. Whether, however, these manifestations were clue to actual soothing of pain, or to the
prospect of the masseuse bringing her treatment to a n
end, I could never properly ascertain. Tibetan fingers are
not well adapted for such work, being clumsy and, compared with those of other Asiatic races, quite stiff and
hard.
Cupping is adopted with success. Three or four small
incisions are made close to one another and a conical
cupping-horn about seven inches long, having a tiny
hole at its point, is applied over them. The operator then
sucks through this small aperture until the horn is full of
blood, when it is removed and the operation begun again.
With poisoned wounds the sucking is clone by applying the
lips to the wound itself.
Bleeding is used as a remedy for bruises and s\vellings,
and for internal pain, also for acute attacks of rheumatism
and articular pains. If it is not sufficient, the branding cure
is resorted to, and if this should also fail, then the tinder
cones, to be described later on, come into play and, the seat
of the pain being encircled with them, they are set alight.
When even this remedy proves inefficacious, and the patlent
survives it, the illness is pronounced incurable !
Natural abnormalities and deformities are frequent
enough in Tibet, and some came under my notice in
nearly every camp I entered. Deformities of the spine
were common, such as displacement of the shoulder-blades ;
and I saw during my stay in Tibet many cases of actually
humpbacked people. There were frequent cases, too, of
crookedness of the legs, and clubfoot was not rare, while
one constantly met with webbed fingers and supernumerary
fingers and toes, as well as the absence of one or more
of them. Aialformations of the skull, such as the two sides
being of marked unequal shape or an abnormal distance
between the eye sockets, were the two most coinmon
deformities that came under my notice.
The ears of men of the better classes were much elongated
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artificially by the constant wearing of heavy earrings, which
sometimes even tore the lobe of the ear.
The most frequent and curious of all was the extreme
swelling of children's stomachs, caused by the umbilical
cord not being properly tied at birth. The operation was
generally performed by the mother and father of the
newly-born or by some friend at hand. The i ~ f a n t shad
such enormous paunches that in some cases they were
hardly able to stand ; but, as they grew older, the swellin
seemed to gradually abate and the body assumed its norma
shape.
Deafness was common, but I never came across any
dumb people, though I now and then encountered cases
of painful stammering and other defects of articulation
arising from malformation of the palate and tongue.
Occasionally, however, the difficulty of speech was caused
by dementia, which seemed very common in Tibet, especially among the young men. Whether it was caused by
cardiac affection subsequent to organic vices, as I suspected,
o r by other trouble, I could not say for certain, but presently I based my suspicions on certain facts which I
happened to notice, besides the presence of symptoms
indicating great nervous depression and strain, extreme
weakness of the spine and oscillations of the hands when
spread horizontally with the fingers and thumbs wide apart.
This may in one way be accounted for by the difficulty that
men have in obtaining wives, owing to the scarcity of
women. Apoplectic and epileptic fits and convulsions were
not of very frequent occurrence, but they seemed severe
when they did occur. The fire cure was usually applied in
order to drive away the spirits that were supposed to have
entered the body, but, all the same, these fits at times
resulted in temporary or occasionally permanent paralysis,
and much derangement and disfiguration of the facial
expression, particularly about the eyes and mouth. I had
occasion to study three very good specimens of this kind
at Tucker, at Tarbar, north of the Brahmaputra River, and
at Tokchim.
hluch to my regret I never came across any violent cases
of insanity during my stay in the country, though many
times I observed strange peculiarities among the men, and
signs of mania, more particularly religious.
In women I several times noticed symptoms of melancholia, caused no doubt by abuse of sexual intercourse,
owing to their strange laws of polyandry. I was told that
occasionally it led to suicide by drowning or strangulation.
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However, I was never able to keep any of the suspicious
cases under close observation for any length of time, and,
as our arrival into Tibetan camps generally created some
amount of fear and sensation, and we usually left before
they could be quite at home with us, I never had a chance
of studying the subject more closely.

CHAPTER X L I X
A Tibetan medicine-man-Lumbago, and a startling cure for
it-Combustible fuses-Fire and butter-Prayers, agony, and
distortions-Strange ideas on medicine.

STRASGE
as the Tibetan remedies seemed to be, none came
up, as far as interest went, to one I saw applied at a place
called Kutzia. I had entered a camp of some twenty or
thirty tents, when my attention was drawn to an excited
cro\vd collected round an old man whose garments had
been removed. He was tightly bound with ropes, and
agony was depicted on his features. A tall, long-haired
man with red coat and heavy boots knelt by the side of
the sufferer and prayed fervently, twirling round a prayerwheel which he held in his right hand.
My curiosity aroused, I approached the gathering, whereupon three or four Tibetans got up and signed to me to be
off. I pretended not to understand, and, after a heated
discussion, I was allowed to remain.
An operation was obviously being performed by a Tibetan
medicine-man, and the suspense in the crowd round the sick
man was considerable. The doctor was busy preparing
combustible fuses, which he wrapped up carefully in silk
paper. When cut in the centre they formed two cones, each
w ~ t ha little tail of twisted paper protruding beyond its
summit. Having completed six o r eight of these, the
medicine-man made his patient, or rather his victim, assume
a sitting posture. I inquired what ailed the sick man. From
what they told me, and from an examination made on my
own account, I \\.as satisfied that the man was suffering
from an attack of lumbago. The coming cure, ho\vever,
interested me more than the illness itself, and the doctor,
seeing how absorbed I was in the performance, asked me to
sit by his side. First of all the man called for " fire," and
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a woman handed him a blazing brand from a fire near by.
H e swung it to and fro in the air, and pronounced certain
exorcisms. Next the patient was subjected to a thorough
examination, giving vent to a piercing yell each time that t h e
long bony fingers of the physician touched his sides, whereupon the man of science, pointing to the spot, informed
his open-mouthed audience that the pain was "there."
Putting on a huge pair of spectacles, he rubbed with
the palm of his hand the umbilical region of the sufferer
and then measured with folded thumb two inches on each
side of, and slightly under, the umbilicus. T o [nark these
distances he used the burning brand, applying it to the flesh
at these points.
" Alurr, mzrrr!"
(" Butter, butter !") he next called for, a n d
butter was produced. Having rubbed a little on the burns,
he placed upon each of them a separate cone, and pressed
until it remained a fixture, the point upwards. Shifting t h e
beads of a rosary, revolving the praying-wheel, and muttering
prayers, the medicine-man now worked himself into a perfect
frenzy. H e stared at the sun, raising his voice from a faint
whisper to a thundering baritone at its loudest, and his
whole audience seemed so affected by the performance that
they all shook and trembled and prayed in their terror. He
now again nervously clutched the burning wood in one
hand, and, blo\ving upon it with the full strength of his lungs,
produced a flame. The excitement in the crowd became
intense. Every one, head down to the ground, prayed
fervently. The doctor waved the ignited wood three
or four times in the air and then applied the flames to the
paper tips of the combustible cones. Apparently saltpetre
and sulphur had been mixed in the preparation of these.
They burned fast, making a noise like the fuse of a rocket.
At this juncture the animation of the onlookers was not
to be compared with the agitation of the patient, who began
to feel the effects of this primitive remedy. The fire
spluttered on his bare skin. The cure was doing its work.
The wretched man's mouth foamed, and his eyes bulged
out of their sockets. H e moaned and 'groaned, .making
desperate efforts to unloose the bonds that kept his
hands fast behind his back. Two stalwart men sprang
forward and held him, while the medicine-man and all the
women present, leaning over the prostrate form, blew with
all their might upon what remained of the three smoking
cones frizzling away into the flesh of the wretched victim.
The pain of which the man complained seemed to encircle his waist, wherefore the strange physician, having
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untied his patient's arms from behind, and retied them in
front, began his measurements again, this time from the
spinal column.
"Chik, rti, sum!" ("One,
two, three !") he exclaimed,
as he marked the three spots
-*-in the same fashion as before, smeared them over with
butter, and affixed the cones.
Here ensued a repetition of
the previous excitement ;
prayers, agony, and distortions, but the patient was
- /
not thoroughly cured, and
more cones were subsequently ignited on both his
*- I
sides, in spite of his protests
\
(::k'
and my appeals on his beri
half. The poor fellow soon
had a regular circle of severe
burns round his body.
Needless to say, when, two
hours later, the operation was
over, the sick man had beI
come a dying man. With a
view to obtaining a few
hints on Tibetan medicine
from this eminent physician
-the Tibetans held him in
great esteem-I sent him a
small present and requested
\
him to visit me. He was flattered and showed no desire
-..
to keep his methods a secret,
but even pressed me to try
some of his unique remedies.
A MEDICINE-MAN
According to him, fire
would cure most illnesses ;
what fire could not cure, water would. He had, nevertheless,
some small packets of variously coloured pouders, for
which he claimed extraordinary powers.
" I am afraid your patient will die," I remarked.
He may," was the reply, " but it will be the fault of the
patient, not the cure. Besides, what does it matter whether
you die to-day or to-morrow ? "
And with this unprofessional dictum he left me.
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CHAPTER L
Tucker village-Chokdens-Houses-Flying
prayers-Soldiers
or robbers ?-A stampede-Fresh provisions-Disappointment- Treachery-Shokas
leave me-ObservationsFive
men, all counted I

\VHEN I left the Gomba, having been salaamed to the
ground by my new friends the Lamas, I walked about t h e
village to examine all there was to be seen.
Along the water's edge stood a number of dilapidated
Chokdens made of mud and stones, with a square base
surmounted by a moulding, and an upper decoration i n
steps, topped by a cylindrical c o l ~ ~ m n They
.
were in a r o w
at the east end of the village, and, as is well known, they
are supposed to contain a piece of bone, cloth or metal,
and books or parts of them, that had once belonged
to a great man or a saint. Roughly drawn images a r e
occasionally found in them. In rare cases, when cremation
has been applied, the ashes are collected into a small
eartE.en\vare urn, and deposited in one of the Chokdens.
The ashes are usuallymade into a paste with clay, on which,
when flattened like a medallion, a representation of Buddha
is either stamped from a mould, or engraved by means of a
pointed tool.
The interior of the houses at Tucker was no more
pleasing than the exterior. Each habitation had a walled
courtyard, and the top of the wall, as well as the edge of the
flat roof, was lined with masses of tamarisk for fuel. In the
courtyard, sheep and goats were penned at night; and the
human beings who occupied the rooms were dirty beyond
all description. There were hundreds of flying prayers over
the monastery as well as over each house, and as the
people stood on their roofs watching us, laughing and
chatting, the place had quite a gay aspect.
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While I was strolling about some fifty or sixty men
appeared on the scene, armed with matchlocks and swords,
and I looked upon them with suspicion, but Kachi
reassured me, and said they were not soldiers, but a
powerful band of robbers encamped about half a mile off,
and on very friendly terms with the Lamas. As a precaution, I loaded my rifle, which was quite sufficient to
occasion a stampede of the armed crowd, followed, in the
panic, by all the other villagers that had collected round

THE P A N K U COhfBA

us. Like all Tibetans, they were a miserable lot, though
powerfully built, and with plenty of bounce about them.
Early in the morning I had made inquiries about provisions, and had arranged for the purchase of two fat eheep
and some 450 Ibs. of food (flour, rice, tsnr~rbn,filrtrr, sugar,
salt and butter), and several Tibetans stated that they could
supply me with any quantity I required. Ainong others was
a trader from Buddhi, Darcey Bura's brother, who promised
t o bring me within an hour a sufficient qiiantity of food to
last us ten men twenty-five days. I noticed, when these
men left, that two of iny Shokas ran after them, and entered
into an excited discussion with them. Some two or three
hours later, the traders returned, swearing that not an
ounce of food could be obtained in the place. The way
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in which these men could lie was indeed marvellous t o
study. I suspected treachery, and reprimanded my Shokas,
threatening to punish them very severely if my suspicions
proved to be well founded.
The Shokas, knowing themselves discovered, and partly
through fear of the Tibetans, were now again quite
unreasonable and demoraIised. It was no use keeping
them by force and I decided to discharge them. From
the moment I had entered the forbidden country I had
been compelled to protect myself against them as much
as against the Tibetans. I reflected, however, when I
made up my mind to let them go, that these fellows had
stood for my sake hardships and privations which few men
could stand; and in paying them off I therefore rewarded
them suitably, and they undertook to bring back safely
across the frontier part of my baggage containing photographs, ethnological collections, &c. With infinite trouble
I then managed to purchase enough provisions to last five
men ten days.
The whole party accompanied me three-and-a-quarter
miles farther, where, in sight of the tumble-down Panku
Gomba, a mile to the West of us, we halted in order to make
the necessary arrangements for our parting, unseen by the
Tibetans. I took observations for latitude and longitude.
T h e water of the hypsometrical apparatus boiled at 185"
Fahr. fifty feet above the level of the lake, the temperature
of the air being 76" and the hour 10 A.M.
We had a high snowy chain to the South of us, extending
from 70" to 33" (b.m.), the direction of the range being
approximately from South-West to North-East, starting at
Nimo Namgil.
When everything was ready, the five Shokas, including
Kachi and Dola, left me, swearing by the sun and all that
they hold most sacred, that they would in no way betray
me to the Tibetans, who so far had no suspicion as to
who I was.
Bijesing the Johari and the Kutial Bura Nattoo agreed to
accompany me as far as the Maium Pass, so that my party,
including myself, now was reduced to only five.

C H A P T E R LI
The start with a further reduced party-A reconnaissanceNatural fortress-Black tents and animals--On the wrong
tack-Slings and their use-A visit to a Tibetan camp-Mistaken for brigandsBargaining and begging.

ALL was promising well when, with my reduced party, I
started towards the N.E., first following for three-and-aquarter miles a course of 49"; skirting the lake, then ascending over the barren hill ranges in a direction of go0 for
a distance of twelve miles. The journey was uneventful,
and my four men seemed in the best of spirits. We descended to a plain where water and grass could be found,
and having seen a camping-ground with a protecting wall,
such as are usually put up by Tibetans at their haltingplaces, we made ourselves conlfortable for the night, notwithstanding the high wind and a passing storm of hail and
rain, which drenched us to the skin. The thermometer
during the night went down to 34'.
At sunrise I started to make a reconnaissance from the
top of a high hill wherefrom I could get a bird's-eye view
of a great portion of the surrounding country. It was of
the utmost importance for me to find out which would be
the easiest way to get through the intricate succession of
hills and mountains, and to discover the exact direction
of a large river to the N. of us, throwing itself into the
hlansarowar, the name of which no one could tell me.
I started alone towards 352' 30' (b.xn.), and three-anda-half miles' climb brought me to 16,480 feet on the
summit of a hill, where I was able to ascertain and note
down all that I wished to know. I returned to camp, and
we went on towards 73" 3of,crossing over a pass 16,450 feet,
and ultimately finding ourselves at the fvot of a hill, the
All bearings given are magnetic.
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summit of which resembled a fortress, with flying-prayers
flapping to and fro in the wind. At the foot of the hill
were some twenty ponies grazing.
\\'ith the aid of my telescope I was able to make sure
that what at first appeared to be a castle was nothing but a
work of nature, and that apparently no one was concealed
u p there. The ponies, however, indicated the presence of
men, and we had to move cautiously. In fact, rounding
the next hill, we discerned in the grassy valley below a
number of black tents, two hundred yaks, and about a
thousand sheep. We kept well out of sight behind the
hill, and making a long detour, we at last descended
an extensive valley, in which the river described
(1 ainsemicircle,
washing the southern hill ranges, where
it was joined by a tributary coming from the S.E.
This tributary at first appeared to me larger than
what 1 afterwards recognised to be the main stream,
so that I followed its course for four miles (9230' b.m.), till I found that it was taking me in a more
southerly direction than I wished, and had to retrace
my steps along a flattish plateau. Meeting two
Tibetan women, I purchased, after endless trouble,
a fat sheep out of a flock they were driving before
them. These two females carried rope slings in their
hands, and the accuracy with which they could fling
stones and hit the mark at very great distances was
really marvellous. For the sake of a few annas they
gave an eshibition of their skill, hitting any sheep
you pointed at in their flock, even at distances of
SLIS
thirty and forty yards. 1 tried to obtain from these
dangerous females a little information about t h e
country, but they professed absolute ignorance.
are menials," they said, "arid we know nothing.
\Ye know each sheep in our flock, and that is all, but o u r
lord, of whom we are the slaves, knows all. He knows
where the rivers come from, and the ways to all Gombas.
He is a great king."
"Arid where does he live ? " I inquired.
"There, two miles off, where that smoke rises to the
sky."
The temptation was great to go and call on this "great
king," who knew so many things, all the more so as we
might probably persuade him to sell us provisions, which,
as we had none too many, would be of great assistance t o
us. Anyhow the visit would be interesting, and I decided
to risk it.

w
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We steered towards the several columns of smoke that
rose before us, and eventually we approached a large camp
of black tents. Our appearance caused a good deal of
commotion, and men and women rushed in and out of
their tents in great excitement.
" yo@as, jogpas !" (" Brigands ! brigands !") somebody
in their camp shouted, and in a moment their matchlocks were made ready, and the few men who had
remained outside the tents drew their swords, holding them
clumsily in their hands in a way hardly likely to terrify any
one.
T o be taken for brigands was a novel experience for us,
and the warlike array was in strange contrast to the t e d e d
expressions on the faces of those who stood there armed.
In fact, when Chanden Sing and I walked forward and
encouraged them to sheathe their steels and put their matchlocks by, they readily followed our advice, and brought
out rugs for us to sit upon. Having overcome their fright,
they were now most anxious to be pleasant.
" Kiula grrrrge gozai h a labocii~
!" (" You have nice
clothes I ") I began the conversation, attempting flattery,
to put the chieftain at his ease.
" Lasso, leh !" ( " Yes, sir ") answered the Tibetan, apparently astonished, and looking at his own attire with an air
of comical pride.
His answer was sufficient to show me that the man considered me his superior, the affirmative in Tibetan to an
equal or inferior being the mere
word lasso without the leh.
r~
" Kirrla
trrkrr taka zando ? "
(" How many children have you ?")
.. 4
't
I rejoined.
3
" ,Vi." (" Two.")
L
" Clrlrwerr bogfie, tsnrnba, clrotz
won i ? " ("Will you sell me flour
or fsnr~rbat ")
" Afiddir-have not got any,"
he replied, making several quick
semicircular movements with
the upturned palm of his right
hand.
This is a most characteristic
I
action of the Tibetan, and nearly
invariably accompanies the word
" NO," instead of a movement of
WOSI.\N CARRYING CHILD I N
BASKET
the head, as with us.
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" Kcran ga rraddorrltg ? " (" Where are you going ? ") he
asked me eagerly.
"iLrhgaratzg tre Kororrti !" (" I am a pilgrim ! ") " Ltrtrgba
quorghetr neh jclglretr." (" I go looking at sacred places.")
" Gofiria zaldo. Chahal wortzit. Tsatnba niiddir. Rogpe
nriddir, gtrrani nriddir, dii middir, kassur triiddir." (" I am
very poor. Please hear me. I have no tsarrtba, no flour,
no sweet paste, no rice, no dried fruit.")
This, of course, I knew to be untrue, so I calmly said that
I would remain seated where I was until food was sold
to me, and at the same time produced one or two silver
coins, the display of which to the covetous eyes of the
Tibetans was always the means of hastenin the transaction
of business. In small handfuls, after eac of which the
Tibetans swore that they had not another atom to sell, I
managed, with somewhat of a trial to my patience, to purchase some twenty pounds of food. The moment the money
was handed over they had a quarrel among themselves
about it, and almost came to blows, greed and avarice being
the most marked characteristic of the Tibetans. No Tibetan
of any rank is ashamed to beg in the most abject manner
for the smallest silver coin, and when he sells and is paid,
he always implores for another coin, to be thrown into the
bargain.

f

CHAPTER LII
What the men were like-Their timidity-Leather workMetal work-Blades and swordsFiligree-Saddles and harness-Pack saddles.

THE men of the party were extremely picturesque, with
hair flowing down their shoulders and long pigtails ornamented with pieces of red cloth, circles of ivory and silver
coins. Nearly all had the stereotyped pattern coat, with
ample sleeves hanging well over the hands, and pulled u p a t
the waist to receive the paraphernalia of eating-bowls, snuffbox, &c., employed in daily life. Most of them were dressed
in dark red, and all were armed with jewelled swords.
With flat, broad noses and slits of piercing eyes, high cheekbones and skin giving out abundant oily excretions, most of
the men stood at a respectful distance, scrutinising our faces
and watching our movements apparently with much interest.
I have hardly ever seen such cowardice and timidity as among
these big, hulking fellows; to a European it scarcely seems
conceivable. The mere raising of one's eyes was sufficient
to make a man dash away frightened, and, with the exception
of the chief, who pretended to be unafraid, notwithstanding
that even he was trembling with fear, they one and all
showed ridiculous nervousness when I approached them t o
examine their clothes or the ornaments they wore r o u n d
their necks, the most prominent of which were the charmboxes that ,dangled on their chests. The larger of these
charm-boxes contained an image of Budda, the others w e r e
mere brass or silver cases with nothing in them.
I was struck here, as well as in other camps, by the skill
of the Tibetans in working leather, which they tan a n d
prepare themselves, often giving to it a fine red o r g r e e n
colour. As a rule, however, the natural tint is preserved,
especially when the leather is used for belts, bullet a n d
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powder-pouches, and flint-and-steel cases. The hair of the
skins is removed by plucking and scraping, and preference
is shown for skins of the yak, antelope, and kiang. The
Tibetans are masters of the art of skinning, the hides being
afterwards
-----..
beaten, trodden upon and
manipulated to
I
be rendered
soft. T h e r e
were simple
i
o r namenta1
tions stamped
upon some of
the leather
articles, but in
1
most instances
either metal or
leather orna.1
ments of vari.+
ous colours
were fastened
on the belts
and pouches,
iron clasps inlaid with silver
.I
or silver ones
being the com~

i,

none st.
These metals are found
in the country,
and the TibeI
tans smelt and
cast the ore
TIHETAN YOUNG MAN
when s u f i cient fuel is
obtainable for the purpose. Earthen crucibles are employed
to liquefy the metals, and the castings are made in clay
moulds. For the inlaid work, in which the Tibetans greatly
excel, they use hammer and chisel. Inlaid ornamentation is
frequently to be seen on the sheaths of Tibetan swords, the
leaf pattern, varied scrolls and geometrical combinations
being most commonly preferred. The process of hardening
metals is still in its infancy, and Tibetan blades are of
wrought-iron, and not of steel. They succeed, however, in
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bringing them to a wonderful degree of sharpness, although
they entirely lack the elasticity of steel blades. Grooves t o
let in air, and thus make wounds incurable, are generally
ground in the sides of the daggers, but the blades of t h e
common swords are perfectly smooth and made to cut on
one side only. As can be seen from the illustrations, these
weapons are hardly adapted to meet the requirements of

SWORDS

severe fighting, as they do not allow a firm grip, nor have
they any guard for the hand. The sheaths and handles of
some of the more valuable swords are made of solid silver
inlaid with turquoises and coral beads, others of silver with
gold ornamentations. At Lhassa and at Sigatz (Shigatze),
silver filigree decorations are used on the best daggers ; but
nowhere else in Tibet is fine wire-making practised.
It must not be inferred from the above remarks that there
are no steel swords in Tibet, for indeed many fine blades of
excellent Chinese steel can be seen all over the country in
the possession of the richer officials, such as the huge twohanded, double-edged swords of Chinese importation, used
by Tibetan executioners.
The saddles, though possibly lacking comfort, are nevertheless skilfully made. The frame is made of solid wood
(imported) and set in hammered iron (often inlaid with silver
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and gold, as in the saddle here reproduced), which, like a
Mexican saddle, is very high in front and at the back.
Lizard skin or
coloured
leather is employed to decorate certain
parts, and a
ad covers the
seat. A rug is,
however, invariably placed
over this pad
f o r comfort,
and the short
iron stirrups
compel one to
sit with legs
doubled up, a
really not uncomfortable
position when
one gets used
to it. Breastpiece, crupper,
bridle and bit
are of leather
ornamented
with inlaid
SADDLE
metal pieces.
Double bags for tsarrzba, butter, &c. are fastened behind the
saddle, together with the inevitable peg and long rope, with
which no Tibetan rider is unprovided, for the tethering of
his pony at night.
Pack-saddles for yaks are made on the same principle, but
are of much rougher construction, as can be judged from the
illustrations,* in which the two saddles I used on my journey
are represented. The baggage is made fast by means of
ropes to the two upper bars. T o keep the saddle in position on the yak, and to prevent sores being inflicted, pads
and blankets are laid upon the animal's back. Add to thls
protection the long coat possessed by the beast itself, and
it will be clear why it very seldom sustains the slightest
injury from these apparently cruel burdens.

w

See page 223.

CHAPTER L I I I
Rain in torrents-A
miserable night-A
gorge-A gigantic
inscription-Sheltered
under boulders-A
fresh surpriseOnly two followers left.

WHEX night came on, I did not consider it safe to
encamp near the Tibetans. We nioved away, driving our
yaks before us and dragging the newly purchased sheep.
We marched two-and-a-half miles, and then halted in a
depression in the ground (16,050 feet), where we had a
little shelter from the wind, which blew with great force.
T o our right lay a short range of fairly high mountains
running from North to South, and cut by a gorge, out of
which flowed a large stream. At that time of the evening
we could not hope to cross it, but an attempt might be made
in the morning, when the cold of the night u-ould have
checked the melting of the snows. Heavy showers had
fallen frequently during the day, and the moment the sun
went down there was a regular downpour. Our little fented'nbri had been pitched, but we had to clear out of it a couple
of hours later, the small basin in which we had pitched
it having been turned into a regular pond. There was n o
alternative for us but to come out into the open, for where
the water did not flood us the wind was so high and the
ground so moist that it was not possible to keep our tent up.
The pegs would not hold. The hours of the night seemed
very long as we sat tightly wrapped up in our waterproofs,
with feet, hands and ears frozen, and the water dripping
down upon us. At dawn there were no signs of the storm
abating. We had not been able to light a fire in the
evening, nor could we light one now, and we were cold,
hungry and miserable. The thermometer had been down
to 36". Towards noon, the rain still pouring down in
torrents and there being no sign of its clearing, we loaded
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our yaks and entered the gorge between the snow-covered
mountains. With difficulty we crossed the tributary we
had so far followed, and then proceeded along the right
bank of the main stream to 23" 30", then to 25'.
We were so exhausted and wet that, when towards evening we came to an enormous cliff, on the rocky face of
which a patient Lama sculptor had engraved in gigantic
letters the everlasting characters, Oirtire trrairi pndrrze I r i r t r ,
we halted. The gorge was very narrow here, and we
managed to find a dry spot under a big boulder, but a s
there was not sufficient room for all five, the two Shokas
went under the shelter of another rock a little way off.
This seemed natural enough, nor could I anticipate any
danger, taking care myself of the weapons and the scientific
instruments, while the Shokas had under their own sheltering boulder the bags containing nearly all our provisions
except tinned meats. The rain pelted all night, the wind
howled, and again we could not light a fire. The thermometer did not fall below 38", but the cold, owing to our
drenched condition, seemed intense. In fact, we were so
frozen that we did not venture to eat, but, crouching ourselves in the small dry space at our disposal, we eventually
fell fast asleep without tasting food. I slept soundly for the
first time since I had been in Tibet, and it was broad daylight when I woke up, to find the man Nattoo from Kuti,
and Bijesing the Johari, departed from under their sheltering
rock, together with the loads entrusted to them. I discovered their tracks, half washed away, in the direction
from which we had come the previous night. The rascals
had bolted, and there would have been comparatively little
harm in that, if only they had not taken with them all the
stock of provisions for my two Hindoo servants, and a
quantity of good rope, straps, and other miscellaneous
articles, which we were bound to miss at every turn a n d
which we had absolutely no means of replacing.
Of thirty picked servants who had started with me, twentyeight had now abandoned me, and only two remained:
faithful Chanden Sing and hlansing the leper !
The weather continued horrible, with no food for my men
and no fuel ! I proposed to the two to go back also and let
me continue alone. I described to them the dangers of
following me farther, and warned them fully, but they
absolutely refused to leave me.
" Sahib, we are not Shokas," were their words. " If you
die, we will die with you. We fear not death. We are
sorry to see you suffer, sahib, but never mind us. We are
only pour people, therefore it is of no consequence."

CHAPTER L I V
1Iy time fully occupied-Our own yak drivers-A heavy blow
-Along the stream-Soldiers in pursuit of us-Discovered.

THISlast disaster should, I suppose, have deterred us from
further progress, but it somehow made me even more determined to persist than I was before. It was no light job to
have to run afield oneself to capture the yaks, which had
wandered off in search of grass; and having found them
and driven them back to our primitive camping-place,
to tie upon their backs the pack-saddles, and fasten on
them the heavy tin-lined cases of scientific instruments and
photographic plates. This task was only part of the day's
routine, which included the writing up of my diary, the
registering of observations, sketching, photographing,
changing plates in cameras, occasionally developing them,
surveying, cleaning of rifles, revolver, &c. &c. The effort
of lifting up the heavy cases on to the pack-saddles was,
owing to our exhausted condition, a severe tax on our
strength, and the tantalising restlessness of the yaks forced
us to make several attempts before we actually succeeded in
properly fastening the loads, particularly as we had lost our
best pieces of rope and leather straps. Our sole remaining
piece of rope seemed hardly long enough to make the final
knot to one of the girths ; anyhow neither my bearer nor
Mansing had sufficient strength to pull and make it join ; so
I made them hold the yak by the horns to keep him steady
while I pulled my hardest. I succeeded with a great effort,
and was about to get up, when a terrific blow from the yak's
horn struck me in the skull an inch behind my right ear
and sent me rolling head over heels. I was stunned for
several moments, and the back of my head was swollen and
sore for many days, the mark of the blow being visible
even now.

IN THE FORBIDDEN LAND
We proceeded along the right bank of the river on a course
of 85" between reddish hills and distant high snowy mountains to the N.W. and E.S.E. of us, which we saw from time
to time when the rain ceased and the sky cleared. The
momentary lifting of the clouds would be followed by
another downpour, and the marching became very unpleasant and difficult, as we sank deep in the mud. Towards
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evening, we suddenly discovered some hundred and fifty
soldiers riding full gallop in pursuit of us along the river
valley. We pushed on, and having got out of their sight
behind a hill, we deviated from our course and rapidly
climbed up to the top of the hill range; my two men
and the yaks concealed themselves on the other side. I
remained lying flat on the top of the hill, spying with my
telescope the movements of our pursuers. They rode
unsuspectingly on, the tinkling of their horse-bells sounding pleasant to the ear at that deserted spot. They made
a pretty picture, and, thinking probably that we had continued our way along the river, they rode past the spot
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PHANTOM-LIKE FIGURES
where we had left the path, and, possibly owing to their
haste to catch us up, did not notice our tracks up the hillside.
Rain began to fall heavily again, and we remained encamped at 17,000 feet with all our loads ready for flight at
any moment ; the night being spent none too comfortably.
I sat u all night, rifle in hand, in case of a surprise, and I
was.in eed glad when day dawned. The rain had stopped,

g
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but we were now enveloped in a white mist which chilled
us. I was very tired, and telling Chanden Sing to keep a
sharp watch, tried to sleep for a while.
" Hnzrrr, Irnztrr !jrilcli npkn Ontttlrrk !" (" Sir, sir, quick,
your rifle !") muttered my bearer, rousing me. " Do you
hear the sound of bells ? "
The tinkling was quite plain. As our pursuers were approaching, evidently in a strongbody, there was no time to
be lost. To successfully evade them appeared impossible, so
I decided to meet them, rather than attempt flight. Chanden
Sing and I were armed with our rifles, and Mansing with his
Gourkha ktikri, and thus we awaited their arrival. There
came out of the mist a long procession of grey, phantomlike figures, each one leading a pony. The advance guard
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stopped from time to time to examine the ground ; having
discovered our footprints only partially washed away by the
rain, they were following them up. Seeing us at last o n
the top of the hill, they halted. There was commotion
among them, and they held an excited consultation ; some
of them unslung their matchlocks, others drew their swords,
while we sat on a rock above and matched them with
undivided attention.

CHAPTER LV
An interview-Peace or war ?-Gifts and the scarf of friendship-The Kata-The end of a friendly visit.

AFTER hesitating a little, four officers signalled to us that
they wished to approach.
" You are a great king ! " shouted one at the top of his
voice, "and we want to lay these presents at your feet,"
and he pointed to some small bags which the other three
men were carrying. " Gelbo ! Chakzal ! Chakal !" (" We
salute you, king I ")
I felt anything but regal after the wretched night we had
spent, but I wished to treat the natives with due deference
and politeness whenever it was possible.
I said that four men might approach, but the bulk of the
party was to withdraw to a spot about two hundred yards
away. This they immediately did, a matter of some surprise to me after the warlike attitude they had assumed at
first. They laid their matchlocks down in the humblest
fashion, and duly replaced their swords in their sheaths.
The four officers approached, and when quite close to
us, threw the bags on the ground and opened them
to show us their contents. There was tsamba, flour, chlrra
(a kind of cheese), gnraltt (sweet paste), butter, and dried
fruit. The officers were most profuse in their humble
salutations. They had removed their caps and thrown
them on the ground, and they kept their tongues sticking out of their mouths until I begged them to draw
them in. They professed to be the subordinates of the
Tokchim Tarjum, who had despatched them to inquire
after my health, and who wished me to look upon him as
my best friend. Well aware of the difficulties we must
encounter in travelling through such an inhospitable
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country, the Tarjum, they said, wished me to accept the
gifts they now laid before me, and with these they handed
me a Kata, or "the scarf of love and friendship," a long
piece of thin silklike gauze, the end of which had been cut
into a fringe. In Tibet these Kntas accompany every gift,
and no caller ever goes about without one, which instantly
on arrival he produces for presentation to his host. The
high Lamas sell them to devotees, and one or more of these
scarves is presented to those who leave a satisfactory
oblation after visiting a lamasery and temple. If a verbal
message is sent to a friend, a Kafn is sent with it, and
among officials and 1,ama.s small pieces of this silk gauze
are enclosed even in letters.
Not to give or send a Katrz
to an honoured visitor is considered a breach of good manners and is equivalent to a
slight.
I hastened to express my
thanks for the Tarjum's kindness, and I handed the messengers a sum in silver of three
times the value of the articles
presented. The men seemed
very pleasant and friendly, and
we chatted for some time.
Much to my annoyance, poor
Mansing, bewildered at the slght
of so much food, could no
longer resist the pangs of hunger
and, caring little for the breach
of etiquette and likely consequences, proceeded to fill his
mouth with handfuls of flour,
cheese and butter. This led
the Tibetans to suspect that we
A MAl'A
must be starving, and with
their usual shrewdness they determined to take advantage
of it.
"The Tarjum," said the oldest of the messengers,
" wishes you to come back and be his guest, when he will
feed you and your men, and you will then go back to your
C O U try."
~
"Thank you," I replied ; " we do not want the Tarjum's
food, nor do we wish to go back. I am greatly obliged for
his kindness, but we will continue our journey."

A HASTY RETREAT
"Then," angrily said a young and powerful Tibetan, if
you continue your journey we will take back our gifts."
"And your Kafa !"1 rejoined, sending first the large ball
of butter flying into his chest, and after it the small bags of
flour, tsamba, cheese, fruit, &c., a minute earlier prettily laid
out before us.
This unexpected bombardment quite upset the Tibetans,
who, with powdered coats, hair and faces, scampered
away as best they could, while Chanden Sing, always as
quick as lightning when it was a case of hitting, pounded
away with the butt of his rifle at the roundest part of one
ambassador's body, as in his clumsy clothes he attempted
to get up and run.
Mansing, the philosopher of our party, interrupted in his
feed but not put out, nor concerned in what was going on,
picked up the fruit and cheese and pieces of butter scattered all over the place, mumbling that it was a shame t o
throw away good food in such a reckless fashion.
The soldiers, who had been watching attentively from
a distance the different phases of the interview, considered it prudent to beat a hasty retreat, and, mounting
their steeds with unmistakable dispatch, galloped pellme11 down the hill, and then along the valley of the
river, until they were lost to sight in the mist, while the
poor ambassadors, who had been unable to rejoin their
ponies, followed as quickly as possible under the circumstances, considering the rarefied air and rough ground.
Their cries of distress, caused by fear alone, for we had
done them no harm, served to strengthen the contempt in
which my men by now held the Tibetan soldiers and their
officers.
The scene really was comical, and I made as much
capital as I could out of it, laughing with my companions
and ridiculing to them the supposed valour of Tibetans.
When the Tibetans were out of sight, Chanden Sing and
I pocketed our pride and helped Mansing to collect the
dried dates, apricots, the pieces of ch~ira,butter and grirartl.
Then having loaded our yaks we marched on.

CHAPTER L V I
Rain in torrents-A

swampy plain-The sun at last-Our yaks
stolen and recovered.

WE were not in luck. The weather continued squally
in the morning, and in the afternoon the rain was again
torrential. We went towards 78" over uninteresting a n d
monotonous grey country with a chain of snowy peaks
stretching from South-West to North-East. We waded
through a fairly deep and very cold river, and subsequently rose over a pass 17,450 feet. A number of
Hunyas, with flocks of several thousand sheep, came in
sight, but we avoided them. They did not see us.
At the point where we crossed it, the main stream turns
in a graceful bend to 140'' (b.m.). We climbed over hilly a n d
barren country to an altitude of 17,550 feet, where several
small lakelets were to be found, and, having marched in all
fourteen and a-half miles in a drenching rain, we descended
into a large valley. Here we had great difficulty in finding
a spot where to rest for the night. The plain was simply a
swamp, with several lakes and ponds, and we sank everywhere in mud and water. All our bedding and clothes were
soaked to such an extent that it really made no difference
where we halted ; so we pitched our little tent on t h e
banks of a stream coming out of a valley to the North,
from which, extending in an easterly direction, rose a series
of pyramidal mountains, covered with snow, and all of
almost equal height and base. TO the South were high
peaks with great quantities of snow upon them. This
valley was at an elevation of 17,450 feet, and the cold was
intense.
At night the rain came down in bucketsful, and o u r
tcttte d'abri gave us but little shelter. W e were lying
inside in water, and all the trenches in the world could n o t
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have kept it from streaming in. In fact, it is no exaggeration to say that the whole valley was a sheet of water from
one to several inches deep. Of course, we suffered intensely from cold, the thermometer dropping to 26" at 8 P.M.,
when a South-East wind blew furiously ; and the rain fell
mixed with sleet for a time, and was followed by a lleavy
snowstorm. We lay crouched up on the top of our baggage,
so as not to sleep on the frozen water, and when we woke in
the morning our tent had half collapsed owing to t h e
weight of snow upon it. During the day the temperature
went up and rain fell afresh, so that when we resumed o u r
marching, we sank into a mixture of mud, snow and water
several i n c h e s
,7
" deep. We had to
cross three rivers,
I
and to skirt five
lakes of various
sizes, following a
?
,
,
course of 83" 45'.
. ,
Seven iniles of
I
this dreary marching saw us enc a m p e d (17,380
feet) by the foot of
a conical h i l l
17,500 feet, where
an almost identical
repetition of t h e
previous night's
experience took
place. The therI
mometer w a s
down to 32O, but
fortunately t h e
wind subsided at
HEAD OF BRIGAND
eight in the evening. As luck would
have it, the sun came out the following day, and we were
able to spread out all our things to dry, during which
process we had yet another novel experience.
Our two yaks had disappeared. I climbed up to t h e
summit of the hill above camp, and with my telescope
scoured the plain. The two animals were some distance off
being led away by ten or twelve men on horseback, w h o
drove in front of them a flock of about five hundred sheep.
By their clothing I recognised the strangers to be robbers.

--
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CHAKZAL, CHAKZAL!
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Xaturally 1 started post haste to recover my property,
leaving Chanden Sing and Mansing in charge of our camp.
I caught them up as they marched slowly, though, when they
perceived me, they hastened on, trying to get away. I
shouted three times to them to stop, but they paid no heed
t o my words, so that I unslung my rifle and would have
shot at them had the threat alone not been sufficient to
.make them reflect. They halted, and when I got near
enough I claimed my two yaks back. They refused to give

BRIGANDS WITH SHEEP

them up. They said they were twelve men, and were not
afraid of one. Dismounted from their ponies, they seemed
ready to go for me.
As I saw them take out a flint and steel to light the fuses of
their matchlocks, I thought 1 might as well have my innings
first, and, before they could guess at my intention, I applied
a violent blow with the muzzle of my rifle to the stomach of
the man nearest to me. He collapsed, while I administered
another blow to the right temple of another man who held
his matchlock between his legs, and was on the point of
striking his flint and steel to set the tinder on fire. He,
too, staggered and fell clumsily.
" CkaRzal, chakzal ! Chakzal wortzik !" ("We salute you,
we salute you ! Please listen !") exclaimed a third brigand,
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with an expression of dismay, and holding up his thumbs
with his fist closed in sign of approval.
" Chakznl," I replied, shoving a cartridge into the Mannlicher.
" Middit, iniddii !" (" No, no !") they entreated, promptly
laying down their weapons.
I
1 purchased from these men about thirty pounds of
tsamba and eight of butter, and got one of them to carry
this to my camp, while I, without further trouble, recovered my yaks and drove them back to where Chanden
Sing and Mansing were busy lighting a fire to make
some tea.

CHAPTER L V I I
Travelling Tibetansover a high pass--A friendly meetingA proffered ban uet Ascent to 20,000 feet-Looking for the
Cunkyo I,ake-%urp<sed by a phantom army.

TOWARDS
noon, when our things had got almost dry in the
warm sun, the sky became overclouded, and it again began
to rain heavily. I was rather doubtful as to whether I should
go over a pass some miles off to 93" (b.m.), or should follow
the course of the river and skirt the foot of the mountains.
We saw a large number of Tibetans travelling in the opposite direction to ours, and they all seemed much terrified
when we approached them. We obtained from them a
few more pounds of food, but they refused to sell us any
sheep, of which they had thousands. I decided to attempt
the first-mentioned route and, making our way first over
a continuation of the flat plateau, then over undulating,
ground, we came to two lakelets, at the foot of the pass
in question. The ascent was comparatively gentle, over
snow, and we followed the river descending from the top.
About half-way up, on looking back, we saw eight soldiers
galloping toward us. We waited for them ; and as soon as
they came up to us, they went through the usual servile
salutations, depositing their arms on the ground to show that
they had no intention of fighting. A long friendly palaver
followed, the Tibetans professing their friendship for us and
their willingness to help us to get on in any way in their
power. This was rather too good to be true, and I suspected treachery, all the more so when they pressed and
entreated us to go back to their tents, where they wished u s
to remain as their highly-honoured guests, and where we
should have all the luxuries that human mind can conceive
showered upon us. On further specification, these were
found to consist of presents of clrtira, cheese, butter, yak
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milk, and tsamba, and they said they would sell 11s ponies
if we required them. The description was too glowing ;
so, taking all things into consideration, and allowing for
the inaccuracy of speech of my interlocutors as well as
of Tibetans in general, I thanked them from the bottom
of my heart and answered that I preferred to continue my
way and bear my present sufferings.
They perceived that 1 was not easy to catch, and, if any-

PHANTOM-LIKE \'ISITORS

thing, they respected me the more for it. In fact they
could not disguise their amazement at my having got so
far with only two men. When I had given my visitors some
little present, we parted at last, in a very friendly manner.
We climbed up to the pass (18,480 feet), and before us on
the other side found a large stretch of flat land, some two
thousand feet lower. I could see a lake, which I took to be
the Gunkyo. Nevertheless, to make certain of it, I left my
men and yaks on the pass and went to reconnoitre from a
peak 19,000 feet high, N.E. of us. There was much snow
and the ascent was difficult and tedious. When I got to the
top another higher peak barred the view in front of me, so
descending first and then ascending again, I climbed this
second summit, finally reaching an elevation of 20,000 feet,
and obtaining a good bird's-eye view of the country all

A S C E N T T O 20,000 F E E T
round. There was a long snowy range to the North, and,
directly under it, what I imagined to be a stretch of water,
judging from the mist and clouds forming above it, and
from the grass on the lower portion of the mountains.
A hill range stood in my way, just high enough to conceal
the lake behind it. I rejoined my men and we continued
o u r march down the other side of the pass, sinking in deep,
soft snow. We pitched our tent at a spot about five hundred
feet higher than the plain below us, in a gorge formed by
the two mountain sides conling close together. Notwithstanding that I was now quite accustomed to great altitudes,
the ascent to 20,000 feet had caused a certain exhaustion,
a n d I should have been glad of a good night's rest.
Mansing and Chanden Sing, having eaten some food,
slept soundly, but I felt very depressed. I had a peculiar
sense of unrest and of some evil coming to us during the
night.
We were all three under our little tent, when I began to
fancy there was some one outside. I do not know why the
thought entered my head, for I heard no noise, but all the
same I felt I must see and satisfy my curiosity. I peeped
out of the tent with my rifle in hand, and saw a number of
black figures cautiously crawling towards us. In a moment
I was outside on my bare feet, running towards them and
shouting at the top of my voice, " Piln tetlurr tednng!"
(" Look out, look out ! " ) which caused a stampede among
our ghostlike visitors. There were, apparently, numbers of
them hidden behind rocks, for when the panic seized them,
the number of runaways was double or even treble that of
the phantoms I had at first seen approaching. At one
moment there seemed to be black ghosts springing out
from everywhere, only, more solid than ghosts, they made
a dreadful noise with their heavy boots as they ran in
confusion down the steep descent and through the gorge.
They turned sharply round the hill at the bottom and
disappeared.
When I crawled inside the tent again Chanden Sing and
Mansing, wrapped head and all in their olankets, were still
snoring !

CHAPTER LVIII
A sleepless night-Watching our enemy-A

picturesque sight

-A messenger-Soldiers from Lhassa-Taken for a Kashmeree

-The Gunkyo Lake.

SXTURALLY
I passed a sleepless night after that, fearing
that the unwelcome visitors might return. We speculated
much as to how the Tibetans had found 11s) and we could
not help surmising that our friends of the previous afternoon must have put them on our track. However, such
was the inconceivable cowardice shown on every occasion
by the Tibetans, that we got to attach no importance
to these incidents, and not only did they not inspire us
with fear, but they even ceased to excite or disturb u s
much.
We went on as usual, descending to the plain, and when
we had got half-way across it, I scoured the hills all round
with my telescope to see if I could discern traces of o u r
pusillanimous foes.
"There they are," cried Chanden Sing, who had t h e
most \vonderful eyesight of any man I have known, as h e
pointed at the summit of a hill where, among the rocks,
several heads could be seen peeping. We \vent on without
taking further notice of them, and then they came out of
their hiding-place, and we saw them descending the hill in
a long line, leading their ponies. On reaching the plain
they mounted their steeds and came full gallop towards us.
They were quite a picturesque sight in their dark-red coats
or brown and yellow skin robes and their vari-coloured caps.
Some wore bright red coats with gold braiding, and Chinese
caps. These were officers. The soldiers' matchlocks, t o
the rests of which red and white flags were attached, gave a
touch of colour to the otherwise dreary scenery of barren
bills and snow, and the tinkling of the horse-bells enlivened
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t h e monotony of these silent, inhospitable regions. They
dismounted some three hundred yards from us, and one old
man, throwing aside his matchlock and sword in a theatrical
fashion, walked unsteadily towards us. We received him
kindly, and he afforded us great amusement, for in his way
he was a strange character.
" I am only a messenger," he hastened to state, "and
therefore do not pour your anger upon me if I speak to
you. I only convey the words of my officers, who do not

"I

A M OXLY

A MESSENGER "

dare to come for fear of being injured. News has been
received at Lhassa, from whence we have come, that a
PIctrki (an Englishman) with many men is in Tibet, and can
be found nowhere. We have been sent to capture him. Are
you one of his advance guard 1"
"No," I replied drily. " I suppose that you have taken
several months to come from Lhassa."
" Oh no ! Our ponies are good," he answered ; " and we
have come quickly."
" Clrik, ni, srrttr, shi, I@,
do, dill, gliielr, gu, clirr, clirlck
cltick, chtrcR ni," the Tibetan counted up to twelve, frowning
and keeping his head inclined towards the right as if t o
collect his thoughts, at the same time holding up his hand,
with the thuinb folded against the palm, and turning down
a finger as he called each number. The thumbs are never

A MESSENGER
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used in counting. " Ltrnr chttck ni nirnan !" " Twelve
days," said he, "have we been on the road. We have
orders not to return till we have captured the Plenki. And
you ? " asked he inquisitively, " how long have you taken t o
come from Ladak ? "
He said that he could see by my face that I was a
Kashmeree, I being probably so burnt and dirty that it was
hard to distinguish me from a native. The old man
cross-examined me to find out whether I was a Pundit sent
by the Indian Government to survey the country, a n d
asked me why I had discarded my native clothes for Plenki
(European) ones. He over and over again inquired whether
I was not one of the Plenki's party.
" Keran g a naddo rtng t " (" Where are you going ? ") he
queried.
" ,Vhgarang ilc koroun Larna jehlhlrotlg." (" I am a pilgrim," I replied, '(going to visit monasteries.")
" Kerair mi japoriii." (" You are a good man.")
He offered to show me the way to the Gunkyo Lake, a n d
was so pressing that I accepted. However, when I saw
the 200 soldiers mount and follow us, I remonstrated with
him, saying that if we were to be friends we did not need an
army to escort us.
" If you are our friend, you can come alone, and we will
n ~ injure
t
you," I gave him to understand ; " but if you a r e
our enemy we will fight you and your arniy here at once,
and we will save you the trouble of coming on."
The Tibetan, confused and hesitating, went to confabulate with his men, and returned some time after with eight
of them, while the bulk of his force galloped away in t h e
opposite direction.
We went across the plain to 355' (b.m.), until we came to
a hill range, which we crossed over a pass 17,450 feet high.
Then, altering our course to 56' 30') we descended and
ascended several hills, and at last found ourselves in the
grassy sheltered valley of the large Gunkyo Lake, extending
from South-East to North-West. With a temperature of
68" (Fahr.) the water in hypsometrical apparatus boiled
at 183" 3$ at 8.30 in the evening. The lake was of extraordinary beauty, with the high snowy Gangri mountains rising almost sheer from its waters, and on t h e
southern side lofty hills forming a background wild and
picturesque, but barren and desolate beyond all words. At
the other end of the lake, to the North-West, were lower
mountains skirting the water.
We encamped at 16,455 feet, and the soldiers pitched
their tent some fifty yards away.

CHAPTER L I X
In pleasant company-Unpopularity

of the Lamas-Soldiers

- Towards the Maium Pass - Grass - Threats - Puzzled

Tibetans-The

Maium Pass-Obos.

DURING
the evening the Tibetans came over to my camp
a n d made themselves useful. They helped us to get fuel,
and brewed tea for me in Tibetan fashion. They seemed
decent fellows, although sly if you like. They professed
to hate the Lamas, the rulers of the country, to whom
they took special pleasure in applying names hardly
repeatable in these pages. According to them, the Lamas
had all the money that came into the country, and no one
but themselves was allowed to have any. They were not
particular as to the means used to obtain their aim ; they
were cruel and unjust. Every man in Tibet, they said, was
a soldier in case of emergency, and every one a servant of
the Lamas. The soldiers of the standing army received a
certain quantity of tsafrrba, bricks of tea and butter, and that
was all, no pay being given in cash. Usually, however, they
were given a pony to ride, and when on travelling duty they
had a right to obtain relays of animals at post-stations and
villages, where also they were entitled to claim supplies of
food, saddles, or anything else they required, to last them as
far as the next encampment. The weapons (sword and matchlock) generally belonged to the men themselves, and
always remained in the family ; but occasionally, and
especially in the larger towns, such as Lhassa and Sigatz,
the Lamas provided them : gunpowder and bullets were invariably supplied by the authorities. The arms were manufactured mostly in Lhassa and Sigatz. Although the
Tibetans boasted of great accuracy in shooting with their
matchlocks, which had wooden rests to allow the marksman
to take a steady aim, it was never my pleasure to see even
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the champion shots in the country hit the mark. It is true
that, for sporting purposes and for economy's
sake, the Tibetan soldier hardly ever used lead
bullets or shot, but preferred to fill his barrel
with pebbles, which were scarcely calculated to
improve the bore of the weapon. Furthermore,
gunpowder was so scarce that it was but very
seldom they had a chance
of practising.
At sunrise the view of
Gunkyo was magnificent, with the snowcovered mountainstinted
gold and red, and reflected in their minutest
details in the still waters
of the lake. We loaded
our yaks, the Tibetans
giving us a helping hand,
and started towards the
hIaium Pass, following
a general course of ~ o g "
up the river, which
throws itself into the
Gunkyo Lake.
The valley was very
narrow, and ran in cont i n u o u s zigzags ; b u t
although the altitude was
great, there was abundance of grass, and the '
green was quite refreshing to the eyes, tired as
we were of snow and
reddish barren mount a i n s a n d desert-like
stretches of land. We
came to a basin where,
on the opposite bank of
the stream, was a large
Tibetan camping-ground
with a high wall of
stones. B e h i n d it I
MATCHLOCK
MATCHLOCK
could see smoke rising,
which made me suspect that there were people concealed
there.

THREATS
Our Tibetan friends asked what we were going to do, and
begged me to stop there to talk and drink tea. I said I had
had quite enough of both, and would proceed.
" If you go on we will kill you," said one of the soldiers,
getting into a temper, and taking advantage of our politeness towards him and his mates.
" A'ga snirtgi garrtn irrdtlk " (" If you please "), I answered
with studied courtesy.
" If you go another step, we will cut off your head, or you
will have to cut off ours," cried two or three others, stretching their bare necks towards me.
" Tafitih middii " (" I have not got a small knife "), I
replied, quite seriously, and with assumed disappointment,
twirling my hand in the air in Tibetan fashion.
The Tibetans did not know what to make of me, and
when I moved towards the pass, on which hundreds of
flying prayers flapped in the wind, after politely bidding
them good-bye with tongue out, and waving both my hands
palms upwards in front of my forehead in the most
approved Tibetan style, they took off their caps and humbly
saluted us by going down on their knees and putting their
heads close to the ground.
We crossed the plain, and slowly wended our way up the
pass. Near the top we came to a track, the highway from
Ladak to Lhassa vic? Gartok, along the northern side of the
Rakstal, lliansarowar and Gunkyo Lakes. On the pass itself
were planted several poles connected by means of ropes,
from which flying prayers waved gaily in the breeze. Obos,
o r mounds of stones, had also been erected here. The slabs
were usually white, and bore in many instances the inscrip
tion " Omne marzi padine htrrz." Yak skulls and horns, as
well as those of goats and sheep, were laid by the side of
these Obos, the same words .being engraved on the bone
and stained red with the blood of the animal killed.
These sacrifices are offered by Tibetans when crossing a
high pass, especially if there is a Lama close at hand to
commemorate the event. The meat of the animal killed is
eaten by the people present, and, if the party is a large one,
dancing and singing follow the feast. As I have already
remarked, these Obos are found all over the country ; they
indicate the points marking the passes or summits of hills,
and no Tibetan ever goes by one of them without depositing on it a white stone to appease the possible wrath of
their God.

C H A P T E K LX
The biaium P a s s I n t o the Tutzang province-Its capitalThe Doktol province-Orders disregarded-The sources of
the Brahmaputra-Change in the climate-The valley of the
Brahmaputra-Running risks.

T H E RIaium Pass (17,500 feet), to which from where I
started no Englishman had ever penetrated, is a great landmark in Tibet, for not only does one of the sources of
the great Tsangpu, or Brahmaputra River, rise on its S.E.
slopes, but it also separates the immense provinces of NariKhorsum (extending West of the hiaium Pass and comprising
the mountainous and lacustrine region as far as Ladak)
from the Yutzang, the central province of Tibet, stretching
.East of the pass along the valley of the Brahmaputra
and having Lhassa for its capital. The word Y I in
~ Tibetan
means " middle," and it is applied to this province, as it
occupies the centre of Tibet. T o the North of the Maium
lies the Doktol province.
1 had taken a reconnoitring trip to another pass to t h e
N.E. of us, and had just returned to my men on the Maium
Pass, when several of the Tibetan soldiers we had left behind
rode u p towards us. We waited for them, and their leader,
pointing at the valley beyond the pass, cried : "That yonder
is the 1,hassa territory and we forbid you to enter it."
I took no notice of his protest, and driving before me the
two yaks I stepped into the most sacred of all the sacred
provinces, " the ground of God."
We descended quickly on the Eastern side of the pass,
while the soldiers, aghast, remained watching us from
above, themselves a most picturesque sight as they stood
among the Obos against the sky-line, with the sunlight
shining on their jewelled swords and the gay red flags of
their matchlocks, while over their heads strings of flying
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prayers waved in the wind. Having watched us for a little
while, they disappeared.
A little rivulet, hardly six inches wide, descended among
stones in the centre of the valley we were following, and
was soon swollen by other rivulets from melting snows on
the mountains to either side. This was one source* of the
great Brahmaputra, one of the largest rivers of the world.
1 must confess that I felt somewhat proud to be the first
European who had ever reached these sources, and there

SOURCE OF THE BK~\lIhl:\PCTKA

was a certain childish delight in standing over this sacred
stream which, of such immense width lower down, could
here be spanned by a man standing with legs slightly apart.
We drank of its waters at the spot where it had its birth, and
then, following a marked track to 125" (b.m.), we continued
our descent on a gentle incline along a grassy valley. The
change in the climate between the West and South-east
sides of the bIaium Pass was extraordinary. On the Western
side we had nothing but violent storms of hail, rain and
snow, the dampness in the air rendering the atmosphere cold
even during the day. The soil was unusually marshy, and
very little fuel or grass could be found. The moment the
pass was crossed we were in a mild, pleasant climate, with a
lovely deep blue sky over us and plenty of grass for the
I passed the other source on the return journey.
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yaks, as a-ell as lo=- shrubs for our fires ; so that, after all our

sufferings and pri~ations,we felt that we had indeed entered
the land of God. Sotwiithstanding that I expected great
trouble sooner or later, I aas not at all sorry I had disobeyed the soldiers' orders and had marched straight into the
forbidden territory-it was a kind of wild satisfaction at
doing that which is forbidden.
The Brahmaputra received three small snow-fed tributaries descending rapidly from the steep mountains on
either side of us; and a-here the main stream turned sharply
lo 17oZ,a fourth and important t r i b u w , c a m i n g a x-ery
large volume of water, came dou-n to it through a gorge
from 20' ( b a a ) .
\Ye encamped near the junction of these rivers, on the
right bank of the main stream, at an altitude of 16,620 feet.
From the Maiurn Pass a continuation of the Gangri chain of
mountains runs first in a South-easterly direction, then due
East, taking a line almost parallel to the higher Southern range
of the Himahlyas, and forming a xast plain intersected by
the Brahmaputra. On the Southern side of the river can b e
seen minor hill ranges between the river course and the big
range with its majestic snowy peaks and beautiful g:aciers.
This Sorthem range keeps an almost parallel line to
the greater range southward ; and, though no peaks of
very considerable elevation are to be found along it, yet
it is of geographical importance, as its Southern slopes
form the Sorthem watershed of the holy river as far as
Lhassa.
The valley enclosed between these two parallel ranges is
the most thickly populated valley in Tibet. Grass is abundant,
and fuel easily obtainable, and therefore thousands of yaks,
sheep, and goats can be seen grazing near the many Tibetan
camps along the Brahmaputra and its principal tributaries.
The trade route taken by the caravans from Ladak to Lhassa
follows this valley; and, as I came to Tibet to see and study
the Tibetans, I thought that, although I might run greater
risks, I could in no part of the country accomplish my object
better than by going along this thickly populated tmck.

CHAPTER L X I
Expecting trouble-Along the Brallmaputra-A thunderstorm
-A dilemma-A dangerous river-Swamped-Saved-Night
disturbers-A new friend.

WE slept very little, as we expected the soldiers to attack us
during the night to try and stop our progress, but all was
quiet and nothing happened ; our yaks, however, managed
to get loose, and we had some difficulty in recovering them
in the morning, for they had swum across the stream, and
had gone about a mile from camp on the other side.
The night had been very cold, the thermometer dropping
as low as 324'. We did not pitch our little tenttin case of
emergencies, and we were tired and cold after the long
march of the previous day. There was a South-westerly
breeze blowing and I found it hard to have to cross the
river, chase the yaks and bring them back to camp. Then,
exhausted as we were, we had in addition to go through
the daily routine of loading them. We followed the right
bank of the stream to bearings 170' (m.), then to 142' 30'
(b.m.), where it wound in and out between barren hills,
subsequently flowing through a grassy valley three-quarters
of a mile wide and a mile and a half long. It then went
through a narrow passage to 17" 30' (b.m.) and turned
to 103" and farther to 142" through an undulating grassy
valley two miles wide, in crossing which we were caught in
a terrific thunderstorm, with hail and rain. This was indeed
an annoying experience, for we were now before a very
large tributarv of the Brahmaputra, and the stream was so
swollen, rapid and deep that 1 was much puzzled as to how
to take my men across : they could not swim, and the water
\va.; so cold that a dip in it would give any one a severe
shock. However, there was no time to be lost, for the
river was visibly rising, and as the storm was getting worse,
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difficulties would only increase every moment. \Ye took off
every stitch of clothing and fastened our garments, with our
rifles, &c., on the pack-saddles of the yaks, which we sent
into the water. They are good swimmers, and though the
current carried them over a hundred yards down stream,
we saw them with satisfnction scramble out of the water
on to the opposite bank. Sotwithstanding the faith that

TIBETAS I)OG

Chanden Sing and Mansing had in my swimming, they really
thought that their last hour had come when 1 took each by
the hand and asked them to follow me into the stream.
Hardly had we gone twelve yards when the inevitable took
place. We were all three swept alvay, and Chanden Sing and
hlansing in their panic clung tight to my arms and dragged
me under water. Though 1 swam my hardest with my legs,
we continually came to the surface and then sank again,
owing to the dead weight of my helpless mates. But
at last, after a desperate struggle, the current washed us

SAFE !
on to the opposite side, where we found our feet, and
were soon able to scramble out of the treacherous river.
We were some two hundred yards down stream from the
spot at which we had entered the river, and such was the
quantity of muddy water we had swallowed that we all
three became sick. This left us much exhausted, and,
as the storm showed 110 signs of abating, we encamped
(16,320feet) there and then 011 the left bank of the stream.
Though we sadly needed some warm food, there was, of

SM.\LL MAN1 WALL

course, no possibility of lighting a fire. A piece of chocolate was all I had that night, and my men preferred to eat
nothing rather than break their caste by eating my food.
We were asleep under our little tent, the hour being
about eleven, when there was a noise outside as of voices
and people stumbling against stones. I was out in a
moment with my rifle, and shouted the usual Palntlci "
("Go away"), in answer to which, though I could see
nothing owing to the darkness, 1 heard several stones flung
from slings whizzing past me. One of these hit the tent,
and a dog barked furiously. I fired a shot in the air, which
had the good effect of producing a hasty retreat of our
enemies, whoever they were. The dog, however, would not
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go. He remained outside barking all night, and it was only
in the morning, when I gave him some food and caressed
him in Tibetan fashion, with the usual words of endearment,
" Ctrochic, Choch~i," that our four - footed foe became
friendly, rubbing himself against my legs as if he had
known me all his life, and taking a particular fancy to Mansing, by whose side he lay down. From that day he never
left our camp, and followed us everywhere, until harder times
came upon us.

CHAPTER LXII
Leaving the course of the river-A pass-An arid plain-More
vanishing soldiers-Another river-A mani wall-Mirage ?-A
large Tibetan encampment-The chain of mountains North
of us.

THEriver was turning too much towards the South, so I
decided to abandon it and strike across country, especially
as there were faint signs of a track leading over a pass to
110" (b.m.) from camp. I followed this track, and along it
I distinguished marks of hundreds of ponies' hoofs, now
almost entirely washed away. This was evidently the way
taken by the soldiers we had encountered on the other side
of the hlaium Pass.
Having risen over the col I 7,750 feet, we saw before us
an extensive valley with barren hills scattered over it. To
the South we observed a large plain some ten miles wide,
with snowy peaks rising on the farther side. In front was a
hill projecting into the plain, on which stood a rr~nrriwall ;
and this latter discovery made me feel quite confident that
I was on the high road to Lhassa. About eight miles off to
the NNW. were high snowy peaks, and as we went farther
we found a lofty mountain range, with still higher peaks,
three iniles behind it. We had travelled half-way across the
waterless plain, when we noticed a nutnber of soldiers' heads
and matchlocks popping in and out from behind a distant
hill. Afrer a while they came out in numbers to observe
our movements, then retired again behind the hill. We proceeded, but \\,hen we \\ere still half a mile from them they
abandoned their Iliding-place, and galloped away before us,
raising clouds of dust. From a hill 16,200 feet, over which
the track crossed, we perccived a group of very high snowy
peaks about eight miles distant. Het\\een them and us
stood a r;lngc ot hills cut by a valley, along which
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flowed a river carrying a large volume of water. This
we followed to 126" (b.m.), and having found a suitable
fording-place, we crossed over at a spot where the stream
was twenty-five yards across, and the water reached up to
our waists. We found here another t~turtiwall with large
inscriptions on stones, and as the wind was very high and
cutting, we made use of it to shelter us. U'ithin the angle
comprised between bearings 240" and 120' (b.m.) we could

observe a very high, snowy mountain range in the distance
(the great Himahlyan chain), and lower hill ranges even as
near as three miles from camp. The river we had just
crossed flowed into the Rrahmaputra, and we \\?ere now at
an elevation of 15,700 feet. Ll'e saw plainly at sunset a
number of black tents before us at bearings 120" ; we
calculated them to be two miles distant. We counted
about sistv, as well as hundreds of black yaks.
At sunrise the nest morning, much to our surprise, they
had all vanished ; nor, on mal'ching in t l ~ edirection where
we had seen them the previous night, were we able to
find traces of them. It seemed as if it must have been
rtrirc~~rc.Eventually, however, some fourteen iniles away,
across a grassy plain bounded to the Sorth-East b y
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the range extending from North-West to South-East,
and with lofty snowy peaks at 72" some five miles off,
we came upon a very large Tibetan encampment of over
eighty black tents at an altitude of 15,650 feet. They were
pitched on the banks of another tributary of the Brahmaputra,
which, after describing a great curve in the plain, passed
West of the encampment. Five miles off, in the arc of
circle described from 310" to 70' (b.m.), stood the chain of
mountains which 1 had observed all along; but here the
elevations of its peaks became gradually lower and lower,
so much so that the name of "hill range " ~vouldbe more
appropriate to it than that of "mountain chain." Behind it,
however, towered loftier peaks again with their snowy caps.

LXIII
A commotion-An invitation declined-The
T h e Choksch.

tents--Delicacies-

W E wanted food, and so made boldly for the encampment.
Our approach caused a great commotion, and yaks and sheep
were hastily driven away before us, while men and women
rushed in and out of their tents, apparently in a state of m u c h
excitement. Eight or ten men reluctantly came forward
and entreated us to go inside a large tent. They said they
wished to speak to us, and offered us tea. I would
not accept their invitation, distrusting them, but went on
across the encampment, halting some three hundred y a r d s
beyond it. Chanden Sing and I proceeded afterwards
on a round of calls at all the tents, trying to purchase f o o d
and also to show that, if we had decllned to enter a particular tent, it was not on account of fear, but because we
did not want to be caught in a trap. Our visit to t h e
different g~dirrgclros or gurr (tents) was interesting enough.
The tents themselves were very cleverly constructed, a n d
admirably adapted to the country in which they were used ;
and the vario~lsarticles of furniture inside attracted my
curiosity. The tents, black in colour, were woven of yaks'
hair, the natural greasiness of which made them quite
waterproof. They consisted of two separate pieces of this
thick material, supported by two poles at each end, and
there was an oblong aperture above in the upper part of the
tent, through which the smoke could escape. The base of
the larger tents was hexagonal in shape : the roof, generally
at a height of sis or seven feet above the ground, was kept
very tightly stretched by means of long ropes passing over
high poles and pegged to the ground. Wooden and iron
pegs were used for this purpose, and many were required
to keep the tent close to the ground all round, so a s
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to protect its inmates from the cutting winds of the great
plateau. Long poles, as a rule numbering four, with
white flying prayers, could be seen outside each tent,
or one to each point of the compass, the East being
taken for a starting-point. Around the interior of the
larger tents there was a mud wall from two to three
feet high, for the purpose of further protection against wind,
rain and snow. These walls were sometimes constructed of
dried dung, which, as time went on, was used for fuel.
There were two apertures, one at either end of the tent;

BLACK TENT

that facing the wind being always kept closed by means of
loops and wooden bolts.
The Tibetan is a born nomad, and shifts his dwelling with
the seasons, or wherever he can find pasture for his yaks
and sheep ; but, though he has no fixed abode, he knows
how to make himself comfortable, and he carries with him
all that he requires. Thus, for instance, in the centre of
his tent, he begins by making himself a golirtg, or fireplace
of mud and stone, some three feet high and four or five
long, by one and a half wide, with two, three, or more side
ventilators and draught-holes. By this ingenious contrivance he manages to increase the combustion of the dried
dung, the most trying fuel from which to get a flame. On
the top of this stove a suitable place is made to fit the several
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rrlbnrrgs, or large brass pots and bowls, in which the brick
tea, having been duly pounded in a stone or wooden
mortar, is boiled and stirred with a long brass spoon.
A portable iron stand is generally to be seen somewhere in
the tent, upon which the hot vessels are placed, as they are
removed from the fire. Close to these is the foxzrim o r
dorrgbo, a cylindrical wooden churn, with a lid through which
a piston passes. This is used for mixing the
tea with butter and salt, in the way I have
described as also adopted by the Jogpas.
The wooden cups or bowls used by the
Tibetans are called +rrkrr, frrrlr or caricl, and in
them lscztrrbrz is also eaten after tea has been
poured on it, and the mixture worked into a
paste by means of more or less dirty fingers.
Often extra lumps of butter are mixed with
this paste, and even bits of clrurn (cheese).
-3
The richer people (officials) indulge in flour
a ~ rice,
d
which they import from India and
China, and in kassrrr, or dried fruit (namely,
I
1
dates and apricots) of inferior quality. T h e
I
lice is boiled into a kind of soup called the
frrkf~r, a great luxury only indulged in on grand
occasions, when such other cherished delicacies
as gittrrrkrrrn (sugar) and slrclknt-a (lump white
sugar) are also eaten. The Tibetans are very
fond of meat, though few call afford such an
' estravagance. Wild game, yak and sheep are
considered excellent food, and the meat and
bone cut in pieces are boiled in a cauldron
with lavish quantities of salt and pepper. The
11 Do\c;eoom T E A several people in a tent dip their hands into
C'luWS
the pot, and having picked up suitable pieces,
tug at them with their teeth and fingers,
grinding even the bone, meat eaten without bone being
supposed to be difficult to digest.
The Tibetan tents are usually furnished with a few tiMih
(rough sitting-mats) round the fireplace, and near the entrance of the tent stands a tlnlrlo, or basket, in which the
dung is stored as collected. These dahlos, used in couples,
are very convenient for tying to pack-saddles, for which
purpose they are specially designed. Along the walls of the
tent are the fsrrrrlgo or bags of isntrrba, and the dottgmo or
butter-pots, and among masses of sheepskins and blankets
can be seen the little wooden chests in which the store of
butter is kept under lock and key.
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The first thing that strikes the eye on entering a Tibetan
tent is the choksclz or table, upon which are lights and
brass bowls containing offerings to the Cliogati, the gilt
god to whom the occupiers of the grrvr (tent) address their
morning and evening prayers. Prayer-wheels and strings
of beads are plentiful, and lashed upright to the poles are
the long matchlocks belonging to the men, their tall props
projecting well out of the aperture in the roof of the tent.
Spears are kept in a similar manner, but the swords and
smaller knives are carried about the person all day, and laid
on the ground by the side of their owners at night.

SU.4I.I. TSAMBA BAG, CARRIED OK
THE PERSON BY TIBETANS

CHAPTER LXIV
Refusal to sell food-Women-Their
looks and characteristics-The T c h u k t G A Lhassa lady.

THEinhabitants of this encampment were polite and talkative.
Notwithstanding their refusal to sell us food on the plea
that they had none even for themselves, their friendliness
was so much beyond my expectation that I at first feared
treachery. However, treachery or not, I thought that while
I was there I had better see and learn as much as I could.
Women and men formed a ring round us, and the fair sex
seemed less shy than the stronger in answering questions.
I was articularly struck, not only in this encampment but
in all t e others, by the small number of women to be seen
in Tibet. This is not because they are kept in seclusion ; on
the contrary, the ladies of the Forbidden Land seem to have
it all their own way. They are actually in an enormous
minority, the proportion being, at a rough uess, backed by
the wise words of a friendly Lama, from fteen to twenty
males to each female in the population ; nevertheless, the
fair sex in Hundes manages to rule the male majority,
playing thereby constantly into the hands of the Lamas.
The Tibetan female, whether she be a lady, a shepherdess,
o r a brigandess, cannot be said to be prepossessing. In
fact, it was not my luck to see a single good-looking
woman in the country, although I naturally saw women who
were less ugly than others. Anyhow, with the accumulated
filth that from birth is undisturbed by soap, scrubbing
or bathing; with nose, cheeks and forehead smeared with
black ointment to prevent the skin cracking in the wind ;
and with the unpleasant odour that emanates from neverchanged clothes, the Tibetan woman is, at her best, repulsive to European taste. After one has overcome one's first
disgust she yet has, at a distance, a certain charm of her
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own. She walks well, for she is accustomed to carry heaxy
weights on her head ; and her skull would be well-set o n
her shoulders were it not that the neck is usually too short
and thick to be graceful. Her body and limbs possess
great muscular strength and are well developed, but generally

TIBETAN HAIR BRUSHES AND FLINT AND STEEL POUCH

lack stability, and her breasts are flabby and pendent-facts
due, no doubt, to sexual abuse. She is generally of heavy
frame, and rather inclined to stoutness. Her hands a n d
feet show power and rude strength, but no dexterity or suppleness is noticeable in her fingers, and she has therefore
no ability for very fine or delicate work.
The Tibetan woman is, nevertheless, far superior to the
Tibetan man. She possesses a better heart, more pluck,
and a finer character than he does. Time after time, when
the males, timid beyond all conception, ran away at o u r
approach, the women remained in charge of the tents, and,
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although by no means cool or collected, they very rarely
failed to meet us without some show of dignity.
On the present occasion, when all were friendly, the
women seemed much less shy than the men, and conversed
freely and incessantly. They even prevailed upon their
masters to sell us a little tsarnba and butter.
Tibetan women wear trousers and boots like the men,
and over them they have a long gown, either yellow or blue,
reaching down to their
feet. Their head-dress is
curious, the hair being
carefully parted in the
middle, and plastered with
melted butter over the
scalp as far down as the
ears ; then it is plaited all
r o u n d in i n n u m e r a b l e
little tresses, to which is
fastened the Tchukti, three
strips of heavy red a n d
blue cloth joined together
by cross bands ornamented with coral a n d
malachite beads, silver
.,
: ;- coins and bells, and reach.
., .
- '. '
ing from the shoulders
'
'
;.,I down
to the heels.
..
,.
'I'
-7:
They seemedvery proud
.
of this ornamentation, a n d
displayed much coquetry
.J
in xttracting our notice t o
J"
,. i
it. Wealthier women i n
Tihet
have quite a small
4
.!
+
fortune hanging down
their backs, for all the
money or valuables earned
o r saved are sewn on t o
. J '
-.
the Tchukti. T o the lower
I
u -u\ e n d of the Tchrrkti one,
I
..
. . .
. .., i
two or three rows of small
. .-. - i , ',
,,. - - -.-. - , .-.
brass or silver bells
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tinkling of their bells, a quaint custom, the origin of which
they could not explain to me, beyond saying that it was
pretty and that they liked it.
The illustration that I give here of a travelling Tibetan
lady from Lhassa was taken at Tucker. She wore her hair,
of abnormal length and beauty, in one huge tress, and
round her head, like an aureole, was a circular wooden
ornament, on the outer part of which were fastened beads of
coral, glass and malachite. The arrangement was so heavy
that, though it fitted the head well, it had to be supported
by means of strings tied to the hair and others passed over
the head. By the side of her head, and hanging by the
ears and hair, were a pair of huge silver earrings inlaid with
malachite, and round her neck three long strings of beads
with silver brooches.
Co~lsiderablemodifications necessarily occurred in these
garments and ornaments, according to the locality and the
wearer's condition in life, but the general lines of their
clothing were practically everywhere the same. Often a
loose silver chain belt was worn considerably below the
waist, and rings and bracelets were common everywhere.

SlOSEY BAGS

C H A P T E R LXV
Polyandry-Marriage ceremonies-Jealousy-Divorce-Identification of children-Courtship-Illegitimacy-Adultery.

THATthe Tibetans legally recognise polyandry and polygamy is well known. Very little, however, has hitherto
transpired as to the actual form of these marital customs,
so that the details which follow, startling as they may
seem when regarded from a Western standpoint, will be
found not without interest.
First of all, I may say that there is not such a thing known
in Tibet as a standard of morality amon st unmarried
women of the middle classes ; and, therefore, rom a Tibetan
point of view, it is not easy to find an immoral woman.
Notwithstanding this apparently irregular state of affairs,
the women's behaviour is better than might be expected.
Like the Shoka girls, they possess a wonderful frankness
and simplicity of manner, with a certain reserve which has
its allurements; for the Tibetan swain, often a young man,
being attracted by the charms of a damsel, finds that his
flirtation with her has become an accepted engagement
almost before it has begun, and is compelled, in accordance
with custom, to go, accompanied by his father and mother,
to the tent of the lady of his heart. There he is received
by her relations, who have been previously notified of the
intended call, and are found seated on rugs and mats awaiting the arrival of their guests.
After the usual courtesies and salutations, the young
man's father asks, on behalf of his son, for the young
lady's hand ; and, if the answer is favourable, the suitor
places a square lump of yak nrurr (yak butter) on his betrothed's forehead. She does the same for h ~ m ,and the
marriage ceremony is then considered over, the buttered
couple being man and wife.

f
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If there is a temple close by, Katas, food and money are
laid before the images of Buddha and saints, and the parties
walk round the inside of the temple. Should there be n o
temple at hand, the husband and wife make the circuit of
the nearest hill, or, in default of anything else, the tent itself,
always moving from left to right. This ceremony is
repeated with prayers and sacrifices every day for a fortr -night, during which
time
libations of wine
I
and general feasting
I
I
continue, and at the
<c.
expiration of which
the husband conveys
his better half to his
tent.
' " +i
I
The law of Tibet,
*iI
I
though
ever
t'
obeyed, hardly
has strict
"\(
clauses regulating the
conduct of married
men in their marital
relations.
So long
I
as the sun is above
the horizon, no intercourse is permitted;
and certain periods
and seasons of the
@
year, such as the
height of summer and
the
depth of winter,
,
are also proscribed.
A Tibetan girl o n
WOMAN WHOSE PACE IS SMEARED WITH
BLACK OINTMENT
marrying does not
enter into a nuptial
tie with an individual but with all his family, in the following
somewhat complicated manner. If an eldest son marries
an eldest sister, all the sisters of the bride become his wives.
Should he, however, begin by marrying the second sister,
then only the sisters from the second down will be his
property. If the third, all from the third, and so on. At
the same time, when the bridegroom has brothers, they are
all regarded as their brother's wife's husbands, and they one
and all cohabit with her, as well as with her sisters if she
has any.
The system is not simple, and certainly not very edifying,
and were it not for the odd savoirfaire of the Tibetan woman,
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it would lead to endless jealousies and unpleasantness :owing,
however, largely, no doubt, to the absolute lack of honour or
decency in Tibetan males and females, the arrangement
seems to work as satisfactorily as any other kind of marriage.
I asked what would happen in the case of a man marrying
a second sister, and so acquiring marital rights over all her
younger sisters, if another man came and married her
eldest sister. Would all the brides of the first man become
the brides of the
s e c o n d ? No,
they would not ;
and the second
man would have
t o be satisfied
with o n l y o n e
wife. However,
if t h e second
sistcr were left a
widow, and her
husband had no
brothers, then she
would become the
property of her
eldest sister's husband, and with
her all the other
sisters.
It must not be
i n f e r r e d from
these strange '
matrimonial laws
that jealousy is
TIBETAN W O M - 4 ~
non-existent i n
Tibet among both men and women ; trouble does occasionally arise in Tibetan house- or tent-holds. As, however, the
Tibetan woman is clever, she generally contrives to arrange
things in a manner conducive to peace. When her husband
has several brothers, she despatches them on different
errands in every direction, to look after yaks or sheep, or to
trade. Only one remains and he is for the time being her
husband; then when another returns he has to leave his
place and becomes a bachelor, and so on, till all the brothers
have, during the year, had an equal period of marital life
with their single wife.
Divorce is difficult in Tibet and involves endless complications. I inquired of a Tibetan lady what would
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she do in case her husband refused to live with her any
longer.
"'Why did you marry me ? ' 1 would say to him," she
exclaimed. " ' You found me good, beautiful, wise, clever,
affectionate. Now prove that 1 am not all this !' "
This modest speech, she thought, would be quite sufficient
to bring any
husband back
to reason, but
!
all the same a
number of Tibetans find it
col~venientoccasionally to
I
desert their
wives, eloping
I
to some distant
province, o r
over the boundary. T h i s
,
procedure i s
I
particularly
1
hard on the
1
man's brothers,
as they all reI
main the sole
property of t h e
a
bandoned
I
bride. On the
I
same principle,
when a husband dies, the
wife is inheriI
ted by his bro1
thers.
1
A very painful case came
before thecourt
THE LADY I N QUEZTION
of the Jong Pen
at Taklakot. The husband of a Tibetan lady had died, and
she, being enamoured of a handsome youth some twenty
years younger than herself, married him. Her husband's
brother, however, came all the way from Lhassa after her
and claimed her as his wife, though he had already a better
half and a large family. She would not hear of leaving the
husband of her choice, and after endless scenes between

-
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them, the case was heard by the Jong Pen of Taklakot.
The Tibetan law was against her, as, according to it, s h e
decidedly belonged to her brother-in-law; but money is
stronger than the law in the land of the Lamas.
"For the peace of all, you can arrange things this way,"
was the advice of the Jong Pen. "You can divide your
property, money and goods, into three equal parts : one to
go to the Lamas, one to your husband's brother, and one t o
be retained by yourself."
The woman consented ; but, much to her disgust, when
two parts had been paid out and she was hoping for peace,
a question was raised by the Jong Pen as to why she should
even retain one-third of the fortune if she no longer made
part of the deceased man's family? Thus orders were
instantly given that she should be deprived of everything
she possessed.
However, the woman was shrewd enough to deceive the
Jong Pen's officers, for one night, having bundled up her
tent and her goods and chattels, she quietly stepped over
the boundary and placed herself under British protection.
The mode of knowing and identifying children in Tibet is
peculiar. It is not by the child's likeness to his parent, nor
by other reasonable methods, that the offspring is set down
as belonging to one man more than to another, but this is
the mode adopted. Supposing that one married man had
two brothers and several children, the first child belongs t o
him; the second to his first brother, and the third to his
second brother, while the fourth would be again the first
man's child.
The rules of courtship are not very strict in Tibet, yet
intercourse with girls is looked upon as illegal, and in
certain cases not only are the parties, if discovered, made
to suffer shame, but certain fines are inflicted on the man,
the most severe of all being that he must present the young
lady with a dress and ornaments. In the case of "gentlefolks" the question is generally solved to the satisfaction of
everybody by the man marrying the woman, and by his gracefully presenting " veils of friendship" to all her relations and
friends, together with articles of food ; but if by mischance
she should be placed in an awkward position before the
eyes of the world, and the man will not hear of a matrimonial union, then efforts are made to prevent the birth
of the child alive. If these are not successful, the mother
must be maintained until after the child's birth. In such
cases the illegitimate child remains the man's, and suffers
the usual indignities of illegitimacy.
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Sixteen in the case of women, and eighteen or nineteen in
that of men, is regarded as the marriageable age. Motherhood continues until a fairly advanced age, and I have
seen a woman of forty with a baby only a few months old.
But, as a rule, Tibetan women lose their freshness while still
quite young; and no doubt their custom of polyandry not
only contributes to destroy their looks but also is the chief
cause that limits the population of Tibet.
The Lamas are supposed to live in celibacy, but they
d o not always keep to their oath, tempted, no doubt, by
the fact that they themselves invariably go unpunished. If,
on the other hand, in cases of adultery, the culprit be a
layman, he has to pay compensation according to his means
to the husband, the amount being fixed by the parties
concerned and their friends, or by the law if applied for.
In ordinary cases of marital trespass, presents of clothing,
tsattrba, chura, glrrartr, kassrtr (dried fruit) and wine, accompanied by the never-lacking Kata, are sufficient to allay
the injured husband's anger and to fully compensate him
for any shame suffered.
The only serious punishment inflicted is, however, in the
case of the wife of a high official eloping with a man of low
rank. Then the woman is subjected to flogging as a penalty
for her infidelity, her husband is disgraced, and her lover,
after being subjected to a painful surgical operation, is, if
he survives, expelled from the town or encampment.
High officials, and a few wealthy people who are not
satisfied with one wife, are allowed by the law of the land
to keep as many concubines as their means allow them.

CHAPTER L X V I
Tibetan funeral-Disposal
of their dead-By cremationRy water-Cannibalism-Strange
beliefs--Revolting barbarity
-Drinking human blood-The saints of Tibet.

TIBETAN
funerals are interesting, but they so closely
resemble those of the Shokas, which I have described at

A YOVSG L A M A

length, that any detailed account of them would be a mere
repetition of what I have already written.
For the disposal of the dead body itself, however, the
Tibetans have curious customs of their own. The most
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uncommon method, owing to the great scarcity of fuel, is
that of cremation, which is only employed in the case of
wealthy people or Lamas, and is effected in exactly the
same fashion as among the Shokas. Another and more
usual plan is to double up the body, sew it into skins, and
let it be carried away by the current of a stream. But
the commonest method of all is the revolting ceremony
which 1 now proceed to describe.
The body of the deceased is borne to the top of a hill,
where the Lamas pronounce certain incantations and

A RED LAMA

prayers. Then the crowd, after walking seven times round
the body, retire to a certain distance, to allow ravens and
dogs to tear the corpse to pieces. It is considered lucky for
the departed and his famiiy when birds alone devour the
greater portion of the body; dogs and wild animals
come, say the Lamas, when the deceased has sinned during
his life. Anyhow, the almost complete destruction of the
corpse is anxiously watched, and, at an opportune moment,
the Lamas and crowd, turning their praying-wheels, and
muttering the everlasting " 0n11re inrrrri pndrrie hlr~t,"return
to the body, round which seven more circuits are made,
moving from left to right.. Then the relatives squat round.
The Lamas sit near the body, and with their daggers cut to
pieces what remains of the flesh. The highest Lama present

* In the case of a sect called Bombos, the circuits are made in the
reverse fashion, asalso are their prayer-wheels turned from right to left.
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eats the first morsel, then, muttering prayers, the other Lamas
partake of it, after which all the relations and friends throw
themselves on the now
almost denuded skeleton,
scraping off pieces of
flesh, which they devour
greedily ; and this repast
of human flesh continues
till the bones are dry and
CUP MADE OF HUMAN SKULL
clean !
The idea of this ghastly
ceremony is that the spirit of the departed, of whom you
have swallowed a piece, will for ever keep on friendly terms
with you. When
7
birds and dogs do rnot shrink from
feedin it is a sign I,
I
that t e body is
healthy, and fit for
themselves.
I
Revolting beyond words is the
further fact that, I
when a man has
died of some pestilential disease, and,
owing to theodour,
the birds will not
f
peck at the body,
!
nor will the fam,
I
ished dogs go near
. ..
.
it, then a large
number of Lamas,
-.
having made the 1
- -. - I,
usual exorcisms, 1
1 .- 1
sit down by it, and
- -do not get up again
until they have de- 1
I
.
voured the whole I
I
of therottenhuman
flesh! The relaCHOKDEX, OR TOMB OF A SAINT
tives and friends
are wiser and less brutal. They rightly believe that, if
voracious animals will not partake of the meal proffered
them, it is because the body is that of a sinner against whom
God is angry. And who better than the Lamas could make
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CANNIBALISM
peace between God and h i m ? So let the Lamas eat
it all.
In the case of not finding sufficient Lamas to perform
these rites, the body is either disposed of by throwing it into
the water, or else, the relations having first partaken of a
morsel of the flesh, it is bound to a rock to let animals or
time do the rest.
The Lamas are said to have a great craving for human
blood, which, they say, gives them strength, genius and
vigour. When sucking wounds that are not poisoned, they
drink the blood, and also on certain occasions wounds are
inflicted for the sake of sucking the blood. At other times
the cups cut from human skulls, found in all monasteries,
are filled with blood, and the Lamas in turn satisfy their
thirst out of them.
But enough of this. It is sickening to set it down,
though my book would be incomplete if I had made no
mention of the cannibalism of the Lamas.
When a saintly Lama dies, or some old man much
respected by the community, either parts of the flesh, or, if
cremation has been applied, some of his ashes, are preserved
and placed in a Cltokderr erected for the purpose ; and,
judging by the number of these structures one finds all
over Tibet, one feels inclined to think that half the population of the country must have been saints, or else'that
the standard of saintliness in the sacred land of the Lamas
is not prohibitively high.

CHAPTER LXVII
Another commotion-Two hundred soldiers-A stampedeEasy travelling-A long hfani wall-hiosquitoes.

CO~I~N
out
G of our tent in the morning, we noticed a n
unusual commotion among the Tibetans. A number of
mounted men with matchlocks had arrived, and others
similarly armed immediately went to join them from the
tents. They seemed excited, and I kept my eye upon them
li~hileI was cooking my food. There were some two
hundred in all, picturesquely garbed. They seemed to
be good horsemen, and looked well as they rode in a
line towards us. A little way off they stopped and dismounted, and the leaders came forward, one stalwart
fello\v in a tine sheepskin coat marching ahead of the rest.
His attitude was very arrogant, and, dispensing with the
usual salutations, he approached quite close, shaking his fist
at me.
"Kit1 ntnl~ln 1oRhnn iign rnlr lzlck tiba taitgatt" ( " I
will give you a goat or a sheep if you will go back"), h e
said.
"Kirr dotrrzn I ~ L Zdi t(zirpii " ("And I give you this t o
make you go back !") was my quick answer, while I unexpectedly administered him one straight from the shoulder
that sent him flat on his back and sprawling on the ground.
The army, which, with its usual prudence, was watching
events from a respectful distance, beat a hasty retreat.
The officer, though unhurt, scrambled away, screaming.
The Tibetans had so far behaved with such contemptible
co\vardice that we could hardly congratulate ourselves
on such easy successes. \Ve began to feel that really we
had no enemy at all before us, and very likely we became
even careless. Anyhow, we ate our food and gave this
affair but little thought.
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The Tibetans kept their distance, and did not trouble us
again that day. Those who had not ridden off retired
timidly inside their black tents, and not a soul was to be
seen about the encampment-which
might have been
deserted, so silent and so empty did it appear. I registered
my daily observations, made a sketch of one of the black
tents, and wrote up my diary ; after which we raised camp.
Our progress was now comparatively easy, along a broad
grassy plain, and we proceeded without further disturbance

" A N D I GIVE YOU 'THIS 'TO MAKE YOU

W BACK"

in a South-easterly direction, observing a high snowy peak
at 20' (b.m.), and a low pass in the mountain range to our
North-east at 55" (b.m.). A very high range stood ahead
of us in the far distance, with low hills between. In going
round one of these lonely hills we found at the foot of
it another and more important ftrniri wall of some length,
with numberless inscriptions of all ages and sizes on stones,
pieces of bone, skulls and horns. Farther on, to the
South, there were three smaller hillocks and two larger
ones. The soldiers we had routed at the encampment
had proceeded in the direction we were now following,
and we were, in fact, treading all along on the footprints of
their ponies.
We had to cross a river and a number of rivulets, and so
troublesome was it each time to take off one's shoes and

MOSQUITO CAMP
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clothes to wade through, that we bundled up our clothes on
the yaks, and travelled along for the rest of the afternoon
barefooted and with nothing on but a doti (loin-cloth), in
the style adopted by fakirs.
In an arc of a circle from 120' to 180" (b.m.) we noticed
very low hills, and from 160" to 220') some thirty or forty
miles off, could be seen much more clearly now the high
range we had observed before. The sun was extremely hot,
the ground marshy, the air being thick with huge and very
troublesome mosquitoes. We were quickly covered from
head to foot with bites, and the irritation caused by them
was intense. Halting on the right bank of a large stream
a t 15,600 feet, we named this spot Mosquito Camp. At
sunset the number of mosquitoes around us was such as to
drive us nearly mad, but fortunately, the moment the sun
disappeared, the thermometer fell to 3 3 O , and we had a
peaceful night.
In the evening we saw a number of horsemen riding full
speed on a course about one mile south of ours, but converging to the same direction. No doubt they were sent
to keep the authorities ahead well informed of our movements.

CHAPTER LXVIII
Washing-day-A long march-Kiang and antelope- Benighted
-The purchase of a goat-Ramifications of the Brahmaputra
-A dCtour-Through a swampMansing again lost and found.

THE next was for us a great washing-day. The water of
the stream was so pleasant and clear that we could not resist
the temptation of having a regular cleaning up, washing
first our clothing and spreading it to dry in the sun, and
then cleansing our faces and bodies thoroughly with soap,
a luxury unknown to us for ever so long.
While I was drying myself in the sun-owing to the want
of towels-I registered at 21 I" (b.m.) a very high snowy
peak, and a lower one at 2 1 3 ~30' forming part of t h e
chain before us. There were mountains on every side
of the plain we were traversing ; and another very elevated
peak, of which I had taken bearings on a previous occasion,
was at 20' (b.m.). A break occurred in the hill range t o
our North-east, showing a narrow valley, beyond which
were high snowy mountains. We made a very long march
along the grassy plain, going to 147' (b.m.), and encamped
on the bank of the Brahmaputra, here already a wide, deep
and very rapid stream. We had passed hundreds of kiut~g
and antelopes, and shortly before sunset I took a walk t o
the hills to try and bring some fresh meat to camp. I stalked
a herd of antelopes, and having gone some five miles from
camp, I was benighted, and on my return had the greatest
difficulty in finding my men in the darkness. They had
been unable to light a fire, and as they had both gone fast
asleep, 1 received no answer to my calls. We had selected
a sheltered depression in the ground for our camp, a n d
there being hundreds of similar spots everywhere round it,
and no landmarks to go by, it was by no means easy t o
identify the esact place.

KIANG
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.Fortunately, at last, after I had shouted for some considerable time, Chanden Sing heard me, and, by the sound
of his voice, I found my way back. In the morning we
noticed a large encampment about a mile off on the
opposite bank of the Brahmaputra, where we might have
obtained provisions, but the stream was too rapid for us to
cross; moreover, u7e saw black tents in every direction on
our side of the water, and therefore there was no reason to
go to the extra trouble and danger of crossing the stream.
Much to our delight, we succeeded in purchasing a goat

from some passing Tibetans, who drove before them a flock
of several thousand heads, and, as we could not find sufficient
dry fuel to make a fire, we entrusted Mansing with the safeconduct of the animal to our next camp, where we proposed
to feast on it.
The Brahmaputra had here several ramifications mostly
ending in lakelets, and rendering the plain a regular swamp.
The larger branch was very wide and deep, and we preferred
following it to crossing it, notwithstanding that we had to
deviate somewhat from the course which I would have
otherwise followed. We thus made a considerable &tow-, but
even as it was, for several miles we sank in mud up to- our
knees, or'maded through water, for although there were small
patches of earth with tufts of grass which rose above the
water, they collapsed on our attempting to stand upon them.
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The whole of the Northern part of the plain was extremely
marshy. Our yaks gave us no end of trouble, for when they
sank unexpectedly in soft mud-holes, they became restless
and alarmed, and in their struggles to save themseltles, once
or twice shook off their pack-saddles and loads, which we
had not been able to fasten properly for want of ropes.
Chanden Sing and I, however, managed to keep up with
them, and at last, on nearing the hills, the ground showed
greater undulations and was rather drier. We saw columns

OUR YAKS SINKING I N M U D

of smoke rising from near the foot of the range to the North
of us. We went on another couple of miles, exhausted and
dirty, our clothes, which we had spent so much soap and
time in washing, filthy with splashes of mud.
" Where are Mansing and the rabbu P "* I asked of my
bearer.
" He remained behind at the beginning of the swamp. He
was too exhausted to drag along the goat you purchased."
The Tibetans have three distinct kinds of goats: the vabbu, or
large woolly animal, such as the one I had purchased ; the ratton, or
small goat; and the chitbu, a dwarf goat whose flesh is delicious eating.
The vabbu and vatton are the two kinds generally used for carrying
loads, and they have sufficient strength to bear a weight not exceeding
40 Ibs. for a distance of from five to eight miles daily over fairly good
ground.
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I was much concerned, on scouting the country all round
from a hillock with my telescope, to see no signs of the poor
fellow, and I was angry with myself for not noticing his
disappearance before. As there were many Tibetans about
the spot where he had remained, I feared foul play on their
part, and that he might have been overpowered. Again I
imagined that, weak as he was, he might have been sucked
down in one of the deeper mud-holes, without a chance of
saving himself. I left Chanden Sing to look after the yaks
and turned back in search of him. As I hurried back mile
after mile, struggling again half across the mud swamp, and
yet saw no signs of the poor coolie, I was almost giving up
my quest in despair, when my eye caught something moving
about half a mile farther on. It was the goat all by itself.
I made for it with a sinking heart.
It was only on getting quite close to it that I perceived
the poor coolie, lying flat and half sunk in the mud. H e
had fallen in a falnt, and though he was still breathing, he
was quite insensible. Fortunately he had taken the precaution of tying the rope of the vabbu tight round his arm, and
thus not only was it owing to the animal that I had found
his whereabouts, but I had also saved our precious acquisition. With some rubbing and shaking I brought the poor
fellow back to life, and supported him by the arm until we
rejoined Chanden Sing. Not till the middle .of the night
did we reach Tarbar, a large Tibetan encampment at the
foot of the hill range.

CHAPTER LXIX
The alarm given-Our bad manners-A peaceful settlementA large river-Gigantic peak-Again on marshy soil.

THE alarm of our arrival, given first by scores of d o g s
barking at us, then by one of the natives who had ventured
to leave his tent to find out the cause of the disturbance,
created the usual panic in the place.
"Gigri drrk !gigri dlik !Jogfia, Jogfin !" ("Danger, danger ;
help, brigands ! ") cried the Tibetan, running frantically o u t
of his tent ; and a few seconds later, black figures could b e
seen every~vhere,rushing in and out of their tents in a state
of confusion. It must be remembered that, according t o
the manners of Tibet, one should time one's arrival at a n
encampment so as to reach it before sundown, unless notice
of one's approach is sent ahead. People who arrive unexpectedly in the middle of the night are never credited
with good motives, and their appearance is associated
with all sorts of evil intentions, murder, robbery or extortion. I tried to set the minds of the good folk at ease,
by stating that I meant no harm ; but such was their
esciternent and confusion that I could get no one to listen
to me.
Two old women came to us with a bucket of milk a n d
laid it at my feet, entreating me to spare their Iives; a n d
great was their astonishment when, instead of finding themselves murdered, they received a silver rupee in payment.
This was the first step towards a peaceful settlement of t h e
disturbance. After some time, calm was restored and,
though still regarded with considerable suspicion, we were
politely treated by the natives.
Unfortunately, here too we were unable to purchase
provisions, the natives declaring that they had not sufficient
for themselves. So, having feasted on the rnbbu which w e
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killed, and on yak's milk, we made preparations to strike
camp early next morning.
At night the thermometer fell to 26", and the cold was very
great ; but we purchased 3 quantity of dung from the
natives and made a fine fire in the morning ; and, having
had a good meal after several days' privations, we felt
happier than usual. The natives begged as ever, showing
their unrestrained
- -- craving for - money, to g e t
which they would
lower themselves
to anything.
North -west of
the encampment,
through a gorge,
flowed a wide
river which skirted
I
the foot of the
mountains. It
was snow-fed, for
in the evening the
current was
7 I
strong and deep,
\
whereas early in
'\
the mornin'g the
level of the water
-< "
- 'Lwas several feet
lower, being, how!b
ever, even then
hardly fordable.
On leaving Tar- ,
bar, we followed
CARPENTER AXD SADDLE-UAKER
for a while the
c o u r s e of t h e
river, and, the day being glorious, we were able to admire
fully the magnificent panorama of the great rugged mountain-range to our South-west. The higher peaks were nearly
all of a pyramidical shape, and at 2260 30' (b.m.) I observed
a gigantic quadrangular peak which I took to be Mount
Everest. Next to it, at 225' 30' (b.m.), is a pyramidical peak,
very lofty, but not to be compared in height or beauty to its
neighbour. I followed a general course towards 120" (b.m.),
and as the river, which me had more or less followed, now
described a big bend towards the S.S.E., I decided to cross
it. We waded through it successfully with water up to our

-
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necks, and again we found ourselves upon marshy land,
with a repetition of the previous day's experience.
Farther on, we crossed
three more tributaries of the
larger stream, all fairly wide
and deep ; and then we had
once more to get across the
main river, now of such
depth and rapidity as t o
cause us much trouble and
no small danger. The river
traverses the plain in zigzag
fashion,and,unless we wanted
to follow its banks, and s o
lengthen the journey by
double or treble the distance,
this was the only course open
to us. Thus, while trying t o
travel in a straight line, we
found ourselves for the third
time confronted by this great
river, now swollen by other
snow-fed streams, and carrying an immense body of
water. It was in the afternoon, too, when the water
was at its highest. W e attempted a crossing at several
points, but found it impossible ; so I made up my mind
OLD \VOSI.%N
to wait for low water early
nest morning.

CHAPTER LXX
Another Tibetan encampment-Uncontrollable animals-A
big stream-Washed away-In dreadful suspense--Rescuing
the yak-Diving at great altitudes and its effects-How my
two followers got across-A precarious outlook and a little
comfort.

APPARENTLYmy yaks knew this part of the
country well; and I noticed that, whenever
I lost the track, all I had to do was to follow
them, and they would bring me back to it
again. Even when I drove them away from
the track, they showed a great disinclination
to move, whereas they proceeded willingly
enough while we were on the high road,
which, mark you, is no road at all, for n o
track is visible except here and there,
where the footprints of the last nomads
with their sheep, ponies and yaks have
CONTRIVASCE
destroyed the grass.
FOR CARRYING
Half a mile on the other side of the river
WADS
was an encampment of some fifty or sixty
tents, with hundreds of yaks and sheep grazing near it.
At this point my two yaks, which I noticed had been
marching with more than usual smartness, bolted while I
was ordering Chanden Sing and hlansing to take down the
loads, and went straight into the water.
In attempting to make them turn back, hlansing threw a
stone at them, which, however, only sent them on all the
faster. The current was so strong, and the bottom of the
river so soft, that they both sank, and when they reappeared
on the surface it was only to float rapidly away down
stream. We watched them with ever-increasing anxiety, for
they seemed quite helpless. We ran panting along the river
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bank, urging them on with shouts to drive them to the other
side. Alas, in their desperate struggle to keep afloat, and
powrless against the current, the two yaks collided violently
III mid-stream, and the bump caused the pack-saddle and
loads of the smaller yak to turn over. The animal, thus
ovcrbalanccd and hampered, sank and reappeared two or
three times, struggling for air and life. It was, indeed, ar
terrible moment. I threw off my clothes and jumped into
the water. I sivam fast to the animal, and, with no small
esertion, pulled him on shore, some two hundred yards
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A T T E M P T S T O RECOVER T H E LOADS 3 5 1 above and around me been a mass of lead instead of water,
it could not have felt heavier. T h e sensation was especially
noticeable in my head, which felt as if my skull were being
screwed into a vice. The beating at my temples was so
strong that, though in ordinary circumstances I can remain
under water for over a minute, I could there never hold
out for longer than fifteen or twenty seconds. Each
time that I emerged from below, gasping for air, my heart
beat alarmingly hard, and my lungs seemed as if about to
burst.
I was so exhausted that I did not feel equal to conveying
across my two men, so I unloaded the stronger yak, and
then, with endless fatigue, I drove him and his mate again
into the water. Unhampered, and good swimmers as they
are, they floated away with the current and reached the
other side. Chanden Sing and Mansing, with their clothes
and mine tied into a bundle over their shoulders, got on the
animals and, after a somewhat anxious passage, they arrived
safely on my side, where we camped, my men mourning all night over the lost property. The next morning
I made fresh attempts to recover the loads, but in vain !
Unhappily they contained all my tinned provisions, 2nd
what little other food I had, and they had in them besides
eight hundred rupees in silver, the greater part of my
ammunition, changes of clothlng and three pairs of shoes,
my copper hurricane lantern, and sundry knives and razors.
The only thing we recovered was the pack-saddle, which
was washed ashore some six hundred yards farther down.
Our situation can be summed up in a few words. W e were
now in the centre of Tibet, with no food of any kind, no
clothes to speak of, and no boots or shoes, except those we
wore, which were falling to pieces. What little ammunition
I had left could not be relied upon, owing to its having
been in the water on several occasions ; and round us we
had nothing but enemies-insignificant enemies if you like,
yet enemies for all that.
I got what comfort I could out of the knowledge that at
Ieast the water-tight cases with my scientific instruments.
notes, sketches and maps were saved, and as far as I was
concerned, I valued them more than anything else I
possessed.

CHAPTER L X X l
Hungry and worn-A sense of humour-Two buckets of milk
-No food to be obtained-Chanden Sing and Mansing in a
wretched state--Their fidelity-Exhaustion.

\VE went on, hungry, worn out, with our feet lacerated,
cheering one another as best we could. We laughed
at our troubles ; we laughed at the Tibetans and their
comical ways ; we laughed at everything and everybody,
until eventually we even laughed at ourselves. When you
are hungry, the sun seems slow at describing its daily
semicircle frpm East to West ; yet though involuntary
fasting gives you at first an acute pain in the stomach,
it doesn't become unbearable until after several days'
absolute want of food ; that is to say, if you are in a way
accustomed, as we were, to extra long intervals between
one meal and the nest. When we got to our third day's
fasting we were keen enough for a meal ; and, perceiving
some black tents close by the mountain side, about four
miles out of our course, we made for them with hungry
haste. iVe purchased two bucketsful of yaks' milk, one of
which 1 drank there and then myself, the second being
equally divided between my two servants. That was all we
could get. They would sell us absolutely nothing else.
After this we moved forward again, making steady, and, if
one allows for the great elevation we were at, comparatively
rapid progress ; noting down everything, and holding our
own against all comers. W e encountered pleasant people,
and some unpleasant ones, but, whether their manner was
courteous or the reverse, we could nowhere obtain food for
love or money.
Poor hlansing and Chandcn Sing, not having the same
interest that I had in my work to keep up their spirits, were
now in a dreadful condition. Cold, tired and starved, the
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poor wretches had hardly strength left to stand on their feet,
the soles of which were badly cut and very sore. It really
made my heart bleed to see these two brave fellows
suffer as they did for my sake ; and yet no word of complaint came from them ; not once did their lips utter a
reproach.
"Never mind if we suffer or even die," said the poor

DRINKING OUT OF A AL'CKET

fellows, when I expressed my sympathy with them, " we will
follow you as long as we have strength to move, and we will
stand by you, no matter what happens."
I had to relieve Chanden Sing of his rifle, as he was no
longer able to carry it. I myself, too, felt languid and
exhausted as the days went by, and we got scarcely any
food. I cannot say that I experienced any very severe
physical pain. This was due, I think, to the fact that my
exhaustion brought on fever. I had, nevertheless, a peculiar
feeling in my head, as if my intellect, never too bright, had
z
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now been altogether dulled. ,My hearing, too, became less
acute ; and I felt my strength slowly dying down like the
flame of a lamp with no more oil in it. The nervous excitement and strain alone kept me alive, and I went on walking
mechanically.

SIIRINE INSIDE TEST

CHAPTER LXXII
Eighty black tents-Starved-Kindly
natives-Presents-Ando
and his promises-A friendly Lama-A low pass-hly plans.

WE reached an encampment of some eighty black tents and
a mud guard-house. We were positively in a starved condition and it was utterly impossible to proceed farther, owing
to the wretched condition of my two men. They begged
to be given ponies to ride, for their feet were so sore
that, notwithstanding their anxiety to follow me, they could
not.
The natives received us very kindly, and, on my applying
for them, consented to sell me ponies, clothes and provisions. We encamped about two miles beyond the settlement, and during the evening several persons visited my
tent, bringing gifts of flour, butter and tstzrribn, accompanied
by Katas, the veils of friendship. I made a point of
invariably giving the Tibetans, in return for their gifts, silver
money to an amount three or four times greater than the
value of the articles they presented us with, and they professed to be very grateful for it. A man called Ando, who
styled himself a Gourkha, but wore the garb of the Tibetans,
came to visit us in our tent, and promised to bring for sale
several ponies the next morning. He also undertook to sell
me a sufficient quantity of food to enable us to reach Lhassa,
and, to show his good faith, brought a portion of the
supplies in the evening, and said he \vould let us have the
remainder the next morning.
We next had a visit from a Lama, who appeared both
civil and intelligent, and who presented us with some butter
and clrrirn (cheese). He had travelled in India, he told us,
as far as Calcutta, and was on his way from Gartok to
Lhassa, where he expected to arrive in four or five days,
having an excellent pony. Other Lamas and men who
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came to see us stated that they had come from Lhassa in
that time, and I do not think that they can have been far
wrong, as the whole distance from the Lippu Pass on the
frontier (near Garbyang) to Lhassa can on horseback be
covered in sixteen days.
The natives, as usual, showed great reticence in letting out
the name of the encampment, some calling it Toxem, others
Taddju. North of us was a low pass in the hill range, and
having already seen as much as I wanted of the Tibetans,

M U D GUARD-HOUSE

it was my intention, if I succeeded in purchasing provisions
and ponies, to cross over this pass and proceed towards the
Sacred City, following a course on the northern side of the
mountain range. Besides, the highway to Lhassa was getting
so thickly populated that I thought it advisable to travel
through less inhabited regions. I intended proceeding,
dressed as a European, until within a few miles of Lhassa
Then I would leave my two men concealed in some secluded
spot, and assuming a disguise, I would penetrate alone
during the night into the city. This wo~ildhave been easy
enough, as Lhassa has no gates, and only a ruined wall'
round it.
I succeeded in purchasing some clothing and boots from
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the Tibetans, and the pigtail that I needed to make me pass
for a Tibetan I intended to make myself, out of the silky
hair of my yaks. To avoid betraying myself by my inability
to speak Tibetan fluently, I thought of pretending to be
'4
deaf and dumb.
A good meal brought hope and high spirits, and when I
retired to sleep I saw myself already inside the sacred
walls.

CHAPTER LXXIII
Strange noises-Ando the traitor-Purchasing provisions and
ponies-A handsome pony-Decoyed away from my tent and
rifles-Pounced upon-The fight-A prisoner.

DURINGthe night I was aroused several times by noises,
and I went out of my tent to look for the disturbers, but
failed to discover any one. This had become
my nightly esperience, and I attached very
little importance to these sounds.
In the morning, Ando and two or three
Tibetans came to sell us provisions and
pollies, and, while my two servants and I
were engaged in purchasing what r e required, I saw a number of villagers coming
up in groups. Some spun their wool, others
carried bags of tsai~zbaand flour, while others
still arrived leading a number of fine ponies.
Having purchased provisions to last us a
couple of months, we now began the
selection of mounts, and naturally my servants and myself were overjo ed at our
unexpected piece of luck in nding ourh DISTAFI
selves, after untold sufferings and privations
of all kinds, confronted with abundance of everything we
could possibly desire. The demeanour of the Tibetans was
so friendly, and they seemed so guileless, that I never thought
of suspecting them. Chanden Sing and Mansing, who at
bottom were sportsmen of the very first order, delighted at
the prospect of getting animals, rode first one pony and then
another to suit themselves ; and Chanden Sing, having
selected a handsome beast for his own use, called me to
try it and examine it before paying over the purchase-money.
Unsuspecting of foul play, and also because it would not

l
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be convenient to try the variotts lively ponies with my rifle
slung over my
shoulder, I walked
unarmed to the
spot, about a hundred yards away
f r o m m y tent,
where the restless
animal was being
I
held for my inI
bPection.
The
natives followed
behind me, but
i
such a thing being
common in any
country when one
i
buys a horse in
I
public, 1 thought
nothing of it. As
I
I stoodbehind
with my
my
hands

r
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I WAS A PRISOSER

legs, and threw me down on my face.

back, I well recollect the expression
of d e l i g h t o n
C h a n d e n Sing's
face when I approved of h l s
choice, and, as is
generally the case
on such occasions,
the crowd behind
in a chorus ex) pressed their gratuitous opinion on
the superiority of
the steed selected.
I had just stooped
to look at the
pony's fore-legs,
when I was suddenly seized from
behind by several
persons, who grabbed me by the
neck, wrists, and
I struggled and fought

A PRISONER
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until I shook off some of my assailants and regained my feet ;
but others rushed up, and I was surrounded by some thirty
men,who attacked me from every side, and clinging to me with
all their might succeeded in grabbing my arms, legs and head.
Weak as I was, they knocked me down three more times,
and three more times I regained my feet. I fought to the
bitter end with my fists, feet, head and teeth each time that I
got one hand or leg free from their clutches, hitting right
and left at any part where I could disable my opponents.
Their timidity, even when in such overwhelming numbers,
was indeed beyond description ; and it was entirely due to it,
and not to my strength (for I had hardly any), that I was able
to hold my own aga~nstthem for some twenty minutes. My
clothes were torn tn the fight. Long ropes were thrown at
me from every side, and I became so entangled in them
that my movements were impeded. One rope which they
flung and successfully twisted round my neck completed
their victory. They pulled hard at it from the two ends, and
while I panted and gasped with the exertion of fighting, they
tugged and tugged to strangle me, till I felt as if my eyes
would shoot out of their sockets. I was suffocating. My
sight became dim, and I was in their power. Dragged
down to the ground, they stamped, and kicked, and trampled
upon me with their heavy nailed boots, until I was stunned.
Then they tied my wrists tightly behind my back ; they bound
my elbows, my chest, my neck and my ankles. I was a
prisoner !

ROPE RIL)ISC-WIIII'

CHAPTER LXXIV
Chanden Sing's plucky resistance - Mansing secured - A
signal - A treacherous Lama- Confiscation of baggage Watches, compasses and aneroids-Fear and avidity-The
air-cushion-Dragged into the encampment.

THEYlifted me and made me stand up. The brave Chanden
Sing had been struggling with all his
might against fifteen or twenty foes, and
had disabled several of them. H e had
beer1 pounced upon at the same moment
as I was, and had fought gallantly until,
like myself, he had been entangled,
thrown down and secured by ropes.
During my struggle, I heard him call out
repeatedly : "Bnlrduk, banduk, hlansittg;
jallii, batrduk !"("Rifle, rifle, Mansing ;
quick, my rifle ! ") but, alas, poor Mansing the leper, the weak and jaded coolie,
had been sprun upon by four powerful
Tibetans, who eld him pinned to the
ground as if he had been the fiercest
of bandits. Mansing was a philosopher.
He had saved himself the trouble of even
offering any resistance; but he too, was
ill-treated, beaten and tightly bound. At
the beginning of the fight a shrill whistle
had brought up four hundred* armed
soldiers who had lain in ambush round
us, concealed behind the innumerable
,3.0RS
HIC1i
sandhills and in the depressions in the
: CFFICXALS
ground. They took up a position round
us and covered us with their matchlocks.
All was now over, and, bound like a dangerous~criminal,I

f

The Lamas stated afterwards that this was the number.
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looked round to see what had become of my men. \\'hen I
realised that it took the Tibetans five hundred men* all
counted to arrest a starved Englishman and his two halfdying servants, and that, even then, they dared not do it
openly, but had to resort to abject treachery ;
when I found that these soldiers were picked
troops from Lhassa and Sigatz (Shigatzc), despatched on purpose to arrest our progress and
capture us, I could not restrain a smile oi contempt for those into whose hands we had at
0
last fallen.
My blood boiled when, upon the order of the
Lama, who the previous night had professed t o
4
be our friend, several men advanced and
searched our pockets. They rifled us of everything we possessed, and began overhauling our
baggage. The watches and chronometer were
looked upon with suspicion, their ticking causing anxiety and curiosity. They were passed
round and round and mercilessly thrown about
from one person to the other, until they stopped. They were then pronounced " dead."
The compasses and aneroids, which they could
not distinguish from watches, were soon thrown
aside, as "they had no life in them," but great
caution was displayed in touching our r~fles,
which were lying on our bedding when the tent
had been torn down.
Great fears were entertained lest they should
go off by themselves; and it was only on my
assurance (which made our captors ten times
more cautious) that they were not loaded,
that at last they took them and registered
them in the catalogue of our coritiscated
property. I had upon me a gold ring that my
a SPEAK
mother had given me when I was a child. I
asked permission to retain it, and with their
superstitious nature they immediately thought that it had
occult powers, like the wands one reads of in fairy tales.
A man called Nerba, who later on played an important
part in our sufferings, was entrusted with it, and warned
never to let me see it again. As we three prisoners sat bound
and held down by guards it was heartbreaking to see the
Lamas and officers handle all our things so roughly as to
spoil nearly all they touched ; but particularly disgusting
" Counting Lamas, villagers and soldiers.
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was their avidity when, in searching the pockets of the coat
I wore daily, and which I had not put on that morning,
they found a quantity of silver coins, some eight hundred
rupees in all. Officers, Lamas and soldiers made a grab for
the money, and when order was re-established, only a few
coins remained where the sum had been laid down. Other
moneys which they found in one of our loads met with a
similar fate. Among the things arousing greatest curiosity
was an india-rubber pillow fully blown out. The soft, smooth
texture of the india-rubber seemed to catch their fancy, and

Tlllk:T.\PiS 0VERHAUI.ING OUR RAGCAGE

one after the other they rubbed their cheeks on the cushion,
exclaiming at the pleasant sensation it gave them. However,
in playing with the brass screw by which the cushion was inflated, they gave it a turn, and the imprisoned air found its way
out with a hissing noise. This created quite a panic among
the Tibetans, and many were the conjectures of their superstitious minds as to the meaning of the strange contrivance.
They regarded it as an evil omen, and naturally I took
advantage of any small incident of this kind to work judiciously on their superstitions and frighten them as much as
I could.
The Tibetans, having examined all except my water-tight
cases of instruments, photographic plates and sketches,
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seemed so upset at one or two things that happened, and at
some remarks I made, that they hurriedly sealed up all my
property in bags and blankets, and ordered the things to be
placed on yaks and brought into the guard-house of the
settlement. This done, they tied the end of the ropes that
bound our necks to the pommels of their saddles, and,
having loosed our feet, they sprang on their ponies and
rode off, with shouts, hisses and cries of victory, firing their
matchlocks in the air, and dragging us prisoners into the
settlement.

CHAPTER LXXV
A warning to my men-Calm and coolness-The Pombo's
tent-Chanden Sing cross-examined and flogged.

ON reaching the settlement, my last words to my men
before we were separated were, "No matter what they do
to you, do not let them see that you suffer," and they
promised to obey me. We were then conveyed to different
tents. I was dragged to one of the larger tents, inside and
outside of which soldiers were placed on guard. Those near
me were at first sulky, and rough in their manner and
speech, but 1 always made a point of anwering them in
as collected and polite a fashion as I could. I had on many
previous occasions found that nothing carries one further in
dealings with Asiatics than to keep calm and cool, and I
saw in a moment that, if we were ever to get out of our
present scrape, it would be by maintaining a perfectly
impassive demeanour in face of anything that might take
place. Whether I acted my part well it is not for me to
say, but the reader can satisfy himself on that point by
perusing the Government inquiry and report made by
Mr. J. Larkin, and given in the Appendix to this book.
The tent being kept closed, I was unable to discover what
happened outside, but from the noises I heard of people
rushing hither and thither, and of shouted orders, besides
the continuous tinkling of the soldiers' horse-bells as they
galloped past the tent, I concluded that the place must be
in a state of turmoil. I had been some three hours in the
tent, when a soldier entered and ordered me out.
"They are going to cut off his head," said he to his
comrades ; and, turning round to me, he made a significant
gesture with his hand across his neck.
" Niktitza " ("All right 'I), said I drily.
It must not be forgotten that, when a Tibetan himself
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hears words of this import, he usually goes down on his
knees and implores to be spared, with tears, and sobs,
and prayers in profusion. So it is not surprising that
the Tibetans were somewhat astonished at my answer,
and seemed puzzled as to phat to make of it. Anyhow,
the first ardour of the messenger was sensibly cooled
down, and I was led out with more reluctance than
firmness.
During the time I had been shut up, a huge white tent

THE POMW)'S TENT

with blue ornaments had been pitched in front of the mudhouse, and round it were hundreds of soldiers and villagers
-a most picturesque sight.
As I was led nearer, I perceived that the front of the
tent was wide open, and inside stood a great number of red
Lamas, with shaven heads, in their long woollen'tunics.
The soldiers stopped me when I was about twenty yards from
the tent. Additional ropes were added to those already
cutting into my wrists, elbows and chest, and the others made
tighter. I perceived Chanden Sing led forward, and then,
instead of taking me before the Lamas, they pushed me to
the rear of the solitary mud-house to preclude my witnessing
the scene that followed. I heard Chanden Sing being
interrogated in a loud angry tone of voice, and accused of
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having been my guide. Next I heard wild shouts from the
crowd, then a dead silence. A few instants later I distinguished the snapping noise of a lash, followed by hoarse
moans from my poor bearer, to whom they were evidently
applying it.
I counted the strokes. the sickening noise of which is
still well impressed on
memory,
they regularly and
steadily fell one after the other to twenty, to thirty, forty,
and fifty. Then there was a pause.
-

-

my

CHAPTER LXXVI
Led before the tribunal-The
Pombo-Classical Tibetan
beyond me-Chanden Sing lashed-The
Lamas puzzledA sudden change in the Pombo's attitude.

A NUMBER of soldiers now came for me, and I was first led,
then pushed violently before the tribunal.
On a high seat in the centre of the tent sat a man wearing
ample trousers of gaudy yellow and a short yellow coat
with flowing sleeves. On his head he had a huge fourpointed hat gilt all over, and with three great eyes painted
on it. He was young-looking, and his head was clean
shaven, as he was a Lama of the highest order, a Grand
Lama and a Porrzbo, or Governor of the province, with powers
equivalent to those of a feudal king. On his right stood a
stout and powerful red Lama who held a huge doublehanded sword, and behind, and at the sides, were a number
of other Lamas, officers and soldiers. As I stood silent,
and with my head held high before him, two or three Lamas
rushed at me and ordered me to kneel. They tried t o
compel me to do so, by forcing me on my knees, but I
succeeded in maintaining an upright posture.
The Pombo, who was furious at Iny declining to kneel
before him, addressed me in words that sounded violent ;
but, as he spoke classical Tibetan, and I only the colloquial
language, I could not understand a word of what he said,
and I meekly asked him not to use such fine words, as they
were unintelligible to me.
The great man was taken aback at this unheard-of request ;
and, with a frown on his face, he pointed to me to look to m y
left. The soldiers and Lamas drew aside, and I beheld
Chanden Sing lying flat on his face, stripped from the waist
downwards, in front of a row of Lamas and military mep.
Two powerful Lamas, one on each side of him, began again
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to castigate him with knotted leather thongs weighted with
lead, laying on their strokes with vigorous arms from his
waist to his feet. He was bleeding all over. Each time
that a lash fell on his wounded skin it felt as if a dagger had
been stuck into my
1 c h e s t ; b u t I knew
Orientals too well to
show any pity for the
man, as this would have
only involved a more
severe punishment for
him. So I looked on
at his torture as one
would upon a thing of
everyday occurrence.
The Lamas nearer to
me shook their fists
under my nose, and es-,
plained that my turn
would c o m e next,
whereupon I smiledand
r e p e a t e d t h e usual
I

L
\

f &'

"

SiRufzn, niktrtzn"

("Very good, very
good ").
The Pombo and his
officers were at a Ioss
what to make of me, as
1 could plainly see by
their faces ; so that the
more I perceived how
well my plan was
answering, the more
courage 1 screwed up
to play my part to the
- best of my ability.
THE POYRO
T h e Pombo, an
effeminate, juvenile,
handsome person, almost hysterical in manner, and likely to
make a splendid subject for hypnotic esperiments ( I had
reason to think, indeed, that he had already often been under
mesmeric influence), remained with his eyes fixed upon mine
if in a trance for certainly eyer two minutes.
There was a wonderful and sudden change in the man,
and his voice, arrogant and angry a few moments before,
was now soft and apparently kindly. The Lamas around
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THE POMBO
him were evidently concerned at seeing their lord and
master transformed from a foaming fury to the quietest of
lambs. They seized Ine and brought me out of his sight
to the spot where Chanden Sing was bein chastised.
Here again I could not be compelled to b e e f so at last I
was allowed to squat down before the Pombo's officers.

CHAPTER LXXVII
My note-books and maps-What the Lamas wanted me to say
-My refusal-Anger and threats-Ando, the traitor-Chanden
Sing's heroism-A scene of cruelty-Rain.

THEtwo Lamas, leaving Chanden Sing, produced my notebooks and maps, and proceeded to interrogate me closely,
saying that, if I
spoke the truth, I
should be spared,
otherwise I
should be flogged
.+I
a n d t h e n beheaded.

4(y
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I answered that
I would speak the
truth, w h e t h e r
they punished me
or not.
{
O n e of t h e
rv'q'
Lamas,agreat big
" ./
brute, who was
dressed up in a
gaudy red silk
coat, with gold
embroideryat the
/
collar, and who
had taken part in
/ 'J/
ti\\k
I
the flogging of
Chanden Sing,
told me I must
A WLDIER
say "that my servant had shown me the road across Tibet, and that he had
done the maps and sketches." If I would say this, they
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were willing to release me and have me conveyed back to
the frontier, promisinfr to d o me n o further harm. They
would cut my servantc head off, that was all, but no personal
injury should be inflicted on me.
1 explained clearly to the Lamas that I alone was responsible for the maps and sketches, and for finding my way
so far inland. I repeated several times, slowly and distinctly,
that my servant was innocent, and that therefore there was
n o reason t o
punish him.
had only obeyed
my orders in following me to Tibet,and I alone,not
my two servants,
was to be punished
if anybody was
punishable.
The Lamas were
angry at this, and
, i.
one of them struck
meviolentlyon the
head with the buttend of his ridingcrop. I pretended
_.--not to notice it,
.c
though it made my
,'
scalp ache and
dff.J&
smart.
"Then we shall SOLDIER t v 1 - r ~ PI(;T.III. WOCSD ROUND HIS HEAD
beat you a n d
your man until you say what \ve want," the Lama esclaimed
angrily.
"You can beat us if you like," I replied with assurance, "but if you punish us unjustly it will go against
yourselves. You can tear our skin off, and you can
make us bleed to death, but you cannot make us feel
pain."
Ando, the traitor, who spoke Hindustani fluently, acted
as interpreter whenever there was a hitch in our Tibetan
conversation, and with what 1 knew of the language, and
with this man's help, everything was explained to the
Tibetans as clearly as possible. Notwithstanding this, they
continued mercilessly to lash my poor servant, who, in his
agony, was biting the grou~ldas each blow fell on him and
tore away patches of skin and flesh. Chanden Sing hchaved

~e
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heroically. Not a word of complaint, nor a prayer for
mercy, came from his lips. He said that he had spoken
the truth and had nothing more to say. Watched intently
by all the Lamas and soldiers, I sat with affected stoicism
beforethis scene of cruelty, until, angry at my phlegm, order
was given to the soldiers that I should be dragged away.
Again they led me behind the mud-house, from where I
could distinctly hear the angry cries of the Lamas crossexamining Chanden Sing, and those dreadful sounds of the
lash still being administered.
It began to rain heavily, and this was a bit of luck for us,
for in Tibet, as in China, a shower has a great effect upon
the people, and even massacres have been known to be put
a stop to until the rain should cease.
Such was the case that day. The moment the first drops
fell, the soldiers and Lamas rushed here, there, and everywhere inside the tents, and I was hastily dragged to the
most distant tent of the settlement, which became packed
with the guards into whose charge I had been given.

.\N OFFICKR
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CHAPTER LXXVIII

-

A high military officer-A likely friend-A soldier and not a
Lama-His sympathy-Facts about the Tibetan army.

AN officer of high rank was sitting cross-legged at the farther
end of the tent. He wore a handsome dark red gown
trimmed with gold and leopard skin, and was shod with tall
black and red leather boots of Chinese
shape. A beautiful sword with solid
silver sheath inlaid with large pieces of
I'URSE
coral and malachite was passed through
his belt.
This man, apparently between fifty and sixty years of age,
had an intelligent, refined, honest, good-natured face ; and
somehow o r other I felt from the very first moment I saw
him that he would be a friend. And, indeed, whereas the
soldiers and Lamas treated me with brutality
and took every mean advantage thxt they
could, this officer was alone in showing
>+
STF,F.I,
some deference to me and some appreciation of my behaviour. He made room by
his side and signed that 1 might sit there.
" 1 am a soldier," said he 111 a dignified tone, " not a
h m a . I have come from Lhassa with my men to arrest
you, and you are now our prisoner. But you have sho\vn no fc;~r,and I respect
you."
So saying, he inclined his head and
5 h l.)..F-l,O
laid his forehead touching mine, and
pulled out his tongue. Then he made a gesture signifying
that, though he wished to, he could not then sty Inore,
owing to the presence of the soldiers.
Later on we entered into a most amicable conversation, in
the course of which he said that he was a Kupun (a grade

a
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below that of general). 1 tried to explain to him all about
English soldiers and weapons, and he displayed the keenest
interest in all I told him. In return he gave me interesting
information about the soldiers of Tibet. Every man in
Tibet is considered a soldier in time of war or when required
to do duty, but for the regular army all lads that are strong
and healthy can enlist from the age of seventeen, those deformed or weakly being rejected as unfit for service. Good
horsemanship is one of the qualities most appreciated in the
Tibetan soldier, and, after that, unbounded obedience. The
Rupun swore by the Tibetan matchlocks, which he believed to be the most serviceable weapons on earth; for,
according to him, as long as you
had powder enough, you could
use anything as a missile. Pebbles,
earth, or nails did as good work
as any lead bullet.
He told me that large quantities
of these weapons were manufactured at Lhassa and Sigatz
(Shigatze), and he stated that the
majority of Tibetan men outside
the towns possess one. Gunpowder was also made with saltpetre and sulphur found in the
FI.IXT-AND-STEEL I ~ O C C H
country.
The Rupun, seeing how quick
1 was at picking up words, took a special delight in teach~ng
me, as one would a child, the names of the several grades
in the Tibetan army. The Tclrrl-firin* was the lowest grade,
and only had ten men under him ; then came the KintsnmbrzPrrtt or Kia-Prttz,t or officer in command of one hundred
soldiers; and the Tirrzg+rr~~,zor head of one thousand.
These officers, however, are seldom allowed the full complement of soldiers according to their grade, and very often
the " commander of one thousand" has only under him
three or four hundred men at the most. Above the Ttrtrgf i ~ r r t comes the Rr~prrtz,a kind of adjutant-general ; then the
I)ah+trn, or great officer ; and highest of all, the Al{zg-Prrii
(or illcrg-brr~z,as it is usually pronounced), the general in
chief.
-----~.
The acquaintance of one of.these generals we had already
made at Gyanema. Though my informant said that officers
Tchu, ten, pun, officer, or officer of ten men.

t Kiatsanzba or Ria = one hundred.
T m g = one thousand.
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are elected for their bravery in time of war and
for their strength and aptitude in the saddle and
with their weapons, I knew well enough that such
was not the case. The posts are mainly given to
whoever can afford to pay most for them, and to
men of families under special protection of the
Lamas. In many cases they are actually sold by
auction.
The method described by the, Rupun was nevertheless what is popularly believed by the masses
of Tibet to be the way in which military officers
are chosen.

I.E,\THER
IIORSEWHIP

CHAPTER L X X I X
Sarcasm appreciated-Kindness-A change for the worseThe place for an Englishman-Vermin-A
Tibetan prayer.

THE Rupun possessed a good deal of dry humour, and
I told him how fast the Tibetan soldiers had run away on
previous occasions when I had met them and had my rifle
by me. But he was quite equal to the situation and
exclaimed : " Yes, I know
that they ran, but it was
not through fear. It was
because they did not wish
to hurt you." Upon which
1 answered that, if that
zi
'were the case, they need
not have run so fast.
T h e Rupun seemed
amused and laughed at my
sarcasm. He patted me
on the back and said I
was right. He professed
- - to be grieved to see me
tied up, and said he had
I
- >.,.'
t
A
received strict orders not
to give me food or unloose
CH.\RM-BOX
mf bonds.
The soldiers, who had
been listening open-mouthed to the affable and friendly
conversation between the Rupun and myself, a practice not
common in Tibet between captor and prisoner, followed
their chief's example, and from being harsh and rough,
turned quite kindly and respectful. They placed a cushion
under me and tried to make me as comfortable as they
could in the circumstances.

A
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Towards the evening, however, the Rupun was summoned
before the Pombo, and the guard was relieved by a fresh
lot of men. This was a change for the worse. Their
manner was extremely rough, and they dragged me away
from the dignified seat I had occupied in the place of
honour in the tent, and knocked me violently down on a
heap of dung which they used for fuel.
"That is the place for filcirkis !"shouted one of the men,
" not in the best part of the tent."
They pounced upon me roughly, and though I made no
resistance whatever, they again tied my feet together, and
another rope was fastened round my knees. The ends of
these ropes were left long, and each was given in charge of
a soldier.
No part of a Tibetan tent is over clean, but the spot
where I was to rest for the night was the dirtiest. Bound
so tightly that the ropes cut channels in my flesh, it was
out of the question to sleep; but tenfold worse than this was
the disgusting fact that I soon got covered with vermin,
which swarmed in the tent. From this time till the end of
my captivity, or twenty-five days later, I suffered unspeakable
tortures from this pest. The guards, with their swords
drawn, were all round me inside the tent, and others were
posted outside.
The night was full of strange events. Shouts could be
heard at intervals from a distance outside, and some one of
the guard in the tent answered them. They were to keep
the men awake and make sure that I was still there. One
of the soldiers in the tent revolved his prayer-wheel,
muttering the following prayer so often that I learned it by
heart :
Sangbo, sangbo
Yabni namla dupchenchh
Yumni sala lockchendir
Lashin shukpi Kani san
Pashin tagpe Kani san
Yulo parba palui san
Tumlo parba wumboi san
Lassan lussan tamjeh san
Chedan Kordan jindan san
Takpeh yeiki polloh san
Takpeh yonki molloh san
Tzurzu Kaghi Tablah san
Arah, Banza, Nattitti
Jehmi jangla changzalu.

The almost literal translation of the words is this :
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Oh, my God, I confess
That my father has gone to heaven,
But my mother is at present alive (lit. in the house).
First my mother sinned
And you took all men to heaven,
Then my mother and father sinned and I will go to heaven.
If all other men and I sin, and we withdraw our sins,
We are all liable to'sin and the wumboo wood absolves (lit. washes
all) from all sins.
On the North-west (Lassan) and South-east (Lussan) are the two
ways t o heaven.
I read the holy book and purify myself,
My arm-bone* is the sacred bone (lit. God's bone).
And the sign of manhood my left arm.
Oh, my God, who art above my head,
And at the sacred Kujernath, Banzah and Nattitti,
I pray every day for health and wealth (silver and gold).

* The Tibetans believe that in men the left, and in women the right.
arm belongs to God. They regard it as sacred, because with this arm
food is conveyed to the mouth, thus giving life to the body, and also
because it is with the arms that one can defend oneself against one's
enemies. The bone of the nose is also regarded as sacred.

CHAPTER LXXX
The Rupun as a friend-Treated with respect and deferenceFed by the Kupun and soldiers--Improving my knowledge of
Tibetan.

IN the middle of the night the Rupun returned. I noticed
he seemed very much upset. He sat by my side, and by
the light of the flickerin fire and a wick
burning in a brass bowl fi led with butter, I
could see in his face an expression of great
anxiety. I felt, by the colnpassionate way
PUKUI OR WOODEN in which he looked at me, that he had grave
CUP
news to ive me. I was not mistaken. He
moved me from the pesti(ient place where I had been thrown
down helpless by the soldiers, and laid me in a more comfortable and cleaner part of the tent. Then he ordered a
soldier to bring me a blanket. Next, to my astonishment,
he became very severe, and said he must examine my bonds.
He turned quite angry, scolding the soldiers for leaving me
so insecurely tied, and proceeded to make the knots firmer,
a thing which 1 felt was impossible. Though he pretended
to use all his strength in doing this, I found, much to my
amazement, that my bonds were really becoming loosened. He then quickly covered
me up with the heavy blanket.
The soldiers were at the other end of the
large tent, and seemed occupied with a loud
argument over some paltry matter. The
Kupun, stooping low, and making pretence YUKU* OR
CUP
to tuck me in the blanket, whispered :
" Your head is to be cut off to-morrow. Escape to-night.
There are no soldiers outside."
The good man was actually preparing everything for my
flight. He put out the light, and came to sleep by my side.
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It would have been comparatively easy, when all the men
had fallen asleep, to slip from under the tent and steal away.
I had got my hands easily out of the ropes, and should h a ~ e
had no difficulty in undoing all my other bonds; but the
thought that I should be leaving my two men at the
mercy of the Tibetans prevented my carrying the escape
into effect. The Rupun, having risen to see that the
guard were asleep, lay down again close to me and
murmured :
" S d o w , ~iclofr;f alndo' " (" They are asleep ; go ").
Well meant and tempting as the offer was, 1 told him 1
must stay with my men.
Having my hands free, I managed to sleep a little during
the night ; and when the morning came I slipped my hands
again inside the ropes.
The Rupun, who seemed much disappointed, tied the
ropes round my wrists firmly again, and, though he appeared
rather vexed at my not having availed myself of the chance
of flight he had given me, he treated me with everincreasing respect and deference. H e even produced his
puku (wooden bowl), which he filled with steaming tea
from the raksar~g,*and lifted it up to my mouth for me
to drink.
On perceiving how thirsty and hungry I was, not only
did this good man refill the cup time after time until my
thirst was quenched, but he mixed with it tsalnba, a n d
lumps of butter, which he then stuffed into my mouth with
his fingers.
It was really touching to see how, moved to kindness, t h e
soldiers imitated his example, and, one after the other, produced handfuls of tsaftrba and cliurn, and deposited t h e m
in my mouth. Their hands, it is true, were not over clean,
but on such occasions it does not do to be too particular,
and I was so hungry that the food they gave me seemed
delicious. I had been for two nights and one d a y
without food, and, what with the exertion of the fight a n d
my various exciting experiences, my appetite was very
keen.
This great politeness, however, and the sympathy with
which not only the Rupun, but even the soldiers treated m e
now, made me suspect that my end was indeed near. I was
grieved not to be able to obtain news of Chanden Sing a n d
Mansing ; and the soldiers' reticence in answering questions
regarding them made me fear that something awful h a d
Raksang, a vessel in which tea mixed with butter and salt is kept
boiling over tile fire.
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happened. Nevertheless, though my gaolers were friendly,
I did not betray any anxiety, but pretended to take all
that came as a matter of course. I spent the first portion of
the day in a lively conversation with the soldiers, partly to
divert my thoughts and partly to improve my knowledge of
Tibetan.

CHAPTER L X X X I
A bearer of bad news-Marched off to the mud-houseMansing-Insults and humiliations-Iron handcuffs instead
of ropes-The Rupun's sympathy-No more hope-In the
hands of the mob.

EARLYin the afternoon a soldier entered the tent, a n d
striking me on the shoulder with his heavy hand, shouted :
'' Olre !" (This is a Tibetan exclamation always used b y
the rougher classes when beginning a conversation. It
corresponds to " Look here.")
" OIIC!" repeated he ; " before the sun goes down you will
be flogged, both your legs will be broken,* they will burn
out your eyes, and then they will cut off your head !"
The man, who seemed quite in earnest, accompanied each
sentence with an appropriate gesture illustrating his words.
I laughed at him and affected to treat the whole thing as
a joke, partly because I thought this was the best way
to frighten them and prevent them from using violence,
and partly because the programme thus laid before me
seemed so extensive that 1 thought it could only be intended
to intimidate me.
However, the words of the soldier cast a gloom over my
friendly guard in the tent, and when I tried to cheer them
up, they answered bluntly that I would not laugh for very
long. Something was certainly happening, for the m e n
rushed in and out of the tent, and whispered among themselves. When I spoke to them they would answer no more,
and on my insisting, they made signs that their lips must
from now be closed.
About half an hour later, knother person rushed into t h e
tent in a great state of excitement, and signalled to my
* A form of torture in which, after placing the legs upon two parallel
logs of wood, a heavy blow is given with a mallet, fracturing both legs.
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guards to lead me out. This they did, after making my bonds
tighter than ever, and placing extra ropes round my chest
and arms. In this fashion I was marched off to the mudhouse and led into one of the rooms. A large number of
soldiers and villagers assembled outside, and after we had
waited some time, Mansing, tightly bound, was brought
into the same room. My pleasure at seeing my man
again was so great,
that I forgot all
about what was
happening, and
t
paid no attention
k
to the insults of
the mob peeping
.'
through the door.
After a while a
Lama came in with
a smiling face and
said he had good
news to give me.
"We have ponies
here," he said,
" and we are going
to take you back
to the frontier, but
the Pombo wishes
to see you first today. Do not make r
a n y resistance.
I
Let us eschange
I
the ropes round
II
your wrists for
these iron hand- cuffs."
\OI.DIER LAYIS(; REFOWE Y E TIII: PROGRAMYE O Y
Here he proTOWTLREI
d u c e d a heavy
pair of them, which he had kept concealed under his coat.
"You will not wear them for more than a few moments
while we are leading you to his presence. Then you will be
free. We swear to you by the Sun and Kunjuk-Sum that
we will treat you kindly."
I promised not to resist, chiefl because 1 had no chance
of doing so. For greater safety t ey tied my legs and placed
a sliding knot round my neck ; then 1 was carried out into
the open, where a ring of soldiers with drawn swords stood
round me. While I lay flat on my face on the ground, held
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down firmly, they unwound the ropes from around my
wrists, and the iron fetters, joined by a heavy chain, were
substituted for them. They took some time in fastening
the clumsy padlock, after which, all being ready, they
unbound my legs.
They made me stand up again, and knowing that I could
not possibly get my hands free, they began to load me with
insults and offensive terms, not directed to me as an individual, but as a Plcnki, an Englishman. They spat upon
me and threw mud at me. The Lamas behaved worse than
any of the others, and the one who had sworn that I should

be in no way ill-used if I would submit quietly to be handcuffed ~vasthe most prominent among my tormentors and
the keenest in urging the crowd on to further brutality.
Suddenly the attention of the crowd was drawn t o the
approach of the Rupun with a number of soldiers and
officers. He seemed depressed, and his face was of a
ghastly yellowish tint. He kept his eyes fixed on the ground,
and, speaking very low, ordered that I should again be conveyed inside the mud-house.
A few moments later he came in and closed the door
after him, having first cleared the room of all the people
who were in it. As I have mentioned before, Tibetan
structures of this kind have a square aperture in the ceiling
by which they are ventilated and lighted.
The Rupun laid his forehead upon mine in sign of cornpassion, and then sadly shook llis head.
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" There is no more hope," he whispered; " your head will
be cut off to-night. The Lamas are bad and my heart is
aching. You are like my brother, and I am grieved.
The good old man tried not to let me see his emotion,
and made signs that he could stay no longer, lest he should
be accused of being my friend.
The mob again entered the room, and I was once more
dragged out into the open by the Lamas and soldiers.
Some discussion followed as to who should keep the key
of my handcuffs, and e\~entuallyit was handed over to one
of the officers, who mounted his pony and rode away at a
great rate in the direction of Lhassa.

. . ."

C H A P T E R LXXXII
A pitiful scene-A struggle to get to Chanden Sing-Brutally
treated-A torturing saddle-Across country at a gallop--A
spirited pony-Sand deposits and hills-Speculation-More
horsemen coming towards us.

Sing
calling to me in a iveak agonised tone :
"Hazrrr, Hnzrrr, hrrrn nz~rrgria~g~z
!"( ' I Sir, sir, I amdying ! ")
and, turning my head in the direction from which these
painful sounds came, I perceived my faithful bearer with
his hands bound behind his back, dragging himself 0 x 1 his
stomach towards the door of one of the other rooms of the
mud-house. His poor face \\.as hardly recognisable, it bore
the traces of such awful suffering.
I could stand no more. Pushing my guards aside with
my shoulders, I endeavoured to get to the poor wretch, and
had nearly reached him when the soldiers who stood b y
sprang upon me, grappling me, and lifting me bodily off
my feet. They threw lne on the back of a pony.
Though I no\\. feared the worst, I tried to encourage my
brave servant by shouting to him that I was being taken to
Taklakot, and that he would be brought after me the following day. He had eshausted his last atom of strength i n
creeping to the door. He was roughly seized, and brutally
hurled back into the room of the mud-house, so that we
could not exchange a word more. hiansing, the coolie,
was placed, with his arms pinioned, on a bare-backed pony.
The saddle of the pony I had been thrown upon is worthy
of description. It was in reality the wooden frame of a
very high-backed saddle, from the back of which some five
or six sharp iron spikes stuck out horizontally. As I sat
on this implement of torture, the spikes caught me in t h e
small of my back.
JCST then I heard the voice of my servant Chanden

A T O R T U R I N G SADDLE
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My guard having been augmented by twenty or thirty
mounted men with'muskets and swords, we set off at a
furious pace. A horseman riding in front of me led my
pony by means of a cord, as my hands were manacled
behind my back ; and thus we travelled across country for
miles.
But for those awful s ~ i k e sin the saddle. the ride would
not have been so veryAbad,for the pony I rode was a
fine spirited animal, and the country around was curious
and interesting. We proceeded along an apparently endless
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" S I R , SIR, I A M DYING"

succession of yellow sandhills, some of them as high as two
or three hundred feet, others not more than twenty or
thirty. The sand seemed to have been deposited more by
wind than by water, though it is also possible that the whole
basin, not very high above the level of the huge stream, may
at some time have been altogether under water. The whole
space between the mountain-range to the North of the
Brahmaputra and the river itself was covered with these
sand mounds, except in certain places where the soil was
extremely marshy, and where our ponies sank in deep soft
mud. We splashed across several rivulets and skirted a
number of ponds. From the summit of a hill to which they
led me, I could see that the hills were of much greater
circumference and height near the river edge, becoming
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smaller and smaller as they approached the mountain-range
to the North. Moreover, they increased in number and size
the farther we went in an easterly direction.
The circumstances under which I was now travelling did
not permit me to ascertain the quality of the sand, or
make any accurate investigations as to where the sand
came from, but a glance at the country all round made

SPIKED SADDLE

me feel sure that the sand had been conveyed there from
the South. This one could plainly see from depressions
and wavelike undulations, showing that it had travelled
(roughly) in a northerly direction ; and although, ha\-ing
been unable to ascertain this for a fact, I do not wish t o
be too certain with regard to the movements and sources
of these sand deposits, I was pretty firmly convinced t h a t
the sand had been deposited there by the wind, which had
carried it over the Himahlyan chain from the plains of
India.
My guard scoured the country from the high point of
vantage to which we had ascended. Away in the distance
to the East, we saw a large number of horsemen raising
clouds of dust; and, riding down the hill, the ponies s i n k i n g
in the soft sand, we set off in the direction of the new
comers, the surface at the bottom of the hill being more
compact and harder.

C H A P T E R LXXXIII
At an unpleasant pace - Drawing near the cavalcade-A
pictures ue sight-A shot fired at me-Terrible effects of the
spikes Jong my spine-The rope breaks-An ill omen-A
second shot misses me-Arrows-The
end of my terrible ride.

WE travelled mile after mile at an unpleasant pace, until we
arrived at a spot where, drawn up in a line, was the cavalcade we had seen from the summit of the hill. It was a
beautiful sight as we approached it, though the pain which
I was undergoing rather detracted from the pleasure 1 should
otherwise have taken in the picturesque scene. There were
about a hundred red Lamas in the centre, with bannermen
whose heads were covered by peculiar flat fluffy hats, and
the same number of soldiers and officers in their grey, red
and black tunics ; some two hundred horsemen in all.
The Pombo, in his yellow coat and trousers and his queer
pointed hat, sat on a magnificent pony a little in front of the
crowd of Lamas and soldiers.
Curiously enough, when close to this new crowd, the
horseman who led my pony let go the rope, and the pony
was lashed cruelly and left to its own devices. The soldiers
of my uard reined up and drew aside. The pony dashed
off in t e direction of the Pombo and, as I passed close to
him, a man named Nerba (private secretary of the Tokchim
Tarjum), knelt down, and, taking aim with his matchlock
resting on its prop, deliberately fired a shot at me.
Although ( I learned afterwards) this Nerba was one of the
champion shots in the country, and the distance from the
muzzle of his matchlock to me not more than four yards,
the bullet missed me, whizzing past my left ear. Probably
the speed at which my animal was proceeding saved me, as
the marksman could not take a ver steady aim ; but my
pony, startled at the sudden report o the matchlock at such
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close quarters, took fright, and began rearing and plunging.
I managed to maintain my seat, though the spikes in the
saddle were lacerating the lower part of my spine terribly.
Several horsemen now rode up and captured my pony,
and preparations were r?ade for another exciting number in
the programme of my tortures. In their way these noble
Lamas were of a sporting nature, but I swore to myself that,
no matter what they did to me, I would not give them the
satisfaction of seeing that they were hurting me. Acting on
this principle, I pretended not to feel the effect of the spikes

NBRBA FIRING AT M E

tearing the flesh off my backbone; and when they led m e
before the Pombo to show him how covered with blood I
was, I espressed satisfaction at riding such an excellent pony.
This seemed to puzzle them.
A cord of yak's hair, about forty or fifty yards long, \\-as
now produced, the-swivel attached to one end of it fastened
to my handcuffs, and the other end held by a horseman.
We set off again on our wild career, this time followed
not only by the guard, but by the Ponibo and all his m e n .
Once or twice I could not help turning round to s e e
what they were about. The cavalcade was a weird a n d
picturesque sight, the riders with their many-coloured
dresses, their matchlocks with red flags, their jewelled
swords, their banners with long ribbons of all colours
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flying in the wind ; all galloping furiously, shouting, yelling
and hissing,amidst a deafening dinof thousandsof horse-bells.
In order to accelerate our speed, a horseman rode by my
side lashing my pony to make it go its hardest. Meanwhile the horseman who held the cord did his utmost to
pull me out of the saddle, no doubt in the hope of seeing
me trampled to death by the cohort behind me. As I
leaned my body forward so as to maintain my seat, and
with my arms pulled violently backwards by the rope, the
flesh was rubbed off my hands and knuckles by the chain of
the handcuffs. In places the bone was exposed ; and, of
course, every tug brought me into forcible contact with the
spikes and inflicted
deeper wounds. T h e
cord, though strong,
eventually and unexpectedly gave way.
The soldier who w a s
pulling at the other
end was clumsily unhorsed, and I myself
'
was all but thrown
by the unexpected
*:
jerk. This ludicrous
incident a t f i r s t
provoked m i r t h
COAT I WORE AT THE TIME OP MY CAPTURE, AND among
my
SHOWING EFFECT OP SPIKES
a mirth which
their s u p e r s t i t i o u s
minds immediately turned into an ill omen.
When my pony was stopped, as well as the runaway steed
of the dismounted cavalier, I took advantage of their fears,
and assured them once more that whatever harm they
tried to do me would go against themselves. However, t h e
cord was retied with sundry strong knots, and, after a n
interruption of a few minutes, we resumed our breakneck
gallop, I being again sent on in front.
Towards the end of our journey we had to go round t h e
curve of a sandhill, the track between this and a large pond
at its foot being very narrow. At this point 1 saw in front
of me a soldier posted in ambush, with his matchlock ready
to fire. The pony sank deep in the sand, and could n o t
travel fast here, which I suppose was the reason why this
spot had been selected. The man fired as I passed only a
few paces from him ; but, as luck would have it, this second
attempt also left me untouched.

\
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Getting clear of the soft sand, and finding harder ground,
we res111rled our headlong career. Several arrows were
shot at me from behind ; but, though some passed very
near, not one struck me ; and thus, after an interminable
ride full of incident and excitement, we arrived, towards
sunset, at our destination.
On the crown of a hill stood a fortress and large la~rlasery, and at its foot, in front of another large structure, the
Pombo's gaudy tent had been pitched. The name of this
place, as far as I could afterwards ascertain, was Namj
LaccC Galshio or Gyatsho.

CHAPTER L X X X I V
Intense pain-Hustled to the execution-ground-Stretched
and tied-Thirsting for blood-A parade of torturing appliances
-The music-The Taram.

Two or three men tore me roughly off the saddle. The
pain in my spine caused by the spikes was intense. I asked

A DISPLAY OF VARIOUS INSTRUMESTS OF TORTURE

for a moment's rest. My captors, however, refused, and,
roughly thrusting me forward, said that I would be
beheaded in an instant. All the people round jeered and
made signs to me that my head would be cut off, and
insults of all kinds mere showered upon me by the crowd

1
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of Lamas and soldiers. I
hustled to the executionground, which lay to the left front of the tent. On the
ground was a long log of wood in the shape of a prism.
Upon the sharp edge of this I was made to stand, and
several men held me by the body while four or five others,
using their combined strength, stretched my legs as wide
apart as they could go. Fixed in this painful position, the
brutes securely tied me by my feet to the log of wood with
cords of yak-hair. Several men were made to pull these
cords, and they were so tight that they cut grooves into my

skin and flesh in several places round my ankles and on my
feet, many of the cutsCbeing as much as three inches long.
When I was thus firmly bound, one ruffian, the man
Nerba, whom I have mentioned before as having fired a
shot at me, came forward and seized me from behind by the
hair of my head. My hair was long, as it had not been cut
for over five months.
The spectacle before me was overwhelming. By the
I'ombo's tent stood in a row the most villainous brutes I
have ever set eyes upon. One, a powerful repulsive individual, held in his hand a great knobbed mallet used for
fracturing bones; another carried a bow and arrows; a third
hleasr~rcdsome weeks later by Dr. Wilson.
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held a big two-handed sword ; while others made a display
of various ghastly instruments of torture. The crowd,
thirsting for my blood, formed up in a semicircle, leaving
room for me to see the parade of the torture implements
that awaited me ; and, as my eyes roamed from o n e figure
to the other, the several Lamas shook their
various implements to show that they were
preparing for action.
A group of three Latnas stood at the
entrance of the tent. They were the musicians. One held a gigantic horn which,
when blown, emitted hoarse, thundering
sounds, and his companions had one a drum 1
and the other cymbals. Another fellow
some distance away continually sounded a
huge gong. From the moment I was made
to dismount the deafening sounds of the
diabolical trio echoed all through the valley,
and added to the horror of the scene.
An iron bar with a handle of ~ v o o dbound
in red cloth was being made red hot in a
brasier. The Pombo, who had again placed
something in his mouth to produce artificial
foaming at the lips, and so to show his
temper, worked himself up into a frenzy.
THE
A Lama handed him the implement of torturt ,
(the Tarczir~),now red hot, and the Pombo seized it by the
handle.
" ,YgagI1i k i l l wteh iaxoir !" (" We will burn
out your
eyes ! ") cried a chorus of Lamas.
The Potnbo strode up to me, brandishing the ghastly implement. 1 stared at him, but he kept his eyes away from
me. He seemed reluctant, but the Lamas around hi111
urged him on, lifting the man's arm towards me !
" You have come to this country to see" (alluding to
what I had stated the previous day, viz., that I was a traveller
and pilgri~n,and had only come to see the country). "This,
then, is the punishment for you ! " and with these dreadful
words the Pombo raised his arm and placed the red-hot
iron bar parallel to, and about an inch or two from, my eye- ,
balls, and all but touching my nose.
Instinctively I kept my eyes tightly closed, but the heat
was so intense that it seemed as if m y eyes, the left one
especially, were being desiccated and 111y nose scorched.
Though the time seemed interminable, 1 do not think that
the heated bar ~vasbefore my eyes actually longer than thirty
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THE T A R A M
seconds or so. Yet it was quite lon enough, for, when I
lifted my aching eyelids, I saw everyt ing as in a red mist.
My left eye was frightfully painful, and every few seconds
it seemed as if something in front of it obscured its vision.
With the right eye I could still see fairly well, except that
everything, as I have said, looked red instead of its usual
colour. The hot iron had been thrown down and was
frizzling on the wet ground a few paces from me.

1

CHAPTER LXXXV
Bleeding all over-Insulted and spat upon-" Kill him ! "Urging on the executioner-Refusal to stoop-An unpleasant
sword exercise-The execution suspended.

M Y position as I stood with my legs wide apart, w i t h my
back, hands and legs bleeding, and seeing everything of a
ghastly red tinge ; amidst the deafening, maddening noise
of gong, drum, cymbals and horn ; insulted, spat u p o n by
the crowd, and with Nerba holding me so tight by m y hair
as to tear handfuls of it from my scalp, was one in which I
cannot wish even my bitterest enemies to find themselves.
All I was able to do was to remain calm and composed and
to watch with apparent unconcern the preparations for the
next sufferings to be inflicted upon me.
"Mirrlnta ilarri sehko !"(" Kill him with a rifle ! ") shouted
a hoarse voice.
A matchlock was now being loaded by a soldier, a n d such
was the quantity of gunpowder they placed in the barrel that
I made sure whoever fired it would have his head blown off;
so it was with a certain amount of satisfaction that I s a w it
handed over to the Pombo. That official placed the weapon
against my forehead, with the muzzle pointing upwards.
Then a soldier leaning down, applied fire to the fuse and
eventually there was a loud report which gave my head a
severe shock, and the overloaded matchlock flew clean out
of the Pombo's hand, much to everybody's surprise. I
forced myself to laugh ; and their confusion, added t o the
tantalising failure of every attempt they made to hurt me,
drove the crowd lo the highest pitch of fury.
" Ta kossatotr, fa kossatoi~!"(" Kill him, kill him !") exclaimed fierce voices all round me. " iVgala mangbo shidak
irrajidair !" ("We cannot fri hten him ! ") " Ta kossaton,
ta Rossatow !" (" Kill him, ki 1 him ! "), the whole valley
resounding with their ferocious cries.

?

KILL HIM ! KlLL HIM !
A h u g e two'handed sword was
now handed to the
Pombo, who drew
.it out of its sheath.
" Kill him, kill
him I" shouted the
#mob once more,
urging on the exe.cutioner, whot his
superstitious na-ture not having
overcome the illomened fact that
the matchlock a
moment before
had jumped out of
his hand (which he
probably attributed to the doing of
.some s u p r e m e
power and not to
the over-charge),
seemed quite reluctant to come
forward.
I xized this mom ~ n tto say that
they might kill me
if they wished, but
that, if I died today, they would all
die to-morrowan undeniable fact,
for we a r e a l l
bound to die some
.day. This seemed
to cool them for a
moment, but the
excitement in the
crowd was too
great, and at last
they succeeded in
working t h e
Pombo up into a
passion. His face

A RANNERMAN
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became quite unrecognisable, such was his excitement, and
he behaved like a madman.
At this point a Lama approached and slipped something
into the mouth of the executioner, who again foamed a t the
lips. A Lama held his sword, while he turned up o n e sleeve
of his coat to have his arms.free, and the Lamas turned up
the other for him. Then he strode towards me with slow,
ponderous steps, swinging the shiny sharp blade from side
to side before him, with his bare arms outstretched.
The man Nerba, who was still holding me by the hair,
was told to make me bend my neck. I resisted with what
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THE EXECUTIONER BROUGHT THE SWORD DOWN TO MY NECK

little strength I had left, determined to keep my head erect
and my forehead high. They might kill me, true enough, they
might hack me to pieces if they chose, but never until I had
lost my last atom of strength would these ruffians make me
stoop before them. I would perish, but it should be looking down upon the Pombo and his countrymen.
The executioner, now close to me, held the sword with
his nervous hands, lifting it high above his shoulder, He
then brought it down to my neck, which he touched
with the blade, to measure the distance, as it were, for
a clean effective stroke. Then, drawing back a step, he
quicklyraised the sword again and struck a blow at m e with
all his might. The sword passed disagreeably close to my

SWORD EXERCISE
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neck under my chin, but did not touch me. I would not
flinch, nor speak, and my demeanour seemed to impress
him almost to the point of frightening him. He became
reluctant to continue his diabolical performance ; but the
impatience and turbulence of the crowd were at their
highest, and the Lamas nearer to him gesticulated like madmen and urged him on again.
As I write this, their wild shouts, their bloodthirsty
countenances, are vividly brought before me. Apparently
against his will, the executio~~er
went through the same kind
of performance on the other side of my head. This time
the blade passed so near that the point cannot have been
more than half an inch o r so from my neck.
It seemed as if all would soon be over; yet, strange to
say, even at this cl~lminatingmoment I did not seriously
realise that I should die. Why this was so I cannot say,
because everything pointed towards mv end being very
near ; but I had a feeling all the time that I should live to
see the end of it 311. I was very sorry, if my end mere
really at hand, as it seemed likely, that I should die without
seeing my parents and friends again, and that they probably
would never know how and where I had died. One is
naturally at all times reluctant to leave a world in which
one has barely had a dull moment, but, after all my wretched
experiences, sufferings and exciten~ent,1 did not realise my
peril so much as 1 should have done had 1, for instance,
been dragged from my comfortable London flat direct on to
the execution-ground, instead of first having lived through
the recent past.
Naturally the scene is one that 1 am not likely to forget,
and 1 must say for the Tibetans that the whole affair was very
picturesquely carried out. Even the ghastliest ceremonies
may have their artistic side, and this particular one, performed with extra pomp and flourish, was really impressive.
It appears that the unpleasant sword exercise is sometimes gone through in Tibet previous to actually cutting off
the head, so as to make the victim suffer nlore before the
final blow is given. I was not aware of this at the time, and
only learnt it some weeks after. It is usually at the third
stroke that the victim is actually beheaded.
The Lamas were still clamouri~~g
for IIIY head, but the
Pombo made a firm standthis timr,and declined to go on with
the execution. They collected round him and seemed very
angry; they shouted and yelled and gesticulated in the wildest
fashion ; and still the Pombo kept his eyes upon me in a
half-respectful, half-frightened manner, and refused to move.

CHAP TER LXXXVI
Mansing arri\.es--A pretence of killing him-Our
postponed-Fed by the Lamas.

execution

AN excited consultation followed, during which, in t h e
midst of this scene of barbarity, my coolie Mansing
arrived. He had fallen off his bare-back pony many times,
and had been left far behind. The man who held my hair
now relinquished his grasp, while another pushed xne
violently from in front, causlng me to fall heavily backward,
and putting a painful strain on all the tendons of my Iegs.
hlansing, bruiqed and aching all over, was brought forward
and tied by his legs to the salne log of wood to which I was
fastened. They informed me that they would kill my coolie
first, and one brutal Lama seized him roughly by the throat.
I was pushed up in a sitting posture, and a cloth was thrown
over my head and face, so that I could not see what \\.as
being done. I heard poor Mansing groan pitifully, then
there was a dead silence. I called him, I received no answer ;
so I concluded that he had been despatched. I was left in
this terrible suspense for over a quarter of an hour, w h e n at
last they removed the cloth from over my head, and I beheld my coolie lying before me, bound to the log and almost
unconscious, but, thank God, still alive. He told me that,
when I had cal!ed him, a Lama had placed his hand u p o n
his mouth to prevent him from answering, while, with t h e
other hand, he had squeezed his neck so tightly as to nearly
strangle him. After a while Mansing got better, a n d t h e
coolness and bravery of the poor wretch during these terrible
trials were really marvellous.
U" \{?eretold that our execution was only postponed till
the nest day, in order that \ve might be tortured until the
time canle for us to be brought out to death.
A number of Lamas and soldiers stood round jeering at
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us. I seized the opportunity this respite afforded to hail a
swaggering Lama and ask him for some refreshment.
" Orcheh, orcheh nga dappa tug14 duh, chuen deh, dung, yak,
gicraln, tcha, tsamba pin " ('( I am very hungry, please give
me some rice, yak meat, ghirr, tea, and oatmeal ! ") I asked in
my best Tibetan.
*I Hi~nz
nrurr, Maharaja !" (" I want butter, your Majesty ")
put in Mansing, half in Hindustani and half in the Tibetan
language.
This natural application for food seemed to afford intense
amusement to our torturers, who had formed a ring round
us, and laughed at our appeal, while Mansing and I, both
of us famished, were left sitting bound in a most painful
position.
The day had now waned, and our torturers did not fail
to remind us constantly that the following day our heads
would be severed from our bodies, which I told them would
cause us no pain, for if they gave us no food we should be
dead of starvation by then.
Whether they realised that this might be the case, or
whether some other reasons moved them, I cannot say ; but
several of the Lamas, who had been most brutal, including
one who had the previous day taken a part in Chanden
Sing's flogging, now became quite polite and treated us
with a surprising amount of deference. Two Lamas were
despatched to the monastery, and returned after some time
with bags of tsnitlba and a large raksang of boiling tea. I
have hardly ever enjoyed a meal more, though the Lamas
stuffed the food down my throat with their unwashed fingers
so fast that they nearly choked me.
" Eat, eat as much as you can," said they grimly, "for it
may be your last meal."
And eat I did, and washed the tsartlba down with quantities of buttered tea, which they poured into my mouth
carelessly out of the raksang.
Mansing, whose religion did not allow him to eat food
touched by folk of a different caste, was eventually permitted to lick the meal out of the wooden bowl. I myself
was none too proud to take the food in any way it might
be offered, and when my humble " Orcheh, orcheh tchuen
tilattgbo terokclii " (" Please give me some more ") met with
the disapproval of the Lamas, and brought out the everlasting negative, " hliddd, ~niddd,"I was still too hungry to
waste any of the precious food : so the Tibetans revolved
the wooden bowl round and round my mouth, and 1 licked
it as clean as if it had never been used.

CHAPTER LXXXVII
Happiness checked-Stretched on the rack-Mansing shares
my fate--Drenched and in rags-An unsolved mystery.

AFTERall the excitement of the day, we were beginning t o
feel a little restored and much relieved at being treated
rather less roughly, were it only for a few moments, when,
small as it was, the improvement in our condition was
checked.
A Lama came from the monastery and gave orders right
and left, and the place was again in commotion. We were
pounced upon and roughly seized, and my legs were quickly
untied, a number of men holding me down the while.
Again they lifted me until I stood upright on the cutting
edge of the prismatic log : two men seized one leg and t w o
the other, and stretched them apart as far as they could
possibly go. Then rope after rope was wound round m y
feet and ankles, and I was made fast as before to the log.
As my legs were much farther apart this time, the pain in
the muscles of my legs when they proceeded to knock me
down backwards was even greater than it had been on the
previous occasion. But before I had time to feel it in full,
the Lamas, now as ferocious as' I had seen them at first,
dragged my manacled arms backwards from under my b o d y
and tied a rope to the chain of the handcuffs. This done,
they passed the rope through a hole in the top of a h i g h
post behind me, and by tugging at it, strained my arms upwards in a way that, had I been less supple, would certainly
have broken them. When all their strength combined could
not stretch me another inch without tearing my body t o
pieces, they made the rope fast, and I remained half suspended, and feeling as if all the bones of my limbs were
getting, or had got, pulled out of their sockets. T h e weight
of the body naturally tending to settle down would, I felt,

ON THE RACK
every moment increase the suffering of this terrible torture,
which was really a primitive form of the rack.
Mansing was likewise suspended on the other side, his
feet remaining tied to the log to which my own were
fastened, only not quite so wide apart.
The pain was at first intense, the tendons af the legs and
arms being dreadfully strained, and the spinal coiumn bent
so as nearly to be broken in two. The shoulder-blades
forced into close contact, pressed the vertebrae inwards,
and caused excruciating palns along the lumbar vertebrze,
where the strain was greatest.

THUS ELAPSED TWENTY-FOUR TERRIBLE HOURS

As if this were not sufficient, a cord was tied from Mansing's neck to mine, the object of which was to keep our
necks stretched in a most uncomfortable position.
It began to rain heavily, and we were left out in the open.
The rags to which our clothes had been reduced in our
struggle when we were first seized were drenched. Half
naked and wounded, we were alternately numbed with cold
and burning with fever. A guard encircled us, having with
them two watch-dogs tied to pegs. The soldiers were
apparently so confident of our inability to escape that they
drew their heavy blankets over their heads and slept. One
of them in his slumber moved and pushed his sword outside
the blanket in which he had now rolled himself tight.
This inspired me with the idea of attempting to escape.
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Two or three hours later it had become very dark.
Thanks to the extremely supple nature of my hands, I succeeded in drawing the right hand out of my handcuffs, and,
after an hour o r so of stealthy and anxious work I managed
to unloose the cord that bound Mansing's feet. Then 1
whispered to him to get up slowly and to push the sword
towards me with his foot until I couldreach it. If successful
in this, I could soon cut my bonds and those fastening
Mansing's hands, and with a weapon in our possession we
would make a bold dash for liberty.
Mansing, however, was not a champion of agility. In
his joy at feeling partly free, the poor coolie moved his stiff
legs clumsily. The vigilant watch-dogs detected this, and
gave the alarm by barking. The guards were up in a
moment, and, timid as they always were, they all hurriedly
left us, and went to fetch lights to examine our bonds.
In the meanwhile, protected by the darkness of the stormy
night, I had succeeded in replacing my hand inside the iron
handcuff. Putting it back was more difficult than drawing
it out, but I had just time to effect my purpose. The
men who had g3ne to the monastery returned with lights.
I pretended to be fast asleep : a likely thing with every bone
in my body feeling as if it were disjointed, every limb halfnumbed and frozen, every tendon and ligament so strained
as to drive me mad with pain !
The Tibetans found the bonds round Mansing's feet
undone. They examined my hands and saw them just as
they had left ihem. They inspected my feet. The ropes
were still there cutting into my flesh. They inspected
Mansing's hands, only to find them still fastened to the post
behind him.
The Tibetans were so puzzled at this mysterious occurrence that they positively got frightened. They began to
shout excitedly, calling for help. In a moment, the alarm
having been given, a crowd of men rushed at us, and with
their swords drawn, surrounded us. One man, braver than
the rest, gave hlansing a few cuts with a whip, warning us
that if the ropes were found undone again they would decapitate us there and then. The coolie was again bound
this time more tightly than ever.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII
Mansing partially untied after twelve hours on the rackNumbed-How the brain works under such circumstancesMy scientific instruments-The end of my photographic plates
-A paint-box accused of occult powers-An offer refusedCourtesy and cruelty combined.

BY way of precaution, a light was set between Mansing and
myself, and, as it was still raining hard, the Tibetans placed
a canvas shelter over us to prevent the light from being
extinguished. At about six or seven in the morning, Mansing's feet were untied, but not his hands. I was left in the
same uncomfortable and painful posture. The hours passed
very slo\vly and wearily. My legs, my arms and hands had
gradually become quite lifeless, and after the first six or
seven hours that I had been stretched on the rack, I felt no
more actual pain. The numbness crept along every limb of
my body, until I had now the peculiar sensation of possessing a living head on a dead body.
It is indeed remarkable how one's brain keeps alive and
workingwell under such circumstances,apparentlyunaffected
bythe temporary mortification of the remainder of the system.
The day now dawning was one full of strange incidents.
When the sun was high in the sky, the Pombo, with a
great number of Lamas, rode down from the monastery,
though the distance was very short. He went to his tent,
and presently my cases of scientific instruments were
brought outside and opened, the soldiers and Lamas displaying an amusing mixture of curiosity and caution over
everything they touched. I had to explain the use of each
instrument, a difficult matter indeed, considering their
ignorance and my limited knowledge of Tibetan, which did
not allow of my delivering scientific addresses. The sextant
was looked upon with great suspic~on,and even more so the
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hypsometrical apparatus, with its thermometers in brass
tubes, which they took to be some sort of firearm. Then
came a lot of undeveloped photographic plates, box after
box of which they opened in broad daylight, destroying in a
few moments all the valuable negatives that I had taken
since leaving hiansarowar. The Pombo, more observant
than the others, noticed that the plates turned a yellowish
colour on being exposed to the light.
" Why is that ? " asked he.
"It is asign that youwill suffer forwhat you are doing tome."
The Pombo flung away the plate, and was much upset.
He ordered a hole to be dug in the ground some way off,
and the plates to be instantly buried. The soldiers, however, who had been entrusted with the order, seemed loth
to touch the plates, and they had to be reprimanded and
beaten by the Lamas before they would obey. At last, with
their feet, they shoved the boxes of negatives to a spot some
distance off, where, in dog fashion, they dug a deep hole
with their hands in the muddy ground ; and ther?, alas!
my work of several weeks was covered for ever with earth.
Now came my paint-box with its cakes of water-colours.
" What do you do with these ? " cried an angry Lama,
pointing at the harmless colours.
" I paint pictures."
'*No, you are lying. With the 'yellow' you find where
gold is in the country, and with the ' blue' you discover
where malachite is."
1 assured them that this was not the case, and told them
that, if they would untie me, I would, on recovering the use
of my arms, paint a picture before them.
They prudently preferred to leave me tied up.
Their whole attention was now drawn to a considerable
sum in silver and gold ~ v h i c lthey
~ found in the cases, and
the Pombowarned the people that not one coinmust bestolen.
1 took this chance to make an offering of 500 rupees to
the lamasery, and told the Pombo that 1 would like him to
accept as a gift my hlartini-Henry, which I had noticed
rather took his fancy.
Both gifts were refused, as they said the lamasery was very
wealthy, and the Pombo's position as an official did not allow
him to carry a rifle. The Pombo, nevertheless, was quite
touched by the offer, and came personally to thank me.
In a way the rascals were gentlemanly enough in their
manner, and 1 could not help admiring their mixture of
courtesy and cruelty, either of which they could switch on
at rr moment's notice without regard to the other.

1

CHAPTER L X X X I X
An unknown article in Tibet-My sponge bewitched-A
fires my Martini-Henry-The rifle bursts.

Lama

THEY
had now reached the bottom of the water-tight case,
and the Pombo drew out with much suspicion a curious
flattened object.
"What is that ? " inquired he, as usual lifting the article
up in the air.
My sight had been so injured that I could not clearly
discern what it was ; but on their waving it in front of my
nose, I recognised it to be my long mislaid bath-sponge,
dry and flattened, which Chanden Sing, with his usual
ability for packing, had stored away at the bottom of the
case, piling upon it the heavy cases of photographic plates.
The sponge, a very large one, was now reduced to the thickness of less than an inch, owing to the weight that had for
weeks lain upon it.
The Tibetans were greatly puzzled at this new discovery, which they said resembled tinder; and it was
touched with much caution, for some of the Lamas said it
might explode.
When their curiosity was appeased, they took it and threw
it away. lt fell near me in a small pool of water. This was
a golden opportunity to frighten my jailers, and I addressed
the sponge in English, and with any word that came into my
mouth, pretending to utter incantations. The attention of
the Lamas and soldiers was naturally quickly drawn to
this unusual behaviour on my part ; and they could not
conceal their terror when, as I spoke louder and louder to
the sponge, it gradually swelled to its normal size with the
moisture it absorbed.
The Tibetans, who at first could hardly believe their
eyes at this incomprehensible occurrence, became sb panic-
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stricken at what they believed to be an exhibition of my
occult powers, that there was a general stampede in every
direction.
In a way, rill this was entertaining, and anyhow it sened
to pass away the time. The most amusing scene that afternoon was, however, still to come.
After a time the Lamas screwed up their courage, and
returned to where my baggage had been overhauled. One
of them picked up my hlartini-Henry, and the others urged
him to fire it off. He came to me, and when I had explained
to him how to load it, he took a cartridge and placed it in
the breech, but would insist on not closing the bolt firmly
home. When 1 warned him of the consequences, h e struck
me over the head with the butt of the rifle.

HELT, WITH BCI.LET A S D POWVtIR POCCHES. D.\CCER,
A N D FLINT A N D STEEL

SEEDLECASF,

It is the fashion, when aiming with one of their matchlocks, which have a prop attached to them, to place the butt
in front of the nose instead of holding it firmly t o the
shoulder as we do. So the Lama aimed in this fashion at
one of my yaks peacefully grazing some thirty yards off.
While everybody \vatched anxiously to see the results of
this marksman's shooting, he pulled the trigger; the rifle
went off with an extra loud report, and behold ! the muzzle
of the Martini burst and the violent recoil gave the Lama a
fearful blow in the face. The rifle, flying out of his hands,
described a somersault in the air, and the Lama fell backwards to the ground, where he remained spread out &it,
bleeding all over, and screaming like a child. His nose was
squashed ; one eye had been put out, and his teeth shattered.
Whether the rifle burst because the bolt had not been
properly closed, or because mud had got into the m u l e as
well, I could not say ; but I give here a photograph of the

i
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broken weapon, which the Tibetans returned to me several
months later through the Government of India.
The injured Lama, 1 may say, was the one at the head of
the party that wanted to have my head cut off, so that,
naturally enough, I could not help betraying my satisfaction
at the accident. I was glad they had let me live another
day were it only to see his self-inflicted punishment.

MARTINI-IIENRY EXPLODED

CHAPTER XC
A consultation-Untied from the rack-The most terrible
twenty-four hours of my life-I lose the use of my feet-Circulation returning-Intense pain-Sports.

THE Pombo, who had been, during the greater part of t h e
afternoon, looking at me with an air of mingled pity a n d
respect, as though he had been forced against his will t o
treat me so brutally, could not help joining in my Iaughter
at the Lama's sorrowful plight. In a way, I believe he a m
rather glad that the accident had happened ; for, if he had
until then been uncertain whether to kill me or not, he felt,
after what had occurred, that it was not prudent to attempt
it. The gold ring which had been taken from me on the day
of our arrest, and for which I had asked many times, as it
had been given by my mother, was regarded as possessing
miraculous powers as long as it mas upon me ; and was
therefore kept well away from me, for fear that, with its
help, I might break my bonds and escape. The Pombo,
the Lamas a n d officers held another consultation, at t h e
end of which, towards sunset, several soldiers came a n d
loosed my legs from the stretching log ; and my hands,
though still manacled, were lowered from the pillar behind.
As the ropes round my ankles were unwound from the
deep channels they had cut into my flesh, large patches of
skin came away with them. Thus ended the most terrible
twenty-four hours I have ever passed in my lifetime.
I felt very little relief at first as I lay flat on the ground,
for my body and legs were stiff and as if dead ; and, as t i m e
went by, and I saw no signs of their coming back to life, I
feared that xnortification had set in, and that I had lost t h e
use of my feet for good. It was two or three hours before
the blood began to circulate in my right foot, and the pain
when it did so was intense. Had a handful of knives been
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passed slowly down the inside of my leg the agony could
not have been more excruciating. My arms were not quite
so bad : they also were numbed, but the circulation was
more quickly re-established.
In the meanwhile, the Pombo, whether to amuse me o r
to show off his riches, ordered about one hundred ponies,
some with magnificent harness, to be brought u p ; and,
mounting the finest, and holding in his hand that dreadful
tarnrrt, rode round the hill on which the monastery and fort
stood.
On returning, he harangued his men, and a series of sports
began, the Pombo seating himself near me and watching me
intently to see how I was enjoying the performance. First
of all the best marksmen were selected, and with their
matchlocks fired one after the other at my two poor yaks
only a few yards off ; but although they aimed carefully and
deliberately, they did not succeed in hitting them. I knew
that they fired with bullets, for I could hear the hissing
sound the missiles made.
Next came a display of fine horsemanship, which was very
interesting. I should have enjoyed it more if I had not been
suffering agonies all the time. Still, the performance helped
to cheer me. First there were races in which only two
ponies at a time took part, the last race being run between
the two winners of the last heats, and a kata was presented
t o the victor. Next one horseman rode ahead at full gallop
flying a kafn, while some twenty others followed closely
behind. The Rain was left to fly by itself, and when it
settled on the ground, the horsemen following the first rode
some distance away, and, at a given signal, galloped back
wildly, all converging towards the spot, and, bending down
from their ponies, attempted to pick up the kata without
dismounting. Some of the younger men were very clever
at this.
Another exercise consisted in one man on foot standing
still, while a mounted comrade rode at full allop towards
him, seized him by his clothes, and lifted im on to the
saddle.
Though I could not see as well as I wished, I got so
interested in the show, and expressed such admiration for
the ponies, that the Pombo, becoming quite thoughtful and
polite, ordered the best of them to be brought before me,
and had me lifted into a sitting posture, so that I could see
them better.

g

CHAPTER XCI

THISau a great relief, for 1 au snffering more from m:
humiliating position. beicg unable to stand, than from
the torture t h e m w l n s T h e Pombo told me that I must
now look toaards the tent, and then got up and waked
toit
The opening oi the tent was ol-er twmp feet long. Some
soldiers came and %ced
me clow to the front of it, so thar
I could aitness all that went on.
Two big h m a s entered the tent vith tbe Pombo, and1
number oi other people who were kiide were turned out.
They c l o d the tent for a few minutes, and then opened a
again. In the meantime a gong sammoned the lamxs 01
the monastery to come doan, and, a few minutes later, a
string oi them came and toot their places inside the
tent
The Pombo, in his yellow coat and trousers and fourcornered hat, sat on a Gind oi high-backed chair in the centrr
oi the tent, and by his side stood the two Lamas who had
first rctered it mi& him. The Pombo was Mend doubt in
a hypnotic trance. He sat motionles, with his hands b
t
hi5 k n m and his head erect ; his e F apre fixed and
&zg.
For some minutes he remained like thls, and ai]
the ~ ~ i and
& apeople who had collected in front of tbz
tent went d o a n on their knees, laid their caps on tbz
round, and muttered praFers. One of the fTFO Lamas, a
fellow with great mesmeric powers, now laid his hand upon
the shoulders of the Pombo, who gradually raised his W
with hands outstretched and remained as in a cataleptic m
e
for a 1 ~ ~ time
n g without moving an inch.
Sext t h e Lama touched the Pombo'snecl; with histhumb

T H E POMBO HYPNOTISED
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and caused the head to begin a rapid circular movement
from left to right.
Certain exorcisms were pronounced by the hypnotiser,
and the Pombo now began the most extraordinary snake-like
contortions, moving and twisting his arms, head, body and
legs. He worked himself, or rather was worked, into a frenzy
that lasted some time, and the crowd of devotees drew nearer
and nearer to him, praying fervently and emitting deep sighs

and cries of astonishment and almost terror at some of the
more eccentric movements of his limbs. Every now and then
this weird kind of dance terminated in a strange posture,
the Pombo actually doubling himself up with his head
between his feet and his long flat hat resting on the ground.
While he was in this position, the bystanders went one by
one to finger his feet, and make low prostrations and
salaams. At last the hypnotiser, seizing the Pombo's head
between his hands, stared in his eyes, rubbed his forehead, and woke him from the trance. The Pombo
was pale and exhausted. He lay back on the chair rand
his hat fell off his head, \vhich was clean shaven, thus
unmistakably showing that he too was a Lama, and, as we
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have seen, of n very high order, probably of the first rank
after the Dalai ~ a m a .
'Kfltns were distributed after this religious performmce to
all the Tibetans present, ancl they foltled them ancl stowed
them away in t h e ~ rcoats.

THE FINALE OF THE DANCE

CHAPTER XCII
Compliments exchanged-A poisoned drink proffered-In
acute pain-Uncertainty as to our fate-Working the oracle
-Webbed fingers.

THE Pombo came out of his gaudy tent, and I told him that
the dance was beautiful, but that I was very hungry. He
asked me what I wanted to eat, and I said I would like some
meat and tea.
A little later, a large vessel with a delicious stew of yak's
meat was brought to me, as well as fsati~bain abundance.
However, though I felt quite famished, I had the greatest
difficulty in swallowing even a little food. This I thought
must he owin to the injuries to my spine and to the
mortification o my limbs, which had apparently affected my
whole system except my head.
When the Pombo had retired and night came on, I was
again tied to the stretching log, but this time with my limbs
not stretched so far apart. My hands, too, were again
fastened to the pillar behind, but with no strain on them.
Late in the evening, half a dozen Lamas came from the
monastery with a light and a large brass bowl which they
said contained tea. The wounded Lama, with his head all
bandaged up, was among them, and he was so anxious for
me to drink some of it to keep myself warm during the cold
night that I became suspicious. When they pushed a bowl
of the liquid to my lips, I merely sipped a little, and declined
to take more, spitting out what they had forced into my
mouth. I swallowed a few drops, and a few minutes later I
was seized with sharp, excruciating pains in my stomach,
which continued for several days after. I can but conclude
that the drink proffered me was poisoned.
The followin day my left foot, which had remained lifeless since I ha been untied from the rack the first time;

f
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began to get better, and the circulation was gradually
restored. The pain was unbearable.
In the morning indecision again prevailed as t o w h a t w a s
to be done to us. A number of Lamas were still anxious to
have us beheaded, whereas the Pombo and the o t h e r s had
the previous night almost made up their minds t o s e n d us
back to the frontier. Unfortunately, it appears* t h a t the
Pombo had seen a vision during the night in which a spirit
told him that, if he did not kill us, he and his country would
suffer some great niisfortune. "You can kill the Plenkr,"
the spirit was reported to have said, " and no one will punish
you if you do. The Plenkis are afraid to fight the
Tibetans."
Anlong the Lamas no important step is taken without
incantations and reference to occult science, so the P o m b o
ordered a Lama to cut off a lock of my hair, which he did
with a very blunt knife, and then the Pombo rode up
with it in his hand to the lamasery to consult t h e oracle.
The lock was handed in for inspection, and it seems
that, after certain incantations, the oracle answered t h a t I
must be beheaded or the country would be i n great
danger.
The Pombo rode back apparently disappointed, a n d now
ordered that one of my toe-nails should be cut ; after u-hich
operation, performed with the same blunt knife, t h e oracle
was again consulted as to what should be done, and
unhappily gave the same answer.
Three such consultations are usually held by t h e high
court of the assembled Lamas, the Tibetans on t h e third
occasion producing for the oracle's decision a piece of a
finger-nail. The Lama who was about to cut t h i s off
examined my hands behind and spread my fingers apart,
expressing great surprise and astonishment. In a m o m e n t
all the Lamas and soldiers came round and examined my
manacled hands; a repetition of my experience a t the
Tucker hionastery. The Pombo, too, on being informed,
immediately came and inspected my fingers, and t h e proceedings were at once stopped.
When some weeks later I was released, I was able to learn
from the Tibetans the reason of their amazement. My
fingers happen to be webbed rather higher than usual, and
thrs is most highly thought of in Tibet. H e who possesses
such fingers has, according to the Tibetans, a charmed life ;

* The Tibetan Lamas stated this to the Political Peshkar
Sing, our frontier officer.
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and no matter how much one tries, no harm can be done
to him. Apart from the question whether there was much
charm or not in my life in Tibet, there is no doubt that this
trifling superstition did much towards hastening the Pombo's
decision as to what was to be our fate.

CHAPTER XCI!II
Our lives to be spared-An unpleasant march-Chanden Sing
still alive-A sleepless night-Towards the frontier-Long
and painful marches-How we slept at night-A map drawn
with blood.

THEPombo ordered that my life should be spared, a n d that
I should on that very day start on my return journey
towards the Indian frontier. He took from my own money
one hundred and twenty rupees, which he placed in my
pocket for my wants during the journey, and commanded
that, though I must be kept chained up, I was to be treated
kindly, and my servants also.
When all was ready, Mansing and I were led on foot to
Toxem, our guard consisting of some fifty horsemen riding
on ponies. We had to travel at a great speed despite our
severely lacerated feet, our aching bones, and the sores and
wounds with which we were covered all over. The soldiers
led me tied by the neck like a dog, and dragged me along
when, panting, exhausted and suffering, I could not keep up
with the ponies. We crossed several cold streams, sinking
in water and mud up to our waists.
At Toxem, to my great delight, I beheld Chanden Sing
still alive. He had been kept prisoner in the mud-house,
where he had remained tied upright to a post for over three
days, and for four days he had not eaten food nor drunk anything. He was told that I had been beheaded. He was i n a
dreadful condition ; almost dying from his wounds, cold and
starvation.
We were detained there for the night, half-choked by
smoke in one of the rooms of the mud-house packed with
soldiers, who, with a woman of easy morals, gambled the
whole ni ht, and sang and swore and fought, preventing
us from s eeping for even a few minutes.

I
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The next day at sunrise Chanden Sing and I were placed
on yaks, not on riding saddles, but on pack-saddles such
as those shown in the illustration in chapter XI. p. 223.
Poor Mansing was made to walk, and was beaten mercilessly when, tired and worn out, he fell or remained
behind. They again tied him with a rope by the neck and
dragged him along in a most brutal manner. We had a
strong guard to prevent our escaping, and they demanded

A WHITE Y A K

fresh relays of yaks and ponies and food for themselves at
all the encampments, so that we travelled very fast. In the
first five days we covered one hundred and seventy-eight
miles, the two longest marches being respectively forty-two
and forty-five miles ; but afterwards we did not cover quite
such great distances.
We suffered considerably on these long marches, as the
soldiers ill-treated us and would not allow us to eat every
day for fear we should get too strong. They let us have
food only every two or three days, and our exhaustion and
the pain caused by riding those wretched yaks in our
wounded condition were terrible.
All our property had been taken away from us, and our
clothes were in rags and swarming with vermin. We were
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barefooted and practically naked. The first few days we
generally marched from before sunrise till sometimes an
hour or two after sunset; and when we reached camp we
were torn off our yaks and our jailers fastened iron cuffs
round our ankles, in addition to those we had already round
our wrists. Being considered quite safe, we were left to
sleep out in the open without a covering of any kind, a n d
often lying on snow or deluged with rain. Our guard
generally pitched a tent under which they slept ; but even
when they did not have one, they usually went to brew their
tea some fifty yards or so from us.
Helped by my two servants, who sat by me to keep watch
and to screen me, I managed, at considerable risk, to keep a
rough record of the journey back, on a small piece of paper
that had remained in my pocket when I had been searched
by the Tibetans. As I did when on the rack, I used to draw
my right hand out of its cuff, and, with a small piece of bone
I had picked up as pen, and my blood as ink, 1 drew brief
cipher notes, and a map of the whole route back.
Necessarily, as I had no instruments with which to take
careful observations, I had to content myself with takin my
bearings by the sun, the position of which I got airly
accurately by constantly watching the shadow projected by
my body on the ground. Of course, when it rained or
snowed, I was altogether at a loss, and had to reckon my
bearings by the observations of the previous day.

f

CHAPTER X C I V
South of the outward journey-Severity of our guard-Ventriloquisrn and its effects-Terrible but instructive days-The
Southern source of the Brahrnaputra-Leaving Yutzang.

W E travelled, as can be seen by the dotted red line on the
map attached to this book, first W. then W.N.W., N.W., W.
and N.W., following the Brahmaputra along a course South
of the outward journey, until we reached the boundary
of the Yutzang' (central, or Lhassa) province. Our guard
were not only severe with us, but they also ill-treated us in
every possible way. One or two of the soldiers, however,
showed kindness and thoughtfulness, bringing us a little
butter or tsanzba whenever they could do so unseen by their
comrades. The guard was changed so frequently that we
had no chance of making friends with them, and each lot
seemed worse than the last.
A very curious incident happened one day, causing a
scare among them. We had halted near a cliff, a r ~ dthe
soldiers were some twenty yards off. Having exhausted
every means I could think of to inspire these ruffians with
respect, 1 resorted to the performance of some ventriloquial
feats, pretending to speak and to receive the answers from
the summit of the cliff. The Tibetans were terror-stricken.
They asked me who was up there. I said it was some one
I knew.
" Is it a Plenki ? "
" Yes."
Immediately they hustled us on our yaks and mounted
their ponies, and we left the place at headlong speed.
On reaching a spot which from observations taken on my
outward journey I reckoned to be in longitude 83" 6' 30" E.
and latitude 30" 27' 30" N. I had a great piece of luck.
It is at this point that the two principal sources of the
* Also written U-tzang.
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Brahmaputra meet and form one river, the one coming from
the N.W., which I had already followed, the other proceeding from the W.N.W. The Tibetans, to my delight, selected
the southern route, thus giving me the opportunity of visiting
the second of the two principal sources of the great river.
This second stream rises in a flat plain, having its first birth
in a lakelet in approximate longitude 82' 47' E. and latitude 30"
33' N. I gave the Northern source
myownlname,a proceeding which
I trust will not be regarded as

O S E O F UL'K G U A R D

immodest in view of the fact that I was the first European 10
visit both sources ancl of all the circumstances of my journey.
This period of our captivity was dreary, yet interesting
and instructive, for, as \ve went along, I got the soldiers t o
teach me some Tibetan songs, not unlike those of the Shokas
in character, and from the less ill-natured men of our guard
I picked up, by judicious questioning, a considerable amount
of information, which, together with that collected from my
own observations, I have given it1 this book.
Over a Inore southerly ancl lower pass than the Maiun~
Pass, by which, healthy, hopeful and free, we had entered
the province of I'utzang, we now left it, wounded, broken
do\vn, naked and prisoners.

CHAPTER XCV
Easier times-Large encampments-Suffocating a goat-A
Tarjum's encampment-Tokchim-OId
friends-MusiciansCharity.

W E now proceeded in a North-westerly direction, and, once
clear of the sacred Yutzang province, our guard behaved
with rather less cruelty. With the little money the Pombo
had permitted me to keep we were allowed to purchase
food enough to provide us with more frequent meals, and,
while we ate, the soldiers removed our handcuffs, which
they temporarily placed round our ankles. Thus, with
utensils lent us by our guard, we were able to cook some
food ; and, although we had to serve it on flat stones instead
of dishes, it seemed indeed delicious.
We crossed over our former track, and then followed it
almost in a parallel line, but some miles North of it, along an
undulating, clayey plateau, thus avoiding the marshy plain
which we had found so troublesome to cross on our journey
out. We found large numbers of black tents here and
there, and one night, when we were encamped by some
smaIl lakes, we were permitted to purchase a goat. A
soldier, a good fellow who had been very friendly to us,
selected a hne fat one for us, and we were looking forward
with pleasure to a solid meal, when we found to our dismay
that we had no means of despatching the animal. We could
not behead it, as the Tibetans would not trust us with a
knife o r sword, and the Tibetans themselves refused to kill
the animal for us in any other way. Eventually our soldier
friend allowed his scruples to be overcome by the payment
of a rupee, and proceeded to kill the animal in a most cruel
fashion. He tied its legs together, and, having stuffed the
nostrils with mud, he held the poor beast's mouth closed
with one hand until it was suffocated. The soldier during
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the performance revolved his prayer-wheel with his free
hand, praying fervently all the while.
We iounc! our5c-!ve- at last in :he plain, where a Tarji:z'=
encampment oi some two hundred tents was to h e seen. zn-:
here we rernained one night. There n-as a large asserr'.-'::.
of Lamas and solclicr~. In the middle of the niqht I\-e v - F:suddenly and rou$ily roused from sleep, and n l a r l r - move our camp a:?out a mile or so from the set?lez?enr:

SOLDIER SUFFOCATISC GOAT

and, early in the morning, having crossed the large stream,
we proceeded in a South-westerly direction, reaching the
encampment of the Tokchim Tarjum the same night. H e r e
we were met by the officers who had on a previous occasion
brought us gifts, and whom we had routed with all their
soldiers when they threatened us.
This time they behaved very decently, the oldest of them
showing us every civility, and professing great admiration
for our courage in persevering against such h e a w odds. The
old gentleman did all he could to make 11s c~mfort~lhle,
;r~?c!
even called up two strolling musici;~nsfor our amusemen-.
One man wore a peculiar four-col-ncrccl headdress made n;
skin. He played with a bow on a t\\-o-stringed instrurncrr.
while his companion, a child, clancecl ant1 went throug'i

STROLLING MUSICIANS
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certain clumsy contortions, going round every few minute
with his tongue thrust out to beg for tsanzbn from tbt.
audience. The Tibetans are very charitable tonwds
beggars, and not only on this, but on other occasions, I
noticed that they seldom refused, no matter however small
their donations might be, to give tsariiba or pieces of butter or
chirra to the mendicants. The older musician had a square
club passed through his girdle, and at intervals h e laid dom
his instrument, and, using the club as a sword, gave an
imitation of a martial dance, exactly like the o n e I han
described as performed by the Shokas. Every now and
then, too, he applied it to the boy's back a n d head, ti
inspire him with fresh vigour, and this generally drew roari
of laughter from the audience.

A N OLD BEGGAR

CHAPTER X C V I
Towards hiansarowar-Xiansing's vision-Bathing
Mansarowar.

in

THEnext day, amidst repeated good-byes and professions of
friendship on the part of our hosts and jailers, we departed
towards ;Iiansarowar, and late in the afternoon reached the
Tucker village and Gomba, where we put up at the same
serai in which I had slept on my way out. All our bonds
were here removed for good, and we enjoyed comparative
freedom, though four men walked by my side wherever I
went, and an equal number looked after Chanden Sing and
Mansing. Naturally we were not allowed to go far from the
serai, but we could prowl about in the village. I took this
opportunity to have a swim in the hiansarowar Lake, and
Chanden Sing and hiansing again paid fresh salaams to the
gods and plunged in the sacred water.
The Lamas, who had been so friendly during my former
visit, were now extremely sulky and rude ; and, after having
witnessed our arrival, they all withdrew into the monastery,
banging the gate after them. All the villagers, too, hastily
retired to their respective houses. The place was deserted
with the exception of the soldiers round us.
Poor Mansing, who, worn out and in great pain, was
sitting close by me, looking vaguely at the lake, had an
extraordinary vision, the result, probably, of fever or exhaustion.
"Oh, sahib," said he, as if in a dream, though he was
quite awake ; "look, look ! Look at the crowd of people
walking on the water. There must be more than a thousand
men ! Oh, how big they are getting ! . . And there is God
. . . Seva. . . No, they are Tibetans, they are coming to
kill us, they are Lamas ! Oh, come, sahib, they are so near.
. . Oh, they are flying. . 1. "
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" Where are

they ? " I asked.
I could see that the poor fellow was under an hallucination.
His forehead was burning and he was in a high fever.
"They have all disappeared !"
- - -------he exclaimed, as I placed my
, halid on his forehead and he
1
woke from his trance.
He seemed quite stupefied for
a few moments ; and, o n my
j inquiring of him later whether
1
he had seen the phantom c r o w d
again, he could not remember
I
ever having seen it at all.
I
The natives came to visit us
4
in the sevai during the evening,
-@-and we had great fun with
6 r ,
them, for the T~betansa r e full
"
of humour and have m a n y
comical ways. As for o u r selves, now that we were o n l y
two illarches from Taklakot, it
\\?as but natural that our spirits
-were high. Oiily two m o r e
A TIRETAN ~ I ~ C I ' H K R I )
days of captivity, and t h e n a
prospect of freedom.
It was still dark when we were roused and ordered t o
start. The soldiers dragged us out of the serai.
\Ve
entreated them to let us have another plunge in t h e
sacred Iiiansarowar, and the three of us were eventually
allowed to do so. The water was bitterly cold, and u-e had
nothing to dry ourselves with.
It was about an hour before sunrise when we \\-ere
placed on our yaks and, surrounded by some thirty soldiers,
rode off.
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CHAPTER X C V l I
Suna-Wilson and the Political Peshkar across the frontierA messenger-Our progress stopped-Diverting us over the
Lurripiya Pass-Condemned to certain death-\Ve attack our
guard-Lapsang and the Jong Pen's private secretar)--A
document-Searing Kardanl-Retracing our steps-Dogniar.

WHESwe had been marching for several hours, our g u a r d
halted to have their tea. A man named Suna, a n d h~~
brother and son, whom I had met in Gnrbyang, halted near us, and from t h e m I
heard that news had arrived in India that
I and my two Inen had been beheaded, a n d
that thereupon Doctor Wilson and the Politlcal Peshkar Karak Sing had crossed over the
frontier to ascertain the facts, and to attempt
to recover my baggage, &c. hiy joy \\-a%;
intense when I heard that they were still a t
Taklakot. I persuaded Suna to return as
fast as he could, and to inform Wilson that
I was a prisoner, and tell him my whereTE.\ C I L C K S (OL'ES) abouts.
I had barely given Suna this
message when our guard seized the man a n d
his brother and roughly dismissed them, preventing then1
from ha\-ing any further communication wlth us. As soon
as we \\.el-e on the march again, a horseman rode up to ub
\\.it11 strict orders from the Jong Pen of Taklakot not to let
us proceed any farther towards the frontier by the Lippu
Pass, \vhich we could now have reached in two days, but to
take us round by the clistant Lumpiya Pass. At this time o!
the year the Lumpiya would be impassable ; and we should
have to make ;l further journey of at least fifteen or sixteen
days, n o s t of it o\.er snuiv and ice, during which we, in our
starved and weakened state, lvould inevitably succumb.
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We asked to be taken into Taklakot, but our guard refused,
and in the meantime the Jong Pen of Taklakot had sent
other messengers and soldiers to ensure the fulfilment of his
orders, and to prevent our further progress.
Our guard, now strengthened by the Taklakot men, compelled us to
- - -- - - - - ----,
leave the
Taklakot
/
track, and we
/'
began o u r
journey towards the
cold Lumpiya. This was
murder, and
the Tibetans,
=p
well knowing
3'
it, calculated
>')
on telling the
;..,.-$
..,, r $L-U
Indian authorities that we
..2y ,
had died a
natural death
k
I
r4,.CI--- on the snows.
We were
informed that
\ve should be
left at the
point where
the snows be,\ HI..\KCH 01. n . 1 ~~ E W \
gan, that the
Tibetans
would give us no food, no clothes and no blankets, and that
\ire should be abal~doned to our own devices. This,
'MJZU
needless to say, meant certain death.
We determined to stand 110 more, and to play our' last
card. After travell~ngsome two and a half miles westward
of the Taklakot track, we decllned to proceed any more in
that direction. We said that, if they attempted to force us
on, we were prepared to fight our guard, as whether we
died by their swords and matchlocks, or frozen to death
on the Lumpiya, \\?asquite immaterial to us.
The guard, in perplexity, decided to let us halt there for
the night, so as to have time to send a messenger to
Taklakot to inform the Jong Pen, a ~ l dask for further
instructions.
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During the night the order came that we must proceed,
so the next morning our guard prepared to start us again
towards the Lumpiya. Then we three semi-corpses collected

.I SHOKA-TIHETAN HALF-CASTE

what little strength remained in us, and suddenly made an
attack on them with stones; whereupon, incredible as it
may seem, our cowardly guard turned tail and bolted ! We
went on in the direction of Taklakot, followed at a distance

I

I

A STORMY PALAVER
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by these ruffians, who were entreating us to make no
further resistance and to go with thern where they wanted
us to go. If we did not, they said, they would all have their
heads cut off. We refused to listen to thern, and kept them
away by throwing stones at them.
We had gone but a few miles whet1 we met with a large
force of soldiers and
h
Lamas, despatched by
the Jong Pen to prepare
for our death.
Unarmed, wounded, star,+dq
,4/,
*..
ved and exhausted as
\
we were, it was useless
a t t e m p t i n g t o fight
against such odds. As
it was, when they saw
we were at liberty, they
made ready to fire on us.
\
The Jong Pen's Chief
, 4 .'
hlinister, a man called
Lapsang, and the Jon&
\i
Pen's Private Secretary,
were at the head of t h ~ s
party. I went to shake
hands with them and
held a long and stormy
palaver, but they kept
firm and insisted on our
turning away irom the
frontier, now that we
were almost within a
stone's-throw of it, and
we must perforce proceed by the high Lumpiya Pass. Those were
. - )'
the Jong Pen's orders,
,I,,,.,,
I.,,.,,,
,,,, PO, ,s , , I ,
,,
and they, as well as I,
must obey them. They would not give us or sell us either
animals or clothes which even the small sum of money I
had on me would have been sufficient to buy; and they
would not provide us with an ollnce of food. We
emphatically protested, and said we preferred to die where
we were. We asked them to kill us then and there, for we
would not budge an inch westwards.
Lapsang and the Jong Pen's Private Secretary now cunningly suggested that I should give them in writing the
I;
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the Lumpiya Pass as a personal favour to hini, I rc:l~!c:n:,+'..
clecicled to accept their terms rather than waste ;In\- 11:
time, now that we were so near British soil.
Escorted by this large force of men, we hac1 ncnr-I!. r - ~ , ; l c ' :> . ~
1l;;trdani when, in the nick of time, a horsemnn cnniC t : : ~ . :
full gallop ant1 hailed our party. \Ye stopped, n11tl t l t r . i r l :.
overtook us ant1 lianclecl Lapsang ;L letter. It contnir~cc! .:,
orcler to hring us inimecliately intc Taklakot.
\Ye retr;tcccl our steps along the undulating platen11 :I!.
.
the Gnkkon Kivcr, and late at night \ve reached thc \ - i l : . ! of Dogriiar, a peculiar settlement in a valley l>et!vt.cn :..;.
high cl~ffsof cl:ty, the natives of which lice in hole-: ~ > i c ! - c - . .
111 the cliff.
;--.
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Lapsang, the Jong Pen's Private Secretary, and t h e greater
portion of their soldiers, having changed their ponies, went
on to Taklakot; but we were made to halt here, w h e n yet
another letter came fro111 the Jong Pen saying he had
changed his mind and we must, aitcr all, g o by the Lumpiya
Pass !

CHAPTER X C V I I I
A commotion-The arrival of an army-Elected General-inchief-How we were to slaughter the Jong Pen's soldiers-My
men lay down their arms-Towards Taklakot-Delaling and
Sibling-Taklakot at last.

DCRISG
the night there was a great commotion in the place,
the people running about and shouting, and a large number
of ponies with their riders arriving.
Tibet is farmed out, so to speak, to officials who have
become small feudal kings, and these are generally at loggerheads among themselves. T o this regal jealousy, and to
disputes over the rights of the road, was due the appearance
of this new army. There were altogether some hundred
and fifty men armed with matchlocks and swords. The
chieftain of this band came to me with eight o r ten other
officers, and spoke so excitedly that 1 feared there was
trouble in store for us. There was indeed. These new
arrivals were officers and soldiers from Gyanema, Kardam,
and Barca, and they had come with strict orders from the
Rarca Tarjum that we were on no account to traverse his
province or to cross by the Lumpiya Pass. This was very
amusing and tantalising, for we had now no way across the
frontier open to us. Our guard and some of the long Pen's
men who had remained behind, finding they were in the
minority, thought it prudent to eclipse themselves; and 1,
anxious as I naturally was to get out of the country as
quickly as possible, approved of all that the Gyanema
men said, and urged them to fight in case the Jong Pen still
insisted on my going through the Tarjum's province. All
ways out of the country were barred to us, ;ind unless we
resorted to force, I felt we would never escape at all.
The Gyanerna men asked me whether I \vould lead them
in case of a fight with the Jong Pen's soldiers ; and 1, though
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not very confident of their courage, accepted t h e post of
General-in-chief pro terrr., Chanden Sing and Mansing being
promoted there and then to be my aides-decamp. Ire
spent the greater part of the night in arra~lgingo u r plan of
attack on the Jong Pen's troops, and when all was properly
settled, the Tibetans, to sho\v their gratitude, brought m e a
leg of mut,-- - -.--p-r
ton,
some
ts~zrrrba, and
two bricks oi
tea.
T h e morning came,and

-

-

-

-

&3

fine
I waspony
giventoa
ride,
as
--ere
.I
also Chanden
Sing and
hlansing.
T h e n , folIon-ed by m!
T i b e t a n
t r o o p s -a
grand cavalcade-we
started gailp
towards Talilakot.
\Ye
had been informed that
the J o n g Pen
was concent r a t i n g h15
men a t a certain p o i n t on
the road to
bar our \ ~ a ):l
JUMLl TRADER AND ItlS WIFE I N TIBET
and it
this point that we must force. My Tibetans said that they
hated the Jong Pen's men, and sn70re they would slaughter
them all if they made any stand.
" But they are such cowards," declared one of the Tibetan
officers, " that they will run away."
All this talk stopped suddenly when we heard the distant
tinkling of our enemies' horse-bells, and though 1 encouraged my men as best I could, a panic began to spread
among them. The Jong Pen's Inen came in sight, and
9 2
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presently I witnessed the strange spectacle of two armies
face to face, each in mortal terror of the other.
Notwithstanding my remonstrances, matchlocks and
swords were deposited on the ground with anxious eagerness by both parties, to show that only peaceful intentions
prevailed. Then a conference was held, in which everybody
seemed ready to oblige everybody else except me.
While this was still proceeding, a horseman arrived with a
message from the Jong Pen, and at last, to everybody's satisfaction, permission was granted for us to proceed intoTaklakot.

CHOKDENS N E A R TAKLAKOT

hiy army retraced its steps towards the North-west, and.
deposed from my high military post, which I had occupied
only a few hours, I became again a private individual a n d a
prisoner. With a lar e escort we were taken along the
Gakkon, by barren cli s and on a rocky road. We passed
hundreds of Cltokdctrs large and small, mostly painted red, and
I
a l l . Then, having descended by a precipitous trick
on whitish clay-soil, we reached a thickly inhabited district,
where stone houses were scattered all over the l a n d s c a p
MTe saw on our left the large monastery of Delaling a n d , a
little way off, the Gomba of Sibling; then, describing a
sweeping curve among stones and boulders, we rounded the
high graceful cliff, on the top of which towered the fort and
monasteries of Taklakot.

f

CHAPTER XCIX
Free at last-Among friends-Forgetting our past troublesConfiscated baggage returned-A scene with Nerba-Suna's
message delivered-How our release was brought aboutAcross the frontier-Photography at Gungi.

SUCH
was our anxiety, when we reached this point, lest
something should happen and we should be taken. back
again, that, as soon as we %*ere
across the wooden bridge over
the Gakkon, Chanden S i n g and
I, on perceiving the large S h o h 1
encampment at the foot of the
hill, lashed our ponies a n d ran
away from our guard. Thus,
galloping our hardest along the
high cliff, where hundreds oi
people live in holes in t h e clay,
we foundourselves at last among
friends again. The Shokas,who
had come over to this market to
exchange their goods with the
Tibetans, were astounded when
they saw us, recognising us at
first with difficulty.
We inquired at once, oi
- - course, for Dr. Wilson, a n d when
we found him the good man
could, himself, barely r e c o g n i s
PCSIIIT COR.\RI.\
us, so changed were we. He
seemed deeply moved at seeing our condition.
[:hen
the news of our arrival spread in camp, we met 1
with the greatest kindness at the hands of everybody. I n a
corner of Wilson's tent was a large quantity of candied

DR. WILSON
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sugar-several pounds ;and so famished was I that 1 quickly
devoured the lot. Later, my Shoka friends brought in all
kinds of presents in the shape of eatables, which Rubso, the
Doctor's cook, was set to prepare.
T h e Political Peshkar, Karak Sing, hurried to me
a
change of clothes, and other garments were given me by
Dr. Wilson. My own ragged attire was literally swarming
with vermin; our guard had not allowed us a single change
of raiment, nor
would they even
hear of our washing. It was by a
very special favour
1
and on account of
I
its sanctity that we
I
x,$*were allowed to
.a
plunge in t h e
sacred Mansarowar Lake.
*
Later in the day
my wounds and
injuries were exa m i n e d by Dr.
rv
'
Wilson, who sent
?'.
his reports to the
G o v e r n m e n t of
I
India, to the Commissioner of Kumaon, and to the
Deputy Commissioner at Almora.
Tenderly nursed
by Wilson and
Karak Sing, and
DR. WILSON
having partaken of
plenty of good
food, I found my spirits, which had fallen rather low, reviving as if by magic ; and, strange to say, after a few hours
of happiness, I was already beginning to forget the hardships and suffering I had endured. 1 remained three days
at Taklakot, during \vhich time part of my confiscated baggage was returned by the Tibetans, and, as can well be
imagined, I was overjoyed to discover that among the things
thus recovered were my diary, note-books, maps and
sketches. My firearms, some money, the ring 1 have before
referred to as having been a gift of my mother, several
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mathematical instruments, collections, over 400 photographic
negatives, and various other articles were still missing,' but
I was glad to get back as much as.f did.
T o Dr. Wilso~l's tent came the Tokchim Tarjum, his
private secretary Xerba, whom the reader may remember as
having played an imporant part in my tortures, the Jong
Pen's secretary, and old Lapsang in a fine green velvet coat
with ample sleeves. As can be seen by perusing the
Government En- quiry a n d Report
: in the Appendix to
this b o o k , t h e
above mentioned
T i b e t a n officers
a d m i t t e d before
the Political Peshkar, Dr. \\-ilson,
P u n d i t Gobaria,
and many S h o k ,
that the a c c o u n t I
gave of m y tortures
- identical with
the one in these
pages-was correct
in every detail.
They even p r u
fessed to be proud
of what t h e y had
done, and u s e d espressions not a t all
flattering t o the
B r i t i s h GovernL
ment, which they
affected t o treat
MKAK SISG PAL, THE POLITICAL YESHKAR
with great contempt.
I nearly got the Political Peshkar and the Doctor i n t o a
scrape ; for my blood, the little I had left, was boiling with
rage at hearing the Tibetan insults. The climax came when
Nerba refused to give back my mother's ring, which h e had
upon him. In a passion I seized a knife that was lying by
me, and leaped upon Nerba, the ruffian who, besides, had
fired at me and had held me by the hair while my eyes were
being burnt prior to my abortive execution. Wilson and

-

Some of the articles missing were some months later recovered by
the Government of India. See Appendix.
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Karak Sing seized and disarmed me, but there \\*as a
general stampede of the Tibetan officers, and thus our
interview and negotiations were brought to an abrupt
end.
In further conversation I now learnt how my release had
been brought about. Dr. Wilson and the Political Peshkar,
having received the news that my servants and myself
had been beheaded, proceeded across the frontier to make
inquiries and try to recover my property. They heard then
from the man Suna, whom I had sent from Mansarowar with
my message, that I mas still a prisoner, covered with wounds,
in rags and starving. They had not
men enough to
force their way
further into the
country to come
and meet me ; besides, the Tibetans
watched t h e m
carefully; but they,
together with
Pundit Gobaria,
made strong representations to
the Jong Pen of
Taklakot, and, by
threatening him
that an armywould
be sent up if I were
not set at liberty,
they at last ob---a-tained from the
reluctant Master
MANSING SHOWING CUTS USDER HIS FEET
of t h e fort* a
permission that I should be brought into Taklakot. The
permission 1vas afterwards withdrawn, but was at last
allowed to be carried into execution, and it is entirely due
to the good offices and energy of these three gentlemen that
I am to-day alive and safe-though not yet sound.
Pundit Gobaria, who will be remembered as having
been mentioned in my early chaplers, is the most influential Shoka trader in Bhot, and on ver friendly terms with
the Tibetans. He was the intcrmedlry through whom

7
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* Jong Pen =Master of the fort.
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negotiations were carried on for my immediate release, and
it was largely owing to his advice to the Jong P e n that
they resulted satisfactorily.
After a brief rest to recover sufficient strength, I recommenced the journey towards India, and, having crossed
the Lippu Pass (16,780feet), found myself at last again o n
British soil. We descended by slow stages to Gungi, where,

A GLANCE A T THE FORDII>I)EN LAND FROM THE LlPPU PASS

in Dr. Wilson's dispensary, I had to halt for a few days
on account of my weak condition.
Wilson had here a quantity of my baggage, instruments,
cameras, plates, &c., which I had discarded at the beginning
of my journey, and 1 immediately had photographs taken
of my two servants and myself, showing our wounds a n d
our shocking general condition. Photographs of my feet,
taken more than a month after I had been untied from t h e
rack, showed a considerable swelling, as well as the scars,
round the ankle and on the foot where the ropes had cut
into my flesh. In the full-face photograph here reproduced
can be noticed the injuries to my left eye, as well as the
marks of the hot iron on the skin of my forehead and
nose. Chanden Sing's legs, which were photographed o n
the same occasiqn, though now practically healed, were

THE AUTHOR-FEBRUARY
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still much swollen, and the marks can be seen in the illustration where big patches of skin and flesh had been t o m
away by the lashes, producing nasty wounds.

CHAN ')EN SISC'S LEGS, SIJOWINC
MARKS OF I.ASHES A I D

WOUNDS HEALED

1

CHAPTER C
Civilisation once more-Paralysis-The
Tinker Pass in Nepal
-Kindly natives-Mr.
Larkin-Government
Inquiry-Back
to Tibet-Final good-bye to the Forbidden Land-The return
journey-Farewell to Mansing-Home again.

IT was really wonderful how soon
we began to pick up again under
the good care of Dr. Wilson and the
influence of proper food and clothing.
When I saw my face for the first time
in a looking-glass, I nearly had a
fit, so ghastly did it look ; but 1 felt
more like myself when 1 had shaved
off my beard of several months'
growth ; and, after the ever-obliging
Wilson, with a pair of blunt scissors,
had spent a whole afternoon in performing the functions of hairdresser,
1 began to look almost civilised again.
Clothes were a great nuisance at
first, but 1 soon got into the way of
wearing them.
The injuries to my spine were
severe, and gave me much trouble.
MR. J. L A R K I N
At times the whole of my left side
became as if paralysed. Besides, 1 invariably experienced
the greatest difficulty in sitting down when I had been
standing, and in getting up when I had been sitting down.
Through the great strain they had undergone, my joints
continued stiff and swollen, and remained so for months. I
could see comparatively well with my right eye, but was
unable to use the left at all.
When slightly better 1 made an excursion to Tinker, in
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Sepal, there being a pass in the n e i g h b o u r h d 1 had not
visited. Having crossed into Sepal at Chongur, I followed a
course towards 86' (b.m.), until we came to the Zirri Rirer,
descending precipitously betu-een high snoa-y ridges. Then
I kept on the right bank oi the Tinker River, k t through
forests of firs, then among barren rocks and along ravines,
the track being extremely bad in some places. The general
direction aas 88' (b.n) until the Tinker bridge was reached,
by which the stream m a s crossed, from which point I
travelled some three miles to 74' (b.m.), and arrived at the
Tinker \-illage, a fen- Shoiia houses perched on the slope

CHASDES S l S G A S D MASSISC ESJOTISC THEIR FIRST MEAL ACCORDISG
TO THE RULES OF THEIR CASTES

of the mountain, having for a background the magnificent
snowy peaks dividing Nepal from Tibet. From the village
the track to the pass is easy, first to 78" 30' (b.m.), as far as
the Zentim bridge, two miles off, where the Dongon Rirer,
descending from 106" (b.m.), meets the Zeyan Yangti,* and,
following the latter stream for another four miles, o n e
reaches the Tinker Pass, the distance between here a n d
Taklakot being twelve miles. At 106" (b.m.) I obsen-ed a
very high snony peak, the Dongon.
Having seen all that I wanted to see here I made my nay
back to Garbyang with all speed, as I was anxious to return
to Europe as soon as possible, and 1 travelled down to
Askote in company of Peshkar Karak Sing. The Nerpani
road had fallen in two or three places, and rough shahc
bridges had been constructed across the deep precipices,

* Yaugti = River.
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one of which can be seen in the illustration below. W e
met with a hearty reception everywhere, and kindness after
kindness was showered upon us by all alike.
At Askote 1 was the guest of the good old Raji~var, in
whose garden I encamped, and who bestowed upon me
every conceivable care and attention. Mr. J. Larkin, hastilp

A SHAKY PASSAGE ON THE NERPANI ROAD

despatched by the Government of India to conduct an Inquiry into my case, met me there, and, though still suffering
much pain, I insisted on turning back once more towards
Tibet, to help him in his task. B quick marches we reached
Garbyang, where a deputation o Shokas, who had returned
from Tibet, came to me, Mr. Larkin having gone on ahead.
Among them I noticed several of the men who had betrayed
me, and as I was told that there was no way of punishing

r

SMAPSHO'T 01 SHOKA VILLAGERS UEISG ROUTED
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them for their treachery, I took justice into my own hands,
proceeding with a stout stick to teach them some idea of
faithfulness, whereupon the whole village ran up to get the
fellows out of my clutches. Encouraged by the Tibetans,
the Shokas made some insulting remarks about Englishmen ; so the fight became general until, ill as I was, and
alone against some hundred and fifty men, I succeeded
in routing them. The thing might justly be doubted had

DR. WILSON, MYSELF. MR. L.\RRIS, THE POLITICAL PESHKAR, A N D JAGAT
SING READY T O ASCESD THE LIPPU PASS

I not been able to take a snap-shot of them as they fled
helter-skelter.
Soon after leaving Garbyang, I overtook Mr. Larkin, and
we climbed towards the snows. We intended crossing over
the Lippu Pass into Tibet to give the Jong Pen an opportunity of being interviewed, but he refused to meet us.
All the same, to give the Tibetans every chance, we climbed
over the Lippu Pass. It had been snowing heavily and it
was very cold. A Shoka had only a few days previously
been lost in the snow in trying to cross over, and had beer,
frozen to death. There were some twelve feet of snow, and

1
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the ascent was by no means easy. However, after toiling
for some two hours we reached the summit of the pass,
and I slipped once more across the boundary into Tibet.
Dr. Wilson, the Political Peskhar, Jagat Sing, and two
chaprassis were with us. The illustration in which Dr.
Wilson appears holding an umbrella to shelter himself from
the high wind, with Mr. Lxrkin and our ponies on his right,
and showing also the pile of stones and flying prayers
placed there by the Shokas and Tibetans, was taken by me on

O N TlIE LIYPU PASS

the pass. Having found a suitable spot where the wind
did not cut quite so furiously into our faces, we halted for a
considerable time and waited impatiently on the Tibetan
side of the boundary for the Jong Pen or his deputies, to
whom letters had been sent, to come and meet us;
but they did not put in an appearance, so in the afternoon of October 12 I definitely turned my back on the
Forbidden Land. I was still far from well, but u.as glad
indeed at the prospect of seeing England and my friends
again.
We returned to our camp, a few hundred feet lower than
the pass, where we had left our baggage and our men,
who had suffered much from mountain sickness.
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It was at this camp that the accompanying photograph,
which represents me bathing at 16,300 feet, was taken by
Mr. Larkin. Chanden Sing, having broken the ice in a
stream, poured water from a brass vessel over me, standing,
with my feet on snow, in a high wind and with the temperature at 12' Fahr. I reproduce it to show that even
in my reduced condition I was able to stand an unusual
degree of cold. As a matter of fact, the water that had been

MR. LARKIN LOOKIWC OUT FOR THE JOWC PEN PROM THE LIPPU P A S S

taken from under the ice immediately froze on my
shoulders, with the result that in a second I had icicles
hanging on each side of my neck and a shawl of ice over
my shoulders.
Having fulfilled our mission, Mr. Larkin and I returned
by very quick marches to Almora ; and it was a great
satisfaction to me that in conducting the Government
Inquiry in an open Court, Mr. Larkin was able to obtain
ample testimony from Shokas and Tibetans as to my treatment, all of which was duly reported to the Government
of India, and also to the Foreign Office and India Office in
London. A copy of the Inquiry and Government Report
will be found in the Appendix.
Winter sktting in, the Shokas, who had by now all returned
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from Tibet, were beginning to migrate to their winter
homes at Dharchula, and when we passed the settlement
many were already at work repairing the fallen-down roofs
of their hibernal habitations. A large number of Tibetans
with their sheep had also come over to winter i n British
territory, and their encampments could be seen all a l o n g the
road wherever there was sufficient grass for their flocks.
The Tibetans-Lamas and officials-maintained a high-
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handed and insolent demeanour as long as we were in
Bhot, which they regarded as part of their own country ; a
fact observed not only by Dr. Wilson and the Political
Peskhar, \\rho travelled with us up to the frontier and back.
as far as Askote, but also by Mr. Larkin, who more than
once was astounded at the impudence of Tibetans when on
British soil. It must, however, be said for them that the
moment they had come out of Bhot, and had to deal with
Hindoos instead of Shokas, their manner changed considerably. Hypocritical deference and servility replaced haughtiness and insolence. Near the frontier we encountered
h~indredsof yaks and ponies laden with wood which the
Tibetans cut from our forests, and compel our natives to
take across into Tibet for the consumption of those
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Tibetans who do not come over to our side to spend the
winter.
At Askote the old Raot who had predicted ill-luck for
me when I visited the Raots' dwelling, came to remind me
of his prophecy. " I told you," exclaimed the old savage,
'' that whoever visits the home of the Raots will have misfortune," and I photographed the old scoundrel on the
spot, together with his mates, who listened with satisfaction
to the words that came from the lips of their prophet.

We proceeded with no delay to Almora, and from there
went straight on to Naini Tal, the summer seat of the Government of the North-West Provinces and Oudh, where a conference was held on my case by the Lieutenant-Governor.
Having there enjoyed the unbounded hospitality of that
able and energetic officer, Colonel Grigg, Commissioner of
Kumaon, I paid off my faithful coolie hlansing, giving him
enough for a start in life. He accompanied me to Kathgodam, the terminus of the railway, and showed genuine grief
when Chanden Sing and I stepped into the train. As we
steamed away from the platform, he salaamed me affcctionately, having previously begged that, if ever I should go
back to Tibet, 1 would take him with me ; only nest time
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he too must be provided with a rifle! That was the only
condition.
Chanden Sing, who remained as my servant, travelled with
me to Bombay, and from there we went direct to Florence,
the home of my parents, who had suffered in their ansiety
at home almost as much as I did in the Forbidden Land.

l;ctterfiom SIR WILLIAMLEE WARNER,C.S.I., Political and Secret
Department, India Ofie, London.

" H m ~soi.
i
qtri #rial y faunw."

INDIA
OFFICE,WHITEHALL,
S.W.
August 4, 1898.

DEARSIR,
With reference to the request contained in your letter of the 27th,
and to your interview with me of the same day I forward herewith
for your use a copy of Mr. Larkin's " Inquiry and report" into your
treatment by the Tibetans.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed)
W. LEE W A R N E R .
A. HENRYSAVAGE
LANDOR,Esq.

GOVERNMENT REPORT BY J. LARKIN,
EsQ., MAGISTRATE O F T H E FIRST
CLASS.
Mr. Arnold Henry Savage Landor having been reported to have
been captured and tortured by the Tibetans, I w a s sent up to
Garbyang in Byans to ascertain the facts.
Mr. Landor arrived in India on the 10th of April last. H e proceeded to Almora, where he arrived on the 27th idem. H e stayed
there until the 10th of May, to make arrangements for his travels in
Tibet. At first he was advised to take some Gurkha soldiers with
him, but this fell through, as the military did not accede to his
request. H e then, on the 27th May, arrived in Garbyang in Byans
Piatti. I t appears to have been his intention to have entered Tibet
by the Lippu Lek Pass. This is the easiest, being about 16,780 feet
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above sea level. I t is the most frequented route taken by the traders
of Byans and Chaudans, and is adjacent to l'aklakot, a mart for
wool, salt, borax, grain, &c. H e was, however, frustrated in this,
inasmuch as the Jong Pen of Taklakot came to know of Mr. Landor's
intention and took steps to prevent it. H e caused bridges t o be
destroyed and stationed guards along the route.
Moreover, he appears to have been kept fully cognisant of hir.
Landor's moves through the agency of his spies in Garbyang.
Under these circumstances Mr. Landor was compelled to resort to
some other route, and selected the Lumpia Pass, which stands a t an
altitude of 18,150 feet.
On the 13th July last, Mr. Landor, with a following of thirty men,
entered Tibet. I l e reached Gyanima, where he was stopped by the
Barkha Tarjum. This personage, however, after some persuasion,
consented to permit Mr. Landor and seven followers to go f o d
to the Mansarowar Take.
Next day the accorded permission was withdrawn, and Mr. Landor
and his party were turned back. The party returned three marches,
when Mr. Savage Landor determined to go to Mansarowar by t h e
unfrequented wilds.
On the 21st July, Mr. Landor, with nine followers, at midnight in
a terrific snowstorm, climbed up the mountain and went off, the bulk
of his party continuing their retreat to the Lumpia Lek. By this
strategic move Mr. Landor baffled the Tibetan guards (Chaukidirs).
H e carefully avoided coming into contact with any of the inhabitants,
and in order to d o so was obliged to keep to the high mountains and
unfrequented wilds.
'l'ravelling thus, with the aid of his compass, sextant and sketch
maps, he reached Mansarowar.
Here five of his followers declined to accompany him any farther,
so he paid and dismissed them. This was at Tucker. Thus Mr.
Landor was reduced to a following of four men. H e went on, however, and had accomplished but three marches more when two more
of his followers deserted him at night. These went off with some of
his supplies, all his servants' food, and ropes.
Mr. Landor was now reduced to the following of a bearer
(dhanden Sing) and a coolie (Mansing). Despite his misfortunes
he determined to push on : his intention appears to have been to
reach Lhassa.
H e went over the Mariam La Pass.* This attains an altitude of
over I 6,000 feet.
Meanwhile the deserters had bruited about the information of Mr.
Landor's intention of getting to Lhassa
While crossing the Nio Tsambo Kiver one of Mr. Landor's yaks
went under. The yak was saved, but its valuable load, consisting of
all the tinned provisions, Rs. 800 in cash, three pairs of shoes, one
slaughtered sheep, wearing apparel, razors, skinning instruments, and
some three hundred rifle cartridges, was lost.

* hiaium Pass.
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This accident was directly the cause of Mr. Iandor's capture, as
h e and his two followers, who were footsore, starving, and disheartened, were driven to seek food and horses from the inhabitants of
t h e country. On the 19th of August 1897 they went to a place
called Toxem. The villagers received them well and promised to
supply them with food and horses. Next morning, the 20th idem, a
number of Tibetans came to Mr. Landor's tent bringing food and
ponies.
While Mr. Landor and his servants were engaged trying and selecting ponies, the crowd increased and came up behind its three
victims.
Suddenly, without any H-aming,the Tibetans rushed on Mr. Landor
a n d his two servants, and overwhelming them by numbers, made
prisoners of them. They cruelly bound their surprised victims.
T h e n a number of soldiers (who had lain in ambush) arrived and
took over the prisoners. The first person to be dealt with was the
bearer Chanden Sing. H e was accused of having taken his master
into Tibet. H e was questioned as to this, and also as to the maps
a n d sketches found with Mr. Landor's things. I may mention that
when the arrests were made the Tibetans took all of Mr. Landor's
property, which they handled very roughly, damaging most of the
things. Hearing the Tibetans accuse the bearer, Mr. Landor called
out that his servant was in no way responsible for his having entered
Tibet. Thereupon a Lama struck him (Mr. Landor) a blow on the
head with the butt-end of his riding-whip. Chanden Sing was then
tied down and flogged. H e received two hundred lashes with whips,
wielded by two Lamas. Then the prisoners were kept apart for the
night, bound with cords. Next day Mr. Landor was placed on a
horse, seated on a spiked pack-saddle. Mansing was put on a barebacked horse. They still were bound. Mr. Landor's arms were
secured behind his back. 'I'hus they were taken off at a gallop
towards Calshio. When the party were nearing that place they came
u p with a party of Lamas, awaiting them by the roadside. Here
Mr. Landor's horse was whipped and urged to the front. A kneeling
soldier, his musket resting on a prop, fired at Mr. Landor as he
went past. 'I'he shot failed to take effect. 'I'hen they stopped the
pony and fastened a long cord to Mr. Landor's handcuffs. 'I'he
other end was held by a soldier on horseback. 'I'he party then
continued their career, the Lamas having fallen in. While procerding at full gallop, the horseman who held the cord attached to Mr.
b i d o r ' s handcuffs, pulled hard at it to try and unhorse the latter.
Had this occurred Mr. Landor must have been trampled to death
under the troop of horsemen behind him. 'I'hus they hurried onward
till they eared Calshio,' when at a turn in the road a soldier was
seen kneeliug at the "ready," who fired a shot at Mr. Landor as he
came abreast of him. This, like the previous shot, missed its object.
Aniving at Calshio, Mr. Landor was torn off his pony. H e was in
a bleeding statc, the spikes in the pack-saddle having severely
Galshio = Gyatsho.
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wounded his back. H e asked for a few minutes' respite, but was
jeeringly told by his guards that it was superfluous, as he was to be
beheaded in a few minutes. I l e was then taken, his legs stretched
as far as they could be forced apart, and then tied to the sharp edge
of a log shaped like a prism. The cords were bound so tightly that
they cut into the flesh.
Then a person named Nerba, the secretary of the Tokchim Tarjum,
seized Mr. Landor by the hair of his head, and the chief official,
termed the Ponlbo, came up with a red-hot iron, which he placed in
very close proximity to Mr. Landor's eyes. The heat was so intense
that for some moments Mr. Landor felt as if his eyes had been
scorched out. It had been placed so close that it burned his nose.
The Pombo next took a matchlock, which he rested on his victim's
forehead and then discharged upwards.
'I'he shock was consequently very much felt. Handing the empty
gun to an attendant soldier, the Pombo took a two-handed sword. H e
laid the sharp edge on the side of his victim's neck as if to measure
the distance to make a true blow. Then wielding the sword aloft,
he made it whiz past Mr. Landor's neck. This he repeated on the
other side of the neck.
After this tragic performance Mr. Landor was thrown to the ground
and a cloth put over his head and face to prevent his seeing what
was being done to his servant Mansing. This must have been done
to make Mr. Landor believe that Mansing was being executed.
After a short time the cloth was removed and Mr. Landor beheld his
servant, with his legs stretched, tied to the same log. Mr. Landor
was kept for twenty-four hours in this trying position, legs stretched
as far as possible and arms bound to a pole, and Mansing for
twelve hours. T o add to their misery they were kept in the rain
and were afterwards seated in a pool of water. The effect of this
torture was to strain the muscles of the legs and arms and injure the
spine.
\\'hen Mr. Landor's legs were unloosed from their cords, they were
so numbed and swollen that for sixteen hours he did not recover the
use of them and feared they were mortifying. Mr. Landor's property
was overhauled by the officials of Galshio and sealed up. On the
afternoon of the third day at Galshio, the two prisoners were taken
on foot to Toxem. It was a very trying march, inasmuch as several
rivers had to be crossed.
On his arrival at Toxem, Mr. Landor saw his bearer Chanden
Sing in a very precarious condition, as the latter had had no food for
four days. During all this time the prisoners were firmly bound and
carefully guarded. Next day, Mr. Landor and Chanden Sing were
placed on yaks. hfansing had to walk. Thus they were taken in
the direction of Mansarowar Lake. It was only on arrival a t Mansarowar that his guards unbound 3ir. Landor.
Arriving at Dogmar the party was stopped by the Jong Pen of
Taklakot, who refused to give them passage through his district.
This was a very serious all-air, as it meant that the worn-out prisoners
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would have to be taken by a long circuitous route wid Gyanima and
into India by the Lumpia Pass. This would probably have done for
them. Owing to the intervention of the Rev. Harkua Wilson, of the
Methodist Episcopal Mission, Peshkdr Kharak Sing Pal and Pundit
Gobaria, the most influential Derson amonc the Bhutias' of Bvans,
his
t h e ~ o n Pen
g was compelled t i withdraw hi; prohibition and
sanction to the ~risonersbeine conveved to Taklakot.
Arriving at th'is place the p&oners'were hospitably received by the
Rev. Harkua lVilson, who is also a medical man. H e examined
their injuries and attended to them. His statement discloses the
dreadful condition he found them in. T h e Tibetan guards made over
some of Mr. Landor's property to him at Taklakot. I t was then
found that much property had not been restored. Mr. Landor had
a list drawn up from memory of his unrestored property. This list
(a copy) was handed to the Jong Pen of Taklakot.
I append the list. The Jong Pen has been called upon to restore
the missing articles. H e urges that the affair did not occur in his
district, and that he is in no way responsible for the loss of the
P'Ope*Y.
H e has, however, promised to try to recover them, alleging that
the affair has been reported to a superior authority at Gartok. From
what I could gather here, it seems probable that all the missing
property, save the money, will be restored. I tried to see the Jon#
Pen, but he pleaded illness, and the inutility of a meeting in which
h e had nothing new to disclose. This personage is notorious in
these parts for his implacable hatred to English subjects.
T h e account of the affair as given by Mr. Savage Landor is fully
borne out by his two servants, and, moreover, the Tibetans who took
part in it did not try to hide it.
I n the Rev. Harkua Wilson's tent at Taklakot, before Peshk.fr
Kharak Sing, Gobaria and a large number of Bhutias, several Tibetan
officials corroborated the whole account as related by Mr. Landor.
T h e man Nerba, who had held Mr. Landor's hair when about to be
beheaded and have his eyes burnt out, admitted he had taken such
part in the affair. There can be no doubt that the above account is
true and unexaggerated, for the whole of Byans and Chaudans are
ringing with it. 'The Jong Pen of Taklakot was given ample opportunity to explain the affair, but he declined to d o so.
Mr. Savage Landor held Chinese passports, and his conduct
during his stay in that country did not warrant the officials to have
treated him in the barbarous, cruel way they did. I satisfied myself,
by careful inquiry from the people here, as to how Mr. Landor
behaved.
H e is said to have been most munificent in his dealings with all,
and invariably affable and courteous. I had seen Mr. Landor just
before his entry into Tibet, and when I met him I could scarcely
recognise him, though he had then fairly recovered from the terrible
treatment he had received. I saw the marks of the cords on his
Bhutias = Shokas.
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hands and feet, and they are still visible after this lapse of time. H e
complains that he is still suffering from the injury done his spine,
and fears that it may be of a permanent nature.
Ocfober 15. 1897.

J. LARKIN.
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SIR,
In reply to your letter of November 5, I am desired
to send you a printed copy of depositions recorded by
Mr. Larkin as noted below :
2. Of Chanden Sing ;
I. Of yourself ;
4. Of Rev. Harkua Wilson ;
3. Of Man Sing ;
6. Of Kharak Sing;
5. Of Pundit Gobaria ;
7. Of Suna
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,
H. N. WRIGHT,

U~tder-Secretaryto Governmrnt, h'orthWestern Provinces and Oudh. hr.M.
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ALMORA DISTRICT.

I N T H E C O U R T O F J. LARKIN, Esq., Magistrate of the
I st

class.

In re The Matter of the Tortures, Robbery, kc., of A. H E N R Y
SAVAGE LANDOR, Esq., and his servants, by the Thibetan
Authorities.
OF MR. A. HEXRYSAVAGE
LANDOR
; take11 on the 4th
DEPOSITION
day of Octokr 1897. Oath administered by me.

My name is Arnold Henry Savage Landor; my father's name is
Charles Savage Landor ; I am by caste European. British subject ;
by occupation artist and traveller; my home is at Empoli (Calappiano), police station Empoli, district Florence, Tuscany, Italy ; I
reside at London.
Having made up my mind to travel in Turkistan and Tibet, for
geographical and scientific purposes as well as to study the manners
and customs of those people, I obtained a British passport from the
Foreign Office and one from the Chinese Legation in London. I
had already a passport granted me by the Chinese Government
through the British Consul at Tientsin, China. I also possess letters
from Lord Salisbury and the officials of the British Museum. I am
prepared to submit all these for scrutiny. I arrived in India by the
P. and 0. ss. Peninsular about the beginning of April. I travelled
rapidly up to Almora. I stayed there a short time to make arrangements for my travels in Tibet. I entered that country through the
Lumpia Lek. I kept away from the road and paths, passing over
several ranges of high mountains, camping at very high altitudes,
for nearly three weeks. When I started I had thirty men with
me. Twenty-one of them left me when I was only five days in.
At Mansarowar Lake five Shokas declined to go any farther. I
paid them up and they left. I t was they who gave the Lamas
of Tucker information of my intention to go to Lhassa. I had
proceeded but three marches towards the Maium La Pass when
my only two remaining Shokas deserted during the night. They
carried off all my stock of provisions for my Hindu servants, ropes,
straps, &c. My party had now dwindled down to Chanden Sing
(bearer) and Man Sing (coolie). T h e latter was ill; I fear he is
developing leprosy. His feet were in a very sore and cut condition,
hence he could scarcely get along. I went over the Maium Pass
and followed the course of the Brahmaputra River for many troublesome marches, until we reached the Neo Tsambo (river), in crossing
which one of my yaks sank and its load went down and was lost.
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I tried hard, by diving and swimu~ingin this very cold a n d rapid
river, to recover my goods, but failed to do so, owing to t h e d e p t h
and muddiness of the water. The load contained all my provisions,
some clothes, and all my shoes, cash rupees eight hundred, my
lantern, some ammunition, and sundry knives and razors.
This
misfortune drove me to Toxem, which place we reached in a state of
starvation. I t had taken us several days to get there. Owing t o t h e
weak, fatigued, and stanred condition of my two followers, I had t o
seek to get them food and horses, as it was impossible for them t o get
on without horses. I would not desert them, as I might have, as I
was still prepared to push on despite the many difficulties I had t o
encounter hourly. Toxem consisted of one mud house a n d an
encampment of about eighty tents. The shepherds received us
kindly and consented to sell me horses and provisions. I encamped
for the night about two miles beyond the settlement. During the
evening several persons visited my encampment, bringing me gifts of
provisions. I invariably gave them money in return, certainly
three or four times more than the value of the articles presented.
During the night I was disturbed several times, and went o u t
into the darkness, but failed to discover any one. This, however,
was my nightly experience; hence I grew to attach little moment
to these noises. In the morning (August zo), two or three
Thibetans came offering to sell me provisions and ponies. While I
and my two servants were engaged examining and selecting ponies,
I noticed that numbers of villagers came up one by one, spinning
their wool or carrying bags of fsamba (meal), while others arrived
with more ponies. hiy servants, overjoyed at the hope of getting
mounts, rode first one pony and then another to suit themselves,
Chanden Sing, having selected one, e l l e d me to see it and try it.
I walked to the spot, which was about a hundred yards from my tent.
Naturally I was unarmed. T h e demeanour of these people had
been so friendly that it gave me no cause to suspect that any
treachery was anticipated. While I stood with my hands behind my
back, enjoying the delight of my long-suffering servants, I was suddenly seized from the back by several persons. I was seized simultaneously by the neck, arms, wrists, and legs, and was thrown down in
a prone position. I fought and struggled and managed to shake off
some of my captors, so that I was able to regain my feet; but others
rushed up and I was quickly surrounded and overpowered by twentyfive or thirty persons. Ropes were thrown round my neck, legs and
body, and thus entangled, I was thrown three several times more t o
the ground. I fought with my head, teeth, legs, arms, and succeeded
in regaining my legs four times. They overcame me at last by
strangling me with the rope which they had thrown round my neck.
Then they bound me hand, foot, and neck. When I had an opportunity to look round, I saw Chanden Sing struggling against some
fifteen or twenty foes. H e was quickly entangled, thrown, and
secured by ropes. Even Man Sing, the weak and jaded coolie, was
overcome by four stout powerful men, though he was not able to
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offer any resistance. He, too, was bound. While we were struggling
against our treacherous foes, some person gave a signal-a
shrill
whistle-which brought up an ambush of four hundred armed
soldiers. These soldiers took up a position round us and cuvered
u s with their muskets. Then they searched us and rifled us oi ally
things we had in our pockets. They next proceeded to my tent and
took possession of everything I possessed. They sealed up my
rhings in bags subsequent to having overhauled and examined them.
Then with shouts and hisses they led us prisoners to Toxem. There
we were separated, being placed in separate tents. Guards of many
armed soldiers were placed to watch us. In the afternoon of the
same day a Pombo (a man in authority), with several high Lamas and
military officers, held a Court under a gaudy tent. I saw Chanden
Sing led forward to this Court. I was led to the rear of the mudhouse to preclude my witnessing the scene. I heard Chanden Sing
being interrogated in a loud angry tone and accused of having been
my guide. Next I heard Chanden Sing's moans and groans.
Then a company of soldiers led me before this tribunal. I was
ordered to kneel, and as I would not do so, they tried to compel me
to do so by forcing me on my knees. I succeeded in maintaining a
standing posture. Then I beheld my servant Chanden Sing lying
down, stripped from the waist downwards, in the midst of a number
of Lamas and soldiers. I saw two stalwart Lamas, one on each side
of him, castigating him with knotted leather thongs. They were
laying on him with vigorous arms from his waist to his feet. H e was
bleeding. As I could not be compellcd to kneel, I was allowed to
sit down before the PoniBo's officer. Then my note-books and
printed maps were produced, and I was interrogated, first as to the
route I had taken, then as to why I had drawn my maps and
sketches. I explained as best I could, partly through my servant
Chanden Sing and partly through an interpreter (a person who
styled himself a Gurkha and who knew a little Hindustani. H e
wore the garb of the Tibetan). I explained to the officers that
Chanden Sing, my servant, did not know the route or anything
about the maps and sketches ; that I had brought him as my servant,
and that I alone was responsible for the route taken by me, and for
the maps and sketches; that my servant was not to be punished ;
that I should be if anybody was punishable. Thereupon one of
the Lamas struck me a hard blow on the head with the butt-end of
his riding-crop, and they continued to castigate my servant Chanden
Sing. I was led away captive, but nevertheless heard the moans of
my unfortunate servant. It began raining heavily, and I was taken to
a tent, where I was cruelly bound. Soldiers were placed within and
without the tent to guard me. I was thus kept the greater part of the
night with my arms manacled behind my back and my legs bound.
I was so bound that rest or sleep was impossible. The tent was
swarmlng with vermin, which quickly covered me; and I may here
remark that I suffered unspeakable tortures from this pest all the
time I was in captivity, as I was never permitted to wash, bathe, or
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change my clothes. I n the tent my guard lighted a fire of jak's
dung, and the tent was filled with a sufTocating smoke, which wellnigh choked me. I was placed near a heap of this stinking fuel. I
must say that it was a night full of indescribable misery for me.
Though I was fasting all that day and night, yet my cruel jailers g a v e
me no food. I was thus kept a prisoner the following day until a b o u t
3 or 4 P.M. Then a soldier entered the tent and informed me that I was
to be flogged, my legs broken, my eyes burnt out, and then beheaded.
I merely laughed at him; I could not but think that this was said
merely to intimidate me. Half an hour later another person am%-ed
and signalled to my guard to lead me out. Not considering me
sufficiently secure already, they tightened my bonds and tied o t h e r s
round my body. I n this fashion I was taken to the sole house ( m u d
one) in the encampment. Here an enormous pair of heavy h a n d cuffs were put on my hands, which were still kept behind my back.
Even in this the treachery of my captors was shown, for they p a t t e d
me on the back and called me a good man and told me I was to be
taken back to Taklakot. This they said fearing I would resistThen, after locking the handcuffs, they made the key over t o o n e
person, who rode away quickly with it lest I might possibly manage
to get the key and unlock my handcuffs. For this reason I was
never permitted to see or know who carried the key. Just then I
heard the voice of my servant, Chanden Sing, calling to me in a
very weak tone. H e said : " Hasrrr / Nnsur ! Hutn mrrrjuiega .' "
I endeavoured to get to the poor wretch's assistance. Upon my
trying to move towards him my several guards sprang upon me a n d
ruthlessly grappled me and threw me on to the back of a horse. I
could only call aloud to my poor servant that I was being taken t o
Taklakot that day, and that he would be brought after me t h e
following day. I noticed that Chanden Sing was roughly seized
and hurled back into one of the rooms of the house, so that K e
could hold no conversation. My other servant, Man Sing, had his
arms pinioned, and he was put on a bare-backed pony. T h e saddle
of the horse I had been throw11 upon is worthy of description. It
was merely the wooden frame of a very high-backed saddle. From
this high projecting back or crupper four or five sharp iron spikes were
sticking out. These caught me on the: small of my back. My
guard was then augmented by some twenty or thirty mounted
soldiers with muskets and swords. My pony was held by a horseman, who rode before me. \Ve set off at a furious gallop. Thus we
travelled for miles until we arrived at a spot where the Pot1~5owith a
following of Lamas, banner-men, and soldiers, some two hundred in
all, were drawn up. Here my pony wasallowed togo on first, and the
others reined up and drew aside. AS I assed before the P o m h a n d
his following a person named Nerba g h e Private Secretary of the
Tokchim Tarjum) deliberately knelt and fixed his musket on its rest
and fired at me from a few paces. The bullet whizzed past me : I
was still at a gallop, which no doubt saved my life, as the marksman
could not take a steady aim. My pony took fright and reared and
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plunged, but 1 maintained my seat, though I was being cruelly
pricked by the spikes in the crupper. My pony was then seized and
a long cord with a swivel at the end was fastened to my handcuffs.
T h e cord was about fifty yards long. The other end was held by a
horseman. In this way we all set off at a hard gallop, and in order
t o accelerate the speed, a horseman rode by my side and he lashed
my pony furiously to make it go at its hardest; meanwhile the
horseman who held the cord did his utmost to pull me out of the
saddle, so that I would have of a cenainty been trampled to death
by the cohort behind me. While thus riding furiously with my arms
extended backwards I had the flesh rubbed off my hands and knuckles,
so much so that the bone was exposed in places, and as the horseman at the back tugged to get me off and I clung hard with my
knees, every tug brought me into forcible contact with the spikes in
the crupper and wounded me cruelly. The cord mas one made of
yak's hair. It was strong, but it eventually gave way. The shock
unhorsed the soldier. I was all but thrown. This ludicrous incident provoked much mirth among my guards. They stopped my
pony and the runaway steed of the dismounted cavalier. The cord
was retied with sundry strong knots, and after an interruption of a
few minutes we resumed our breakneck gallop, I being in front.
\+h' en nearing Galshio, and as I was going round the curve of a sandhill, a soldier, who had been posted in ambush, fired a shot at me
from a few paces distant. The shot did not strike me. This incident did not stop our headlong career, and we continued on until we
t
last. At
amved at Galshio about sunset. This was the z ~ s August
this place there is a large nionastery on the crown of a low hill. At
some distance from the base of the hill, and on the plain, was pitched
the large white tent of the Pombo. Our cavalcade drew up there. I
was then roughly tom out of my saddle by two or three men. I
requested to stop for one moment. My captors refused me this and,
roughly thrusting me forward, said that, as I was about to be beheaded in an instant, it was unnecessary. I was hustled to the left
front of the tent, where, on the ground, lay a log of wood in the
shape of a prism. Upon the sharp edge of it I was made to stand
I was held by the body by several persons, while others pulled my
legs as wide apart as they could be stretched. Then my feet were
very securely tied by cords of yak-hair. The cords were so tight
that they cut into the flesh in numerous places, some of the cuts or
wounds being about three inches long. When I was thus secured
one rufiian (Nerba), whom I have alluded to above, came forward
and seized me by the hair of my head. H e pulled my hair as hard
as he could. hiy hair was long, as I had not had it cut since the day
preceding my departure from London about the middle of March.
'The others formed up in front of me in a semicircle. Then the
Ponabo arose and was handed a bar of iron, which had been made red
hot in a brazier, the end grasped by the Pomlo being bound round
with red cloths. He strode up to me, urged on by the Lamas, and
said jeeringly that as I had gone to see the country, my punishment
2 H
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would be to have my eyes burnt out. This was in allusion t o a h a t
I had said at Toxem, viz-that I was a traveller and merely wished
to see the country. H e then placed the red-hot bar of iron parallel
to and about an inch and a half or two inches from my eyeballs, a n d
all but touching the nose. The heat was so intense that it seemed
as if my eyes were desiccated and my nose scorched. There is still
a mark of the burn on my nose. I was forced to shut my eyes
instinctively. H e seemed to me to have kept the bar of heated iron
before my eyes for fully thirty seconds or so. After some moments
I opened my eyes and beheld the hot iron on the ground. I saw
him take a musket from the hands of one of the soldiers standing by.
H e placed this against my forehead and discharged it upwards, giving
me a severe shock, though nothing worse. Handing back t h e discharged weapon to the soldier, the Pombo seized a long two-handed
sword and came at me. H e swung it from side to side, all the time
foaming from his mouth. This foaming, I believe, was produced
artificially. H e then motioned to the man who all this time held m e
by the hair of my head to bend my neck. I resisted with all my
might to keep my head erect. Then the Pombo touched my neck
with the sharp blade of his sword as if to measure the distance for a
clean, effective stroke. Then he raised the sword and made a blow
at me with all his might. The sword passed disagreeably close to my
neck, but did not touch me. I did not flinch ; and my cool indifferent demeanour seemed to impress him, so much so that he seemed
reluctant to continue his diabolical performance, but the posse of
Lamas urged him on by gesticulations and vociferous shouts. Thereupon he went through the same performance on the other side of my
neck. This time the blade passed so near that 1 felt that the blow
had not been more than half an inch from my neck. This terminated
the sword exercise, much to the disgust of the Lamas, who still continued to urge the swordsman on. Then they held an excited
consultation. About this time my coolie, Man Sing, who had
frequently fallen off his bare-backed pony, arrived. The person who
held my hair then relinquished his hold, and another person came u p
and gave me a forcible push, which gave me a nasty fall on my back,
straining all the tendons of my legs. Then my servant Man Sing
was brought forward and tied by his legs to the same log of wood to
which 1 was fastened. Then they made it appear that they were
going to behead Man Sing. I was pushed up into a sitting posture
and a cloth thrown over my head and face, so that I could not see
what was being enacted. I heard Man Sing groan, and 1 concluded
he had been despatched. I was left in this terrible suspense for
about a quarter of an hour. Then the cloth was removed, and I
beheld my servant lying before me bound to the log. We both
asked for food. This seemed toamuse our torturers, for they laughed.
In the meanwhile the day was beginning to wane, and our jailers
made us understand that our execution was merely put off to the
following day. .lfter some time fsanrba (meal) and tea, were brought
in, and it was stuffed into our mouths by our captors. We were
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kept out in the open without any shelter from the pouring rain.
W e were sitting in one or two inches of rain and were drenched and
numbed with cold. 1 have already said my hands were manacled from
t h e back ; so also were Man Sing's. But at nightfall our captors
increased our tortures by straining our manacled arms upwards as high
as they could be forced, and then secured them to an upright pole at
the back. This caused very severe pain, straining the spine in an
incredible way. Then they tied a cord from Man Sing's neck to mine,
the effect of which was to make us maintain a most painful position.
A guard encircled us, and with them were two watchdogs tied to pegs.
T h e guard were apparently so confident of our not being able to escape,
that they drew their heavy blankets over their heads and slept. One
o f them left his sword lying by his side. This made me conceive
the plan to try to escape. Knowing the extremely supple nature
o f my hands, I succeeded in drawing the right hand out of my handcuffs. After an hour's anxious and stealthy work I managed to
unloose Man Sing's bonds round his feet. In his joy at feeling
partly free, Man Sing moved his legs rather clumsily, which the
vigilant watchdogs detected and gave the alarm by barking. The
guard were aroused. They went and fetched lights and examined
our fastenings. I had succeeded in replacing my hand inside the
handcuff. They found Man Sing's bonds loose and, giving him a
few cuts with a whip, warned him that if he undid them again they
would decapitate him, and refastened them. Then they placed the
light between us and put a shelter overhead to prevent the rain
extinguishing the light. At about 6 or 7 A.M. the following day they
undid Man Sing's feet. I was kept all that day until sunset in the
same uncomfortable and painful posture. Thus 1 was kept fully
twenty-four hours. During the day my property had been overhauled
and sealed. One of the Lamas picked up my Martini-Henri rifle and
put a cartridge in the breach, but failed to push it home firmly. He
then discharged the gun. The muzzle of the barrel burst and the
face of the Lama was much injured thereby. I laughed heartily at
this, and this apparently amused the Pombo, for he, too, joined in.
About half an hour after this incident my feet were untied. I t war
then sunset. I found I had lost the use of my feet. It took my
right foot some two or three hours before the blood began to circulate freely, but my left foot remained like dead until the following
day. That night my feet were secured by cords. A bowl of some
boiling steaming liquid, which I was informed was tea, was presented
t o me to drink. The eagerness of the surrounding Lamas that I
should partake of it aroused my suspicion. When it was pushed up
to my lips I merely sipped it and declined it. After a short time I
felt most sharp, excruciating pains in my stomach, which continued
for several days. I could not but conclude that the drink proffered
had been poisoned. The following day Man Sing and I were led
back on foot to Toxem, our jailers riding on horses. \Ire had to go
a t a great speed despite our severely lacerated feet. We crossed
several cold streams, sinking in mud and water to the waist. At
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Toxem, to my great delight, I beheld Chanden Sing still alive. We
were detained there for that night. On the following day we am
placed on yaks' backs and hurried off towards Taklakot. T h u s we
journeyed at an unpleasantly fast pace for fifteen days, from before
daybreak to nightfall. Our guards were bent on taking us vie the
Lumpiya Pass ; but as this meant a long protracted journey of fifteen
or sixteen days, over ice and snow, I knew that we would, in our
starved, weakened state, succumb. We were all but naked.. T h i s was
a day's journey on this side of Mansarowar, where our bonds had
been unloosed. We rebelled, and it well-nigh ended in a fight, but
our guards consented to halt at Dogmar, until they sent to inquire if
the Jong Pen of Taklakot would give us passage through his jurisdiction. After much demur we were eventually taken to Taklakot
This arrangement, I subsequently learnt, was entirely due to the good
offices and energy of the Political Peshkdr Kharak Sing Pal, Rev.
H. Wilson, and Pundit Gobaria On amviqg at Taklakot we hastened to Rev. Harkua Wilson's tent, where we were waunly received,
attended t ~ fed,
, and clothed. My injuries were examined by the
Rev. Harkua Wilson, who is a hospital assistant, and who will be able
to depose to their nature and extent. In this gentleman's tent, and in
the hearing of several persons, among whom were Pcshkdr Kharali
Sing, Rev. H. Wilson, and Pundit Gobaria, the man Nerba, a b o r r
mentioned, the 'Toxem Tarjum, and the Jong Pen's secretary, and also
Lapsang, chief secretary to the Jong Pen, admitted that my account
of the affair was perfectly true. Some of my property, more or less
damaged, was then restored me by the Tokchim Tarjum. I then
gave him two lists, one showing articles restored me, and the other
the articles missing. The PeshRdr, Kharak Sing, has copies of the
lists. I was in a very weak state, very exhausted through what I had
suffered and little food. It was due to the kind, liberal, and attentive
care and treatment of the Rev. H. Wilson and Peshkcfr Kharak Sing
Pal that I recovered. The few ragged clothes I had on were literally
swarming with lice, as L had no change of raiment, nor was I ever
allowed to wash. I contracted the vermin from the tents I was kept
in and also from my guards who at first slept round me.
Read over to witness.
A. H E N R Y SAVAGE LANDOR.

J. LARKIN.

DEPOSITION
OF CHANDEN
SING, fakert on fh 9th day of OL-tdrr
1897.
Solemn afirmafion administered by me.
My name is Chanden Sing; my father's name is Bije Singh ; I
am by caste Thatola ; thirty-two years of age ; by occupation k h t i ;
my home is at Tliat, p-olice station Bisot, district, Almcra,

1
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I

I
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APPENDIX :
I took service as a bearer with Mr. Landor at Almora on the 27th
o r 28th April last. I accompanied him- oh his trip to Tibet. We
went along through the wilds, encountering many hardships and
reached Toxem. There I insisted on my master buying ponies to
take us to Dajeeling. This resulted in our capture, for up to then
w e had vigilantly kept away from the people. The people who
brought us ponies to buy played us false. They informed the
authorities, who .sent soldiers, who lay in ambush behind the sandhills until the crowd of horse dealers and lookers-on, whom we did
not suspect of treachery, surrounded and seized us. We were bound
with cords by the arms (at back) and legs. My master was more
cruelly tied than we two servants. We were taken to the RAja,* who
accused me of having brought my master into the country. I mas
then stretched out and two strong men with whips inflicted two
hundred stripes on me. I was questioned as to the maps. My
master called out that he, not I, alone understood them, and asked
that I should not be beaten. Thereupon a Lama struck him across
the head and removed him to a distance, so that I could not communicate with him. They took all our property. Then we were
kept separate for the night. I was put in a room and my hands tied
t o a pole. I could not sleep with the pain I was in. Next day my
master, with his hands tied behind his back, was put on a spiked
saddle and tied by a long rope held by a horseman. H e went at a
gallop surrounded by about fifty horsemen armed with guns and
swords. Man Sing, our coolie, was also taken with him. My
guards informed me my master was to be decapitated at Galshio, and
that I was to be beheaded where I was. On the fourth or fifth day
my master returned. Meanwhile 1 was a close prisoner, bound up
without food. When I saw my master he was in a pitiful state. H e
was handcuffed with enormous cuffs, clothes torn to rags, bleeding
from his waist, feet and hands swollen. Next day a guard on horseback took us back, bound as we were, on yaks' backs, towards Mansarowar. There I had my cords unloosed. My master was .kept bound
until we got to Tangchim. We were eventually taken to Taklakot,
where the Kev. Harkua Wilson met us and saw our condition. H e
attended to our wants. My master was well-nigh at death's door.
'The Tibetans returned some of my master's property, but they have
kept about 475 rupees in cash, two rifles, revolver, two files, a lot of
soap, medicine, a butterfly dodger, matches, a box of mathematical
instruments, a quantity (400) cartridges, a large box of photographic
plates and .negatives, three bags. We did not molest any one, and
-paid more than four times the value for any food we bought.
Read over to witness.
J. LARKIN.
Raja= King.
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DEPOSITION
OF MANSING,tnkcn on the 9th day of Octobcr x 897.
Solemn aflrmation administered by Pundit Krishnanad.
My name is Man Sing; my father's name is Sohan Sing ; I a m
by caste Pharswal ; twenty-five years of age ; by occupation K k f i :
my home is at Sileri, police station Bichla Kattyur, district Almora.
I accompanied Mr. Savage Landor into Tibet. We were surrounded and arrested at Toxem while bargaining and selecting
ponies. I mas tied up hand and foot, and again tied to a log of
wood with my master. When I begged for mercy, they threatened
to behead me and struck me on the head with the handle of a KtrRri.
We were taken to Galshio. There the Tibetans were on the point
of beheading my master. They tried to burn out his eyes. T h e y
fired at him twice to kill him. They tried to pull him off his horse
to have him trampled upon. H e was subjected to many insults and
hardships. We were kept bound and guarded until brought t o
Mansarowar. There our hands were untied. Chanden Sing stas
with us. H e received about two to three hundred lashes at Toxem.
I got off most lightly, as when the thtee of us were captured and
examined, I said I was merely the yak driver and not responsible
for anything. I lost nothing, but they took my master's propertythree firearms, some money, and other things ; I cannot enumerate
them. We were brought back to Taklakot, where we met friends.
My master was made to sit on a spiked saddle and taken from
Toxern to Galshio.
Read over to witness.
J. LARKIN.

DEPOSITION
OF THE REV.HARKUA
WILSON,taken on the 9th day of
Octaber I 89 7 . Oath adminisferd by me.
My name is Harkua Wilson. By caste Christian ; forty-six years
of age ; by occupation missionary ; my home is at Dwarahat, police
station M. Dwara, district Almora. I reside at Gunji, Byans.
I am a missionary in the American Methodist Episcopal Society.
My work is in the northern puffis or Bhot. I accompanied Mr.
Savage Landor in July last as far as Gyanima in Tibet. We went
through the Lumpiya Pass. I t took us four days from Lumpiya to
get to Gyanima. At this place the Barkha Tarjam declined to allow
me to go on, but he allowed Mr. Landor (who was said to be my
brother) with four porters and three servants to go on ; but the
following day he withdrew this permission. We t h w returned three
marches. At midnight in a snowstorm Mr Landor went up the
mountains, determining to go through Tibet by the wilds. He had
with him nine followers. H e was then in perfect health and
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strength, and so were his followers. At the end of August I heard
that Mr. Landor had been arrested, and, fearing the Tibetans
would kill him, I hastened to Taklakot to d o my utmost to save him.
There I learnt that Mr. Landor and his two servants were being
brought back. Hearing that it was the intention of the Tibetans to
take them via the Lumpiya, I, with Pandit Gobaria, Jai Mal, and
Lata, induced the Jong Pen of Taklakot to allow Mr. Landor to be
brought to Taklakot. On the evening of 7th September Peshkrfr
Kharak Sing arrived there. At about I I A.M. on the 8th September
Mr. Landor, Chanden Sing, and Man Sing arrived. I took them
to my tent and heard their account of what had happened. I could
hardly recognise Mr. Landor ; he looked very ill and seemed nearly
exhausted. 1 examined his injuries and found that his forehead had
the skin off and was covered with scabs. His cheeks and nose were
in the same state. His hair had grown long. H e was unshaven
and unkempt. H e was in rags and dirty, covered with swarms of
lice. His hands, fingers, and wrists were swollen and wounded.
On his spine at the waist he had an open sore, and the parts around
were swollen and red. His seat was covered with marks of wounds
caused by spikes. His feet were swollen, and so were his ankles.
The flesh about the latter was much hurt and contused, showing
marks of cords having been tightly bound round them. H e was in
a very low condition. I attended to him, having given him a bath
and a change of clothes. I gave him food, but though he said h e
was famished, he could scarcely eat. I am confident, if he had been
a few days longer in the hands of the Tibetans and had been taken
via Lumpiya, he would have died. After half an hour the Tibetans
brought some of Mr. Landor's things under seal. Some of the
Tibetan officials on one side, PeshRdr Kharak Sing and Gobaria
and myself on the other, made out a list of the property, which we
took over, and a list was prepared of the articles taken from Mr.
Landor and which were missing. Mr. Landor dictated the list from
memory. Copies of these lists were furnished to the Jong Pen. I
kept Mr. Landor at Taklakot until the afternoon of the 11th
September. Then I conveyed him by easy stages to Gunji, where I
have a dispensary, and attended to him. I am a hospital assistant.
I sent off reports to the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner.
Chanden Sing and Man Sing were also in a wretched state. The
former had marks of recent flogging from his waist to above his
ankles.
Read over to witness.
J. LARKIN.
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DEPOSITION
OF PANDITGOBARIA,
t a h on the 13th day of Od&r
Knihnanand.
I 897. Solemn aflrn~ationadministered by Pa&
My name is Gobaria; my father's name is Jaibania; I am by
caste Garbial; forty-eight years of age ; by occupation trader; my
home is at Garbyang, police station Byans, district Almora.
I heard that Mr. Landor had been arrested and brought down as
far as Rungu, and saw that the Jong Pen of Taklakot was sending
men to divert Mr. Landor by the long roundabout route vid the
Lumpia Pass. I went to the Jong Pen and succeeded in getting him
to allow Mr. Iandor to be brought to Taklakot. Next morning Mr.
Iandor and his two servants with two yaks amved. Mr. Landor
was in a very bad state-in a dying state. A list of Mr. Landor's
property as received from the Tokchim Tarjum was made. Then
Mr. Landor had a list of things taken from him and not returned
made out. A Tibetan, named Nerba, who was present, admitted
t h t he had taken part in Mr. Landor's torture and had held him by
the hair. The official who had tortured Mr. Landor was the Galjo
Changjo and a Lama.
~ * dover to witness.
J. LARKIN.

DEPOSITION
OF T H E POLITICAL
PESHKAR
KHARAK
SING,fakenon the
9th day of Ocfuler I 897. Solemn afirtnafion adttrinistered d.y nit.
My name is Kharak Sing; my father's name is Gobind Sing; I
am by caste Pal ; twenty-six years of age ; by occupation Peshkdr ;
my home is at Askot, police station Askot, district Almora.
I am the Political Peshkdr at Garbyang in Byans. I knew and
reported that Mr. Henry Savage Landor had gone into Tibet. On
the 5th September I learnt from Bhotias that he had been stopped
at Toxem and reported it. I then proceeded to Taklakot in Tibet,
to inquire into the matter. On the 7th September, at Taklakot, I
learnt that Mr. Landor was a prisoner at Dogmar, and that the Jong
Pen mould not permit his being brought into Taklakot, as this meant
that Mr. Landor would have to go to Gyanima and vid the Lumpia
Lek. I then insisted on the Jong Pen allowing Mr. Landor a passage
to Taklakot, and warned him of the consequences if he declined.
T h e Jong Pen consented, but gave orders that Mr. Landor should
be conveyed hurriedly by night through Taklakot to the Lippu Lek.
I protested against this, and eventually Mr. Landor, on 8th S e p
tember, was conveyed into Taklakot. The Jong Pen had sent two
sazudrs to his guard to admit them. I n the Rev. Harkua Wilson's
tent Mr. Landor related how he had been tortcred. There were
several of the Tibetans present who had taken part in the tortures,
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and they signified that all of Mr. Landor's story was true. Among
them was Nerba, of Thokchim Tarjum, who admitted that he had
held Mr. Landor by the hair when about to be beheaded, and had
cut the nails of his fingers and toes. H e admitted he had taken a
gold ring from Mr. Landor, which a soldier had taken from him. I
made a report of all this and sent ( I ) a list of Mr. Landor's property
restored him by the Tibetans and (2) a list of articles missing.
I know Mr. Landor had two rifles and a revolver when he went
into Tibet and a considerable amount of money. Mr. Landor
was in a very critical position ; he was past recognition. H e was
wounded on the face, body, hands, and legs. I went to the Jong
Pen and protested at the treatment given Mr. Landor. The former
boldly admitted that Mr. Landor had been treated as alleged, and
that it was their duty to act so. The Jong Pen promised to try and
have Mr. Landor's missing property restored to him. I know he
wrote off to the Garban of Gartok about orders issuing to the Toxem
Tarjum. H e has engaged to send me anything recovered.
Read over to witness.
J. L A R K I N .

DEPOSITIGN
OF SUNA,
taken on th 14th dtry of Octobc~1897. Solemn
aflrmation administered by me.

My name is Suna; my father's name is Gandachiju; I am by
caste Khumhar ; forty-two years of age ; by occupation trader; my
home is at Gunji, police station Byans, district Almora.
I saw Mr. Landor and his two servants as prisoners about one
and a-half month ago, this side of the Mansarowar Lake. Mr.
Landor and Chanden Sing were on yaks ; Man Sing on foot. They
were well guarded. Tunda and Amr Sing were with me. They went
o n ahead to Taklakot while I stayed back with the sheep. They
went to inform the Rev. Harkua Wilson of the capture. I saw Mr.
Landor detained at Dogmar.
Read ovef to witness.
J. L A R K I N .
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Statement of property confiated by the Tibetan a u t h ~ i t i wand
,
recwered some month later by the Gowrnment of India.
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DEPARTMENT

.

-

E m
H. K. GRACEY,
Esq., C.S.,
Tire Deputy Commissiomr of
Almora,
To
A. H. SAVAGE
LANDOR,Esq.,

c/o GRINDLAY,
GROOM
& CO.
BOMBAY.
Dated 10th D e c m b n
1897
Received
897
No. XXII. of 1897.

}

Revolver, I.
Jewel ring, I.
Cash - 681121 - in eight-anna
pieces.
Cartridges for rifles, I I o.
Riies, 2 ( I damaged).
Cartridges for pistol, 37.
Cleaning-rods for rifles, 2.
Cover for rifle, I.
,, revolver, I.
Leather strap, I.
Net to catch butterflies, I.

B. R. Regr. No. 27
Dept. XXII. B.~,oo,oooof 1896.

Eile No.

.
Serial No.

.
-

.

Eik Heading.
Propcrfy of Mr. H . SAVAGE
LANDOR.
SUBJECT.
Has the honour to inform him
that his marginally noted articles
have been received by the Political Peshkar of Garbyang from
the Jong-pen of Taklakote.
W. SMITH,C.S., for
H. K. GRACEY,
C.S,
DepIIjl Commfisioncr, Alm~a.
W. J. W.

APPENDIX
CcrtrjFtafefrom DR. WILSON.

I herewith certify that I accompanied Mr. A. Henry Savage
Landor in his ascent up the Mangshan mountain, and that Mr.
Landor and a Rongba coolie reached an altitude of 22,000 (twentytwo thousand) feet. Owing to the rarefied air, I and the other men
accompanying Mr. Landor were unable to go as far as he did. Mr.
Landor was at the time carrying on him a weight of thirty seers
(60 Ibs.), consisting of silver rupees, two aneroids, cartridges, revolver,
hc. During the whole time I travelled with Mr. Landor he always
carried the above weight on him, and generally carried his rifle besides
(7t !bs. extra). \Ve all suffered very much during the ascent, as the
incllne was very steep, and there was deep snow and much troublesome dank.
I also certify that I took many photographs * of Mr. Landor and
his two servants after they were released, and Mr. Landor looked
then very old and suffering, owing to starvation and the wounds that
had been inflicted upon him by the Tibetans.
(Signed)

H. WILSON,
In charge of Bhot Dispensaries,
American Methodist Episcopal Missiorr.

-

DHARCHULA,
April 27, 1898.
DEARMR. LANDOR,
Do you remember the night when we separated near Lama
Chokden in Tibet, you to proceed towards Lhassa, and I to return to
India ?
I have in my lifetime seen few such fierce snowstorms. The storm
had been raging the whole day and night, and the wind was blowing
s o hard that we could not hear each other speak. I can only recollect
with horror at the dreadful anxiety I was in when you, with a handful
of men, escaped from the Tibetan soldiers watching us, and in the
dark fearful night proceeded to take your men up the mountain
range, with no path, and anlong loose stones and boulders,a way,
indeed, not even fit for goats.
That night, I well remember, you were carrying a weight much
greater than the one you usually carried, thirty seers (60 Ibs.), for
when you left the tent you had in your hand a small bag with 2 0 0
extra silver rupees, and you carried your revolver, your rifle, and some
N.B.-Reproductions
given in this book.

of some of the photographs mentioned are
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extra ammunition. I assure you that I look back with amazement
at how you succeeded in pulling through the dangers and difficulties
of that night alone.
Yours sincerely,
H. WILSON,
(Signed)
American hiefhodist Episcopal Mission.

DR. H . WILSON'SStatement.
I herewith certify that, having heard at Gungi (Byas) that Mr. A.
Henry Savage Landor, after losing all his provisions in a large river,
had been captured by the Tibetans at Toxem and had there been
tortured, I proceeded to Taklakot (Tibet) in the hope of obtaining
further news. At Taklakot the news was confirmed, and I heard that
Mr. Landor and two servants were brought back under a strong
guard. Some uncertainty prevailed as to what route he would be
made to follow, and efforts were made by the Tibetans to make him
proceed by the long, cold, and dangerous route via the Lumpiya
Pass, instead of by the shorter and easier route via Taklakot. W e
heard that Mr. Landor and his two men were in very poor health
owing to the ill-treatment by the Tibetans, and no doubt the long
journey over ice and snow by the Lumpiya Pass left but little chance
of their reaching Gungi alive. At the request of Jaimal Bura, Latto
Bura and myself, Pundit Gobaria despatched a man to the Jong P e n
at Kujer to explain that we would be thankful and would consider i t
a great kindness if he would allow Mr. Landor to travel through
Taklakot. At last, after much trouble, our request was granted.
The officer who brought us the news informed us that Mr. Landor
would be made to pass through Taklakot at night, and conveyed
directly over the Lippu Pass. The Polltical l'eshkar Kharak Sing
Pal arrived in Taklakot that day from India, and we held a consultation. We agreed to keep a watchman in the road all night, but Mr.
Landor did not go by. In the afternoon of the 8th, Mr. Landor a n d
his two men afrived. They had been rifled of all they possessed and
their clothes were torn and dirty. Mr. Landor and the two men
looked very ill and suffering, Mr. Landor's face being hardly recog'nisable. H e and his bearer Chanden Sing gave us an account of the
tortures that had been inflicted upon them at Toxem and Galshio,
and Mr. Landor showed the Peshkar Kharak Singh, Pundit Gobaria,
myself and many Bhotiyas (Shokas) twenty-two wounds on his spine,
feet and hands received from the Tibetans. Chanden Sing, who had
been administered two hundred lashes, showed numerous black
marks and open sores where the skin had been torn on both legs
From Lamas and soldiers who had been present at Mr. Landor's
arrest and tortures I heard the following account.

APPENDIX
An ambush had been laid, and Mr. Landor and his bearer were
caught by treachery when some hundred and fifty yards away from
their tent, inside which were the rifles and revolver. They made a
desperate resistance and fought for over fifteen minutes, struggling to
get at their weapons. Thirty men were on Mr. Landor and twelve or
hfteen held Chanden Sing, while four hundred soldiers armed with
matchlocks and swords, and who had kept hidden behind sandhills,
quickly surrounded them. They were tightly bound with ropes round
the neck, chest, and legs, and the arms were pinioned behind their
backs. Chanden Sing received two hundred lashes that same day.
Mr. Landor and Mansing were taken to Galshio three days later.
Ponies were provided for them, Mansing riding bareback, while the
wooden frame of a saddle was provided for Mr. Landor, the frame
having several iron spikes sticking out of it in the back part of it.
During the long ride to Galshio these nails produced several wounds
on Mr. Landor's spine and back. Efforts were made, by means of a
rope attached to his handcuffs, to pull him off the saddle and have
him trodden to death by the hundreds of ponies of the Lamas,
soldiers and officers that came full gallop behind. Moreover, two
shots were fired at Mr. Landor. Mansing, unable to use his hands
that were bound, fell many times off his steed and remained some
two miles behind. When Galshio was reached Mr. Landor was
pulled off his saddle, and they told him that his head would be cut
off immediately. Dragged mercilessly by soldiers, he was taken to a
wooden log. Here they stretched his legs wide apart, and his feet
were made last on the cutting edge of the log by means of tightly
bound ropes that cut into his flesh. Then while an officer held him
in a standing position by the hair of his head, a hot iron was passed
in front of his eyes and a matchlock laid on his forehead and fired.
Lastly, the head Lama approached with a long sword and swung it
right and left close to Mr. Landor's neck, as if about to cut off the
head. Mr. Landor remained composed and spoke no words. After
some twenty minutes Mansing arrived, and was tied to the same log
in front of Mr. Landor, and pretence was made to behead Mansing,
Mr. Landor's face having been covered with a cloth. The Lamas
professed to have been very astonished when, after having tied the
prisoners' hands high up to poles behind them, Mr. Landor asked
for some hnmba (oatmeal), meat and rice, and Mansing for some
butter.
T h e amazement of the Tibetans appears to have been even greater
when food was brought and hir. Landor and Mansing partook
heartily of it and asked for more. Mr. Landor was kept chained to
the log for twenty-four hours, Mansing twelve hours. When they
were brought back to Toxem they found that Chanden Sing had been
kept four days tied hands and feet to an upright post, and he had
been given no food.
At Taklakot, an officer (called Nerba) confessed in my own tent,
and before Pundit Gobaria and the Political l'eshkar Kharak Sing,
that he himself had held hir. Landor by the hair when he was about
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to be beheaded. He had also fired a shot at Mr. Landor, and had
moreover been ordered by the Lamas to cut off Mr. Landor's toe
and finger nails, as well as a lock of his hair. The Taklakot Lamas
and the Tokchim Tarjum professed to be sorry at the Galshio Lamas
having behaved in such a cruel manner.
At Taklakot we made a list of Mr. Landor's property that was still
missing, and we gave a copy to the Jong Pen and one to the
Tokchim Tarjum, that they may try to recover what they can.
HARKUA WILSON,
Methodist Episcopal Mission.
GUNGIBYASBHOT,DARMA,
Sept. 21, 1897.
(Signed)

DR. H . WILSON'S
Certtjscatc o f A. HENRY
SAVAGE
LANDOR'S
injunk
a n d wounds

TAKLAKOT,
TIBET,Sept. 8, 1897.
I herewith certify that I have examined the wounds that Mr. A.
Henry Savage Landor received during his imprisonment at Galshio
in Tibet.
There are j i v e large sores along the spinal column and the spine
itself has sustained severe injuries. At the time they were inflicted
these wounds must have caused profuse bleeding.
The feet bear the marks of cruel treatment. On the right foot are
still well visible to-day (nineteen days after wounds were inflicted)
six wounds, viz.On the heel one wound one inch long ;
Outside ankle
,, half-inch long ;
Front of ankle
,, one inch long ;
Top of foot, three inches above the toes, one wound one
and a-half inch long.
Two small wounds on the upper part of foot.
On the left foot the four wounds are of a very severe character, and
were produced by ropes cutting into the flesh.
One nasty wound above heel, two and a-half inches long.
One wound below the ankle, one and one-fourth of an inch long.
One wound three inches above the toes, two inches long.
One wound on the heel, half an inch long.
These wounds have caused the feet to be much swollen, the left
foot especially having been considerably injured. Its strained
tendons give still intense pain when touched and the foot is very
heavy, inflamed and swollen.
On the left hand there arejivc wounds.

APPENDIX
On middle finger a wound one inch long and deep to the bone.
On root of middle finger, a wound half an inch long.
On small finger, a wound one-fourth of an inch long.
On third ,,
1)
99
SY
On first
,,
,, half an inch long.
The four fingers are still very swollen.
On the right hand there are only f w o wounds.
The first, one half-inch long, on the upper side of the hand.
The second, a quarter of an inch long on the second finger.
Both hands are aching and much swollen, and the wounds upon
them were evidently produced by the heavy iron chain of the handcuffs.
On arrival at Taklakot (nineteen days after having been tortured)
Mr. Landor is still suffering from strong fever caused by his wounds,
and no doubt when they were fresh these must have given Mr.
Landor intense pain. His health and strong constitution seem
altogether shattered by the sufferings he has undergone.
His face, hands and feet are very swollen, and he appears extremely
weak ; he himself attributed his great exhaustion to having been unable to sleep for nineteen consecutive nights on account of the bad
sores on the spine and legs and because of the heavy iron chains
with which he was laden.
H. WILSON,
Hospital Assistant, Methodist Epismfal Mission.
GWNGX
BYASBHOT,DARUA.
N.B.-The numerous smaller wounds, bums, &c., on the face and
body are not taken into account.
A copy of this report was despatched from Dr. Wilson direct to
the Deputy Commissio~~er,
and was forwarded to the Government of
India.
SING'Sinjuries.
DR. H. WILSON'SCertljSate of CHANDEN
TAKLAKOT,
Stit. 8, 1897.
I herewith certify that I have examined Chanden Sing, Mr. A.
Henry Savage Landor's servant who accompanied him to Tibet,
where they were arrested and tortured. Chanden Sing has visible
to this day on both his legs, and twenty-one days after they were inflicted, innumerable black marks produced by flogging. So severely
appears the punishment to have been administered, that large
patches of skin and flesh have been tom off by the lashing. Chanden
Sing is now in very poor health, and it is evident by his appearance
that he suKers greatly from the tortures and ill-treatment received at
the hands of the Tibetans.
H. WILSON.
Hosfihl Assishut, Mcthodist E*copal Mission.
A copy of this was sent by Dr. Wilson to the Deputy Commissioner at Almora, and was forwarded to the Government of India.
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Cerfr$cafe by MISSM. A. SHELDON,
M.D., offhe Methodist EpricOpd
Misswn.
M. E. MISSION,
P. 0. DIST.ALMORA.
KHELA
EASTKUMAON,
BHOT.
"All at it and always at it."-WESLEY.
Scpt. 28, 1897.
This is to certify that I have seen the wounds inflicted upon Mr.
Landor by the Tibetans. It is now about forty days since he was
bound and tortured. The wounds are healing well. The scars
upon his hands caused by being bound with chains behind his back
are plainly visible.
The feet show even more clearly the results of inhuman b i d i n g
and torture. The wounds have not yet entirely healed, and there is
much discoloration. One foot is still swollen.
I have not seen the wounds upon his spine inflicted by a torturing
saddle, but he complains of much pain and soreness in that region.
(Signed)

MARTHA A. SHELDON, M.D.

CerhjFatefrm DOCTOR
TURCHINI,
a Direcfor of the Royal Hospital
of S.M. Nuova, I;Zorence, Italy.

D. D.
STAMP

R. ARCISPEDALE
DI S.M.NUOVA.

GABINETTO

1 2 Febbraw, 1898.
FIRENZE,
I1 sottoscritto Medico Primario Direttore del Turno e Gabinetto
elettro-terapico del RO Arcispedale di S. Maria Nuova dichiara
quanto appresso : nel mese di Dicembre appena giunto in questa
CittA visitb il S i r Henry Savage Landor e lo trov6 affetto=
Da retinife all' occhio sinistro con suffusione dei mezzi trasparenti,
e da grave r;bcremia retinica all' occhio destro. La vista era aboZiia a
sinistra, diminvtta a destra =
La colonna verfebrale era dolente, se leggermente compressa con
un dito, o se appena percossa col martello da percussione il dolore
si faceva intenso, acuto specialmente nelle regioni lombare e dorsale.
La deambulazione non era libera ma incerta, la funzionalid degli
siinteri molto difettosa per cui difficolta della mizione e delle
evacuazioni.

APPENDIX
Presentava poi delle chiazze ecchimobili sopra-malleolari e sopracarpiche. I>'aspetto suo generale era di persona sofferente e molto
anemica. Fatte le cure che il caso del Sigm Landor reclamava, oggi
I 2 Febbraio notiamo ; all' occhio destro risoluta la iperemia retinica,
aumentato il campo visivo, occhio che serve discretamente alla sua
funzione; all' occhio sinistro 6 molto turbata la circolazione endoculare e quivi la funzione visiva non 6 ristabilita ; non vede gli oggetti
e tutto gli fa confusione. La colonna vercebrale presenta sempre dei
punti dolenti in specie al rigonfiamento sacro lombare. La deambulazione & pih corretta, ma gli sarebbe impossibile fare una passeggiata
lunga. Ia mizione e megliorata, non cosi la defacazione che i:
x m p r e difettosa per impotenza dello sfintere.
Le condizioni generali sono megliorate, ma occorre pert, a1 Sig:
Landor seguire la cura intrapresa, e specialmente la cura elettrica ed
idroterapica.
(Signed)
DOTT.TUKCHINI.
C O A I I ~ DI
N EFIHENZE.
OFFICIO
D'IGIENE.

L i r a Stamp.

Visto per 111 Icgalizrazwnc dclla
firma dcl Sig. Dott. Turchini.
Dal hfunicipio Fircnzc
Li I 3 F ~ b b r d i oI 898.
I1 Sindacc.
P. I.
A . Artimini.

Novcnrbcr 13, 1897.
MY UEAK MR. LANUOK,
I h o p that you have received my letter of some time ago and
that you may be quite well now. Are you still at Almora ? I have
not yet got back your things from the Jong Pen, but I hear it is quite
true that all your property reached Tokchim a long time ago. I have
sent another letter to the Jong Pen, but cannot get an answer as the
Lippu Pass is now closed owing to a heavy fall of snow yesterday.
It is rumoured that a 'I'ilxtan ofliccr is conling fro111I.hassa to 'l'aklakot to incluire after your case, and 1)robably flu lnay have reached
'I'aklakot yesterday, and after examining your things he will send then1
down to me. Now I have nearly finished my work at this place. I
have collectzd the dues and paid then1 to the agents of the Jong Pen.
I will go back to Chaudas the day after to-morrow-i.e., on the 15th
of this month.
With kind regards and hoping to hear from you soon.
I ren~ain,
Yours sincerely,
K H A K A K SING PAL.
2 1
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Letter fro111 the POLITICAL
PESHKAR,
KHARAK
SLNC
PAL.

HALDWANI,
Junuary

11,

r8gS.

MY DEAR MR. LANDOR,
I hope that by this time you have reach~dsafely home. I
have been very anxious as I have not heard from you or of your
safe arrival there. The dreadful day of the 8th of September is still
vivid in my mind, when I first saw you at Taklakot (in Tibet) after
you had been tortured by the Tibetans, and where I had come in
search of you.
I cannot forget your fearful appearance, with long hair and beard,
and your face, body and limbs covered with wounds and bruises.
When you anived at Taklakot, in a few miserable rags stained with
blood, dirty and swarming with lice, and surrounded by the guard of
Tibetans, I could hardly believe it possible that it Gas you B-ho stood
before me, so much you had cllanged since I had last seen you.
I am still deeply pained when I think of the pitiable condition you
were in, when you showed me 2 2 (twenty-two) fresh wounds on your
hands, feet and spine, without counting the iujuries to your face.
And indescribable pain gave us too seeing your confiscated baggage
under seal of the 'I'ibetan authorities, and to find it, when we opened
it, to be full of broken or damaged instruments and other articles
of your property.
I think that you may remember my inquiry and consequent anger
when the Tibetan officers and soldiers admitted their guilt of tying
you by your limbs to the stretching log and of placing you o n a
spiked saddle; of removing forcibly your toe-nails and pulling you
by the hair of your head. You know quite well that I had no power
to do more than to report the matter to higher authorities, but I can
assure you that it was to me quite unbearable to hear from the
Tibetans that they had brought you to execution, and that they
boasted of having swung the naked executioner's sword right and left
of your neck, and that they had brought a red-hot iron close to your
eyes to blind you.
Your servants' condition, especially that of Chanden Sing, whom
like yourself the Tibetans kept prisoner for twenty-four days, and
who was given two hundred lashes, as pitiable beyond words.
I am anxious to see the photographs taken by Dr. IVilson of you
as you were when you arrived at 'Taklakot. I trust that by now you
may feel better and that the pain in your spine may have altogether
disappeared. I believe your rifles, revolver, ring, &c., which I succeeded in recovering from thc Tibetans, must have reached you by
now through the Deputy Con~missionerat Almora. The cash and
other articles have not been recovered, nor is there any probability
of getting them back. Hoping to receive news of you soon and with
best salaams,
I am, yours most obediently,
K. KHARAK S I N G PAL,
Polificrll Peslrkar,
Garbyung Dhurclr~tlu,Blwt.

APPENDIX
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Letterfrom COI.ONEL
GRIGG,Commissioner of Kumaon.
Commissionership of Kumaon.
Dated December 7, 1897.

Karak Sing reports that 2 guns ( I damaged), I revolver, J
signet-ring, cash 681121-, cartridges (gun) I 10, ditto revolver 37,
cleaning-rods z , gun-case I, leather straps, r butterfly-catcher, &c.,
have been handed to him by the Jong Pen of Taklakot, and he has
requested Deputy Commissioner's orders.
I am glad to hear your things are coming on. I hope you are
getting stronger.
With our kindest regards,
Yours very sincerely,
E. E. GRIGG.

[NOTEB Y

THE

reached

A u T H o K . - - T ~fetter,
~ s ns itfill bc seen from the dote,
n f e r the ht/k of the hook h d ,qone to j w s s . ]

A PRIVATE L E T T E R FROM J. LARKIN,
EsQ., WHO, D E P U T E D BY T H E GOVERNMENT, PROCEEDED T O T H E
FRONTIER T O MAKE AN INQUIRY
INTO MY CASE.
ALMORA,
August 10, 1898.
MY DEAR LANDOR,
I am glad to hear that your book on
Yours of the ~ 1 sult.
t
your experiences in Tibet is nearly finished. I wish you may have every
success with it, as it is only what you deserve after your trials and
hardships in that difficult land of the ultra-conservative Lamas. I
am not aware that the Indian papers are attacking you. However,
they apparently do not get reliable information if t!iey dispute the
fact of your having entered Tibet. \Ve ~ v h owere in some way
connected with your rescue and return have not been " interviewed,"
or we would give the authentic account of the affair.
I was on a few days' leave at Naini Tal when I heard of your
capture, tortures and expulsion from Tibet. I was deputed by the
Government to proceed at once to the borders and make an inquiry
into theatrair. I set off at once, and I met you at Askot, where you
were being looked after by the Rajbar. What a change in your
appearance ! When I saw you standing among some of the Askot
natives I could with difficulty identify you. You were bronzed and
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weather-beaten to such an extent that you were pot distinguishable
from the natives. I do not think you can blame me for not
recognising you readily. Your forehead, nose and the part of your
face below your eyes were scarred, and helped to alter your appearance very greatly. You did surprise me when you told me that you
would retrace your steps back to the borders on learning from me
that I was hastening on to inquire into your case. I had then seen
the twenty odd wounds you had on your face, yrists, feet and back.
I strongly protested against your undertaking the fatiguing journey
back across the perilous and arduous road, as I knew you needed
rest and good nourishment, and thought it would be wisest for you to
get back to Almora, and be under a good doctor.
You, however, with your characteristic doggedness, meant to
accompany me, and I must perforce let you. I was glad in the long
run, for you enabled me to make a fuller inquiry than I would otherwise have been able.
As you know, and as I reported to Government, I found after
an inquiry on the borders that you had with great difficulty and
manmuvring succeeded in entering Tibet, evading the Jong Pen of
Taklakot, and the Barca Tarjum at Gyanema, and crossing the
Mariam La (Maium Pass) and getting as far as Tuksem (Toxem).
You had been deserted by all the mountaineers who had started with
you and who had promised to accompany you wherever you went.
When you were left with the two Kumaonis, you were surrounded
and captured by the Governor of that part of Tibet and his men.
There, as a sequel to your innumerable fatigues, hardships, desertions.
and privations, you and your two followers were ill-treated and
torturedby the Govertror. Have you not got a copy of my official
report? I remember you told me you were applying for it. If you
possess the copy, surely that will be sufficient to confound your
traducers. I saw from the public papers that my report was to be
laid on the table of the House of Commons by the Secretary of State
for India.
How did the photographs which we took up at the Lippu Pass
turn o u t ? 1-should particularly like to have the one of the group
on the pass, and also the one where I am on horseback. I would
also like to have the one I took of you having your matutinaf bath
when the zuaterfioze in your hair and orr your Body as it was thrown
on you by Chanden Sing ;and no wonder it did, as there were ten to
twelve feet of snow lying about, and a hardy Bhotia (Shoka)
mountaineer had only a few days prior to our arrival been lost in
the snow on crossing the pass.
Doubtless it will afford you some pleasure to learn that you have
earned quite a reputation among the natives, both Tibetan and
Bhotias (Shokas), on account of your universal cordiality, generosity
and pluck. They are constantly inquiring about you, and relating
your many good traits. Should you ever think of returning here you
have made many friends, and you would get a very warm wclcome
from the natives.

APPENDIX
Dr. H. Wilson tells me that, when he took you over from your
captors, tire oficials of Tibet, you were in a dying state, and that he
only just got you in the nick of time. How are your eyes and spine?
I trust they are quite well again. I look back with pleasure to my
tour up to the border with you, and our return journey after your
journey into Tibet proper, zuhre you were srrbjected to tortirres by
the Gmernot. of tire district f h r ~ o f .
With every good wish,
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) J. IAARKIN.
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Injuries and wounds, 484
Injuries to Spine, 457
Inlaid metals, 277
Insanity. 263
Inscriptions, 253, 282. 305
Islands, 213
AGAT
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olinkan Pass, 128
River. 129
Jong Pen of Taklakot, 53.65, 68,90,
205, 438, 441. ,453, 462, 464,
472. 4751 4880 489
His hatred of English subjects,
475
Julinba, 250
KACHIRam. 113, 114
Kali River, 32, 56, 76,
Kalika, 32
Kamariuri. the. 28
Kanwa, ?6
K a r d Sing Pal (Political Peshkh),
438. 451. 4527 453, 438. 4%
466,,4,75. 4843 487, 488, 492
Deposition of, 488
~ e i t e r sfrom, 497, 498
Kardam. 202, 442
Karko, 162
Kata, or veil of friendship, 288, 328,
355, 417. 420
Kathnodam, 469
K e l G or ~ i z e511,
,
213
Khela. 33
Xang, or wild horse, 162, 213, 342
Kiatsomba-pun, 378
Kunjuk-Sum, 248
K U ~ 81,
< 123, 124
Castle at, I23
Kuti River, 76, 77, 82, 64, 85, 127,
I35
Sources of, 148
Kutzia Daramsalla, 30

,

Lacnu River, 33
Ladak-Lhassa track, 305, 308, 313,
3490 355
Ladjekut Peak. 58
Lahmari, 61
Lama Chokden, 158, 175
Lamas, 242, 245-256, 334-337, 364,
368, 370, 377, 393. 406, 408,
418, 4731 479, 485
Celibacy of, 253, 333
Fasting of, 252
Hermit, 214
Hypocrisy of. 387
Infallibility of, 252
Musicians, 400
Sculptors, 253, 282
Support of, 2 o
Temporary ?reedom with
women, 256
Unpopularity of. 302
Landor, A. H. Savage. Src Savage
Landor
Langa River, 235
Lapsang, 441.442.444.452
Larkin J.. 6, 66. 460, 462, 464, 466,
468, 4 1, 476,477
Letters Lom, 499
Leather-work. 276
Lha Kang, or temple, 245
Lippn Pass, 35,53,63.90.438, 454,
462. 464
Loads. 4
Loudon Gourkha Fort, I I
Luminosity of water. 208
Lumpiya Glacier, 150
Lumpiya Pass. 81, go, 150, 438,441,
442. 444, 472, 475, 477. 4%. 487,
488. 492
Luway Pass, 157
A~AGBUN
(General-in-Chief), 164,378
Mahommedan shops, I 5
Maium Pass, 304. 305, 306, 472. 477
Malpa River, 61
Mangshan, 81, go
Mangshan Glacier, 138-140
Mangshan Mountain, 491
Mangshan River, 135, 141
Mani wall, 313, 340
Mansarowar Lake. 218, 233, 234,
242s 243, 435, 472, 4741 477,
484.4851486.489.
Le end about creation of, 243
anlf Rakstal ~ a i i e slevel
,
of, 217
Ridge dividing, 218. 232
Mansing, the coolie, 126, 352, 362,
390, 406, 407, 409, 470, 472,
474, 477,478. 482
Deposition of, 486
Marksmanship, 302, 417
Marriageable age, 333
2
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Marriage ceremonies. 327-328
Punishments for adultery, 333
Restrictions on, 328
System, 328
Marshy land, 343. 344,348
Martini-Henry rifle, 415, 483. 490
Masses kept in ignorance, 252
Matchlocks, 293, 302, 378
Medallions containing ashes of
the dead, 268
Medicine-man, 265
Medicines. 6
hlelancholia, 263
hletal-work, 277
Methodist EpiscopabMission, 33
hftddir, 274
Mirage, 314
Money, 240
Money-lending. 250
Monkeys, 32.53
Mortification, 416,
Mosquitoes. 341
Mud-holes. 344
Musicians, 432
N A ~77,
Nabi Shankom, 76
Naini Tal, 2, 4, 6, 469
Namjun Peak. 62
.Nari-Khorsum, 306
Neganza or Nejangar Mountain, 58
Nepd, 76,458
Nerba, 346, 393, 404, 452. 474, 475,
480, 481. 484, 488, 483. 493
Nerpani track, 57-62. 458
Nimo Nangil. 194
Northern range parallel to Himahlyw. 308, 314. 340, 342
Nunneries, 255
OBOS,5, 306
Occult arts, 253, 414, 422
Offerings. 246
Officers, 287
Officials. 445
" Ohc !" (Tibetan exclamation), 386
"Omnc mant padmc hun," 216, 253,
254
Optical phenomenon, zog

PACKING
cases, 4
Pack-saddles, 223, 279, 283
Panku-Gomba, 270
Paralysis, 263
Passes into Tibet, 154, 155
Photographs by Larkin, 500
of wounds. dl., 454
by Dr. Wilson, 491, 498
Photo raphy, 466, 469
~ i g t a i f s276
.
Piles of stones, xzg

Pithoragah, I I
Plague, 2
Plateau, a high, 15% 156
Plateau. 194
Plenki. 300, 301, 388, 422
Poison. 421
Polyandry. 327-333
P m b o . the. 370. 418. 474. 4i9. 480.
481. 482. 463
Contort~onsof. 419
Tent of, 368. 397
Pottery, 241
Poverty of the masses. 250
Prayer, a. 381
Prayer-wheels. 255
Provisions, 5, 1 2 2
Puhu, 225, 229, 315
Pungo. 43
RACK,408, 471. 483.493
Rakastal, or Rakstal, Lake, 21 I , 2 IS.
233
Rahsang, 318, 384
Rambang, 62. 92-97
Rankuti River, 33
Raots or Hajis, 17-26. 469
Features of. 23
Food of, 2 2
Habitations of, 22
Marriages of, 25
Release. 453
Relegar River. 33
Heports (Official),487
Rheumatism. 258
Rhubarb, 213
Rifles. 5
Rites, religious. 247
Ronkan, 77
Rosary, 255
Royal Geographical Society. 2
Rupun, 377, 380. 383, 358
Russian Embassy in London. I
Government. I
SACRBD
dances. 253
Sacrifices, 305, 328
Saddles, 279
Salutations. 287
Samarakand. I
Sandhills and mounds, 391
Savage Landor, A. H., 475.477.484.
486, 487, 488, 489, 491. 492. 493.
494..495#496. 499 .
Sensit~venessto physical pain. 259
Snai, 435
Servants, 7
Shadgora. 1 2
Shakta, 33
Shankula. 53
River, 54
Sheep loads, 31, 344

INDEX
Two-handed sword of execuSheldon, Miss, 32, 48
tioner, 403
Certificate of, 496
Sword
exercise previous to decapiShokas, 43, 68, 188, 1 9 , 450, 451,
tation, 404, 405. 474, 482, 493
452, 457,460, 462, 464,466
Cremation, gg
Dancing. 104-106
TAKLAKOT,
448, 451, 458, 4720 484.
Death, 98
485, 486,487,488,489, 492
Toram (implement for hot lron tor.
Diseases, 48
Dwellings. 73, 76
ture), 400,474, 482,486
Funerals. 98-1 lo
Tarbar. 263, 345, 347
Tatta, the. 27
Hospitality. 72-75
Tchukti, 324
Ladders, 119
Tchu-pun. 378
Marriages, 95
Teeth, 258
Notions of earthquakes, 87
Tents, 5. 5 5 6 3 , 88
Pathetic custom of the, I 18
Terror Cam
Punishments,
Tethering of&i:es, 279
Sacrifices, 106
Thar, 84, 213
Salutations, 45. 111. 1x2
Tibet, 41
Songs and music, 93
Boundary of, 462, 468
Summer residences, jo
Tibetan claims and abuses, 41, 42
Tailor, 88
Clothes. 225
Traders. 450, 472
Craving for alcohol, 170
Water mills, 33
Cruelty to British subjects, 64
Winter dwellings. 30, 33
Diet, 318, 384
Shosha. 46
Encampment, 31. 32
Sibling Monastery, 448
Guard. 113. 137, 154. 158, 16%
Singing, 305, 430
166 (see also " Soldiers ")
Sirka, 48
Siva, the god. 243
Habitations, exterior and inSlings, 272
terior, 239, 268
Insults, 91, 452, 468
Snapshot, 462
Tibetans
on British soil, 466, 469
Snow and ice bridges, 78. 85
practice of leaving one arm
snow-line, 134
bare explained. 226
Snowstorm, 491
Soldiers, 163. 167, 174,201,284,295,
Threats.,@. 305
Trade wlth. 35
298, 30% 338. 362, 370, 377,
381, 386, 424. 445, 471. 483, Tinker. 457
Tinker Pass, 106.458
49 I
Tinker River, 458
Allowance of, 302
Titela Daramsalla, 47
Spectre. 143
Tokchim Tarjum. 257,393, 432.452.
Speech, difficulty of, 263
Spies, go, 157
480,484,488
Spiked saddle, 390, 473, 480, 486, Tongzu Pangtl. 84
Torture Implements, 399
487.493
Spirits of the mountains, 18-30
Toxem, 4730474~478.485~486
Track on Bntish soll, I 16
Sports, 41
Transmigration of evil spirits.
Stars, brilliancy of, 209
Starvation, effects of, 353
1
259
Storms, 154. 184, 201, 234, 235,271. Treachery, 360, 473: 480
Treatment of umbilical cord, 263
290
Stretching-log, 398, 408
Tucker, 233. 435472,477
Lamasery. 245
Sturt, Mr. (ex-Deputy Commissioner at Almora), ( j 6
Tungpm, 378
Turchini.
Dr. (director of Royal
Suffocating a goat, 431 .
Hospital, S. M. Nuova, Florence),
Suicide, 263
certificate of, 496, 497
Suna, 438, 453
Deposition of, 459
UMBRELLA,
importance of, 168
Superstitions, 161, 202, 229, 231,
Under-Secretary to Government of
248, 259. 364, 412
N.W. Provinces and Oudh. 476
Surnerv. 260
~ w & d s , - z 278
~~.
Urghin, 247
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VENTRILOQUISM,
429
Vessels and instruments of human
bone, 256, 337
Vision, 422. 435
WARNER,
Sir W. Lee (Letter from),
47t
Waterfall, 61, 62
weaving loom, 44
Webbed fingers. 248, 422
White stones, 305
Widow's trouble, a, 330
Wilson, Dr. H., 33, 64, 76, 120, 138,
438. 450, 452, 454. 4649 4680
475, 484. 485, 486, 488. 489.
491
Certificate of A. H. Savage
Landor's wounds and injuries. 494,495
Certificate .of Chanden Sing's
mlunes, 495

Deposition of, 486
Letter from. 491
Photographs by, 491
Statements by, 491, qgz
Wind, 150,187,201,235. 280,309.464
Wire-making. 278
Witnesses, 466
Woman from Lhassa. 326
Women. 218. 229, 321-326. 424
Attire of, 24
Scarcity oj, 263
Strength of. 322
Woven patterns, 44
YAKS,163,222, 310, 349, 472
Yellow flowers, 21 3
Yutzang province, 306, 429
ZEHERAM,
73, I 11
Zeyan Yangti. 458
Z i m River, 458
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